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To my daughter, Sophie

Thanks to John Flicker, who kept
Genghis on the right path and improved
the battle at the pass.

Behold a people shall come from
the north, and a great nation. They
shall hold the bow and the lance;
they are cruel and will not show
mercy; their voice shall roar like
the sea, and they shall ride upon
horses every one put in array, like a
man to the battle.
—JEREMIAH 50: 41–42

PROLOGUE
THE KHAN OF THE NAIMANS WAS OLD . He
shivered in the wind as it blew over the
hill. Far below, the army he had
gathered made its stand against the man
who called himself Genghis. More than
a dozen tribes stood with the Naimans in
the foothills as the enemy struck in
waves. The khan could hear yelling and
screams on the clear mountain air, but he
was almost blind and could not see the
battle.
“Tell me what is happening,” he
murmured again to his shaman.

Kokchu had yet to see his thirtieth
year, and his eyes were sharp, though
shadows of regret played over them.
“The Jajirat have laid down their bows
and swords, my lord. They have lost
their courage, as you said they might.”
“They give him too much honor with
their fear,” the khan said, drawing his
deel close around his scrawny frame.
“Tell me of my own Naimans: do they
still fight?”
Kokchu did not respond for a long
time as he watched the roiling mass of
men and horses below. Genghis had
caught them all by surprise, appearing
out of the grasslands at dawn when the
best scouts said he was still hundreds of

miles away. They had struck the Naiman
alliance with all the ferocity of men used
to victory, but there had been a chance to
break their charge. Kokchu silently
cursed the Jajirat tribe, who had brought
so many men from the mountains that he
had thought they might even win against
their enemies. For a little time, their
alliance had been a grand thing,
impossible even a few years before. It
had lasted as long as the first charge, and
then fear had shattered it and the Jajirat
had stepped aside.
As Kokchu watched he swore under
his breath, seeing how some of the men
his khan had welcomed even fought
against their brothers. They had the mind

of a pack of dogs, turning with the wind
as it blew strongest.
“They fight yet, my lord,” he said at
last. “They have stood against the charge
and their arrows sting the men of
Genghis, hurting them.”
The khan of the Naimans brought his
bony hands together, the knuckles white.
“That is good, Kokchu, but I should go
back down to them, to give them heart.”
The shaman turned a feverish gaze on
the man he had served all his adult life.
“You will die if you do, my lord. I have
seen it. Your bondsmen will hold this
hill against even the souls of the dead.”
He hid his shame. The khan had trusted

his counsel, but when Kokchu watched
the first Naiman lines crumple, he had
seen his own death coming on the
singing shafts. All he had wanted then
was to get away.
The khan sighed. “You have served
me well, Kokchu. I have been grateful.
Now tell me again what you see.”
Kokchu took a quick, sharp breath
before replying.
“The brothers of Genghis have joined
the battle now. One of them has led a
charge into the flanks of our warriors. It
is cutting deeply into their ranks.” He
paused, biting his lip. Like a buzzing fly,
an arrow darted up toward them, and he

watched it sink to its feathers in the
ground just a few feet below where they
crouched.
“We must move higher, my lord,” he
said, rising to his feet without looking
away from the seething mass of killing
far below.
The old khan rose with him, aided by
two warriors. They were cold-faced as
they witnessed the destruction of their
friends and brothers, but they turned up
the hill at Kokchu's gesture, helping the
old man to climb.
“Have we struck back, Kokchu?” he
asked, his voice quavering. Kokchu
turned and winced at what he saw.

Arrows hung in the air below, seeming
to move with oily slowness. The Naiman
force had been split in two by the
charge. The armor Genghis had copied
from the Chin was better than the boiled
leather the Naimans used. Each man
wore hundreds of finger-width lengths of
iron sewn onto thick canvas over a silk
tunic. Even then, it could not stop a solid
hit, though the silk often trapped the
arrowhead. Kokchu saw the warriors of
Genghis weather the storm of shafts. The
horse-tail standard of the Merkit tribe
was trampled underfoot, and they too
threw down their weapons to kneel,
chests heaving. Only the Oirat and
Naimans fought on, raging, knowing they
could not hold for long. The great

alliance had come together to resist a
single enemy, and with its end went all
hope of freedom. Kokchu frowned to
himself, considering his future. “
The men fight with pride, my lord.
They will not run from these, not while
you are watching.” He saw a hundred
warriors of Genghis had reached the foot
of the hill and were staring balefully up
at the lines of bondsmen. The wind was
cruelly cold at such a height, and Kokchu
felt despair and anger. He had come too
far to fail on a dry hill with the cold sun
on his face. All the secrets he had won
from his father, surpassed even, would
be wasted in a blow from a sword, or an
arrow to end his life. For a moment, he

hated the old khan who had tried to
resist the new force on the plains. He
had failed and that made him a fool, no
matter how strong he had once seemed.
In silence Kokchu cursed the bad luck
that still stalked him.
The khan of the Naimans was panting
as they climbed, and he waved a weary
hand at the men who held his arms.
“I must rest here,” he said, shaking his
head.
“My lord, they are too close,” Kokchu
replied. The bondsmen ignored the
shaman, easing their khan down to where
he could sit on a ledge of grass.

“Then we have lost?” the khan said.
“How else could the dogs of Genghis
have reached this hill, if not over
Naiman dead?”
Kokchu did not meet the eyes of the
bondsmen. They knew the truth as well
as he, but no one wanted to say the
words and break the last hope of an old
man. Below, the ground was marked in
curves and strokes of dead men, like a
bloody script on the grass. The Oirat had
fought bravely and well, but they too had
broken at the last. The army of Genghis
moved fluidly, taking advantage of every
weakness in the lines. Kokchu could see
groups of tens and hundreds race across
the
battlefield,
their
officers

communicating with bewildering speed.
Only the great courage of the Naiman
warriors remained to hold back the
storm, and it would not be enough.
Kokchu knew a moment's hope when the
warriors retook the foot of the hill, but it
was a small number of exhausted men
and they were swept away in the next
great charge against them.
“Your bondsmen still stand ready to
die for you, my lord,” Kokchu
murmured. It was all he could say. The
rest of the army that had stood so bright
and strong the night before lay shattered.
He could hear the cries of dying men.
The khan nodded, closing his eyes.

“I thought we might win this day,” he
said, his voice little more than a
whisper. “If it is over, tell my sons to
lay down their swords. I will not have
them die for nothing.”
The khan's sons had been killed as the
army of Genghis roared over them. The
two bondsmen stared at Kokchu as they
heard the order, their grief and anger
hidden from view. The older man drew
his sword and checked the edge, the
veins in his face and neck showing
clearly, like delicate threads under the
skin.
“I will take word to your sons, lord, if
you will let me go.”

The khan raised his head.
“Tell them to live, Murakh, that they
might see where this Genghis takes us
all.”
There were tears in Murakh's eyes
and he wiped them away angrily as he
faced the other bondsman, ignoring
Kokchu as if he were not there.
“Protect the khan, my son,” he said
softly. The younger man bowed his head
and Murakh placed a hand on his
shoulder, leaning forward to touch
foreheads for a moment. Without a
glance at the shaman who had brought
them to the hill, Murakh strode down the
slope.

The khan sighed, his mind full of
clouds. “Tell them to let the conqueror
through,” he whispered. Kokchu
watched as a bead of sweat hung on his
nose and quivered there. “Perhaps he
will be merciful with my sons once he
has killed me.”
Far below, Kokchu saw the bondsman
Murakh reach the last knot of defenders.
They stood taller in his presence;
exhausted, broken men who nonetheless
raised their heads and tried not to show
they had been afraid. Kokchu heard them
calling farewell to one another as they
walked with a light step toward the
enemy.
At the foot of the hill, Kokchu saw

Genghis himself come through the mass
of warriors, his armor marbled in blood.
Kokchu felt the man's gaze pass over
him. He shivered and touched the hilt of
his knife. Would Genghis spare a
shaman who had drawn it across his
own khan's throat? The old man sat with
his head bowed, his neck painfully thin.
Perhaps such a murder would win
Kokchu's life for him, and at that
moment, he was desperately afraid of
death.
Genghis stared up without moving for
a long time, and Kokchu let his hand fall.
He did not know this cold warrior who
came from nowhere with the dawn sun.
Kokchu sat at the side of his khan and

watched the last of the Naimans go down
to die. He chanted an old protective
charm his father had taught him, to turn
enemies to his side. It seemed to ease the
tension in the old khan to hear the
tumbling words.
Murakh had been first warrior to the
Naimans and had not fought that day.
With an ululating yell, he tore into the
lines of Genghis's men without a thought
for his defense. The last of the Naimans
shouted in his wake, their weariness
vanishing. Their arrows sent the men of
Genghis spinning, though they rose
quickly and snapped the shafts, showing
their teeth as they came on. As Murakh

killed the first who stood against him, a
dozen more pressed him on all sides,
making his ribs run red with their blows.
Kokchu continued the chant, his eyes
widening as Genghis blew a horn and
his men pulled back from the panting
Naiman survivors.
Murakh still lived, standing dazed.
Kokchu could see Genghis call to him,
but he could not hear the words. Murakh
shook his head and spat blood on the
ground as he raised his sword once
more. There were only a few Naimans
who still stood, and they were all
wounded, their blood running down their
legs. They raised their blades, staggering
as they did so.

♦ ♦ ♦
“You have fought well,” Genghis
shouted. “Surrender to me and I will
welcome you at my fires. I will give you
honor.”
Murakh grinned at him through red
teeth. “I spit on Wolf honor,” he said.
Genghis sat very still on his pony
before finally shrugging and dropping
his arm once more. The line surged
forward and Murakh and the others were
engulfed in the press of stamping,
stabbing men.

High on the hill, Kokchu rose to his feet,
his chant dying in his throat as Genghis
dismounted and began to climb. The
battle was over. The dead lay in their
hundreds, but thousands more had
surrendered. Kokchu did not care what
happened to them.
“He is coming,” Kokchu said softly,
peering down the hill. His stomach
cramped and the muscles in his legs
shuddered like a horse beset with flies.
The man who had brought the tribes of
the plains under his banners was
walking purposefully upwards, his face
without expression. Kokchu could see
his armor was battered and more than a
few of its metal scales hung by threads.

The fight had been hard, but Genghis
climbed with his mouth shut, as if the
exertion was nothing to him.
“Have my sons survived?” the khan
whispered, breaking his stillness. He
reached out and took hold of the sleeve
of Kokchu's deel.
“They have not,” Kokchu said with a
sudden surge of bitterness. The hand fell
away and the old man slumped. As
Kokchu watched, the milky eyes came up
once more and there was strength in the
way he held himself.
“Then let this Genghis come,” the
khan said. “What does he matter to me
now?”

Kokchu did not respond, unable to
tear his gaze from the warrior who
climbed the hill. The wind was cold on
his neck and he knew he was feeling it
more sweetly than ever before. He had
seen men faced with death; he had given
it to them with the darkest rites, sending
their souls spinning away. He saw his
own death coming in the steady tread of
that man, and for a moment he almost
broke and ran. It was not courage that
held him there. He was a man of words
and spells, more feared amongst the
Naimans than his father had ever been.
To run was to die, with the certainty of
winter coming. He heard the whisper as
Murakh's son drew his sword, but took
no comfort from it. There was something

awe inspiring about the steady gait of the
destroyer. Armies had not stopped him.
The old khan lifted his head to watch
him come, sensing the approach in the
same way his sightless eyes could still
seek out the sun.
Genghis paused as he reached the
three men, gazing at them. He was tall
and his skin shone with oil and health.
His eyes were wolf-yellow and Kokchu
saw no mercy in them. As Kokchu stood
frozen, Genghis drew a sword still
marked with drying blood. Murakh's son
took a pace forward to stand between
the two khans. Genghis looked at him
with a spark of irritation, and the young
man tensed.

“Get down the hill, boy, if you want to
live,” Genghis said. “I have seen enough
of my people die today.”
The young warrior shook his head
without a word, and Genghis sighed.
With a sharp blow, he knocked the
sword aside and swept his other hand
across, plunging a dagger into the young
man's throat. As the life went out of
Murakh's son, he fell onto Genghis with
open arms. Genghis gave a grunt as he
caught the weight and heaved him away.
Kokchu watched the body tumble limply
down the slope.
Calmly, Genghis wiped his knife and
replaced it in a sheath at his waist, his
weariness suddenly evident.

“I would have honored the Naimans,
if you had joined me,” he said.
The old khan stared up at him, his
eyes empty. “You have heard my
answer,” he replied, his voice strong.
“Now send me to my sons.”
Genghis nodded. His sword came
down with apparent slowness. It swept
the khan's head from his shoulders and
sent it tumbling down the hill. The body
hardly jerked at the tug of the blade and
only leaned slightly to one side. Kokchu
could hear the blood rolling on the rocks
as every one of his senses screamed to
live. He paled as Genghis turned to him
and he spoke in a desperate torrent of

words.
“You may not shed the blood of a
shaman, lord. You may not. I am a man
of power, one who understands power.
Strike me and you will find my skin is
iron. Instead, let me serve you. Let me
proclaim your victory.”
“How well did you serve the khan of
the Naimans to have brought him here to
die?” Genghis replied.
“Did I not bring him far from the
battle? I saw you coming in my dreams,
lord. I prepared the way for you as best I
could. Are you not the future of the
tribes? My voice is the voice of the
spirits. I stand in water, while you stand

on earth and sky. Let me serve you.”
Genghis hesitated, his sword perfectly
still. The man he faced wore a dark
brown deel over a grubby tunic and
leggings. It was decorated with patterns
of stitching, swirls of purple worn
almost black with grease and dirt. The
boots Kokchu wore were bound in rope,
the sort a man might wear if the last
owner had no more use for them.
Yet there was something in the way
the eyes burned in the dark face. Genghis
remembered how Eeluk of the Wolves
had killed his father's shaman. Perhaps
Eeluk's fate had been sealed on that
bloody day so many years before.
Kokchu watched him, waiting for the

stroke that would end his life.
“I do not need another storyteller,”
Genghis said. “I have three men already
who claim to speak for the spirits.”
Kokchu saw the curiosity in the man's
gaze and he did not hesitate. “They are
children, lord. Let me show you,” he
said. Without waiting for a reply, he
reached inside his deel and removed a
slender length of steel bound clumsily
into a hilt of horn. He sensed Genghis
raise his sword and Kokchu held up his
free palm to stay the blow, closing his
eyes.
With a wrenching effort of will, the
shaman shut out the wind on his skin and

the cold fear that ate at his belly. He
murmured the words his father had
beaten into him and felt the calm of a
trance come sharper and faster than even
he had expected. The spirits were with
him, their caress slowing his heart. In an
instant, he was somewhere else and
watching.
Genghis opened his eyes wide as
Kokchu touched the dagger to his own
forearm, the slim blade entering the
flesh. The shaman showed no sign of
pain as the metal slid through him, and
Genghis watched, fascinated, as the tip
raised the skin on the other side. The
metal showed black as it poked through,
and Kokchu blinked slowly, almost

lazily, as he pulled it out.
He watched the eyes of the young khan
as the knife came free. They were
fastened on the wound. Kokchu took a
deep breath, feeling the trance deepen
until a great coldness was in every limb.
“Is there blood, lord?” he whispered,
knowing the answer.
Genghis frowned. He did not sheathe
his sword, but stepped forward and ran
a rough thumb over the oval wound in
Kokchu's arm.
“None. It is a useful skill,” he
admitted grudgingly. “Can it be taught?”

Kokchu smiled, no longer afraid. “The
spirits will not come to those they have
not chosen, lord.”
Genghis nodded, stepping away. Even
in the cold wind, the shaman stank like
an old goat and he did not know what to
make of the strange wound that did not
bleed.
With a grunt, he ran his fingers along
his blade and sheathed it.
“I will give you a year of life,
shaman. It is enough time to prove your
worth.”
Kokchu fell to his knees, pressing his
face into the ground. “You are the great

khan, as I have foretold,” he said, tears
staining the dust on his cheeks. He felt
the coldness of whispering spirits leave
him then. He shrugged his sleeve
forward to hide the growing spot of
blood.
“I am,” Genghis replied. He looked
down the hill at the army waiting for him
to return. “The world will hear my
name.” When he spoke again, it was so
quiet that Kokchu had to strain to hear
him.
“This is not a time of death, shaman.
We are one people and there will be no
more battles between us. I will summon
us all. Cities will fall to us, new lands
will be ours to ride. Women will weep

and I will be pleased to hear it.”
He looked down at the prostrate
shaman, frowning.
“You will live, shaman. I have said it.
Get off your knees and walk down with
me.”
At the foot of the hill, Genghis nodded to
his brothers Kachiun and Khasar. Each
of them had grown in authority in the
years since they had begun the gathering
of tribes, but they were still young and
Kachiun smiled as his brother walked
amongst them.
“Who is this?” Khasar asked, staring

at Kokchu in his ragged deel.
“The shaman
Genghis replied.

of

the

Naimans,”

Another man guided his pony close
and dismounted, his eyes fastened on
Kokchu. Arslan had once been
swordsmith to the Naiman tribe, and
Kokchu recognized him as he
approached. The man was a murderer,
he remembered, forced into banishment.
It was no surprise to find such as he
amongst Genghis's trusted officers.
“I remember you,” Arslan said. “Has
your father died, then?”
“Years ago, oath-breaker,” Kokchu

replied, nettled by the tone. For the first
time, he realized he had lost the authority
he had won so painfully with the
Naimans. There were few men in that
tribe who would have looked on him
without lowering their eyes, for fear that
they would be accused of disloyalty and
face his knives and fire. Kokchu met the
gaze of the Naiman traitor without
flinching. They would come to know
him.
Genghis watched the tension between
the two men with something like
amusement.
“Do not give offense, shaman. Not to
the first warrior to come to my banners.
There are no Naimans any longer, nor

ties to tribe. I have claimed them all.”
“I have seen it in the visions,” Kokchu
replied immediately. “You have been
blessed by the spirits.”
Genghis's face grew tight at the
words. “It has been a rough blessing.
The army you see around you has been
won by strength and skill. If the souls of
our fathers were aiding us, they were too
subtle for me to see them.”
Kokchu blinked. The khan of the
Naimans had been credulous and easy to
lead. He realized this new man was not
as open to his influence. Still, the air
was sweet in his lungs. He lived and he
had not expected even that an hour

before.
Genghis turned to his brothers,
dismissing Kokchu from his thoughts.
“Have the new men give their oath to
me this evening, as the sun sets,” he said
to Khasar. “Spread them amongst the
others so that they begin to feel part of
us, rather than beaten enemies. Do it
carefully. I cannot be watching for
knives at my back.”
Khasar dipped his head before turning
away and striding through the warriors
to where the defeated tribes still knelt.
Kokchu saw a smile of affection pass
between Genghis and his younger

brother Kachiun. The two men were
friends and Kokchu was beginning to
learn everything he could. Even the
smallest detail would be useful in the
years to come.
“We have broken the alliance,
Kachiun. Did I not say we would?”
Genghis said, clapping him on the back.
“Your armored horses came in at the
perfect time.”
“As you taught me,” Kachiun replied,
easy with the praise.
“With the new men, this is an army to
ride the plains,” Genghis said, smiling.
“It is time to set the path, at last.” He
thought for a moment.

“Send out riders in every direction,
Kachiun. I want the land scoured of
every wanderer family and small tribe.
Tell them to come to the black mountain
next spring, near the Onon River. It is a
flat plain that will hold all the thousands
of our people. We will gather there,
ready to ride.”
“What message shall they take?”
Kachiun asked.
“Tell them to come to me,” he said
softly. “Tell them Genghis calls them to
a gathering. There is no one to stand
against us now. They can follow me or
they can spend their last days waiting for
my warriors on the horizon. Tell them
that.” He looked around him with

satisfaction. In seven years, he had
gathered more than ten thousand men.
With the survivors of the defeated allied
tribes, he had almost twice that number.
There was no one left on the plains who
could challenge his leadership. He
looked away from the sun to the east,
imagining the bloated, wealthy cities of
the Chin.
“They have kept us apart for a
thousand generations, Kachiun. They
have ridden us until we were nothing
more than savage dogs. That is the past. I
have brought us together and they will be
trembling. I'll give them cause.”

CHAPTER 1
IN THE SUMMER DUSK, the encampment of
the Mongols stretched for miles in every
direction, the great gathering still
dwarfed by the plain in the shadow of
the black mountain. Ger tents speckled
the landscape as far as the eye could see,
and around them thousands of cooking
fires lit the ground. Beyond those, herds
of ponies, goats, sheep, and yaks
stripped the ground of grass in their
constant hunger. Each dawn saw them
driven away to the river and good
grazing before returning to the gers.
Though Genghis guaranteed the peace,

tension and suspicion grew each day.
None there had seen such a host before,
and it was easy to feel hemmed in by the
numbers. Insults imaginary and real
were exchanged as all felt the pressure
of living too close to warriors they did
not know. In the evenings, there were
many fights between the young men,
despite the prohibition. Each dawn
found one or two bodies of those who
had tried to settle an old score or
grudge. The tribes muttered among
themselves while they waited to hear
why they had been brought so far from
their own lands.
In the center of the army of tents and
carts stood the ger of Genghis himself,

unlike anything seen before on the
plains. Half as high again as the others,
it was twice the width and built of
stronger materials than the wicker lattice
of the gers around it. The construction
had proved too heavy to dismantle easily
and was mounted on a wheeled cart
drawn by eight oxen. As the night came,
many hundreds of warriors directed their
feet toward it, just to confirm what they
had heard and marvel.
Inside, the great ger was lit with
mutton-oil lamps, casting a warm light
over the inhabitants and making the air
thick. The walls were hung with silk war
banners, but Genghis disdained any
show of wealth and sat on a rough

wooden bench. His brothers lay
sprawled on piled horse blankets and
saddles, drinking and chatting idly.
Before Genghis sat a nervous young
warrior, still sweating from the long ride
that had brought him amongst such a
host. The men around the khan did not
seem to be paying attention, but the
messenger was aware that their hands
were never far from their weapons. They
did not seem tense or worried at his
presence, and he considered that their
hands might always be near a blade. His
people had made their decision and he
hoped the elder khans knew what they
were doing.
“If you have finished your tea, I will

hear the message,” Genghis said.
The messenger nodded, placing the
shallow cup back on the floor at his feet.
He swallowed his last gulp as he closed
his eyes and recited, “These are the
words of Barchuk, who is khan to the
Uighurs.”
The conversations and laughter
around him died away as he spoke, and
he knew they were all listening. His
nervousness grew.
“‘It is with joy that I learned of your
glory, my lord Genghis Khan. We had
grown weary waiting for our people to
know one another and rise. The sun has
risen. The river is freed of ice. You are

the gurkhan, the one who will lead us
all. I will dedicate my strength and
knowledge to you.' ”
The messenger stopped and wiped
sweat from his brow. When he opened
his eyes, he saw that Genghis was
looking at him quizzically and his
stomach tightened in fear.
“The words are very fine,” Genghis
said, “but where are the Uighurs? They
have had a year to reach this place. If I
have to fetch them . . .” He left the threat
dangling.
The messenger spoke quickly. “My
lord, it took months just to build the carts
to travel. We have not moved from our

lands in many generations. Five great
temples had to be taken apart, stone by
stone, each one numbered so that it could
be built again. Our store of scrolls took
a dozen carts by itself and cannot move
quickly.”
“You have writing?” Genghis asked,
sitting forward with interest.
The messenger nodded without pride.
“For many years now, lord. We have
collected the writings of nations in the
west, whenever they have allowed us to
trade for them. Our khan is a man of
great learning and has even copied
works of the Chin and the Xi Xia.”
“So I am to welcome scholars and

teachers to this place?” Genghis said.
“Will you fight with scrolls?”
The messenger colored as the men in
the ger chuckled. “There are four
thousand warriors also, my lord. They
will follow Barchuk wherever he leads
them.”
“They will follow me, or they will be
left as flesh on the grass,” Genghis
replied.
For a moment, the messenger could
only stare, but then he dropped his eyes
to the polished wooden floor and
remained silent.
Genghis stifled his irritation. “You

have not said when they will come, these
Uighur scholars,” he said.
“They could be only days behind me,
lord. I left three moons ago and they
were almost ready to leave. It cannot be
long now, if you will have patience.”
“For four thousand, I will wait,”
Genghis said softly, thinking. “You know
the Chin writing?”
“I do not have my letters, lord. My
khan can read their words.”
“Do these scrolls say how to take a
city made of stone?”
The messenger hesitated as he felt the

sharp interest of the men around him.
“I have not heard of anything like that,
lord. The Chin write about philosophy,
the words of the Buddha, Confucius, and
Lao Tzu. They do not write of war, or if
they do, they have not allowed us to see
those scrolls.”
“Then they are of no use to me,”
Genghis snapped. “Get yourself a meal
and be careful not to start a fight with
your boasting. I will judge the Uighurs
when they finally arrive.”
The messenger bowed low before
leaving the ger, taking a relieved breath
as soon as he was out of the smoky
atmosphere. Once more he wondered if

his khan understood what he had
promised with his words. The Uighur
ruled themselves no longer.
Looking around at the vast
encampment, the messenger saw
twinkling lights for miles. At a word
from the man he had met, they could be
sent in any direction. Perhaps the khan of
the Uighurs had not had a choice.
Hoelun dipped her cloth into a bucket
and laid it on her son's brow. Temuge
had always been weaker than his
brothers, and it seemed an added burden
that he fell sick more than Khasar or
Kachiun, or Temujin himself. She smiled
wryly at the thought that she must now

call her son “Genghis.” It meant the
ocean and was a beautiful word twisted
beyond its usual meaning by his
ambition. He who had never seen the sea
in his twenty-six years of life. Not that
she had herself, of course.
Temuge stirred in his sleep, wincing
as she probed his stomach with her
fingers.
“He is quiet now. Perhaps I will
leave for a time,” Borte said. Hoelun
glanced coldly at the woman Temujin
had taken as a wife. Borte had given him
four perfect sons and for a time Hoelun
had thought they would be as sisters, or
at least friends. The younger woman had

once been full of life and excitement, but
events had twisted her somewhere deep,
where it could not be seen. Hoelun knew
the way Temujin looked at the eldest
boy. He did not play with little Jochi and
all but ignored him. Borte had fought
against the mistrust, but it had grown
between them like an iron wedge into
strong wood. It did not help that his three
other boys had all inherited the yellow
eyes of his line. Jochi's were a dark
brown, as black as his hair in dim light.
While Temujin doted on the others, it
was Jochi who ran to his mother, unable
to understand the coldness in his father's
face when he looked at him. Hoelun saw
the young woman glance at the door to
the ger, no doubt thinking of her sons.

“You have servants to put them to
bed,” Hoelun chided. “If Temuge wakes,
I will need you here.”
As she spoke her fingers drifted over
a dark knot under the skin of her son's
belly, just a few fingerbreadths above
the dark hair of his groin. She had seen
such an injury before, when men lifted
weights too heavy for them. The pain
was crippling, but most of them
recovered. Temuge did not have that
kind of luck, and never had. He looked
less like a warrior than ever as he had
grown to manhood. When he slept, he
had the face of a poet, and she loved him
for that. Perhaps because his father
would have rejoiced to see the men the

others had become, she had always
found a special tenderness for Temuge.
He had not grown ruthless, though he had
endured as much as they. She sighed to
herself and felt Borte's eyes on her in the
gloom.
“Perhaps he will recover,” Borte
said.
Hoelun winced. Her son blistered
under the sun and rarely carried a blade
bigger than an eating knife. She had not
minded as he began to learn the histories
of the tribes, taking them in with such
speed that the older men were amazed at
his recall. Not everyone could be skilled
with weapons and horses, she told
herself. She knew he hated the sneers

and gibes that followed him in his work,
though there were few who dared risk
Genghis hearing of them. Temuge
refused to mention the insults and that
was a form of courage all its own. None
of her sons lacked spirit.
Both women looked up as the small
door of the ger opened. Hoelun frowned
as she saw Kokchu enter and bow his
head to them. His fierce eyes darted
over the supine figure of her son, and she
fought not to show her dislike, not even
understanding her own reaction. There
was something about the shaman that set
her teeth on edge, and she had ignored
the messengers he had sent. For a
moment, she drew herself up, struggling

between indignation and weariness.
“I did not ask for you,” she said
coldly.
Kokchu seemed oblivious to the tone.
“I sent a slave to beg a moment with you,
mother to khans. Perhaps he has not yet
arrived. The whole camp is talking of
your son's illness.”
Hoelun felt the shaman's gaze fasten
on her, waiting to be formally welcomed
as she looked at Temuge once more.
Always he was watching, as if inside,
someone else looked out. She had seen
how he pushed himself into the inner
circles around Genghis, and she could
not like him. The warriors might reek of

sheep turds, mutton fat, and sweat, but
those were the smells of healthy men.
Kokchu carried an odor of rotting meat,
though whether it was from his clothes
or his flesh, she could not tell.
Faced with her silence, he should
have left the ger, or risked her calling
for guards. Instead, he spoke brazenly,
somehow certain that she would not send
him away.
“I have some healing skill, if you will
let me examine him.”
Hoelun tried to swallow her distaste.
The shaman of the Olkhun'ut had only
chanted over Temuge, without result.

“You are welcome in my home,
Kokchu,” she said at last. She saw him
relax subtly and could not shake the
feeling of being too close to something
unpleasant.
“My son is asleep. The pain is very
great when he is awake, and I want him
to rest.”
Kokchu crossed the small ger and
crouched down beside the two women.
Both edged unconsciously away from
him.
“He needs healing more than rest, I
think.” Kokchu peered down at Temuge,
leaning close to smell his breath. Hoelun
winced in sympathy as he reached out to

Temuge's bare stomach and probed the
area of the lump, but she did not stop
him. Temuge groaned in his sleep and
Hoelun held her breath.
After a time, Kokchu nodded to
himself.
“You should prepare yourself, old
mother. This one will die.”
Hoelun jerked out a hand and caught
the shaman by his thin wrist. Her
strength surprised him.
“He has wrenched his gut, shaman. I
have seen it many times before. Even on
ponies and goats have I seen it, and they
always live.”

Kokchu undid her shaking clasp with
his other hand. It pleased him to see fear
in her eyes. With fear, he could own her,
body and soul. If she had been a young
Naiman mother, he might have sought
sexual favors in return for healing her
son, but in this new camp, he needed to
impress the great khan. He kept his face
still as he replied, “You see the darkness
of the lump? It is a growth that cannot be
cut out. Perhaps if it were on the skin, I
would burn it off, but it will have run
claws into his stomach and lungs. It eats
him mindlessly and it will not be
satisfied until he is dead.”
“You are wrong,” Hoelun snapped,
but there were tears in her eyes.

Kokchu lowered his gaze so that she
would not see his triumph glitter there.
“I wish I was, old mother. I have seen
these things before and they have nothing
but appetite. It will continue to savage
him until they perish together.” To make
his point, he reached down and squeezed
the swelling.
Temuge jerked and came awake with
a sharp breath. “Who are you?” Temuge
said to Kokchu, gasping. He struggled to
sit up, but the pain made him cry out and
he fell back onto the narrow bed. His
hands tugged at a blanket to cover his
nakedness, and his cheeks flushed hotly
under Kokchu's scrutiny.
“He is a shaman, Temuge. He is going

to make you well,” Hoelun said. Temuge
broke into fresh sweat and she dabbed
the cloth to his skin as he settled back.
After a time, his breathing slowed and
he drifted into exhausted sleep once
more. Hoelun lost a little of her tension,
if not the terror Kokchu had brought into
her home.
“If it is hopeless, shaman, why are
you still here?” she said. “There are
other men and women who need your
healing skill.” She could not keep the
bitterness from her voice and did not
guess that Kokchu rejoiced in it.
“I have fought what eats him twice
before in my life. It is a dark rite and

dangerous for the man who practices it
as well as for your son. I tell you this so
you do not despair, but it would be
foolish to hope. Consider him to have
died, and if I win him back, you will
know joy.”
Hoelun felt a chill as she looked into
the shaman's eyes. He smelled of blood,
she realized, though no trace of it
showed on his skin. The thought of him
touching her perfect son made her clench
her hands, but he had frightened her with
his talk of death and she was helpless
against him.
“What will you have me do?” she
whispered.

He sat very still while he considered.
“It will take all my strength to bring the
spirits to your son. I will need a goat to
take in the growth and another to cleanse
him with blood. I have the herbs I need,
if I am strong enough.”
“What if you fail?” Borte asked
suddenly.
Kokchu took a deep breath, letting it
shudder from his lips. “If my strength
fails as I begin the chant, I will survive.
If I reach the final stage and the spirits
take me, then you will see me torn out of
my body. It will live for a time, but
without the soul it will be empty flesh.
This is no small thing, old mother.”

Hoelun watched him, once more
suspicious. He seemed so plausible, but
his quick eyes were always watching,
seeing how his words were received.
“Fetch two goats, Borte. Let us see
what he can do.”
It was dark outside, and while Borte
brought the animals, Kokchu used the
cloth to wipe Temuge's chest and belly.
When he pressed his fingers into
Temuge's mouth, the young man woke
again, his eyes bright with terror.
“Lie still, boy. I will help you if I
have the strength,” Kokchu told him. He
did not look round as the bleating goats
were brought in and dragged to his side,

his attention fully on the young man in
his care.
With the slowness of ritual, Kokchu
took four brass bowls from his robe and
placed them on the ground. He poured
gray powder into each one and lit a taper
from the stove. Soon snakes of whitegray smoke made the air chokingly thick
in the ger. Kokchu breathed deeply,
filling his lungs. Hoelun coughed into
her hand and flushed. The fumes were
making her dizzy, but she would not
leave her son alone with a man she did
not trust.
In a whispering voice, Kokchu began
to chant in the most ancient tongue of
their people, almost forgotten. Hoelun

sat back as she heard it, remembering the
sounds from the healers and shamans of
her youth. It brought back darker
memories for Borte, who had heard her
husband recite the old words on a night
long before, butchering men and forcing
slivers of burned heart between her lips.
It was a language of blood and cruelty,
well suited to the winter plains. There
was no word in it for kindness, or for
love. As Borte listened the ribbons of
smoke seeped into her, making her skin
numb. The tumbling words brought a
rush of vicious images and she gagged.
“Be still, woman,” Kokchu growled at
her, his eyes wild. “Be silent while the
spirits come.” His chant resumed with

greater force, hypnotic as he repeated
phrases over and over, growing in
volume and urgency. The first goat
bleated in desperation as he held it over
Temuge, looking into the young man's
terrified eyes. With his knife, Kokchu
slit the goat's throat and held it while its
blood poured and steamed over Hoelun's
son. Temuge cried out at the sudden
warmth, but Hoelun touched her hand to
his lips and he quietened.
Kokchu let the goat fall, still kicking.
His chant grew faster and he closed his
eyes, reaching deep into Temuge's gut.
To his surprise, the young man remained
silent and Kokchu had to squeeze the
lump hard to make him cry out. The

blood hid the sharp twist as he undid the
strangled piece of gut and shoved it back
behind the wall of muscle. His father
had shown him the ritual with a real
tumor and Kokchu had seen the old man
chanting while men and women
screamed, sometimes yelling back over
their open mouths so that his spittle
entered their throats. Kokchu's father had
taken them so far past exhaustion that
they were lost and they were mad and
t he y believed. He had seen obscene
growths shrink and die after that point of
agony and faith. If a man gave himself
utterly to the shaman, sometimes the
spirits rewarded that trust.
There was no honor in using the craft

to fool a young man with a torn stomach,
but the rewards would be great. Temuge
was brother to the khan and such a man
would always be a valuable ally. He
thought of his father's warnings about
those who abused the spirits with lies
and tricks. The man had never
understood power, or how intoxicating it
could be. The spirits swarmed around
belief like flies on dead meat. It was not
wrong to make belief swell in the camp
of the khan. His authority could only
increase.
Kokchu breathed heavily as he
chanted, rolling his eyes up in his head
as he pushed his hand deeper into
Temuge's belly. With a cry of triumph,

he made a wrenching movement, pulling
out a small piece of calf's liver he had
hidden from sight. In his grip, it jerked
like something alive and Borte and
Hoelun recoiled from it.
Kokchu continued to chant as he
yanked the second goat close. It too
struggled, but he forced his hand past its
yellow teeth, though they gnawed at his
knuckles. He pushed the foul meat down
the gullet until the animal could do
nothing but swallow in jerking spasms.
When he saw the throat move, he stroked
it hard, forcing the liver into the goat's
stomach before letting it go.
“Do not let her touch the other
animals,” he said, panting, “or it will

spread and live again, perhaps even get
back into your son.” Sweat dripped from
his nose as he watched them.
“It would be better to burn the goat to
ashes. She must not be eaten, as the flesh
contains the growth. Be sure with this. I
do not have the strength to do it again.”
He let himself slump as if his senses
had left him, though he still breathed like
a dog in the sun.
“The pain has gone,” he heard
Temuge say wonderingly. “It is sore, but
nothing like it was before.” Kokchu
sensed Hoelun lean over her son and
heard him gasp as she touched the place
where his gut had come through his

stomach muscle.
“The skin is whole,” Temuge said.
Kokchu could hear the awe in his voice
and chose that moment to open his eyes
and sit up. He was dull-eyed and
squinted through the haze of smoke.
His long fingers hunted in the pockets
of his deel, pulling out a piece of twisted
horsehair stained with old blood.
“This has been blessed,” he told them.
“I will bind it over the wound so that
nothing may enter.”
No one spoke as he took a grubby
ribbon of cloth from his deel and made
Temuge sit up. Kokchu chanted under his

breath as he wound it around the young
man's gut, covering the stiff piece of hair
with line after line of cloth and heaving
each one tight until it was hidden from
view. When he had knotted it, Kokchu
sat back, satisfied that the gut would not
pop out and spoil all his work.
“Keep the charm in place for a turn of
the moon,” he said wearily. “Let it fall
and perhaps the growth will find its
home once more.” He closed his eyes, as
if exhausted. “I must sleep now, for
tonight and most of tomorrow. Burn that
goat before you leave her to spread the
growth. She will be dead in a few hours
at the most.” Given that he had laced the
liver with enough poison to kill a full-

grown man, he knew he spoke the truth.
There would be no suspiciously healthy
animal to spoil his achievement.
“Thank you for what you have done,”
Hoelun said. “I do not understand it . . .”
Kokchu smiled tiredly. “It took me
twenty years of study to begin my
mastery, old mother. Do not think to
understand it in a single evening. Your
son will heal now, as he would have
done if the growth had not begun to
writhe in him.” He thought for a moment.
He did not know the woman, but surely
she would tell Genghis what had
happened. To make certain, he spoke
again.

“I must ask that you do not tell anyone
of what you have seen. There are still
tribes where they kill those who practice
the old magic. It is seen as too
dangerous.” He shrugged. “Perhaps it
is.” With that, he knew the tale would
spread right through the camp before he
woke the next day. There were always
some who wanted a charm against
illness, or a curse on an enemy. They
would leave milk and meat at his ger,
and with power came respect and fear.
He longed for them to be afraid, for
when they were, they would give him
anything. What did it matter if he had not
saved a life this time? The belief would
be there when another life hung in his
hands. He had dropped a stone in the

river and the ripples would go far.
Genghis and his generals were alone in
the great ger as the moon rose above the
host of his people. The day had been
busy for all of them, but they could not
sleep while he remained awake, and
there would be yawns and bleary eyes
the following day. Genghis seemed as
fresh as he had that morning, when he
had welcomed two hundred men and
women from a Turkic tribe so far to the
northwest that they could not understand
more than a few words of what he said.
Still, they had come.
“Every day brings more of them, with
two moons left of summer,” Genghis

said, looking round proudly at men who
had been with him since the first days.
At fifty years of age, Arslan was
growing old after the years of war. He
and his son, Jelme, had come to Genghis
when he had nothing but his wits and his
three brothers. Both had remained utterly
loyal through hard years, and Genghis
had let them prosper and take wives and
wealth. Genghis nodded to the
swordsmith who had become his
general, pleased to see the man's back as
straight as ever.
Temuge did not attend their
discussions, even when he was well. Of
all the brothers, he had shown no
aptitude for tactics. Genghis loved him,

but he could not trust him to lead others.
He shook his head, realizing that his
thoughts were wandering. He too was
weary, though he would not allow it to
show.
“Some of the new tribes have never
even heard of the Chin,” Kachiun said.
“The ones who came this morning dress
like nothing I've ever seen. They are not
Mongols, as we are.”
“Perhaps,” Genghis said. “But I will
make them welcome. Let them prove
themselves in war before we judge them.
They are not Tartars, or blood enemies
to any man here. At least I will not be
called to untangle some grudge going
back a dozen generations. They will be

useful.”
He took a draught from a rough clay
cup, smacking his lips at the bitterness of
the black airag.
“Be wary in the camp, my brothers.
They have come because not to come
invites us to destroy them. They do not
trust us yet. Many of them know only my
name and nothing else.”
“I have men listening at every fire,”
Kachiun said. “There will always be
some who seek an advantage in such a
gathering. Even as we speak here, there
will be a thousand other conversations
discussing us. Even whispers will be
heard. I will know if I have to act.”

Genghis nodded to his brother, proud
of him. Kachiun had grown into a stocky
man with an immense breadth of
shoulder from his bow practice. They
shared a bond that Genghis could claim
with no one else, not even Khasar.
“Still, my back itches when I walk
through the camp. While we wait, they
grow restless, but there are more to
come and I cannot move yet. The
Uighurs alone will be valuable. Those
who are already here may test us, so be
ready and let no insult go unpunished. I
will trust you in your judgment, even if
you throw a dozen heads at my feet.”
The generals in the ger met each
other's eyes without smiling. For every

man they had brought to the great plain,
two more had come. The advantage they
held was that not one of the strongest
khans knew the extent of their support.
Anyone riding into the shadow of the
black mountain saw a single host and
gave no thought to the fact that it was
composed of a hundred different
factions, watching each other in mutual
mistrust.
Genghis yawned at last. “Get some
sleep, my brothers,” he said wearily.
“Dawn is close and the herds have to be
moved to new grass.”
“I will look in on Temuge before I
sleep,” Kachiun said.

Genghis sighed. “Let us hope the sky
father makes him well. I cannot lose my
only sensible brother.”
Kachiun snorted, throwing open the
small door to the outside air. When they
had all left, Genghis rose, cracking the
stiffness out of his neck with a swift jerk
of his hands. His family ger was nearby,
though his sons would be asleep. It was
one more night when he would thump
into the blankets without his family
knowing he had come home.

CHAPTER 2
GENGHIS EYED HIS YOUNGER BROTHER
with disquiet. Temuge had spent the
morning telling anyone who would listen
about the cure Kokchu had wrought. The
camp was a stifling place despite its
size, and any news spread quickly. By
noon it would be in the mouths of the
newest wanderers off the plains.
“So how do you know it was not a
strangled bit of gut?” Genghis said,
watching him. Temuge seemed to stand a
little taller than usual in the family ger,
and his face was lit with excitement and

something more. Whenever he mentioned
Kokchu's name, his voice would dip
almost to a murmur. Genghis found his
awe irritating.
“I saw him pull it out of me, brother!
It squirmed and writhed in his hand and I
nearly vomited to see it. When it was
gone, the pain went with it.” Temuge
touched his hand to the place and
winced.
“Not completely gone, then,” Genghis
noted.
Temuge shrugged. The area above and
below the bandage was a mass of purple
and yellow, though it was already
beginning to fade. “It was eating me

alive before. This is no worse than a
bruise.”
“Yet you say there is no cut,” Genghis
said, wonderingly.
Temuge shook his head, his
excitement returning. He had explored
the area with his fingers in the darkness
before dawn. Under the tight cloth, he
could feel a split in the muscle that was
still incredibly tender. He felt sure it
was from there the growth had been torn.
“He has power, brother. More than any
one of the charlatans we have seen
before. I trust what I saw. You know the
eyes do not lie.”
Genghis nodded. “I will reward him

with mares, sheep, and new cloth.
Perhaps a new knife and boots. I cannot
have the man who saved my brother
looking like a beggar.”
Temuge winced in sudden doubt. “He
did not want the story to get out,
Genghis. If you reward him, everyone
will know what he did.”
“Ever yone does know,” Genghis
replied. “Kachiun told me at dawn and
three more have come to talk about it
before I saw you. There are no secrets in
this camp, you should know that.”
Temuge nodded thoughtfully. “Then he
cannot mind, or he will forgive if he
does.” He hesitated before going on,

nervous under his brother's gaze.
“With your permission, I will learn
from him. I think he would take me as a
pupil and I have never felt such a desire
to know. . .” He broke off as Genghis
frowned.
“I had hoped you would resume your
duties with the warriors, Temuge. Do
you not want to ride with me?”
Temuge flushed and looked at the
floor. “You know as well as I do that I
will never be a great officer. Perhaps I
could learn to be competent, but the men
will always know I was raised for my
blood and not my skill. Let me learn
from this Kokchu. I do not think he

would be unwilling.”
Genghis sat perfectly still as he
considered. Temuge had more than once
been the subject of mirth in the tribes.
His archery was abysmal and he won no
respect with his red-faced efforts with a
sword. He could see his youngest
brother was trembling, his face tight
with fear that Genghis would refuse.
Temuge was out of place in the tribes
and there had been many evenings when
Genghis had wished for him to find
something he could do. Yet he was
reluctant to let him go so easily. Men
like Kokchu stood apart from the tribes.
They were feared certainly, and that was
good, but they were not part of the

family. They were not made welcome
and greeted as old friends. Genghis
shook his head slightly. Temuge too had
always been outside the tribes, a
watcher. Perhaps this was the way his
life would go.
“On the condition that you practice
with a blade and bow for two hours each
day. Give your word on that and I will
confirm your choice, your path.”
Temuge nodded, smiling shyly. “I
will. Perhaps I will be more useful to
you as a shaman than I ever was as a
warrior.”
Genghis's eyes became cold. “You are
still a warrior, Temuge, though it has

never been easy for you. Learn what you
want from this man, but in your private
heart, remember that you are my brother
and our father's son.”
Temuge felt tears come to his eyes
and dipped his head before his brother
could see and be ashamed for him.
“I do not forget it,” he said.
“Then tell your new master to come to
me and be rewarded. I will embrace him
in front of my generals and let them
know he is valuable to me. My shadow
will ensure you are treated with courtesy
in the camp.”
Temuge bowed low before turning

away and Genghis was left alone, his
thoughts twisting darkly. He had hoped
Temuge would harden himself and ride
with his brothers. He had yet to meet a
shaman he liked, and Kokchu had all the
arrogance of his kind. Genghis sighed to
himself. Perhaps it was justified. The
healing had been extraordinary and he
remembered how Kokchu had passed a
blade through his own flesh without a
drop of blood. The Chin were said to
have workers of magic, he recalled. It
might be useful to have men to match
them. He sighed again. Having his own
brother as one of that breed had never
been in his plans.

Khasar strolled through the camp,
enjoying the bustle and noise. New gers
were springing up on every spare bit of
ground, and Genghis had ordered deep
latrine pits dug at every intersection.
With so many men, women, and children
in one place, new problems had to be
tackled each day, and Khasar found no
interest in the details. Kachiun seemed to
enjoy the challenges and had organized a
group of fifty strong men to dig the pits
and help erect the gers. Khasar could see
two of them building a shelter for
bundles of new birch arrows to protect
them from rain. Many warriors made
their own, but Kachiun had ordered vast
numbers for the army and every ger
Khasar passed had women and children

busy with feathers, thread, and glue,
bundling them up in fifties to be taken
away. The forges of the tribes roared
and spat all night to make the
arrowheads, and every dawn brought
new bows to the ranges for testing.
The vast camp was a place of life and
work, and it pleased Khasar to see his
people so industrious. In the distance, a
newborn child started squalling and he
smiled to hear it. His feet followed
tracks in the grass that had been worn
down to the clay beneath. When they left,
the camp would look like a vast drawing
of shapes, and he struggled to picture it.
Relaxed as he was, he did not at first
take notice of the disturbance at a

meeting of paths ahead of him. Seven
men stood in an angry knot, wrestling to
pull a reluctant stallion to the ground.
Khasar paused to watch them geld the
animal, wincing as one flailing hoof
caught a man in the stomach and left him
writhing on the ground. The pony was
young and powerfully muscled. It fought
the men, using its huge strength against
the ropes they had on it. Once it was
down, they would truss the legs and
render it helpless for the gelding knife.
They seemed hardly to know what they
were doing, and Khasar shook his head
in amusement, beginning to walk past the
struggling group.
As he edged around the kicking beast,

it reared, pulling one of the men off his
feet. The pony snorted in fury and
backed up into Khasar, stepping on his
foot so that he shouted in pain. The
closest man to him reacted to the noise,
backhanding him across the face to get
him out of their way.
Khasar erupted with a fury to match
the bound horse. He hammered a blow in
return. The man staggered, dazed, and
Khasar saw the others drop their ropes,
their eyes dangerous. The pony took
advantage of the unexpected freedom to
bolt, racing away through the camp with
its head down. All around them, the
other stallions of the herd whinnied in
response to its calls, and Khasar was

left facing furious men. He stood before
them without fear, knowing they would
recognize his armor.
“You are Woyela,” he said, looking to
break the tension. “I will have your
horse recaptured and brought to you.”
They said nothing as they exchanged
glances. Each of them shared a
resemblance and Khasar realized they
were the sons of the Woyela khan. Their
father had arrived only a few days
before, bringing five hundred warriors
as well as the families. He had a
reputation for quick temper and a prickly
sense of honor. As the men crowded
around Khasar he thought the same traits
had been passed to his sons.

Khasar hoped for a moment that they
would let him go without a fight, but the
one he had struck was wild with anger
and it was he who pressed closest,
bolstered by the presence of his
brothers. A livid mark showed on the
side of his face where Khasar had hit
him.
“What right do you have to interfere?”
one of the others snapped. They were
deliberately crowding him and Khasar
could see the bustle of the camp had
stopped around them. There were many
families watching the exchange, and with
a sinking feeling, he knew he could not
back away without shaming Genghis,

perhaps even risking his hold on the
camp.
“I was trying to get past,” he ventured
through gritted teeth, readying himself.
“If your bullock of a brother had not
struck me, you would have had that pony
on the ground by now. Next time, truss
his legs first.”
One of the largest spat on the ground
near his feet, and Khasar clenched his
fists as a voice cut through the air.
“What is this?” The effect on the men
was instant and they stood still. Khasar
glanced at an older man who bore the
same stamp of features. It could only be
the khan of the Woyela, and Khasar

could do nothing but bow his head. It
had not yet come to blades and he knew
better than to insult the one man who
might control his sons.
“You are brother to the man who calls
himself Genghis,” the khan said. “Yet
this is a Woyela camp. Why are you here
to anger my sons and spoil their work?”
Khasar flushed in irritation. No doubt
Kachiun would have been informed of
the confrontation and would have men on
the way, but he did not trust himself to
answer at first. The khan of the Woyela
was clearly enjoying the situation, and
Khasar did not doubt he had seen it from
the beginning. When he had mastered his
temper, he spoke slowly and clearly to

the khan.
“I struck the man who struck me.
There is no cause to see blood spilled
today.”
In reply the khan's mouth twisted into
a sneer. He had a hundred warriors
within easy call, and his sons were
ready to beat humility into the man who
stood so proudly before him.
“I might have expected such a
response. Honor cannot be set aside
when it is not convenient. This part of
the camp is Woyela land. You trespass
upon it.”
Khasar assumed the cold face of the

warrior to hide his irritation. “My
brother's orders were clear,” he said.
“All tribes may use the land while we
gather. There is no Woyela ground
here.”
The khan's sons muttered amongst
themselves as they heard his words, and
the khan himself seemed to stiffen.
“I say there is and I see no one of rank
to challenge my word. Yet you will hide
in your brother's shadow.”
Khasar took a slow breath. If he
claimed the protection of Genghis, the
incident would end. The khan of the
Woyela was not such a fool as to
challenge his brother in the camp, with a

vast army at his call. Yet the man
watched him like a snake ready to strike,
and Khasar wondered if it had been
chance that put the brothers and the wild
stallion in his path that morning. There
would always be those willing to test
men who presumed to lead them in war.
Khasar shook his head to clear it.
Kachiun
enjoyed
politics
and
maneuvering, but he had no taste for it,
nor for the posturing of the khan and his
sons.
“I will not spill blood here,” he
began, seeing the triumph in the khan's
eyes, “but I will not need my brother's
shadow.” As he spoke he slammed his
fist into the chin of the nearest brother,

knocking him cold. The others roared
and leaped at him almost as one. Blows
rained on his head and shoulders as he
moved backwards, then braced his legs
and struck hard into a face, feeling the
nose break. Khasar enjoyed fighting as
much as any man who had grown up
amongst brothers, but the odds were
impossible and he almost went down as
his head was snapped back and hard
thumping blows crashed against his
armor. At least he was protected there,
and as long as he remained on his feet,
he could duck and slip their punches
while hammering back at them with
everything he had.
Even as he formed the thought, one of

them took him around the waist and
dumped him on the ground. Khasar
kicked out hard, hearing a yelp as he
covered his head against their stamping
boots. Where was Kachiun, by the
spirits? Khasar could feel blood pouring
from his nose, and his lips had begun to
swell. His head was ringing from a kick
to his right ear. Much more of this and he
would be permanently injured.
He felt the weight of one of them
straddling him, trying to pull Khasar's
arms away from his face. Khasar peered
through a gap at the man. He chose his
moment and shoved a thumb hard into
his attacker's eye. It seemed to give
under his strike, and he hoped he had

blinded him. The Woyela son rolled off
with a cry, and if anything, the kicks
intensified.
A shout of pain came from somewhere
close and, for a moment, Khasar was left
alone to try to get to his feet. He saw a
stranger had leaped among the Woyela
brothers, knocking one to the ground and
kicking another hard in the knee. The
newcomer was little more than a boy,
but he could punch with all his weight
behind a blow. Khasar smiled at him
through broken lips, but he was too
dazed to rise.
“Stop this!” ordered a voice behind
him, and Khasar knew a moment of hope
before he realized Temuge had not

arrived with a dozen men to help him.
His younger brother ran straight up to the
struggling mass and heaved one of the
Woyela men away.
“Get Kachiun,” Khasar shouted, his
heart sinking. Temuge would accomplish
nothing but getting himself beaten, and
then there would be blood. Genghis
might accept one brother fighting, but a
second would be a personal attack on
his family too great to ignore. The khan
of the Woyela seemed oblivious to the
danger, and Khasar heard him laugh as
one of his sons smashed a fist into
Temuge's face, knocking him to his
knees. The young stranger too had lost
the advantage of surprise, and he was

suffering under a rain of kicks and
punches. The Woyela sons were
laughing as they transferred their efforts
to the two newcomers, and Khasar raged
to hear Temuge cry out in pain and
humiliation, fending off their kicks as he
struggled to rise.
Another sound came then, a series of
hard cracks that had the sons of the
Woyela yelping and falling back. Khasar
continued to protect his head on the
ground until he heard Kachiun's voice,
tight with fury. He had brought men with
him and it had been their sticks Khasar
had heard.
“Stand, if you can, brother. Tell me
who you want dead,” Kachiun snapped

to Khasar.
As Khasar lowered his hands, he spat
red phlegm onto the grass and levered
himself to his feet. His face was a mass
of bruising and blood, and the khan of
the Woyela stiffened at the sight, his
amusement fading.
“This was a private matter,” the khan
said quickly as Kachiun glared at him.
“Your brother claimed no formal rank.”
Kachiun looked at Khasar, who
shrugged, wincing as his bruised body
protested.
Temuge too had regained his feet,
looking as pale as milk. His eyes were

cold and his shame made him angrier
than Khasar or Kachiun had ever seen
him. The third man straightened painfully
and Khasar nodded to him in thanks. He
too had been battered, but he grinned
infectiously as he rested his hands on his
knees and panted.
“Be careful,” Kachiun murmured to
his brothers, barely loud enough to hear.
He had brought a bare dozen of his
workers, all he could grab when he
heard of the fight. They would last only
moments before the armed men of the
Woyela. Hard eyes in the crowd
watched the scene, and the khan regained
some of his confidence.
“Honor

has

been satisfied,”

he

declared. “There is no grudge between
us.” He turned to Khasar to see how his
words had been received. Khasar stood
smiling crookedly. He had heard the
sound of marching feet coming closer.
All of those who stood there stiffened in
alarm at the jingling approach of
armored warriors. It could only be
Genghis.
“There is no grudge?” Kachiun hissed
at the khan. “That is not for you to
decide, Woyela.”
All eyes turned to see Genghis
coming. He walked with Arslan and five
other men in full armor. All carried
drawn blades and the Woyela sons

glanced at each other in dawning worry
at what they had done. They had talked
of testing one of the brothers of Genghis,
and that part had gone beautifully. Only
the arrival of Temuge had dragged them
into deeper water, and none of them
knew how it would be resolved.
Genghis took in the scene, his face a
mask. His gaze lingered on Temuge and
for a moment the yellow eyes tightened
at the sight of his little brother's
trembling hands. The khan of the Woyela
spoke before anyone else.
“This is already settled, lord,” he
said. “It was merely a diversion, a fight
over a horse.” He swallowed dryly.
“There is no need for you to rule on

this.”
Genghis ignored him.
“Kachiun?”
Kachiun controlled his anger to reply
in a calm voice. “I do not know what
started it. Khasar can tell you that.”
Khasar winced at hearing his name.
Under Genghis's stare, he considered his
words carefully. The entire camp would
hear eventually and he could not be seen
to complain like a child to his father.
Not if he expected to lead them in war
afterwards.
“I am satisfied with my part in this,

brother,” he said through gritted teeth.
“If I have need to discuss it further with
these men, I will do so on another day.”
“You will not,” Genghis snapped,
understanding the implied threat as well
as the Woyela sons did themselves. “I
forbid it.”
Khasar bowed his head. “ As you say,
lord,” he replied.
Genghis looked at Temuge, seeing the
shame at his public beating, coupled
with the bright rage that had surprised
Khasar and Kachiun before.
“You too are marked, Temuge. I
cannot believe you were part of this.”

“He tried to stop it,” Kachiun replied.
“They knocked him to his knees and—”
“Enough!” Temuge snapped. “In time,
I will return every blow.” Blushing red,
he seemed close to tears, like a child.
Genghis stared at him and his own anger
suddenly broke free. With a grunt, he
shook his head and strode through the
brothers of the Woyela. One of them was
too slow and Genghis barged him down
with his shoulder, barely seeming to feel
the impact. The khan raised his hands in
a plea, but Genghis grabbed his deel and
yanked him forward. As he unsheathed
his sword, the Woyela warriors drew
their own in a rasp of metal.
“Hold!” Genghis roared at them, a

voice that had carried across a hundred
battles. They ignored the order and as
they closed, Genghis jerked the khan
upwards like a marmot in his grip. In
two quick slashes, he brought his sword
across the man's thighs, gashing the
muscles.
“If my brother was made to kneel,
Woyela, you will not stand again,” he
said. The khan was bellowing and blood
poured over his feet as he fell. Before
the warriors could reach him, Genghis
raised his gaze to stare them down.
“If I see one sword in a hand in ten
heartbeats more, not a single Woyela
man, woman, or child will live past this

evening.”
The officers amongst the warriors
hesitated, raising their arms to hold back
the others. Genghis stood before them
without a trace of fear while the khan at
his feet fell to one side, moaning. The
sons still stood frozen, horrified at what
they had seen. With an effort of will, the
khan made a gesture that his officers
chose to interpret as assent. They
sheathed their swords and the warriors
followed, their eyes wide. Genghis
nodded. “When we ride, you Woyela
will be the guards for my brother,” he
said. “If you will have them?”
Khasar murmured assent, his swollen
face blank.

“Then this is finished. There is no
blood feud and I have seen justice
served.”
Genghis caught the eyes of his
brothers and they fell in with him as he
strode back to the great ger and the
business of the day. Khasar clapped a
hand on the young man who had helped
him, taking him along rather than leaving
him to be beaten again.
“This one came to help me,” Khasar
said as they walked. “He knows no fear,
brother.”
For an instant, Genghis glanced at the
young man, seeing his pride. “What is

your name?” he asked gruffly, still
seething at what he had seen.
“Tsubodai of the Uriankhai, lord.”
“Come and see me when you want a
good horse and armor,” he said.
Tsubodai beamed and Khasar
punched him lightly in the shoulder,
approving. Behind them, the Woyela
khan was left to be tended by his
women. With such wounds, he would
never stand straight, or perhaps even
walk again.
As Genghis and his brothers strode
through the tribes gathered in the shadow
of the black mountain, there were many

who looked on them with awe and
approval. He had shown he would not
be challenged, and one more small
victory had been won.
The Uighurs were sighted as the summer
waned and the floodwaters from the hills
swelled the Onon River to the bursting
point. The plains were still a vivid green
and skylarks leaped and fluttered as the
Uighur carts passed them.
It was an impressive display of
strength and Genghis answered it with
five thousand of his horsemen in ranks
before the great camp. He did not come
to meet them himself, knowing that his
absence would be taken as subtle

disapproval for their lateness. Instead,
the Woyela took a position around
Khasar as he rode to meet the new
arrivals, and none of the khan's sons
dared do more than stare at the back of
his head.
As the Uighurs drew close, Khasar
approached the cart that led the dark
snake of people and animals. His eyes
flickered over the warriors, judging their
quality. They were well armed and
seemed fierce and alert, though he knew
appearances could be deceiving. They
would learn the tactics that had brought
victory to Genghis, or be reduced to
carrying messages amongst the host.

The Uighurs were horse traders as
well as scholars, and Khasar was
pleased to see the vast herd that
accompanied them. There had to be three
ponies for every warrior, and he knew
the camp would be busy over the next
month as the other tribes came to bargain
and replenish their bloodlines.
At his raised hand, the warriors
around the lead cart drew up in a
defensive position, their hands on the
hilts of swords. The Uighurs must have
had a good supply of ore for so many to
carry blades, Khasar thought. Perhaps
there would be trade in steel as well.
There were still too many in the camp
with nothing but a knife to complement

their bows. Khasar directed his gaze to a
small gray-haired man on the front of the
cart. It was he who had held up an arm
to halt the column, and Khasar saw how
the warriors looked to him for orders.
Though the man's deel was of simple cut,
it had to be the Uighur khan, Barchuk.
Khasar decided to give him honor by
speaking first.
“You are welcome in the camp, lord,”
he said formally. “You are the last of the
great tribes to arrive, but my lord
Genghis has received your message in
goodwill and allocated grazing land for
your families.”
The small man nodded thoughtfully as
he looked past Khasar to the riders who

waited in formation.
“I can see we must be the last. I can
hardly believe there are any more
warriors in the world, given the size of
the host on this plain. You are the first
men we have seen in many days of
travel.” He shook his head in wonder at
the thought. “The Uighurs will pledge to
Genghis, as I have promised. Show us
where to pitch our gers and we will do
the rest.”
In comparison to some of the pricklier
khans, Khasar appreciated the man's
bluntness. He smiled. “I am his brother,
Khasar,” he said. “I will show you
myself.”

“Step up beside me, then, Khasar. I
am hungry for news.” The khan patted
the wooden bench of the cart and Khasar
dismounted, sending his horse back to
the first rank of Woyela warriors with a
slap on its rump.
“If we are the last, perhaps it will not
be long before Genghis points this great
arrow at his enemies,” the khan said as
Khasar clambered up beside him.
Barchuk clicked in his cheek at the oxen,
and the cart moved off with a lurch.
Khasar watched how the Uighur
warriors kept formation around them and
was pleased. They could ride, at least.
“Only he can say, lord.” The bruises
he had taken from the Woyela had almost

faded, though he felt Barchuk's eyes drift
over them without comment. The camp
had been quiet for a time after seeing the
Woyela humbled, but with the end of
summer, they were restless again and,
now that the Uighurs had arrived, he
thought his brother would move in just a
few days. He felt his own excitement
mounting at the idea. They had the tribes
and Genghis would take their oaths of
loyalty. After that, war would come and
he and his brothers would take the Chin
foot off the necks of their people.
“You seem cheerful, Khasar,”
Barchuk observed as he guided the cart
around a hump in the grass. The older
man was wiry with strength and his eyes

seemed constantly amused.
“I was thinking that we have never
before come together, lord. Always
there has been some blood feud or Chin
bribery to keep us at each other's
throats.” He waved an arm to encompass
the camp on the plain. “This? This is a
new thing.”
“It may end in destruction for our
people,” Barchuk murmured, watching
him closely.
Khasar grinned. He remembered
Kachiun and Genghis debating the same
point and he echoed their words. “Yes,
but not one of us, not one man, woman,
or child, will be alive in a hundred

years. Everyone you see here will be
bones.”
He saw Barchuk frown in puzzlement
and wished he had Kachiun's ability to
speak as he went on.
“What is the purpose of life if not to
conquer? To steal women and land? I
would rather be here and see this than
live out my life in peace.”
Barchuk nodded.
philosopher, Khasar.”

“You

are

a

Khasar chuckled. “You are the only
one who thinks it. No, I am the geat
khan's brother and this is our time.”

CHAPTER 3
BARCHUK OF THE UIGHURS SPOKE FOR
HOURS as the sun set outside the great
ger. Genghis was fascinated by the man's
knowledge, and if he came across a
concept he did not understand, he made
the khan go over and over it until the
meaning was clear.
Of all subjects, anything to do with the
Chin had Genghis leaning forward in his
seat like a hawk, his eyes bright with
interest. The Uighurs had come from
land to the far southwest, bordering the
Gobi Desert and the Chin kingdom of Xi

Xia. Genghis reveled in every detail
Barchuk could provide of Chin trade
caravans, their dress and customs, and,
most of all, their weapons and armor. It
was true that merchants may not have
had the best of guards, but each scrap of
information fell upon the desert of
Genghis's imagination like spring water,
vanishing deep.
“Peace has brought you wealth and
security,” Genghis said as Barchuk
paused to clear his throat with a gulp of
tea. “Perhaps you could have
approached the king of the Xi Xia to ally
against me. Did you consider it?”
“Of course,” Barchuk replied,
disarming him with honesty. “But if I

have given you the impression of their
friendship, it is false. They trade with us
because they have markets for the skins
of snow leopards from the mountains,
for hard woods, even seeds of rare
plants to aid them in their study of
healing. In return, they sell us raw iron,
carpets, tea, and sometimes a scroll they
have already copied many times.” He
paused and smiled wryly at the gathering
of men. “They bring their litters and their
guards into Uighur towns, but their
distaste can be read on every face, even
those they call slaves.” The memories
had brought a flush of irritation to his
face and he wiped his brow before
continuing. “Since I have learned their
language, I know them too well to ask

for support. You have to see them to
understand, lord. They care nothing for
those who are not Xi Xia subjects. Even
the Chin regard them as a separate
people, though they share many of the
same customs. They pay tribute to the
Chin emperor and, though under his
protection, still consider themselves
apart from their powerful neighbor.
Their arrogance is colossal, lord.”
Barchuk leaned forward, reaching out
to tap Genghis on his knee. He did not
seem to notice the way the surrounding
men bristled.
“We have had their scraps for many
generations, lord, while they kept the
best meat behind their forts and walls.”

“And you would see them broken,”
Genghis murmured.
“I would. All I ask is that their
libraries are turned over to the Uighur
for study. In addition, we have seen rare
gems and a stone that is like milk and
fire. They do not trade such items no
matter what we offer.”
Genghis watched the khan closely as
he spoke. Barchuk knew he had no right
to demand spoils from war. The tribes
were not paid to fight and anything they
won or looted was theirs by tradition.
Barchuk asked a great deal, but Genghis
could not think of another group who
might want the libraries of the Xi Xia.

The very idea made him want to smile.
“You may have the scrolls, Barchuk.
My word on it. Anything else goes to the
victors and is in the hands of the sky
father. I can give you no special claim.”
Barchuk sat back and gave a reluctant
nod. “It is enough, with everything else
we will win from them. I have seen my
people ridden down in the road by their
horses, lord. I have seen them starve
while the Xi Xia grew fat on crops they
would not share. I have brought my
warriors to extract a price for their
arrogance and our towns and fields are
empty behind us. The Uighur are with
you, gers, horses, salt, and blood.”

Genghis reached out and the two men
bound the oath with a quick clasp that
hid the seriousness of such a declaration.
The tribes waited outside the ger and
Genghis would demand a similar oath
from them all as soon as he was ready.
To offer it in private was a
demonstration of support that Genghis
did not treat lightly.
“I ask one thing of you, Barchuk,
before we go out to them,” he said.
Barchuk paused in the middle of
rising and his face became a mask as he
realized the talk was not over.
“My youngest brother has expressed
an interest in learning,” Genghis said.

“Stand, Temuge, where he can see you.”
Barchuk looked round at the slender
young man who rose and bowed to him.
He acknowledged the gesture with a stiff
dip of his head before turning back to
Genghis.
“My shaman, Kokchu, will lead him
in this, when the time comes, but I would
like them to read and learn whatever
they think is worthwhile. I include the
scrolls you already own as well as any
we might win from our enemies.”
“The Uighurs are yours to command,
lord,” Barchuk said. It was not too much
to ask and he did not understand why
Genghis seemed ill at ease bringing up
the subject. Temuge beamed at his back

and Kokchu bowed his head as if he had
received a great honor.
“It is settled, then,” Genghis said. His
eyes were shadowed, flickering in the
lamps that had been lit against the
evening gloom. “If the Xi Xia are as rich
as you say, they will be the first to see us
on the move. Will the Chin support
them?”
Barchuk shrugged. “I cannot say for
certain. Their lands border one another,
but the Xi Xia have always been
separate in their kingdom. The Chin may
raise an army against you to counter any
later threat. Or they may let them die to
the last man without lifting a hand. No

one can say how their minds work.”
Genghis chuckled. “If you had told me
ten years ago that the Kerait were facing
a great host, I would have laughed and
counted myself lucky not to be in the
path of the battle. Now I call them
brothers. It does not matter if the Chin
come against us. If they do, I will break
them all the faster. In truth, I would
rather face them on a plain than have to
climb the walls of their cities.”
“Even cities can fall, lord,” Barchuk
said softly, his own excitement
mounting.
“And they will,” Genghis replied. “In
time, they will. You have shown me the

underbelly of the Chin in these Xi Xia. I
will gut them there and then pull their
heart out.”
“I am honored to serve, lord,”
Barchuk replied. He stood and bowed
low, holding the pose until Genghis
made a gesture for him to rise.
“The tribes have assembled,” Genghis
said, standing and stretching his back. “If
we are to cross the desert, we will need
to collect water and feed for the horses.
Once I have the oath, there is nothing
more holding us to this place.” He
paused for a moment.
“We came here as tribes, Barchuk.
We leave as a nation. If you are

recording events in those scrolls as you
describe, be sure to write that.”
Barchuk's eyes shone, fascinated by
the man who commanded the great host.
“I will see it done, lord. I will teach the
script to your shaman and your brother
that they might read them to you.”
Genghis blinked in surprise, intrigued
at the image of his brother repeating
words trapped on stiff calfskin.
“It would be interesting to see such a
thing,” he said. He took Barchuk by the
shoulder, giving him honor by letting him
leave the great ger in his company. The
generals fell in behind. Outside, they
could hear the hushed murmur of the

gathered tribes as they waited for the
one who would lead them.
Even in the summer darkness, the camp
glowed yellow under the stars, lit by ten
thousand fluttering flames. The center
had been cleared in a vast ring around
the ger of Genghis, and the warriors of a
hundred factions had left their families
to stand together in the flickering light.
From one man to the next, their armor
could be a piece of stiff leather or the
helmets and neat sets of iron scales
copied from the Chin. Some carried the
stamp of their tribes, while most were
blank, showing that they were new and
that there was only one tribe under the

sky. Many of them held swords, fresh
from the forges that had been working
night and day since coming to the plain.
Huge holes had been dug by sweating
men under the sun while others carted
ore back to the flames and watched in
excitement as the swordsmiths turned out
weapons they could hold. More than one
man had burned his fingers reaching for
them before they had cooled properly,
but they had never dreamed of owning a
long blade and they did not mind.
The wind always blew across the
plain, but that evening the breeze was
gentle as they waited for Genghis.
When the khan came out, Barchuk of
the Uighurs was guided down the steps

of the cart and stood in the first rank
around the wheels of wood and iron.
Genghis stood for a moment, looking
over the heads of the crowd and
marveling at the size of it. His brothers,
Arslan and Jelme, and last the shaman,
Kokchu, stepped down from the height,
each one pausing to take in the ranks
stretching away in pools of light.
Then he was alone and he closed his
eyes for a moment. He gave thanks to the
sky father for bringing him to that place,
with such an army to follow him. He
said a few brief words to the spirit of
his father in case that man could see him.
Yesugei would be proud of his son, he
knew. He had broken new ground for his

people, and only the spirits could tell
where the path would end. As he opened
his eyes he saw Borte had brought his
four sons to stand in the front rank, three
of them too young to be left on their own.
Genghis nodded sharply to them, his
gaze lingering on the eldest, Jochi, and
Chagatai, whom he had named after the
shaman of the Wolves. At almost nine,
Jochi was in awe of his father and he
lowered his eyes, while Chagatai merely
stared, his nervousness obvious.
“We came here from a hundred
different tribes,” Genghis roared. He
wanted his voice to carry, but even a
throat trained on the field of battle could
only reach so far. Those who could not

hear would have to follow the lead of
those who could.
“I have brought Wolves to this plain,
Olkhun'ut and Kerait. I have brought
Merkit and Jajirat, Uirat and Naimans.
Woyela have come here, Tuvan, Uighurs
and Uriankhai.” As he named each
group, there was a stir from where they
sat. He noticed how they remained
together even for that night. There would
be no easy assimilation for those who
counted tribal honor above all else. It
did not matter, he told himself. He
would raise their gaze higher. His
memory was faultless as he named each
tribe that had ridden to join him in the
shadow of the black mountain. He left no

one out, knowing that the omission
would be noted and remembered.
“More, I have called those who had
no tribe,” he went on, “but still had
honor and heeded the call of blood to
blood. They rode to us in trust. And I say
to you all, there are no tribes under the
sky father. There is only one Mongol
nation and it begins this night, in this
place.”
Some of those who listened cheered,
while others remained stony-faced.
Genghis kept the warrior's mask on his
own features. He needed them to
understand there was no loss of honor in
what he asked.

“We are brothers in blood, separated
too long ago for anyone here to know. I
claim a greater family of all tribes, a
blood tie to you all. I call you as
brothers to my standard and we will ride
as one family, one nation.” He paused,
judging the response. They had heard the
idea before, whispered in the gathering
from tribe to tribe. Still, it shook them to
hear it from him. The bulk of the men did
not cheer, and he had to crush a sudden
spike of irritation. The spirits knew he
loved them, but his own people were
maddening at times.
“We will pile spoils enough to equal
the mountain at your backs. You will
have ponies and wives and gold, oils

and sweetmeats. You will take lands for
your own and you will be feared
wherever they hear your names. Every
man here will be a khan to those who
bow to him.”
They cheered that, at least, and
Genghis risked a small smile, pleased he
had found the right tone. Let the lesser
khans worry about the ambition of those
around them. He meant every word of it.
“To the south is the great desert,” he
called to them. Silence fell on the instant
and he could feel their attention like a
force. “We will cross it at a speed the
Chin kingdoms cannot imagine. We will
fall on the first of them like wolves on
lambs and they will scatter before our

swords and bows. I will give you their
riches and their women for your own.
That is where I will plant my standard,
and the ground will shake as I do. The
earth mother will know her sons and
brothers have found their inheritance and
she will rejoice to hear thunder on the
plains.”
The cheering came again and Genghis
raised his arms for quiet, though it
pleased him.
“We will ride into the dry country,
taking all the water we need for one
sudden strike. After that, we will not
stop until the sea bounds us in every
direction. I am Genghis who say this and

my word is iron.”
They roared in appreciation and
Genghis snapped his fingers at Khasar,
who stood waiting on the ground below.
Khasar handed up a heavy pole of silver
birch onto which eight horse tails had
been tied. The crowd murmured as they
saw it. Some recognized the black of the
Merkit, or the red tail of the Naimans,
bound with the others. Every one of them
had been the khan's standard for one of
the great tribes, and Genghis had them
all on the plain. As he took the staff,
Khasar handed up a horse tail dyed with
Uighur blue.
Barchuk's eyes narrowed at this most
potent of symbols, but with the host at

his back, he was still filled with
excitement and the vision of the future.
As he felt Genghis's eyes flicker over
him, he bowed his head.
With nimble fingers, Genghis bound
the tip of the last horse tail to the others
and planted the butt on the wood at his
feet. The breeze caught the colored
standard, so that the tails whipped and
twisted as if alive.
“I have bound the colors,” he called
to them. “When they are bleached white,
there will be no difference between
them. They will be the standard of a
nation.” At his feet, his officers raised
their swords and the host responded,

caught up in the moment. Thousands of
weapons jabbed the sky and Genghis
nodded to them, overwhelmed. It took a
long time for the noise to end, though he
held up his free hand and patted the air
with it.
“The oath you will take is binding, my
brothers. Yet it is no stronger than the
blood that binds us already. Kneel to
me.”
The front ranks dipped immediately
and the rest followed in ripples outward
as they saw what was happening.
Genghis watched closely for hesitation,
but there was none. He had them all.
Kokchu climbed the steps back up to

the cart, his expression carefully blank.
In his wildest ambition, he had not
dreamed of such a moment. Temuge had
put in the word for him, and Kokchu
congratulated himself on bringing the
young man to the point where he would
make the suggestion.
As the tribes knelt Kokchu reveled in
his status. He wondered if Genghis had
considered he would be the only one
amongst them who did not take the oath.
Khasar, Kachiun, and Temuge knelt on
the grass with all the others, khans and
warriors alike.
“Under one khan, we are a nation,”
Kokchu called over their heads, his heart
pounding in excitement. The words

echoed back to him, filling the valley in
waves as those behind repeated them. “I
offer gers, horses, salt, and blood, in all
honor.”
Kokchu gripped the railing of the cart
as they chanted. After that night, they
would all know the shaman to the great
khan. He glanced upwards as the words
came in surges from further and further
back. Under those clear skies, the spirits
would be writhing in wild and simple
joy, unseen and unfelt by anyone but the
most potent of his calling. In the chant of
thousands, Kokchu sensed them swirling
in the air and he exulted. At last the
tribes fell silent and he let out a long
breath.

“Now you, shaman,” Genghis
murmured at his back. Kokchu started in
surprise, before falling to his knees and
repeating the same oath.
When Kokchu had rejoined the others
around the cart, Genghis drew his
father's sword. For those who could see,
his eyes glittered with satisfaction.
“It is done. We are a nation and we
will ride. Tonight, let no man think of his
tribe and mourn. We are a greater family
and all lands are ours to take.”
He dropped his arm as they bellowed,
this time as one. The smell of roasting
mutton was strong on the breeze, and his
step was light as the warriors prepared

for a night of drink and enough food to
make their bellies swell. There would
be a thousand children begun by drunken
warriors
before
dawn.
Genghis
considered returning to Borte in his tent
and masked the discomfort at the thought
of her accusing eyes. She had done her
duty to him, no man could deny it, but the
paternity of Jochi remained a doubt, like
a thorn in his skin.
He shook his head to clear it of idle
thoughts and accepted a skin of black
airag from Kachiun. Tonight he would
drink himself to insensibility, as khan to
all the tribes. In the morning, they would
prepare to cross the dry lands of the
Gobi Desert and walk the path he had

chosen for them.

CHAPTER 4
THE WIND SCREAMED AROUND THE CARTS ,
carrying a fine mist of sand that made the
men and women spit constantly and
wince at the grit in their food. Flies
tormented them all, tasting the salt from
their sweat and leaving red marks where
they had bitten. During the day, the
Uighurs had shown them how to protect
their faces with cloth, leaving only their
eyes to peer out at the bleak landscape,
shimmering with heat. Those who wore
armor found their helmets and
neckpieces too hot to touch, but they did
not complain.

After a week, the army of Genghis
climbed a range of rust-colored hills to
enter a vast plain of rippled dunes.
Though they had hunted in the foothills,
game had become rare as the heat
increased. On the blistering sand, the
only sign of life was tiny black
scorpions scuttling away from their
ponies and vanishing into holes. Time
and again the carts became bogged down
and had to be dug out in the full heat of
the day. It was backbreaking work, but
every hour lost was one that brought
them closer to running out of water.
They had filled thousands of bloated
goatskins, tied with sinew and baked
hard in the sun. With no other source, the

supply dwindled visibly, and in the heat,
many of the skins were found to have
burst under the weight of the rest. They
had carried only enough for twenty days,
and already twelve had passed. The
warriors drank the blood of their mounts
every second day as well as a few
cupfuls of warm, brackish water, but
they were close to the edge of endurance
and became dazed and listless, their lips
dry enough to bleed.
Genghis rode with his brothers at the
head of the army, squinting into the glare
for some sign of the mountains he had
been told to expect. The Uighurs had
traded deep into the desert, and he
depended on Barchuk to guide them. He

frowned to himself as he considered the
endless flat basin of rippled black and
yellow, stretching all the way to the
horizon. The heat of the day was the
worst he had known; his skin had
darkened and his face was seamed in
new lines of dirt and sand. He had
almost been glad of the cold on the first
night, until it grew so biting that the furs
in the gers gave little protection. The
Uighurs had shown the other tribesmen
how to heat rocks in the fire and then
sleep on a layer of them as they cooled.
More than a few warriors had brown
patches on their backs where the rocks
had burned their deels, but the cold had
been beaten and if they survived the
constant thirst, the desert held nothing

else that could stop them coming.
Genghis wiped his mouth at intervals as
he rode, shifting a pebble in his cheek to
keep the spittle flowing.
He glanced behind him as Barchuk
rode up to his side. The Uighurs had
covered the eyes of their ponies with
cloth, and the animals rode blind.
Genghis had tried that with his own
mounts, but those who had not
experienced it before bucked and
snorted at the cloth until it was removed,
then suffered through the hot days. Many
of the animals had developed crusts of
whitish-yellow muck on their eyelids
and would need healing salves if they
ever found their way out of the desert.

Hardy as they were, they had to be given
their share of precious water. On foot,
the new nation would die in the desert.
Barchuk pointed to the ground,
jabbing his hand and raising his voice
over the unremitting wind. “Do you see
the blue flecks in the sand, lord?”
Genghis nodded, his mouth too dry to
speak.
“They mark the beginning of the last
stage before the Yinshan Mountains.
There is copper here. We have traded it
with the Xi Xia.”
“How much further then before we
see these mountains?” Genghis asked

hoarsely, refusing to let his hopes rise.
Barchuk shrugged with Mongol
impassivity. “We have no certain
knowledge, but merchants from Xi Xia
are still fresh when they cross our trails
in this place, their horses barely marked
with dust. It cannot be far now.”
Genghis looked back over his
shoulder at the silent mass of riders and
carts. He had brought sixty thousand
warriors into the desert, as many again
of their wives and children. He could
not see the end of the tail that stretched
back for miles, the forms blurring into
one another until they were no more than
a dark smear wavering in the heat.

The water was almost gone and soon
they would have to slaughter the herds,
taking only what meat they could carry
and leaving the rest on the sands.
Barchuk followed his gaze and chuckled.
“They have suffered, lord, but it will
not be long now before we are knocking
at the doors of the Xi Xia kingdom.”
Genghis snorted wearily to himself.
The Uighur khan's knowledge had
brought them into this bleak place, but
they still had only his word that the
kingdom was as rich and fertile as he
said. No warriors of the Uighur had been
allowed to travel beyond the mountains
that bordered the desert to the south, and
Genghis had no way to plan his attack.

He considered this irritably as his horse
sent another scorpion skittering over the
sand. He had staked them all on the
chance at a weak point in the Chin
defenses, but he still wondered what it
would be like to see a great city of
stone, as tall as a mountain. Against such
a thing, his horsemen might only stare in
frustration.
The sand under his pony's hooves
grew blue-green as they rode, great
stripes of the strange colors stretching
away in all directions. When they
stopped to eat, the children threw it into
the air and drew pictures with sticks.
Genghis could not share their pleasure,
as the supply of water dwindled and

each night was spent shivering despite
the hot rocks.
There was little to amuse the army
before they fell into weary sleep. Twice
in twelve days, Genghis had been called
to settle some dispute between tribes as
heat and thirst made tempers flare. Both
times, he had executed the men involved
and made it clear that he would not
allow anything to threaten the peace of
the camp. He considered them to have
entered enemy lands, and if the officers
could not handle a disturbance, his
involvement meant a ruthless outcome.
The threat was enough to keep most of
the hotheaded warriors from outright
disobedience, but his people had never

been easy to rule and too many hours in
silence made them fractious and
difficult.
As the fourteenth dawn brought the
great heat once more, Genghis could
only wince as he threw off his blankets
and scattered the stones under him to be
collected for the next night by his
servants. He felt stiff and tired, with a
film of grit on his skin that made him
itch. When little Jochi stumbled into him
in some game with his brothers, Genghis
cuffed him hard, sending him weeping to
his mother for solace. They were all
short-tempered in the desert heat, and
only Barchuk's promises of a green plain
and a river at the end kept their eyes on

the horizon, reaching out to it in
imagination.
On the sixteenth day, a low rise of
black hills appeared. The Uighur
warriors riding as scouts came back at a
canter, their mounts sending up puffs of
sand and laboring through its grip.
Around them, the land was almost green
with copper, and black rocks poked
through like sharp blades. Once more the
families could see lichen and scrub
bushes clinging to life in the shadow of
the rocks, and at dawn the hunters
brought hares and voles caught in their
night traps. The mood of the families
lifted subtly, but they were all suffering
from thirst and sore eyes, so that tempers

remained foul in the camp. Despite their
tiredness, Genghis increased the patrols
around the main force and had the men
drill and practice with their bows and
swords. The warriors were dark and
whip-thin from the desert, but they took
to the work with grim endurance, each
man determined not to fail under the eyes
of the great khan. Slowly, imperceptibly,
the pace increased once more, while the
heavier carts drifted to the rear of the
procession.
As they drew closer to the hills,
Genghis saw that they were far higher
than he had realized. They were made of
the same black rock that broke through
the sand around him, sharp and steep.

Climbing them was impossible and he
knew there would have to be a pass
through the peaks or he would be forced
to travel right around their length. With
their water supply almost gone, the carts
were lighter, but he knew they had to
find Barchuk's valley quickly or they
would begin to die. The tribes had
accepted him as khan, but if he had
brought them to a place of heat and
death, if he had killed them, they would
take revenge while they still had the
strength. Genghis rode straight-backed in
the saddle, his mouth a mass of sores.
Behind him, the tribes muttered sullenly.
Kachiun and Khasar squinted through the

heat-hazed air at the foot of the cliffs.
With two of the scouts, they had ridden
ahead of the main army to look for a
pass. The scouts were experienced men
and the sharp eyes of one had pointed
out a promising cut between peaks. It
started well enough as the steep slopes
gave way into a narrow canyon that
echoed to the hooves of the four riders.
On either side, the rocks extended up
toward the sky, too high for a man to
climb alone, never mind with carts and
horses. It took no special skill in
tracking to see the ground had been worn
away in a wide path, and the small group
kicked their mounts into a canter,
expecting to be able to report a way
through to the Xi Xia kingdom beyond

the hills
As they rode around a kink in the trail,
the scouts drew rein in astonishment,
awed to silence. The end of the canyon
was blocked by a huge wall of the same
black stone as the mountains themselves.
Each block on its own would have been
heavier than anything the tribes could
move, and the wall seemed strange,
somehow wrong to their eyes. They had
no craftsmen who worked in stone. With
its neat lines and smooth surfaces, it was
clearly the work of man, but the sheer
size and scale was something they had
only seen in wild rocks and valleys. At
the base was the final proof that it was
not a natural thing. A gate of black iron

and wood was set into the base of the
wall, ancient and strong.
“Look at the size of it!” Kachiun said,
shaking his head. “How are we going to
get through that?”
The scouts merely shrugged and
Khasar whistled softly to himself.
“It would be easy to trap us in this
spiritless place. Genghis must be told
quickly, before he follows us in.”
“He'll want to know if there are
warriors up there, brother. You know
it.”
Khasar eyed the steep slopes at either

side, suddenly feeling vulnerable. It was
easy to imagine men dropping stones
from the top, and there would be no way
to avoid them. He considered the pair of
scouts who had accompanied them into
the canyon. They had been warriors of
the Kerait before Genghis had claimed
them. Now they waited impassively for
orders, hiding their awe at the size of the
wall ahead.
“Perhaps they just built it to block an
army from the desert,” Khasar said to his
brother. “It might be unmanned.”
As he spoke one of the scouts pointed,
directing their gaze to a tiny figure
moving along the top of the wall. It
could only be a soldier and Khasar felt

his heart sink. If there was another pass,
Barchuk did not know of it, and finding a
way past the mountains would see the
army of Genghis begin to wither. Khasar
made his decision, knowing it could
mean the lives of the two scouts.
“Ride to the foot of the wall, then
come straight back,” he said to them.
The two men bowed their heads,
exchanging a glance in expressionless
faces. As one, they dug in their heels and
called “Chuh!” to make their mounts run.
Sand spattered into the air as they began
their race to the foot of the black wall
and Khasar and Kachiun watched
through eyes slitted against the glare.

“Do you think they will reach it?”
Kachiun asked.
Khasar shrugged without speaking,
too intent on watching the wall.
Kachiun thought he saw a sharp
gesture from the distant guard. The
scouts had the sense not to ride together,
taking a split path at full gallop and
veering right and left to spoil the aim of
any archers. For a long time, there was
no sound but the echoes of their hooves,
and the brothers watched with held
breath.
Kachiun swore as a line of archers
appeared on the wall.

“ C o me on,” he urged under his
breath. Dark specks flashed down at the
two scouts riding wildly in, and Kachiun
saw one of them swerve recklessly as he
reached the great gate. They could see
him slam his fist into the wood as he
turned his mount, but the archers were
loosing in waves and an instant later he
and his horse were pinned with a dozen
shafts. The dying man cried out and his
mount began the trip back, missing a step
and stumbling as it was hit again and
again. They fell at last almost together,
lying still on the sand.
The second scout was luckier, though
he had not touched the wall. For a time,
it looked as if he might escape the shafts,

and Khasar and Kachiun shouted to him.
Then he jerked in the saddle and his
horse reared and collapsed, its legs
kicking as it rolled over him.
The horse made it back to its feet and
limped back to the brothers, leaving the
scout's body broken behind it.
Khasar dismounted and took the loose
reins. The leg was broken and the pony
would not be ridden again. In silence
Khasar tied the reins to his saddle. He
wasn't going to leave the animal behind
with so many mouths to feed in the camp.
“We have our answer, brother,”
Khasar muttered, “though it's not the one
I wanted. How are we going to get

through them?”
Kachiun shook his head. “We will
find a way,” he said, glancing back to
the dark line of archers watching them.
Some of them raised their arms, though
whether in mockery or salute, he could
not tell. “Even if we have to take it
down, stone by stone.”
As soon as Khasar and Kachiun were
sighted riding alone, the forces of
Genghis were halted in their tracks.
Before they could reach the outer lines
of mounted warriors, the brothers passed
skirmisher groups who remained staring
outwards at the mountains they left
behind. Genghis and his officers had

learned hard lessons in the years of
building the tribes into a single army,
and galloping boys raced ahead to tell
him they were coming in.
Neither man replied to those who
called to them. Grim and silent, they
rode to their brother's ger, sitting like a
white limpet on its cart. When they
reached it, Khasar dismounted in a jump
and glanced at the man who stepped
forward to take the reins.
“Tsubodai,” he said in greeting,
forcing a smile. The young warrior
seemed nervous and Khasar recalled he
had been promised armor and a good
horse. He grimaced at the timing.

“We have many things to discuss with
the khan. Claim your horse another
time.”
Tsubodai's
face
fell
with
disappointment and Khasar snorted,
catching him by the shoulder as he turned
away. He recalled the boy's courage in
leaping among the sons of the Woyela. It
was a favor he could repay.
“Perhaps there will be a moment
when we are done. Come with me, then,
if you can be silent.”
Tsubodai regained his grin on the
instant, tinged with nervousness at
meeting the great khan himself. With a
dry mouth, he climbed the steps of the

cart and followed the brothers into the
shadowed interior.
Genghis was ready for them, his
young messenger still panting at his side.
“Where are the scouts?” he
demanded, taking in their serious
expressions.
“Dead, brother. And the pass is
guarded by a wall of black stone as high
as a hundred gers, maybe more.”
“We saw perhaps fifty archers drawn
out,” Kachiun added. “They were not
skilled, as we know it, but they could
hardly miss. The wall lies at the end of a
narrow pass, a gorge between steep

sides of rock. I could not see a way to
flank them.”
Genghis frowned, rising from his seat.
He made a clicking sound in his throat as
he stepped across the ger and passed out
into the bright sun. Khasar and Kachiun
followed him out, hardly noticing the
wide-eyed Tsubodai on their heels.
Genghis stood on the blue-green sand
below them, looking up. He held a stick
in his hands and gestured with it,
drawing a line on the ground.
“Show me,” he ordered.
It was Kachiun who took the stick and
drew in neat strokes. Khasar watched in

fascination as his brother re-created the
canyon he had seen a few hours before.
To one side, Kachiun drew a copy of the
arched gate and Genghis rubbed his chin
in irritation.
“We could tear the carts up to make
wooden shields to get men close,” he
said doubtfully.
Kachiun shook his head. “That would
bring us to the gate against their shafts,
but once we were there, they could drop
stones on us. From that height, a few
planks would be smashed to pieces.”
Genghis raised his head, gazing over
the ranks of the families to the treeless
expanse of the desert in all directions.

They had nothing with which to build.
“Then we will have to draw them
out,” he said. “A staged retreat, with
valuable items left in our wake. I will
send in men in the best armor and they
will survive the arrows, but be driven
back by them in panic, with much
shouting.” He smiled at the prospect. “It
will teach our warriors a little humility,
perhaps.”
Kachiun rubbed his boot along the
edge of the drawing. “It might work if
we could know when they open the gate,
but the canyon twists. As soon as we are
out of sight, we'll have no way of
knowing when they come out. If I could
get a couple of boys onto the crags at the

sides, they could signal to us, but it is a
vicious climb and there's no cover on
those rocks. They would be seen.”
“May I speak, lord?” Tsubodai said
suddenly.
Khasar started in indignation. “I told
you to be silent. Can you not see this is
important?” The gaze of all three men
turned on the young warrior, and he
blushed darkly.
“I am sorry. I thought of a way we
might know when they come out.”
“Who are you?” Genghis asked.
Tsubodai's voice wavered as he

bowed his head. “Tsubodai of the
Uriankhai, lord.” He caught himself in
embarrassment. “Of the nation, lord, I
—” Genghis held up a hand. “I
remember. Tell me what you are
thinking.”
With a visible effort, Tsubodai
swallowed his nervousness and told
them. It surprised him that they had not
thought of it. The gaze of Genghis in
particular seemed to bore into him, and
he ended staring away into the middle
distance.
Tsubodai suffered in silence while the
three men considered. After an age,
Genghis nodded.

“That could work,” he said,
grudgingly. Tsubodai seemed to grow a
little taller.
Khasar flashed a smile at the younger
man, as if he were responsible for his
cleverness.
“See to it, Kachiun,” Genghis said. He
grinned at Tsubodai's pride. “Then I will
ride to see this place you describe.” His
mood changed as he considered
destroying some of the carts that had
carried the families across the desert.
With wood so scarce, each one was
much mended and handed down through
the generations. There was no help for it.
“Take the first ten carts you see and

join the wood into a barricade that can
be held and moved.”
He saw Kachiun's gaze drift over the
khan's ger at his back and snorted.
“Begin with the next cart you see,
brother. Do not think to have mine.”
Kachiun moved quickly away to
gather the men and materials he would
need. Genghis remained, facing the
young warrior.
“I have promised you a horse and
armor. What else would you have from
me?”
Tsubodai's face paled in confusion.

He had not thought to add to the khan's
debt, only to solve a problem that had
intrigued him.
“Nothing, lord. It is enough to ride
with my people.”
Genghis stared at him and scratched
the side of his face. “He has courage and
intelligence, Khasar. Give him ten men
in the attack on the wall.” His yellow
eyes flickered back to Tsubodai, who
stood rooted in shock. “I will watch to
see how you lead more experienced
warriors.” He paused for the news to
sink in, then added a barb to prick the
young man's swelling confidence: “If
you fail them, you will not live beyond
the sunset of that day,” he said.

Tsubodai bowed deeply in response,
the warning barely denting his
excitement.
Genghis grunted to himself, “Have my
horse brought, Khasar. I will see this
wall and these archers who think to
stand in my way.”

CHAPTER 5
THE XI XIA DEFENDERS COULD HAVE NO
IDEA how many Mongols had crossed the
desert against them. Though Genghis
rode up to the edge of bow range with a
dozen officers, he kept the main army
well back in the twisting canyon. He had
decided against sending climbers up the
slopes. The plan depended on the
defenders thinking of them as
unsophisticated herdsmen. Watchers on
the peaks would reveal at least some
talent for planning and make the fort
soldiers suspicious. Genghis chewed his
lower lip as he stared up at the Xi Xia

fort. Archers clustered like ants on the
wall and at intervals one would send a
shaft high into the air to get the range for
any assault that might follow. Genghis
watched the last of them sink into the
ground a dozen paces ahead of him. His
own men could fire further and he spat
contemptuously in the enemy archers'
direction.
The air was thick and still in the
canyon, where no winds could blow.
The heat of the desert was still strong
while the sun crossed overhead and cut
their shadows almost to nothing. He
touched the sword of his father for luck,
then turned his pony in place and rode
back to where a hundred warriors

waited.
They were silent, as he had ordered,
but excitement was visible in their young
faces. Like all Mongols, they relished
the idea of tricking an enemy even more
than overwhelming him by force.
“The wooden shield is lashed
together,” Khasar said at his shoulder.
“It's rough, but it will get them to the foot
of the wall. I have given them forge
hammers to try the gate. Who knows,
they might break in.”
“If that happens, have another hundred
ready to charge in support,” Genghis
said. He turned to Kachiun standing
nearby to oversee the last details. “Hold

the rest back, Kachiun. It would be an
easy killing ground for them to be
packed in tight while only a few can
climb through. I do not want them
running wild.”
“I'll put Arslan at the head of the
second group,” Kachiun replied. It was a
good choice and Genghis nodded assent.
The swordsmith could follow orders in
a storm of arrows.
At their backs, the wall seemed to
loom still, though it was lost to direct
sight. Genghis had no idea what lay
behind the dark stones, or how many
men defended the pass. It did not matter.
In less than two days, the last water
skins would be empty. The tribes would

start to drop after that, dying from thirst
and his ambitions. The fort had to fall.
Many of the men carried beautiful
swords and spears to leave on the sand,
anything that might catch the eye of the
defenders and make them come out. To a
man, they wore the best armor, copies of
a Chin design. In the heat, the fingerwidth iron scales stung bare skin, and
their silk undertunics were soon sour
with sweat. They gulped from skins of
the dwindling water supply. Genghis had
imposed no ration on men about to risk
their lives.
“We have done all we can, brother,”
Khasar said, interrupting his thoughts.

Both men watched as Kokchu appeared
among the warriors, scattering precious
water over them and chanting. Many of
the men bowed their heads to receive his
blessing, and Genghis frowned to
himself. He imagined Temuge doing the
same thing in the future and could find no
glory in it.
“I should be among the attackers,”
Genghis murmured.
Kachiun heard and shook his head.
“You cannot be seen to run from
anything, brother. Perhaps the plan will
go wrong and the tribes will be routed.
You cannot be seen as a coward, and not
half the army knows the plan here, not
yet. It is enough for them to see you

watching. I have chosen most for nerve
and courage. They will follow orders.”
“They must,” Genghis replied. His
brothers moved apart to clear the trail
for the assault group and the wide
wooden shelter. The men bore it above
their heads with pride and the tension
built in silence.
“I would see this wall brought down,”
Genghis said to them. “If not with blades
and hammers, then with guile. Some of
you will die, but the sky father loves the
warrior spirit and you will be
welcomed. You will open a way to the
sweet kingdom beyond. Sound the drums
and horns. Let them hear and worry in

their precious fort. Let the sound carry
right to the heart of the Xi Xia and even
the Chin in their cities.”
The warriors took deep breaths,
readying themselves for the sprint to
come. In the distance a bird called
shrilly, high on the thermals above the
hills. Kokchu exclaimed that it was a
good omen, and most of the men looked
up to the blue bowl above their heads. A
dozen drummers began to pound the
rhythms of battle, and the familiar sound
lifted them all, making hearts beat faster.
Genghis swept his arm down and the
army roared and horns wailed. The first
group jogged to the point where they
could turn into the main canyon and then

accelerated, calling a raucous challenge.
Echoing back came the warning cries
from the fort.
“Now we will see,” Genghis said,
clenching and unclenching his sword
hand.
The voices of the warriors crashed
against the sides of the pass as they ran.
They were suffering under the weight of
the barricade above their heads, already
half blind with sweat. It proved its
worth in moments as it bristled with
black shafts, the colored feathers
quivering. The archers were well
disciplined, Genghis saw, loosing
together after a barked order. One or

two shots were lucky and by the time the
barricade reached the wall, there were
three still figures lying facedown on the
sand in their wake.
A dull booming filled the pass as the
hammer men attacked the door in the
wall. Archers swarmed above, leaning
over to send their arrows straight down
at the smallest gaps. Men cried out and
fell away from the edges of the wooden
shield, their bodies jerking as they were
hit again and again.
Genghis swore under his breath as he
saw heavy stones being raised to the
parapet. He had discussed the
possibility with his generals, but still

winced in anticipation as an officer
wearing a plumed helmet raised his arm
and screamed an order. The first stone
seemed to fall for a long time, and
Genghis heard the crack as it hammered
those below to their knees. As they
struggled up, the hammer men struck
even harder, their blows coming as fast
as the beats of the drummers they had
left behind.
Two more stones fell before the
wooden barricade broke apart. The
hammers were thrown to the sand and a
great roar of panic went up as the
archers above found fresh targets.
Genghis clenched his fists as he watched
his men scatter. The door in the wall had

held and they could do nothing but shake
their weapons in rage at the enemy over
their heads. Man after man fell, and
without warning, they broke back down
the pass, racing each other in
desperation.
As they ran, more of them were
knocked from their feet by waves of
buzzing arrows. Barely more than a
dozen made it out of range, resting their
hands on their knees and panting. Behind
them the pass was littered with
everything they had dropped in the
retreat, the bodies marked by shafts
sticking out of them.
Genghis walked slowly to the center
of the path, staring up at the jubilant

defenders. He could hear their cheering
and it was hard to make himself turn his
back to them. When he did, the sound
intensified and he walked stiffly away
until he knew he was lost to sight.
On the highest point of the wall, Liu Ken
watched him go, his satisfaction
straining the impassive mask he showed
the soldiers around him. They were
smiling openly and clapping each other
on the back as if they had won a great
victory. He felt his temper rising at their
foolishness.
“Change the shift and get five Sui of
fresh archers up here,” he snapped. The

smiles vanished. “We've lost a thousand
shafts in the gorge, so make sure the
quivers are full once again. Give every
man a drink of water.”
Liu rested his hands on the ancient
stone, looking into the pass. They had
killed almost all of those who had come
into range, and he was pleased with the
archers. He made a note to congratulate
the officer of the wall. The sound of
hammers had worried him, but the door
had held. Liu Ken smiled tightly to
himself. If it hadn't, the Mongols would
have run straight into a high-walled
compound with archers on every side
above them. The fort was beautifully
designed and he was pleased his tour of

duty had not ended before he had seen
this test of its construction.
He frowned at the broken pieces of
wood on the sand. Everything he had
been told of the tribes suggested that if
they came at all, they would attack like
wild animals. The barricade showed
shrewd planning and it nagged at him.
He would be sure to put it in his report
to the governor of the province. Let him
decide how best to respond. Liu mused
to himself as he looked down at the
scattered dead. The stones had never
been used before. Most were mosscovered from years of lying ready on the
wall. Those too would have to be
replenished from the stores, though there

were clerks for that sort of mundane
activity. It was about time they did more
than allocate food and water for the men,
he considered.
Liu turned at the clatter of sandals and
swallowed his dismay at the sight of the
fort commander coming up the steps to
the wall. Shen Ti was an administrator
rather than a soldier, and Liu braced
himself to answer his inane questions.
The climb up to the wall had left the fat
man gasping, so Liu had to look away
rather than acknowledge his superior's
weakness. He waited without speaking
as Shen Ti joined him at the wall and
looked down with bright eyes, his
breathing still labored.

“We have sent the dogs running,”
Shen Ti said, recovering. Liu inclined
his head in silent agreement. He had not
seen the commander during the attack.
No doubt he had been cowering with his
concubines in his private rooms on the
other side of the fort. With wry humor,
Liu thought of the words of Sun Tzu on
defensive war. Shen Ti was certainly
adept at hiding in “the recesses of the
earth,” but only because Liu had been
there to scatter the attackers. Still, he
owed courtesy to the man's rank.
“I will leave the bodies for the rest of
the day, lord, to be certain none of them
are faking death. I will send men out to
gather weapons and collect shafts at

dawn.”
Shen Ti peered down at the bodies in
the canyon. He could see boxes lying on
the ground as well as a beautiful spear
as long as a man. He knew that if he left
it to the soldiers, anything valuable
would vanish into private collections.
Something sparkled in the green and
gold sand and he squinted at it.
“You will supervise them, Liu. Send
men down now to check the gate is not
damaged. Have them bring anything
valuable to me to examine.”
Liu hid a wince at the fat commander's
naked greed. The Uighurs never had
anything of value, he thought. There was

no reason to expect more than a few bits
of shiny metal from those ragged
tribesmen. Yet he was not a noble and he
bowed as low as he could in full armor.
“As you command, lord.” He left Shen
Ti still staring down, a faint smile
touching his fleshy lips. Liu snapped his
fingers to attract the attention of a group
of archers who were taking turns
drinking from a water bucket.
“I am going out to strip the dead.” He
took a deep breath, aware that he had
allowed his bitterness at the shameful
order to show. “Get back to your
positions and be ready for another
attack.”

The men scurried to obey, the water
bucket landing with a clang and spinning
untended as they rushed back to the wall.
Liu sighed
to
himself before
concentrating on the task at hand. No
doubt the Uighurs would be made to pay
for the attack when the king heard about
it. In the peaceful lands of the Xi Xia, it
would be the talk of the court, perhaps
for months. Trade would be strangled
for a generation and punishment raids
would be sent out against every Uighur
settlement. Liu had no taste for that sort
of war, and he considered asking for a
transfer back to Yinchuan city. They
always needed good guards with
experience.

He gave crisp orders to a dozen
spearmen to follow him and walked
down the cool steps to the outer gate.
From the inside, it looked untouched by
the assault, and in the shadow of the
walls, he considered the fate of anyone
foolish enough to break it down. He
would not like to be among them, he
thought. It was second nature to him to
check the inner gate was secure before
he raised his hand to the outer locking
bar. Sun Tzu was perhaps the greatest
military thinker the Chin had ever
produced, but he did not consider the
difficulties of greedy men like Shen Ti
giving the orders.
Liu took a deep breath and pushed

open the door, letting in a beam of hard
sunlight. The men behind him shuffled in
readiness and he nodded to their captain.
“I want two men to stay and guard the
door. The rest of you are to collect
usable shafts and anything else that might
be valuable. If there is trouble, drop it
all and run for the gate. There will be no
talking and not one of you will go more
than fifty paces, even if there are
emeralds the size of duck eggs lying in
the sand. Acknowledge my orders.”
The soldiers saluted as one and their
captain tapped two on the shoulder to
remain on guard. Liu nodded, squinting
out into the sun as his eyes adjusted. He
could not expect high standards from the

sort of soldier who ended up in the fort.
Almost to a man, they had made some
error in the standing army, or offended
someone with influence. Even Shen Ti
had made some secret error in his
political past, he was sure, though the fat
man would never unburden himself to a
common soldier, no matter what rank he
held.
Liu let out a long, low breath,
checking a mental list of the defenses.
He had done all he could, but still there
was a feeling in his bones that he did not
like. He stepped over a body, noting that
the man wore armor very similar to his
own. He frowned at that. There was no
record of the Uighurs copying Chin

armor. It was rough, but of serviceable
quality, and Liu found his sense of
unease growing.
Ready to leap back, he trod heavily on
an outstretched hand. He heard a bone
break, and at the lack of movement, he
nodded and went further out. The dead
lay thickest near the gate and he could
see two sprawling men with arrows
through their throats. Heavy hammers
had fallen near them and Liu picked one
up, propping it against the wall to be
taken in on his return. It too was well
made.
As he narrowed his eyes on the end of
the pass, his men fanned out, stooping to
pick up weapons from the sand. Liu

began to relax a little, seeing two of
them yanking arrows from a body that
resembled a porcupine for the density of
the strikes. He strode out of the wall's
shadow, wincing at the sudden
brightness. Thirty paces ahead of him lay
two boxes, and he knew Shen Ti would
be watching to see if he found something
of worth in them. Why the tribesmen
would have brought gold or silver to an
attack Liu could not fathom, but he
walked across the baking sand toward
them, his hand ready on his sword.
Could they contain snakes or scorpions?
He had heard of such things being used
to attack cities, though usually they were
thrown over the walls. The tribesmen
had brought no catapults or ladders on

their assault.
Liu drew his blade and dug the point
into the sand, levering the box onto its
side. Birds erupted from the confined
space, soaring upwards as he threw
himself back in shock.
For a moment, Liu stood and stared at
the birds, unable to understand why they
had been left to bake on the sand. He
raised his head to watch them fly and
then comprehension dawned and his
eyes widened in sudden panic. The birds
were the signal. A dull rumbling came to
his ears and the ground seemed to
vibrate under his feet.
“Get back to the gate!” Liu shouted,

waving his sword. Around him, he saw
his soldiers staring in shock, some of
them with armfuls of arrows and
swords. “Run! Get back!” Liu bellowed
again. Glancing down the pass, he saw
the first dark lines of galloping horses,
and he turned to the gate himself. If the
fools were too slow, they had only
themselves to blame, he thought, his
mind racing.
He skidded to a halt in horror before
he had run more than a few paces.
Around the gate, some of the bodies
were leaping up, still with shafts lodged
in them. One of them had lain perfectly
still while Liu broke his hand under his
sandal. Liu swallowed his panic at the

thunder growing at his back and he
began to run again. He saw the gate
begin to close, but one of the enemy was
there to shove his arm into the gap. The
tribesman cried out in agony as his hand
was hacked to pieces inside, but there
were others with him to wrench it open
and fall on the defenders.
Liu raised his voice in a howl of rage
and never saw the arrow that took him in
the back of the neck. He tumbled onto the
sand, feeling its sting even as the
darkness came for him. The inner gate
was shut, he was certain. He had seen it
closed behind him and there was still a
chance. His own blood choked off his
thoughts and the sound of hooves faded

to nothing.
Tsubodai rose from where he had lain in
the sand. The arrow that had felled him
had been followed by two more lodged
in his armor. His ribs were agony and
every step brought fresh pain and the
warm sensation of blood trickling down
his thigh. The canyon was filled with a
sound like thunder as the galloping line
came in at full speed. Tsubodai looked
upwards as he heard bows thrumming
and saw black shafts darting down. A
horse screamed behind him as Tsubodai
saw the gate was jammed open by
bodies and staggered toward it.
He looked around him for the ten men

Genghis had placed under his command.
He recognized four of the figures rushing
at the gate, while the others lay still on
the sand, truly dead. Tsubodai
swallowed painfully as he stepped over
a man he had known from the Uriankhai.
The sound of riders grew into a force
at his back until he expected to be
hammered from his feet. He thought his
wounds had dazed him, for everything
seemed to be happening slowly and yet
he could hear each labored breath from
his open mouth. He shut it, irritated at
this show of weakness. Ahead of him,
those who had survived the assault were
rushing through the gate with swords
drawn. Tsubodai heard the snap of

bows, muffled by the thick stone of the
wall. He had a glimpse of men falling as
they went through, spitted on arrows as
they looked up and cried out. At that
instant, his mind cleared and his senses
sharpened. Arrows still sank into the
sand around him, but he ignored them.
He roared an order to stand back as his
warriors reached the gate. His voice
was rough, but to his relief, the men
responded.
“Make shields of the wood. Take the
hammers,” Tsubodai told them, pointing.
He heard the jingle of armor as men
leaped to the sand all around him.
Khasar landed running and Tsubodai
grabbed his arm.

“There are archers inside. We can
still use the broken wood.”
Arrows vanished into the sand around
them, leaving only the black feathers.
Calmly, Khasar glanced down at
Tsubodai's hand just long enough to
remind the young warrior of his status.
As Tsubodai released his grip, Khasar
snapped out orders. All around them,
men picked up pieces of the original
shield and held them over their heads as
they rushed through the gate.
As the hammers were taken up again,
archers above their heads shot into the
pit between the two gates. Even with the
rough shield, some of the shafts found
their marks. On the hot sand outside,

Khasar ordered waves of arrows up
against the archers on the outer wall,
keeping the Chin soldiers down and
spoiling their aim until the army could
move. He bit his lip at the exposed
position, but until the inner gate was
broken, they were all stuck. The dull
thump of hammers sounded over the
cries of dying men.
“Get in there and make sure they aren't
enjoying a quick rest while we wait,”
Khasar shouted to Tsubodai. The young
warrior bowed his head and ran to join
his men.
He passed under a band of shadow
into bright sunlight and had a glimpse of

a line of cold-eyed archers shooting
shaft after shaft into the killing hole.
Tsubodai barely had time to duck
under a piece of broken planking. An
arrow scratched his arm as he did and he
swore aloud. He recognized only one of
his original ten men still alive.
The space between the gates was
deliberately small, and no more than a
dozen warriors could stand inside at a
time. Except for those who wielded
hammers with desperate force, the others
stood with pieces of wood above their
heads, wedged together as best they
could. The ground was still sandy and
bristled with spent shafts, thicker than
the hairs on a dog. Still more were fired

down and Tsubodai heard orders
shouted in an alien language above his
head. If they had stones to drop, the
entire assault would be crushed before
the inner gate gave way, he thought,
fighting terror. He felt enclosed, trapped.
The man closest to him had lost his
helmet in the attack. He gave a shriek of
pain and fell with an arrow's feathers
standing upright in his neck, fired from
almost directly above. Tsubodai caught
the planking he had held and raised it,
wincing with every shuddering impact.
The hammer blows went on with
maddening slowness, but suddenly
Tsubodai heard a grunt of satisfaction
from one of the warriors and the sound
changed as those closest began kicking

at the cracking timbers.
The gate gave way, sending men
sprawling on the dusty ground beyond it.
The first ones through died instantly as
they were met with a volley of crossbow
shafts from a line of soldiers. Behind
them, Khasar's men roared in savage
anticipation, sensing there was a way in.
They pushed forward, compressing the
group at the gate as they stumbled over
dead men.
Tsubodai could not believe he was
still alive. He drew the sword Genghis
himself had given him and ran forward
in a mass of raging men, freed at last
from the confines of the killing ground.
The cross-bowmen never had a chance

to reload and Tsubodai killed his first
enemy with a straight thrust to the throat
as the soldier froze in horror. Half of
those who came into the fort were
wounded and bloody, but they had
survived and they exulted as they met the
first lines of defenders. Some of the first
ones inside climbed wooden steps to a
higher level and grinned as they saw the
archers still firing down into the killing
hole. Mongol bows snapped shafts
across the fighting below, striking the Xi
Xia bowmen from their feet as if they
had been hit by hammers.
The army of Genghis began to funnel
through the gate, exploding into the fort.
There was little order to the assault in

the first charge. Until senior men like
Khasar or Arslan took charge, Tsubodai
knew he was free to kill as many as he
could, and he shouted wildly, filled with
excitement.
Without Liu Ken to organize the defense,
the Xi Xia warriors broke and ran
before the invaders, scattering in panic.
Leaving his horse in the pass, Genghis
walked through the gate and ducked
through the broken inner gate. His face
was alight with triumph and pride as his
warriors tore through the fort soldiers. In
all their history, the tribes had never had
a chance to strike back at those who held
them down. Genghis did not care that the

Xi Xia soldiers thought themselves
different from the Chin. To his people,
they were all part of that ancient, hated
race. He saw that some of the defenders
had laid down their weapons, and he
shook his head, calling Arslan to him as
the swordsman strode past.
“No prisoners, Arslan,” Genghis said.
His general bowed his head.
The slaughter became methodical
after that. Men were discovered hiding
in the fort's cellars and dragged out for
execution. As the day wore on, the dead
soldiers were piled on the red stones of
a central courtyard. A well there became
the eye of the storm as every drythroated
man found time to quench his thirst in

water, bucket by bucket until they were
gasping and soaked. They had beaten the
desert.
As the sun began to set, Genghis
himself walked to the well, stepping
over the piles of twisted dead. The
warriors fell silent at his step and one of
them filled the leather bucket and handed
it to the khan. As Genghis drank at last
and grinned, they roared and bayed in
voices loud enough to echo back from
the walls all around. They had found
their way through the maze of rooms and
halls, cloisters and walkways, all
strange to their eyes. Like a pack of wild
dogs, they had reached right to the far
side of the fort, leaving the black stones

bloody behind them.
The commander of the fort was
discovered in a suite of rooms hung with
silk and priceless tapestries. It took
three men to batter down the door of iron
and oak to reveal Shen Ti, hiding with a
dozen terrified women. As Khasar
strode into the room, Shen Ti tried to
take his own life with a dagger. In his
terror, the blade slipped in his sweating
hands and merely scored a line in his
throat. Khasar sheathed his sword and
took hold of the man's fleshy hand over
the hilt, guiding it back to the neck a
second time. Shen Ti lost his nerve and
tried to struggle, but Khasar's grip was
strong and he drew the dagger sharply

across, stepping back as blood spurted
out and the man flailed in death.
“That is the last of them,” Khasar
said. He looked the women over and
nodded to himself. They were strange
creatures, their skin powdered as white
as mare's milk, but he found them
attractive. The scent of jasmine mingled
with the stench of blood in the room, and
Khasar smiled wolfishly at them. His
brother Kachiun had won an Olkhun'ut
girl for his wife and had two children
already in his ger. Khasar's first wife
had died and he had no one. He
wondered if Genghis would let him
marry two or three of these foreign
women. The idea pleased him

enormously and he stepped to the far
window, looking out on the lands of the
Xi Xia.
The fort was high in the mountains and
Khasar had a view of a vast valley, with
cliffs stretching away into the haze on
either side. Far below, he saw a green
land, studded with farms and villages.
Khasar breathed deeply in appreciation.
“It will be like picking ripe fruit,” he
said, turning to Arslan as the older man
entered. “Send someone to fetch my
brothers. They should see this.”

CHAPTER 6
THE KING SAT IN THE HIGHEST ROOM of his
palace, looking over the flat valley of
the Xi Xia. With the dawn mist rising off
the fields, it was a landscape of great
beauty. If he did not know there was an
army out there beyond sight, the land
might have seemed as peaceful as any
other morning. The canals shone in the
sun like lines of gold, carrying precious
water to the crops. There were even
distant figures of farmers out there,
working without thought for the army that
had entered their country from the
northern desert.

Rai Chiang adjusted his robe of green
silk, patterned in gold. Alone, his
expression was calm, but as he stared
out into the dawn, his fingers picked
nervously at a thread, worrying at it until
it caught in his nails and snapped. He
frowned, looking down at the damage.
The robe was a Chin weave, worn to
bring him luck in the matter of
reinforcements. He had sent a letter with
two of his fastest scouts as soon as he
heard of the invasion, but the reply was
long in coming.
He sighed to himself, his fingers
resuming their picking without his being
aware of it. If the old Chin emperor had
lived, there would be fifty thousand

soldiers marching to defend his little
kingdom, he was sure of it. The gods
were fickle to have taken his ally at the
very moment when he needed aid. Prince
Wei was a stranger and Rai Chiang did
not know whether the arrogant son
would have the generosity of his father.
Rai Chiang considered the differences
between their lands, wondering if he
could have done more to ensure Chin
support. His most distant ancestor had
been a Chin prince and ruled the
province as a personal fiefdom. He
would have seen no shame in asking for
aid. The Xi Xia kingdom had been
forgotten in the great conflict centuries
before, unnoticed as greater princes

struggled against each other until the
Chin empire had been cut in two. Rai
Chiang was the sixty-fourth ruler since
that bloody period. Since the death of his
father, he had spent almost three decades
keeping his people free of the Chin
shadow, cultivating other allies and
never giving offense that could lead to
his kingdom being forcibly returned to
the fold. One of his sons would one day
inherit that uneasy peace. Rai Chiang
paid his tribute, sent his merchants to
trade and his warriors to swell the ranks
of the Imperial army. In return, he was
treated as an honored ally.
It was true Rai Chiang had ordered a
new script for his people, one that bore

little resemblance to Chin writing. The
old Chin emperor had sent him rare texts
by Lao Tzu and the Buddha Sakyamuni
to be translated. Surely that was a sign
of acceptance, if not approval. The Xi
Xia valley was separate from the Chin
lands, bordered by mountains and the
Yellow River. With a new language, the
Xi Xia would move further from the
influence of the Chin. It was a dangerous
and delicate game, but he knew he had
the vision and energy to find the right
future for his people. He thought of the
new trade routes he had opened into the
west and the wealth that was flowing
back along them. All that was
endangered by these tribes roaring out of
the desert.

Rai Chiang wondered if Prince Wei
would realize the Mongols had come
round his precious wall in the northeast
by entering the Xi Xia kingdom. It would
do the Chin no good now the wolf had
found the gate to the field.
“You must support me,” he whispered
to himself. It galled him to depend on the
Chin for military aid, after so many
generations easing his people away from
their dependence. He did not know yet if
he could bear the price Prince Wei
would ask for that support. The kingdom
could be saved only to become a
province again.
Rai Chiang tapped his fingers in
irritation at the thought of a Chin army on

his land. He needed them desperately,
but what if they did not leave when the
battle was over? What if they did not
come at all?
Two hundred thousand people already
sheltered within the walls of Yinchuan,
with thousands more gathered outside
the closed gates. In the night, the most
desperate tried to climb into the city, and
the king's guards were forced to drive
them off with swords or shoot a volley
of arrows into their midst. The sun rose
each day on fresh corpses, and more
soldiers had to leave Yinchuan to bury
them before they could spread disease,
laboring under the sullen stares of the
rest. It was a grim and unpleasant

business, but the city could only feed so
many and the gates remained closed. Rai
Chiang worried at the golden threads
until beads of blood appeared under his
fingernails.
Those who had found sanctuary slept
in the streets, the beds of every inn and
lodging house long taken. The price of
food was rising every day, and the black
market thrived, though the guards hanged
anyone caught hoarding. Yinchuan was a
city of fear as they waited for the
barbarians to attack, but three months
had gone by with nothing but reports of
destruction as the army of Genghis laid
waste to everything in their path. They
had not yet come to Yinchuan, though

their scouts had been seen riding in the
far distance.
A gong sounded, making Rai Chiang
start. He could hardly believe it was the
hour of the dragon already. He had been
lost in contemplation, but it had not
brought him the usual sense of peace
before the day truly began. He shook his
head against the malicious spirits that
sapped the will of strong men. Perhaps
the dawn would bring better news.
Preparing himself to be seen, he
straightened in his throne of lacquered
gold and tucked the sleeve with the
broken thread under the other. When he
had spoken to his ministers, he would
have a new robe brought and a cooling

bath to make his blood flow with less
turbulence.
The gong sounded again and the doors
to the chamber opened in perfect silence.
A line of his most trusted advisers
walked in, their footsteps muffled by
shoes of felt so the polished floor would
not be scratched. Rai Chiang regarded
them impassively, knowing that they took
their confidence from his manner. Let
him but show one trace of nervousness
and they would feel the storms of panic
that blew through the slums and streets
of the city below.
Two slaves took up positions on
either side of their king, creating a gentle
breeze from large fans. Rai Chiang

hardly noticed their presence as he saw
his first minister could barely maintain
his calm. He forced himself to wait until
the men had touched their foreheads to
the floor and proclaimed their oath of
loyalty. The words were ancient and
comforting. His father and grandfather
had heard them many thousand times in
this very room.
At last they were ready to begin the
business of the day, and the great doors
shut behind them. It was foolish to think
they were completely private, Rai
Chiang reflected. Anything of note in the
throne room became market gossip
before the sun set. He watched the
ministers closely, looking for some sign

that they felt the fear curdling in his
breast. Nothing showed and his mood
lightened a fraction.
“Imperial Majesty, Son of Heaven,
king and father to us all,” his first
minister began, “I bear a letter from
Emperor Wei of the Chin.” He did not
approach himself, but handed the scroll
to a bearer slave. The young man knelt
and held out the roll of precious paper,
and Rai Chiang recognized the personal
chop of Prince Wei. Rai Chiang hid the
stirring of hope in his breast as he took it
and broke the wax seal.
It did not take long to read the
message, and despite his control, Rai
Chiang frowned. He could sense the

hunger for news in the room, and his
calm had been affected badly enough for
him to read it aloud.
“It is to our advantage when our
enemies attack one another. Wherein lies
the danger to us? Bleed these invaders
and the Chin will avenge your memory.”
There was utter silence in the room as
the ministers digested the words. One or
two of them had paled, visibly
disturbed. There would be no
reinforcements. Worse, the new emperor
had described them as enemies and
could no longer be considered the ally
his father had been. It was possible that
they had heard the end of the Xi Xia

kingdom in those few words.
“Our army is ready?” Rai Chiang said
softly into the silence. His first minister
bowed deeply before replying, hiding
his fear. He could not bring himself to
tell his king how poorly prepared the
soldiers were for war. Generations of
peace had made them more adept at
bullying favors from city prostitutes than
martial skills.
“The barracks are full, Majesty. With
your royal guards to lead them, they will
send these animals back into the desert.”
Rai Chiang sat perfectly still, knowing
no one there would dare to interrupt his
thoughts.

“Who will keep the city safe if my
personal guard goes out onto the
plains?” he said at last. “The peasants?
No, I have sheltered and fed the militia
for years. It is time they earned what
they have had from my hand.” He
ignored the taut expression of his first
minister. The man was merely a cousin,
and though he ran the city's scribes with
rigid discipline, he was out of his depth
with anything requiring original thought.
“Send for my general, that I may plan
an attack,” Rai Chiang said. “The time
for talk and letters is over, it seems. I
will consider the words of . . . Emperor
Wei, and my response, when we have
dealt with the closer threat.”

The ministers filed out, their
nervousness showing in their stiff
bearing. The kingdom had been at peace
for more than three centuries, and no one
there could remember the terrors of war.
“This place is perfect for us,” Kachiun
said, looking out over the plain of the Xi
Xia. At his back, the mountains loomed,
but his gaze lingered over green and
gold fields lush with growing crops. The
tribes had covered ground at incredible
speed over the previous three months,
riding hard from village to village with
almost no opposition. Three large towns
had fallen before the news had gone
ahead and the people of the tiny kingdom

began to flee the invaders. At first the
tribes had taken prisoners, but when they
had close to forty thousand, Genghis had
grown tired of their wailing voices. His
army could not feed so many and he
would not leave them behind him, though
the miserable farmers did not look like
any kind of threat. He had given the
order and the slaughter had taken an
entire day. The dead had been left to rot
in the sun, and Genghis had visited the
hills of the dead only once to see that his
orders had been carried out. After that
he thought no more of them.
Only the women had been left alive to
be taken as prizes, and Kachiun had
found a couple of rare beauties that very

morning. They waited for him in his ger
and he found his thoughts straying in that
direction instead of to the next move in
the assault. He shook his head to clear it.
“The peasants don't seem warlike at
all and these canals are perfect for
watering our horses,” he went on,
glancing at his older brother.
Genghis sat on a pile of saddles next
to his ger, resting his chin on his hands.
The mood of the tribes was cheerful
around the two men, and he saw a group
of boys setting wands of birch into the
ground. He raised his head in interest as
he saw his two eldest sons were part of
the chattering gang, pushing and shoving
each other as they argued over how best

to set the sticks. Jochi and Chagatai
were dangerous company for the boys of
the tribes, often leading them into trouble
and scuffles that resulted in their being
slapped apart by the women of the gers.
Genghis sighed, running his tongue
over his lower lip as he thought. “We're
like a bear with his paw in honey,
Kachiun, but they will rouse themselves.
Barchuk tells me the Xi Xia merchants
boasted of a huge standing army. We
have not met them yet.”
Kachiun shrugged, unworried at the
prospect. “Perhaps. There is still their
great city. They may be hiding behind the
walls there. We could starve them out,

or break the walls down around their
ears.”
Genghis frowned at his brother. “It
will not be so easy, Kachiun. I expect
rashness from Khasar. I keep you close
to be the voice of caution and sense
when the warriors get too full of
themselves. We have not fought a single
battle in this realm, and I do not want the
men to be fat and slow when it comes.
Get them back on the training field and
burn the laziness out of them. You too.”
Kachiun flushed at the rebuke. “Your
will, my brother,” he said, bowing his
head. He saw Genghis was watching his
sons as they mounted their shaggy
ponies. It was a game of skill learned

from the Olkhun'ut, and Genghis was
distracted as Jochi and Chagatai readied
themselves to gallop past the row of
wands in the soil.
Jochi turned his pony faster and raced
along the line with his child's bow fully
bent. Genghis and Kachiun watched as
he loosed his arrow at full speed,
sending the head slicing through the
slender stick. It was a good strike, and in
the same instant, Jochi reached down
with his left hand and snatched the
falling piece of wood, raising it
triumphantly as he turned back to his
companions. They cheered him, though
Chagatai
merely snorted
before
beginning his own run.

“Your son will be a fine warrior,”
Kachiun murmured. Genghis winced at
the words and Kachiun did not look at
him, knowing the expression he would
see.
“While they can retreat behind walls
five times higher than a man,” Genghis
said stubbornly, “they can laugh at us
riding around on the plains. What does
their king care for a few hundred
villages? We have barely stung him
while this Yinchuan city sits safe and he
resides in it.”
Kachiun did not respond as Chagatai
rode the line. His arrow cut the wand,
but his flailing hand failed to snatch it
before it fell. Jochi laughed at his

brother and Kachiun saw Chagatai's face
darken in anger. They knew their father
was watching, of course.
At his back, Genghis made his
decision, rising to his feet.
“Get the men sober and ready to
march. I will see this city of stone that so
impressed the scouts. Somehow or other
there must be a way in.” He did not
show his brother the worries that
plagued him. He had never seen a city
girdled in high walls as his scouts
described. He hoped that the sight of it
would bring some insight into how he
could enter without seeing his army dash
itself uselessly against the stone.

As Kachiun left to relay the orders, he
saw Chagatai had said something to his
older brother. Jochi leaped from his
pony as he passed, sending them both
thumping into the ground in a flurry of
elbows and bare feet. Kachiun grinned
as he passed them, remembering his own
childhood.
The land they had found beyond the
mountains was fertile and rich. Perhaps
they would have to fight to keep it, but
he could not imagine a force capable of
defeating the army they had brought a
thousand miles from their home. As a
boy, he had once levered a huge rock
free on a hillside and seen the way it
gathered speed. At first it was slow, but

after only a
unstoppable.
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Scarlet was the Xi Xia color for war.
The king's soldiers wore armor
lacquered in vivid red, and the room
where Rai Chiang met his general was
unadorned except for polished walls of
the same shade. Only a single table
spoiled the echoing emptiness, and both
men stood to gaze down at maps of the
region, held with lead weights. The
original secession from the Chin had
been planned within those red walls; it
was a place to save and win a kingdom,

rich with its own history. General
Giam's lacquered armor was such a
perfect match for the room that he almost
vanished against the walls. Rai Chiang
himself wore a tunic of gold over black
silk trousers.
The general was white-haired, a man
of dignity. He could feel the history of
the Xi Xia hanging heavy in the air of
that ancient room, as heavy as the
responsibility he would bear himself.
He placed another marker of ivory on
the lines of dark blue ink.
“Their camp is here, Majesty, not far
from where they entered the kingdom.
They send their warriors out to raid a

hundred li in every direction.”
“A man cannot ride further in a day,
so they must make other camps for the
night,” Rai Chiang murmured. “Perhaps
we can attack them there.”
His general shook his head slightly,
unwilling to openly contradict his king.
“They do not rest, Majesty, or stop for
food. We have scouts who say they ride
that far and then back from dawn to
sunset. When they take prisoners, they
are slower, driving them before them.
They have no infantry and carry supplies
with them from the main camp.”
Rai Chiang frowned delicately,
knowing that would be enough criticism

to make the general sweat in his
presence.
“Their camp is not important,
General. The army must engage and
break these riders who have caused so
much destruction. I have a report of a
pile of dead peasants as high as a
mountain. Who will gather the crops?
The city could starve even if these
invaders left us today!”
General Giam made his face a mask
rather than risk further anger. “Our army
will need time to form and prepare the
ground. With the royal guard to lead
them, I can have the fields sown with
spikes that will destroy any charge. If the
discipline is good, we will crush them.”

“I would have preferred to have Chin
soldiers with my own militia,” Rai
Chiang said as if to himself.
The general cleared his throat,
knowing it was a sensitive subject. “All
the more need for your own guards,
Majesty. The militia are little better than
peasants with weapons. They cannot
stand on their own.”
Rai Chiang turned his pale eyes on his
general. “My father had forty thousand
trained soldiers to man the walls of
Yinchuan. As a child, I watched the red
ranks parade through the city on his
birthday and there seemed no end to
them.” He grimaced irritably. “I have

listened to fools and counted the cost of
so many over the dangers we could face.
There are barely twenty thousand in my
own guard and you would have me send
them out? Who then would defend the
city? Who would form the teams for the
great bows and hold the walls? Do you
think the peasants and merchants will be
of any use to us once my guard have
gone out? There will be food riots and
fires. Plan to win without them, General.
There is no other way.”
General Giam had been born to one of
the king's uncles, and promotion had
come easily. Yet he had courage enough
to face Rai Chiang's disapproval.
“If you give me ten thousand of your

guard, they will steady the others. They
will be a core the enemy cannot break.”
“Even ten thousand is too many,” Rai
Chiang snapped.
General Giam swallowed.
“Without cavalry, I cannot win, my
lord. With even five thousand guards and
three thousand of those on heavy horse, I
would have a chance. If you cannot give
me that, you should execute me now.”
Rai Chiang raised his eyes from the
map and found General Giam's gaze
steady. He smiled, amused at the bead of
sweat that was making its way down the
man's cheek.

“Very well. It is a balance between
giving you the best we have and still
keeping enough to defend the city. Take
a thousand cross-bowmen, two of
cavalry, and two more of heavy pikes.
They will be the core that leads the
others against the enemy.”
General Giam closed his eyes in
silent thanks for an instant. Rai Chiang
did not notice as he turned back to the
map.
“You may empty the stores of armor.
The militia may not be my red guards,
but perhaps looking like them will give
them courage. It will relieve the
boredom of hanging profiteers and
whitewashing the barracks, I have no

doubt. Do not fail me in this, General.”
“I will not, Your Majesty.”
Genghis rode at the head of his army, a
vast line of horsemen that stretched
across the plain of the Xi Xia. As they
came to canals, the line would bulge as
men raced each other over the drop,
laughing and calling to anyone who fell
into the dark water and had to ride hard
to catch up.
The city of Yinchuan had been a
smear on the horizon for hours before
Genghis gave the order to halt. Horns
sounded up and down the line and the
host came to a stop, with echoing orders

passing down to alert men on the wings.
This was hostile country and they would
not be taken by surprise.
The city loomed in the distance. Even
miles away, it seemed a massive
construction, intimidating in its sheer
size. Genghis squinted into the haze of
the afternoon sun. The stone the builders
had used was a dark gray, and he could
see columns that could have been towers
inside the walls. He could not guess
their purpose and strove not to show his
awe in front of the men.
He looked around him, seeing that his
people could not be ambushed on such a
flat piece of ground. The crops could
have hidden crawling soldiers, but his

scouts would sight them long before they
were close. It was as safe as anywhere
could be to set up camp, and he made the
decision, dismounting as he gave his
orders.
Behind him the tribes scurried in the
routines they knew. Gers were lashed
together and raised by individual
families long used to the work. A
village, a town, a city of their own
sprang out of the carts and herds of
bleating animals. It was not long before
Genghis's own cart came up and the
smell of frying mutton filled the air.
Arslan walked along the line with his
son Jelme. Under their eyes, the

warriors of all the tribes stood tall and
kept their chatter to a minimum. Genghis
approved and he was ready with a smile
as they reached him.
“I have never seen such a flat land,”
Arslan said. “There is nowhere to hold,
nowhere to retreat to if we are
overwhelmed. We are too exposed
here.”
Jelme raised his eyes at the words,
but did not speak. Arslan was twice the
age of the other generals and he led
cautiously and with intelligence. He
would never be a firebrand amongst the
tribes, though his skill was respected,
and his temper feared.

“We will not be turned, Arslan. Not
from here,” Genghis replied, clapping
him on the shoulder. “We will make
them come out from that city, or if they
will not, perhaps I will just build a ramp
of earth to the top of their walls and ride
in. That would be a thing to see, would it
not?”
Arslan's smile was tight. He had been
one of those who had ridden closer to
Yinchuan, close enough for them to
waste arrows on him.
“It is like a mountain, lord. You will
see when you ride close to the walls.
Each corner has a tower and the walls
are set with slits where archers poke
their faces through to watch you pass. It

would be hard to hit them, while they
have an easy shot against us.”
Genghis lost some of his good humor.
“I will see it first before I decide. If it
will not fall to us, I will starve them
out.”
Jelme nodded at the idea. He had
ridden with his father close enough to
feel the shadow of the city on his back.
For a man used to the open steppes, he
found himself irritated at the thought of
such an ant hill of men. The very idea
offended him.
“The canals pass into the city, lord,”
Jelme said, “through tunnels barred with
iron. I am told they wash away the dung

of so many people and animals. There
may be a weakness there.”
Genghis brightened. He had ridden all
day and he was weary. There would be
time to plan the assault tomorrow when
he had eaten and rested.
“We will find a way,” he promised.

CHAPTER 7
WITH NO SIGN OF OPPOSITION, the younger
warriors under Genghis spent their days
riding as close as they dared to the city,
testing their courage. The bravest of
them galloped under the shadow of the
walls as arrows whipped overhead.
Their whooping cries echoed over the
fields in challenge, yet only one Xi Xia
archer managed a clean strike in three
days. Even then, the tribesman recovered
his seat and rode clear, pulling the
arrow out of his armor and throwing it
contemptuously to the ground.

Genghis too rode close, with his
generals and officers. What he saw
brought him no inspiration. Even the
canals into the city were protected by
iron bars as thick as a man's forearm, set
deep into stone. He thought they might
still batter their way in, though the
thought of crawling down dank tunnels
was unpleasant to a man of the plains.
As night fell, his brothers and
generals gathered in the great ger to eat
and discuss the problem. Genghis's
mood had grown dark once more, but
Arslan had known him from the
beginning of his rise and did not fear to
speak bluntly.
“With the sort of wooden shield we

used against the fort, we could protect
men long enough to hammer through the
canal openings,” Arslan said, chewing.
“Though I do not like the look of those
constructions on the walls. I would not
have believed a bow could be so large.
If they're real, they must fire arrows as
long as a man. Who knows how much
damage they can do?”
“We cannot stay out here forever,
while they send messages to their
allies,” Kachiun murmured, “and we
cannot pass by and leave their army free
to strike at our back. We must enter the
city, or return to the desert and give up
everything we have won.”

Genghis glanced at his younger
brother, his expression sour. “That will
not happen,” he said with more
confidence than he felt. “We have their
crops. How long can a city last before
the people are eating each other? Time
is on our side.”
“We are not hurting them yet, I think,”
Kachiun replied. “They have the canals
to bring water, and for all we know, the
city is stuffed with grain and salted
meat.” He saw Genghis frown at the
image, but continued. “We could be here
for years, waiting, and who knows how
many armies are marching to support
them? By the time they are starving, we
could be facing the Chin themselves and

be caught between them.”
“Then give me an answer!” Genghis
snapped. “The Uighur scholars tell me
that every city in Chin lands is like this
one, or even larger, if you can imagine
it. If they have been built by men, they
can be destroyed by men, I am certain of
it. Tell me how.”
“We could poison the water in the
canals,” Khasar said, reaching for
another piece of meat with his knife. He
speared it in sudden silence and looked
round at the others. “What? This is not
our land.”
“That is an evil thing to say,” Kachiun
chided his brother, speaking for all of

them. “What would we drink ourselves,
then?”
Khasar shrugged. “We would drink
clean water from further up.”
Genghis listened, considering. “We
need to sting them into coming out,” he
said. “I will not see clean water
poisoned, but we can break the canals
and let the city go thirsty. Let them see
the work of generations being destroyed
and perhaps they will meet us on the
plain.”
“I will see it done,” Jelme said.
Genghis nodded to him. “And you,
Khasar. You will send a hundred men to

break through the bars where the canals
enter the city.”
“Protecting them will mean more carts
taken apart. The families will not like
that at all,” Khasar said.
Genghis snorted. “I will build more
when we are in that cursed city. They
will thank us then.”
All the men in the ger heard galloping
hoofbeats coming closer. Genghis
paused with a piece of greasy mutton in
his fingers. He looked up as a clatter
sounded on the steps outside and the
door to the ger opened.
“They are coming out, lord.”

“In the darkness?” Genghis said
incredulously.
“There is no moon, but I was close
enough to hear them, lord. They
chattered like birds and made more
noise than children.”
Genghis tossed the meat down into the
platter in the center of the ger. “Return to
your men, my brothers. Make them
ready.” His gaze flickered around the
ger to Arslan and Jelme, the father and
son sitting together.
“Arslan, you will keep five thousand
to protect the families. The rest of us
will ride with me.” He grinned at the
prospect and they responded.

“Not years, Kachiun. Not one more
day. Get the fastest scouts riding. I want
to know what they are doing as soon as
dawn comes. I will have orders for you
then.”
So far south, the autumn was still hot, the
uncut crops drooping under their own
weight as they began to rot in the fields.
The Mongol scouts shouted challenges to
the red army that had marched from the
safety of Yinchuan, while others rode
back to Genghis with details. They
entered the great ger in groups of three,
passing on what they had learned.
Genghis strode back and forth,
listening to each man as he described the

scene.
“I do not like this business with the
baskets,” he said to Kachiun. “What
could they be sowing on this ground?”
He had heard of hundreds of men
walking together in patterns before the
host from Yinchuan. Each had carried a
basket on his shoulders while a man
behind him reached into it, over and
over, casting his arms wide.
The khan of the Uighurs had been
summoned to explain the mystery.
Barchuk had questioned the scouts
closely, demanding every scrap of
information they could recall.
“It could be something to slow our

horses, lord,” he said at last. “Sharp
stones, perhaps, or iron. They have sown
a wide band of these seeds outside the
army and they show no sign of crossing
it. If they are intent on drawing us in,
perhaps they expect the charge to
founder.”
Genghis clapped him on the shoulder.
“Whatever it is, I will not let them
choose the ground,” he said. “You will
have your scrolls yet, Barchuk.” He
looked around him at the bright faces of
his most trusted men. None of them
could truly know the enemy they faced.
The slaughter at the fort to enter Xi Xia
lands bore little relation to the fighting
formations of the king's own city. He

could feel his heart beating quickly at the
thought of finally standing against his
people's enemies. Surely they would not
fail, after so long in preparation?
Kokchu said the stars themselves
proclaimed a new destiny for his people.
With the shaman attending him, Genghis
had sacrificed a white goat to the sky
father, using the name in the most ancient
shaman's tongue. Tängri would not
refuse them. They had been weak for too
long, made so by the Chin in their cities
of gold. Now they were strong and he
would see the cities fall.
The generals stood perfectly still as
Kokchu reached into tiny pots and drew
lines on their faces. When they looked at

each other, they could not see the men
they knew. They saw only the masks of
war and eyes that were fierce and
terrible.
The shaman left Genghis until last,
dragging a red line from high on the
khan's forehead, over the eyes and down
on each side of his mouth.
“Iron will not touch you, lord. Stone
will not break you. You are the Wolf and
the sky father watches.”
Genghis stared without blinking, the
blood somehow hot on his skin. At last
he nodded and left the ger, mounting his
pony with the lines of warriors drawn up
on either side. He could see the city in

the distance and, before it, a blurry mass
of red men waiting to see his ambitions
humbled. He looked left and right along
the line and raised his arm.
The drums started, carried by a
hundred unarmed boys. Each one of them
had fought his fellows for the right to
ride with the warriors, and many of them
bore the marks of their struggle. Genghis
felt his strength as he touched the hilt of
his father's sword for luck. He dropped
his arm, and as one, they thundered
forward over the plain of the Xi Xia
toward the city of Yinchuan.
“They are coming, lord,” Rai Chiang's
first minister said excitedly. The vantage

point from the king's tower offered the
best view of the plain from anywhere in
the city, and Rai Chiang had not objected
to the presence of his councillors in his
private chambers.
In their lacquered armor, the soldiers
resembled a bright splash of blood on
the ground before the city. Rai Chiang
thought he could see the distant whitebearded figure of General Giam riding
up and down the lines. Pikes gleamed in
the morning sun as the regiments formed
up, and he could see his own Royal
Guard held the wings. They were the
best horsemen of the Xi Xia, and he did
not regret giving them to this task.

It had hurt him deeply to hide in the
city while his lands were ravaged. Just
the sight of an army facing the invader
lifted his spirits. Giam was a solid
thinker, a dependable man. It was true
that he had not seen battle in his rise to
power in the army, but Rai Chiang had
reviewed his plans and found no fault
with them. The king drank a pale white
wine as he waited, relishing the thought
of seeing his enemies destroyed before
his eyes. News of the victory would
reach Emperor Wei, and he would know
bitterness. If the Chin had reinforced
them, Rai Chiang would have been in his
debt forever. Emperor Wei was subtle
enough to know when he had given up an
advantage in trade and power, and the

thought was intoxicating to Rai Chiang.
He would see to it that the Chin were
informed of every detail of the battle.
General Giam watched the dust cloud as
the enemy advanced. The ground was
drying out, he realized, with no farmers
daring to water their crops. Those who
had tried had been cut down by the
scouts of the invader, apparently for
sport or to blood the younger men. That
would stop today, Giam thought.
His orders were relayed to the ranks
on high poles, fluttering in the breeze for
all to see. As he glanced up and down
the lines, black crosses mingled with red
pennants, a symbol that meant they

would hold the ground. Beyond the
army, the fields were sown with a
hundred thousand spikes of iron, hidden
in the grass. Giam waited impatiently for
the tribesmen to hit them. It would be
carnage and then he would raise flags to
attack in close formation, while the
Mongols were still dazed.
The royal cavalry held the wings and
he nodded to himself at the sight of their
fine horses, snorting and pawing at the
ground in excitement. The king's pike
guards stood resolute in the center of his
army, splendid in their scarlet, like the
scales of exotic fish. Their grim faces
helped to steady the others as the dust
cloud grew larger and they all felt the

earth tremble under their feet. Giam saw
one of the flag pikes dip and sent a man
over to chastise the bearer. The army of
Xi Xia was nervous, he could see it in
their faces. When they saw the enemy
line crumple, it would encourage them.
Giam felt his bladder complain and
swore softly under his breath, knowing
he could not dismount with the enemy
rushing toward them. In the ranks, he
saw many of the men urinating onto the
dusty ground, readying themselves.
He had to shout his orders over the
swelling thunder of galloping horses.
The guard officers were spread along
the line and they repeated the command
to stand and wait.

“Just a little longer,” he murmured.
He could see individuals amongst the
enemy and his stomach tightened at the
sight of so many. He felt the gaze of the
citizens on his back, and he knew the
king would be watching with every other
man and woman who could find a place
on the walls. Yinchuan depended on
them for survival, but they would not be
found lacking.
His second in command stood ready
to relay Giam's orders.
“It will be a great victory, General,”
he said.
Giam could hear the strain in the
man's voice and forced himself to turn

away from the enemy. “With the king's
eye on us, the men must not lose heart.
They know he watches?”
“I have made certain of it, General.
They . . .” The man's eyes widened and
Giam snapped his gaze back to the
charging line hammering across the
plain.
From the center of it, a hundred
galloping ponies moved forward, their
riders forming a column like an arrow
shaft.
Giam
watched
without
understanding as they approached the
hidden line of spikes in the grass. He
hesitated, unsure how the new formation
affected his plans. He felt a line of sweat
trickle from his hair and drew his sword

to steady his hands.
“Nearly there . . .” he whispered. The
horsemen were low on the backs of their
ponies, their faces straining against the
wind. Giam watched as they passed the
line he had created and, for a terrifying
instant, he thought they would somehow
ride straight through the spikes. Then the
first horse screamed, tumbling over
itself in a great crash. Dozens more went
down as the spikes pierced the soft part
of their hooves and men were thrown to
their death. The thin column faltered and
Giam knew a moment of fierce joy. He
saw the galloping line waver as the mass
of following warriors yanked savagely
on their reins. Almost all of those who

had run full tilt into the spikes lay
crippled or dead on the grass and a great
cheer went up from the red ranks.
Giam saw the pike flags were
standing proud, and he clenched his left
fist in excitement. Let them come on foot
and see what he had for them!
Beyond the screaming men and
horses, the bulk of the enemy milled
without formation, having lost all
impetus in the death of their brothers. As
Giam watched, the untrained tribesmen
panicked. They had no tactics except for
the wild charge, and they had lost that.
Without warning, hundreds turned away
to race back through their own lines. The
rout spread with extraordinary speed

and Giam saw Mongol officers bawling
conflicting orders at their fleeing men,
striking at them with the flats of their
swords as they passed. Behind him, the
people of Yinchuan roared at the sight.
Giam jerked round in the saddle. His
entire first rank took a half step forward,
straining like dogs on a leash. He could
see the bloodlust rising in them and
knew it had to be controlled.
“Stand!” he bellowed. “Officers, hold
your men. The order is to stand!” They
could not be held. Another step broke
the last restraint and the yelling red
ranks surged forward, their new armor
shining. The air filled with dust. Only

the king's guard held their positions, and
even then, the cavalry on the wings were
forced to come forward with the others
or leave them vulnerable. Giam shouted
again and again in desperation and his
own officers raced up and down the
lines, trying to hold the army back. It
was impossible. They had seen the
enemy riding in the shadow of the city
for almost two months. Here at last was
a chance to make them bleed. The militia
screamed defiance as they reached the
barrier of iron spikes. These were no
danger to men and they passed through
quickly, killing those warriors who still
lived and stabbing the dead over and
over until they were bloody rags on the
grass.

Giam used his horse to block lines of
men as best he could. In fury, he had the
signal horns blow retreat, but the men
were deaf and blind to everything except
the enemy and the king who watched
them. They could not be called back.
On horseback, Giam saw the sudden
change in the tribes before any of his
running men. Before his eyes, the wild
rout vanished and perfect new Mongol
lines formed, the discipline terrifying.
The scarlet army of the Xi Xia had come
half a mile past the traps and pits they
had dug the night before and still raced
onwards to bloody their swords and
send these enemies away from their city.
Without warning, they faced a confident

army of horsemen on exposed ground.
Genghis gave a single order and the
entire force moved into a trot. The
Mongol warriors pulled bows from
shaped leather holders on the saddles,
taking the first long arrows from the
quivers on their hips or backs. They
guided the ponies with their knees alone,
riding with the arrows pointing down. At
another barked order from Genghis, they
brought their lines to a canter and then
instantly to full gallop, the arrows
coming up to their faces for the first
volley.
Caught out in the open, fear swept
through the massed red ranks. The Xi
Xia lines compressed and some at the

rear were still cheering ignorantly as the
Mongol army swept back in. Giam
roared desperate orders to increase the
space between the ranks, but only the
king's guard responded. As they faced a
massed charge for the second time, the
militia bunched even tighter, terrified
and confused.
Twenty thousand buzzing arrows
smashed the red lines to their knees.
They could not return the volleys in the
face of such destruction. Their own
crossbowmen could only shoot blindly
toward the enemy, hampered by the
scramble of their own companions. The
Mongols drew and shot ten times in
every sixty heartbeats, and their

accuracy was crushing. The red armor
saved some, but as they rose screaming,
they were hit again and again until they
stayed down. As the Mongols darted in
for the close killing, Giam dug in his
heels and raced across the face of the
bloody lines to the king's pikemen,
desperate to have them hold. Somehow
he came through unscathed.
The king's guards looked no different
from the militia in their red armor. As
Giam took command, he saw some of the
militia rushing back through their ranks,
chased down by screaming Mongol
riders. The guards did not run and Giam
gave a sharp order to raise pikes, passed
on down the line. The tribesmen saw too

late that these were not panicking like
the others. Pike blades held up at an
angle could cut a man in half as he
charged, and dozens of Mongol riders
went down as they tried to gallop
through. Giam felt hope rise in him that
he could yet salvage the day.
The guard cavalry had moved out to
defend the wings against the mobile
enemy. As the militia was crushed, Giam
was left with only the few thousand of
the king's trained men and a few hundred
stragglers. The Mongols seemed to
delight in hitting the Xi Xia riders.
Whenever the guard cavalry tried to
charge, the tribesmen would spear in at
high speed and pick men off with bows.

The wildest of them engaged the guards
with swords, looping in and out again
like stinging insects. Though the cavalry
kept their discipline, they had been
trained to ride down infantry on the open
field and could not respond to attacks
from all directions. Caught away from
the city, it was slaughter.
The pikemen survived the first
charges against them, gutting the Mongol
horses. When the king's cavalry were
crushed and scattered, those who fought
on foot were exposed. The pikemen
could not turn to face the enemy easily,
and every time they tried, they were too
slow. Giam bawled orders hopelessly,
but the Mongols encircled them and cut

them to pieces in a storm of arrows that
still failed to claim him with them. Each
man who died fell with a dozen shafts in
him, or was cut from his saddle by a
sword at full gallop. Pikes were broken
and trampled in the press. Those who
still survived tried to run to the shadow
of the walls where archers could protect
them. Almost all were ridden down.
The gates were shut. As Giam glanced
back at the city, he found himself hot
with shame. The king would be watching
in horror. The army was shattered,
ruined. Only a few battered, weary men
had made it to the walls. Somehow
Giam had remained in the saddle, more
aware than ever of his king's gaze. In

misery, he raised his sword and cantered
gently toward the Mongol lines until they
spotted him.
Shaft after shaft broke against his red
armor as he closed on them. Before he
reached the line, a young warrior
galloped out to meet him, his sword
raised. Giam shouted once, but the
warrior ducked under his blow, carving
a great gash under the general's right
arm. Giam swayed in the saddle, his
horse slowing to a walk. He could hear
the warrior circling back, but his arm
hung on sinews and he could not raise
his sword. Blood rushed across his
thighs and he looked up for a moment,
never feeling the blow that took his head

and ended his shame.
Genghis rode triumphantly through the
mounds of scarlet dead, their armor
resembling the gleaming carcasses of
beetles. In his right hand, he held a long
pike with the head of the Xi Xia general
on top, the white beard twitching in the
breeze. Blood ran down the shaft onto
his hand and dried there, gumming his
fingers together. Some of the army had
escaped by running back through the
spikes where his riders could not
follow. Even then, he had sent warriors
to lead their horses on foot. It had been a
slow business and perhaps a thousand of
the enemy in all had made it close

enough to the city to be covered by
archers. Genghis laughed at the sight of
the bedraggled men standing in the
shadow of Yinchuan. The gates
remained closed and they could do
nothing but stare in blank despair at his
warriors as they rode among the dead,
laughing and calling to each other.
Genghis dismounted as he reached the
grass and rested the bloody pike against
his horse's heaving flank. He bent down
and picked up one of the spikes,
examining it with curiosity. It was a
simple thing of four nails joined together
so one remained upright no matter how it
fell. If he had been forced to take the
defensive position, he thought he would

have laid bands of them in widening
circles around the army, but even then,
the defenders had not been warriors as
he knew them. His own men had better
discipline, taught by a harder land than
the peaceful valley of the Xi Xia.
As Genghis walked he could see the
fragments of torn and broken armor on
the ground. He examined a piece of it
with interest, seeing how the red lacquer
had chipped and flaked away at the
edges. Some of the Xi Xia soldiers had
fought well, but the Mongol bows took
them even so. It was a good omen for the
future and the final confirmation that he
had brought them to the right place. The
men knew it, as they looked on their

khan in awe. He had brought them
through the desert and given them
enemies who fought poorly. It was a
good day.
His gaze fell on ten men wearing
deels marked in Uighur blue stitching as
they walked amongst the dead. One of
them carried a sack and he saw the
others reach down to bodies and make a
quick jerking motion with a knife.
“What are you doing?” he called to
them. They stood proudly when they saw
who addressed them.
“Barchuk of the Uighurs said you
would want to know the numbers of the
dead,” one of them replied. “We are

cutting ears to be tallied later on.”
Genghis blinked. Looking around, he
saw that many of the bodies nearby had a
red gash where an ear had been that
morning. The sack bulged already.
“You may thank Barchuk on my
behalf,” he began, then his voice trailed
away. As the men shared nervous
glances, Genghis took three strides
through the corpses, sending flies
buzzing into the air around him.
“There is a man here without any ears
at all,” Genghis said. The Uighur
warriors hurried over, and as they saw
the earless soldier, the man with the sack
began to curse his companions.

“You miserable offal! How can we
keep a straight count if you cut off both
ears?”
Genghis took one look at their faces
and burst into laughter as he returned to
his pony.
He was still chuckling as he took up
the pike and tossed the cluster of black
nails into the grass. He strolled toward
the walls with his grisly trophy, judging
where the archers of the Xi Xia could
reach.
In full view of the city walls, he
jammed the pike into the ground with all
his weight, standing back from it as he
stared upwards. As he had expected, thin

arrows soared out toward him, but the
range was too far and he did not flinch.
Instead, he drew his father's sword and
raised it toward them, while his army
chanted and roared at his back.
Genghis's expression became grim
once more. He had blooded the new
nation. He had shown they could stand
even against Chin soldiers. Yet, he still
had no way to enter a city that mocked
him with its strength. He rode slowly to
where his brothers had gathered.
Genghis nodded to them.
“Break the canals,” he said.

CHAPTER 8
WITH EVERY ABLE-BODIED MAN working
with stones and iron hammers, it still
took six days to reduce the canals around
Yinchuan to rubble. At first Genghis
looked on the destruction with savage
pleasure, hoping the mountain rivers
might flood the city.
It disturbed him to see how the waters
rose so quickly on the plain, until his
warriors were ankle deep before they
had finished destroying the last of the
canals. The sultry days brought huge
quantities of snowmelt down from the

mountain peaks, and he had not truly
considered where all the water might go
once it wasn't channeled down toward
the city and the crops.
Even gently sloping ground became
sodden mud by noon of the third day, and
though the crops were flooded, the
waters continued to rise. Genghis could
see the amusement on the faces of his
generals as they realized the error. At
first the hunting was excellent as small
animals escaping the flood could be seen
splashing from far away. Hundreds of
hares were shot and brought back to the
camp in slick bundles of wet fur, but by
then, the gers were in danger of being
ruined. Genghis was forced to move the

camp miles to the north before water
flooded the entire plain.
By evening they had reached a point
above the broken canal system where the
ground was still firm. The city of
Yinchuan was a dark spot in the
distance, and in between, a new lake had
sprung from nothing. It was no more than
a foot deep, but it caught the setting sun
and shone gold for miles.
Genghis was sitting on the steps
leading up to his ger when his brother
Khasar came by, his face carefully
neutral. No one else had dared to say
anything to the man who led them, but
there were many strained faces in the
camp that evening. The tribes loved a

joke and flooding themselves off the
plain appealed to their humor.
Khasar followed his brother's
irritated gaze out onto the expanse of
water.
“Well, that taught us a valuable
lesson,” Khasar murmured. “Shall I have
the guards watch for enemy swimmers,
creeping up on us?”
Genghis looked sourly at his brother.
They could both see children of the
tribes frolicking at the water's edge,
black with stinking mud as they threw
each other in. Jochi and Chagatai were
in the center of them as usual, delighted
with the new feature of the Xi Xia plain.

“The water will sink into the ground,”
Genghis replied, frowning.
Khasar shrugged. “If we divert the
waters, yes. I think it will be too soft for
riders for some time after that. It occurs
to me that breaking the canals may not
have been the best plan we have come
up with.”
Genghis turned to see his brother
watching him with a wry expression and
barked a laugh as he rose to his feet.
“We learn, brother. So much of this is
new to us. Next time, we don't break the
canals. Are you satisfied?”
“I am,” Khasar replied cheerfully. “I
was beginning to think my brother could

not make an error. It has been an
enjoyable day for me.”
“I am pleased for you,” Genghis said.
Both of them watched as the boys on the
water's edge began to fight again.
Chagatai threw himself at his brother
and they thrashed together in the muddy
shallows, first one on top, then the other.
“We cannot be attacked from the
desert and no army can reach us here
with that new lake in the way. Let us
feast tonight and celebrate our victory,”
Genghis said.
Khasar nodded, grinning. “Now that,
my brother, is a fine idea.”

♦ ♦ ♦
Rai Chiang gripped the arms of his
gilded chair, staring out over the
drowned plain. The city had warehouses
of salted meat and grain, but with the
crops rotting, there would be no more.
He turned the problem over and over in
his mind, despairingly. Though they did
not yet know it, many in the city would
starve to death. His remaining guards
would be overwhelmed by the hungry
mob when winter came, and Yinchuan
would be ruined from within.
As far as his eye could see, the waters
stretched back to the mountains. Behind
the city to the south, there were still

fields and towns where neither the
invaders nor the flood had yet reached,
but they were not enough to feed the
people of the Xi Xia. He thought of the
militia in those places. If he stripped
every last man from those towns, he
could assemble another army, but he
would lose the provinces to banditry as
soon as the famine began to bite. It was
infuriating, but he could not see a
solution to his troubles.
He sighed to himself, causing his first
minister to look up.
“My father told me always to keep the
peasants fed,” Rai Chiang said aloud. “I
did not understand its importance at the

time. What does it matter if a few starve
each winter? Does it not show the
displeasure of the gods?”
The first minister nodded solemnly.
“Without the example of suffering,
Majesty, our people will not work.
While they can see the results of
laziness, they toil in the sun to feed
themselves and their families. It is the
way the gods have ordered the world
and we cannot stand against their will.”
“But now, they will all go hungry,”
Rai Chiang snapped, tired of the man's
droning voice. “Instead of a just
example, a moral lesson, half our people
will be clamoring for food and fighting
in the streets.”

“Perhaps, Majesty,” the minister
replied, unconcerned. “Many will die,
but the kingdom will remain. The crops
will grow again, and next year there will
be an abundance for the mouths of the
peasants. Those who survive the winter
will grow fat and bless your name.”
Rai Chiang could not find the words
to argue. He stared down from the tower
of his palace at the throng in the streets.
The lowest beggars had heard the news
of the crops being left to spoil in the
water from the mountains. They were not
hungry yet, but they would be thinking of
the cold months and already there were
riots. His guard had been ruthless on his

order, culling hundreds at the slightest
sign of unrest. The people had learned to
fear the king, and yet in his private
thoughts, he feared them more.
“Can anything be saved?” he asked at
last. Perhaps it was his imagination, but
he thought he could smell the rich odor
of dying vegetation on the breeze. The
first minister considered, looking
through a list of events in the city as if he
might find inspiration there.
“If the invaders left today, Majesty,
we could no doubt salvage some of the
hardier grains. We could sow rice in the
waterlogged fields and take one crop.
The canals could be rebuilt, or we could
direct the course of the water around the

plain. Perhaps a tenth of the yield could
be saved or replaced.”
“But the invaders will not leave,” Rai
Chiang went on. He thumped his fist into
the arm of the chair.
“They have beaten us. Lice-ridden,
stinking tribesmen have cut right to the
heart of the Xi Xia, and I am meant to sit
here and preside over the stench of
rotting wheat.”
The first minister bowed his head at
the tirade, frightened to speak. Two of
his colleagues had been executed that
very morning as the king's temper
mounted. He did not want to join them.

The king rose and clasped his hands
behind his back. “I have no choices left.
If I strip the south of the militia in every
town, it will not equal the numbers who
failed against them before. How long
would it be before those towns become
strongholds for bandits without the king's
soldiers to keep them quiet? I would
lose the south as well as the north and
then the city would fall.” He swore
under his breath and the minister paled.
“I will not sit and wait for the
peasants to riot, or this sickly smell of
rot to fill every room in the city. Send
out messengers to the leader of these
people. Tell him I will grant him an
audience that we may discuss his

demands on my people.”
“Majesty, they are little better than
savage dogs,” the minister spluttered.
“There can be no negotiation with them.”
Rai Chiang turned furious eyes on his
servant. “Send them out. I have not been
able to destroy this army of savage dogs.
All I have is the fact that he cannot take
my city from me. Perhaps I can bribe
him into leaving.”
The minister flushed with the shame
of the task, but he bowed to the floor,
pressing his head against the cool wood.
As evening came, the tribes were drunk

and singing. The storytellers had been
busy with tales of the battle and how
Genghis had drawn the enemy past their
ring of iron. Comic poems had the
children in fits of giggles, and before the
light faded, there were many contests of
wrestling and archery, the champions
wearing a grass wreath on their heads
until they drank themselves to
insensibility.
Genghis and his generals presided
over the celebration. Genghis blessed a
dozen new marriages, giving weapons
and ponies from his own herd to
warriors who had distinguished
themselves. The gers were packed with
women captured from the towns, though

not all the wives welcomed the
newcomers. More than one fight
between women had ended in
bloodshed, each time with the sinewy
Mongol women victorious over their
husbands' captives. Before nightfall
Kachiun had been called to the site of
three different killings as anger flared
with the airag liquor in their veins. He
had ordered two men and a woman to be
tied to a post and beaten bloody. He did
not care about those who had been
killed, but he had no desire to see the
tribes descend into an orgy of lust and
violence. Perhaps because of his iron
hand, the mood of the tribes remained
light as the stars came out and though
some of them missed the plains of home,

they looked upon their leaders with
pride.
Beside the ger where Genghis met his
generals was his family home, no larger
or more ornate than any other raised by
the families of the new nation. While he
cheered the wrestling bouts and torches
were lit around the vast camp, his wife,
Borte, sat with her four sons, crooning to
them as they ate. With the coming of
dusk, Jochi and Chagatai had made
themselves difficult to find, preferring
the noise and fun of the feast to sleep.
Borte had been forced to send out three
warriors to scour the gers for them, and
they had been brought back still

struggling under their arms. Both boys
sat glaring at one another in the little ger
while Borte sang Ogedai and little Tolui
to sleep. The day had been exhausting
for them and it did not take long before
both younger boys were dreaming in
their blankets.
Borte turned to Jochi, frowning at the
anger in his face.
“You have not eaten, little man,” she
said to him. He sniffed without replying
and Borte leaned closer to him.
“That cannot be airag I smell on your
breath?” she demanded. Jochi's manner
changed in an instant and he drew up his
knees like a barrier.

“It would be,” Chagatai said,
delighted at the chance to see his brother
squirm. “Some of the men gave him a
drink and he was sick on the grass.”
“Keep your mouth still!” Jochi
shouted, springing up. Borte grabbed
him by the arm, her strength easily a
match for the little boy's. Chagatai
grinned, thoroughly satisfied.
“He is bitter because he broke his
favorite bow this morning,” Jochi
snapped, struggling in his mother's
grasp. “Let me go!”
In response, Borte slapped Jochi
across the face and dropped him back
onto the blankets. It was not a hard

blow, but he raised his hand to his cheek
in shock.
“I have heard your squabbling all
day,” she said angrily. “When will you
realize you cannot fight like puppies
with the tribes watching? Not you. Do
you think it pleases your father? If I tell
him, you will . . .”
“Don't tell him,” Jochi said quickly,
fear showing on his face. Borte relented
immediately.
“I will not, if you behave and work.
You will inherit nothing from him simply
because you are his sons. Is Arslan his
blood? Jelme? If you are fit to lead, he
will choose you, but do not expect him

to favor you over better men.”
Both boys were listening intently and
she realized she had not spoken to them
in this way before. It surprised her to see
how they hung on every word, and she
considered what else she might say
before they were distracted.
“Eat your food while you listen,” she
said. To her pleasure, both boys took the
plates of meat and wolfed into them,
though they had long gone cold. Their
eyes never left hers as they waited for
their mother to continue.
“I had thought your father might have
explained this to you by now,” she
murmured. “If he were khan of a small

tribe, perhaps his eldest would expect to
inherit his sword, his horse, and his
bondsmen. He once expected the same
from your grandfather, Yesugei, though
his brother Bekter was oldest.”
“What happened to Bekter?” Jochi
asked.
“Father and Kachiun killed him,”
Chagatai said with relish. Borte winced
as Jochi's eyes widened in surprise.
“Truly?”
His mother sighed. “That is a story for
another day. I don't know where
Chagatai heard it, but he should know
better than to listen to the gossip of the

campfires.”
Chagatai nodded briskly at Jochi
behind her back, grinning at his brother's
discomfort. Borte shot him an irritable
glance, catching him before he could
freeze.
“Your father is not some small khan
from the hills,” she said. “He has more
tribes than can be counted on the hands.
Will you expect him to hand them over
to a weakling?” She turned to Chagatai.
“Or a fool?” She shook her head. “He
will not. He has younger brothers and
they will all have sons. The next khan
may come from them, if he is dissatisfied
with the men you become.”

Jochi lowered his head as he thought
this through. “I am better with a bow
than anyone else,” he muttered. “And my
pony is only slow because he is so
small. When I have a man's mount, I will
be faster.”
Chagatai snorted.
“I am not talking about the skills of
war,” Borte said, nettled. “You will
both be fine warriors, I have seen it in
you.” Before they could begin to preen at
the rare compliment, she went on. “Your
father will look to see if you can lead
men and think quickly. Did you see the
way he raised Tsubodai to command a
hundred? The boy is unknown, of no
bloodline that matters, but your father

respects his mind and his skill. He will
be tested, but he could be a general
when he has his full growth. He could
command a thousand, even ten thousand
warriors in war. Will you do the same?”
“Why not?” Chagatai said instantly.
Borte turned to him. “When you are
playing with your friends, are you the
one the others look to? Do they follow
your ideas or do you follow theirs?
Think hard now, for there will be many
who flatter you because of your father.
Think of those you respect. Do they
listen?”
Chagatai bit his lip as he thought. He
shrugged. “Some of them. They are

children.”
“Why would they follow you when
you spend your days fighting with your
brother?” she said, pressing him.
The little boy looked resentful as he
struggled with ideas too big for him. He
raised his chin in defiance. “They won't
follow Jochi. He thinks they should, but
they never will.”
Borte felt a coldness touch her chest
at the words. “Really, my son?” she said
softly. “Why would they not follow your
older brother?”
Chagatai turned his head away and
Borte reached out and gripped him

painfully by his arm. He did not cry out,
though tears showed at the corners of his
eyes.
“Are there secrets between us,
Chagatai?” Borte asked, her voice
grating. “Why would they never follow
Jochi?”
“Because he is a Tartar bastard!”
Chagatai shouted. This time, the slap that
Borte landed on her son was not gentle.
It knocked his head to one side and he
sprawled on the bed, dazed. Blood
trickled from his nose and he began to
wail in shock.
Jochi spoke quietly behind her. “He
tells them that all the time,” he said. His

voice was dark with fury and despair
and Borte found tears in her own eyes at
the pain he was suffering. Chagatai's
crying had wakened her two youngest
sons, and they too began to sob, affected
by the scene in the ger without
understanding it.
Borte reached out to Jochi and
enfolded him in her arms. “You cannot
wish it back into your brother's foolish
mouth,” she murmured into his hair. She
pulled back then to look into Jochi's
eyes, wanting him to understand. “Some
words can be a cruel weight on a man,
unless he learns to ignore them. You will
have to be better than all the others to
win your father's approval. You know it

now.”
“Is it true, then?” he whispered,
looking away. He felt the stiffness in her
back as she considered her answer, and
he began to sob gently himself.
“Your father and I began you on a
winter plain, hundreds of miles from the
Tartars. It is true that I was lost to him
for a time and he . . . killed the men who
had taken me, but you are his son and
mine. His firstborn.”
“My eyes are different, though,” he
said.
Borte snorted. “So were Bekter's
when they were young. He was a son of

Yesugei, but his eyes were as dark as
yours. No one ever dared to question his
blood. Do not think of it, Jochi. You are
a grandson of Yesugei and a son of
Genghis. You will be a khan one day.”
As Chagatai snuffled and wiped blood
onto his hand, Jochi grimaced, leaning
back to look at his mother. Visibly he
summoned his courage, taking a deep
breath before speaking. His voice
quavered, humiliating him in front of his
brothers.
“He killed his brother,” he said, “and
I have seen the way he looks at me. Does
he love me at all?”
Borte pressed the little boy into her

breast, her heart breaking for him.
“Of course he does. You will make
him see you as his heir, my son. You
will make him proud.”

CHAPTER 9
I T TOOK FIVE THOUSAND WARRIORS even
longer to divert the canals with earth and
rubble than it had to break them. Genghis
had given the order when he saw the
flood levels were threatening even the
rising ground of the new camp. When the
work was done, the water formed new
lakes to the east and west, but at last the
way to Yinchuan was drying in the sun.
The ground was thick with greasy black
plants and swarms of biting flies that
irritated the tribes. Their ponies sank to
the knees in sticky mud, making it hard to
scout and adding to a feeling of

confinement in the gers. There were
many arguments and fights among the
tribes each evening, and Kachiun was
hard pressed to keep the peace.
The news that eight riders were
toiling across the sodden plain was
welcomed by all those who had grown
tired of their inactivity. They had not
come through the desert to remain in one
place. Even the children had lost interest
in the floodwaters, and many of them had
become ill from drinking stagnant water.
Genghis watched the Xi Xia horsemen
struggle through the mud. He had
assembled five thousand of his warriors
to face them on the dry ground, placing
them right on the edge of the mud so that

his enemy would have no place to rest.
The Xi Xia horses were already
blowing with the effort of pulling each
leg from the clotted soil, and the riders
were hard pressed to keep their dignity
as they risked a fall.
To Genghis's enormous pleasure, one
of them did slip from the saddle when
his mount lurched into a hole. The tribes
hooted in derision as the man yanked
savagely on his reins and remounted,
soaked in filth. Genghis glanced at
Barchuk at his side, noting the man's
expression of satisfaction. He was there
as an interpreter, but Kokchu and
Temuge stood with them as well to hear
what the king's messenger had to say.

Both men had taken to their studies of the
Chin language with what Genghis
considered to be indecent enjoyment.
The shaman and Genghis's younger
brother were clearly excited at the
chance to test their newfound
knowledge.
The riders halted as Genghis raised a
flat palm. They had come just close
enough for him to hear their words, and
though they seemed unarmed, he was not
a trusting man. If he were in the position
of the Xi Xia king, an attempt at
assassination would certainly be
something he considered at that time. At
his back, the tribes watched in silence,
their double-curved bows ready in their

hands.
“Are you lost?” Genghis called to
them. He watched as they glanced to one
of their number, a soldier in fine armor
that extended to a headpiece of iron
scales. Genghis nodded to himself,
knowing the man would speak for them
all. He was not disappointed.
“I bear a message from the king of the
Xi Xia,” the soldier replied. To the
disappointment of Temuge and Kokchu,
the words were perfectly clear in the
language of the tribes.
Genghis looked questioningly at
Barchuk and the Uighur khan spoke in a
murmur, barely moving his lips.

“I have seen him before, at the trading
days. He is an officer of some middle
rank, very proud.”
“He looks it, in that armor,” Genghis
replied, before raising his voice to
address the soldiers.
“Dismount if you would talk to me,”
Genghis called. The riders exchanged
resigned glances and Genghis masked
his amusement as they stepped down into
thick mud. They were held almost
immobile by its grip, and their
expressions raised his spirits.
“What does your king have to say?”
Genghis continued, staring at the officer.
The man had flushed in anger as the mud

ruined his fine boots and took a moment
to master his emotions before replying.
“He bids you meet him in the shadow
of the walls of Yinchuan, under truce.
His honor will guarantee no attack while
you are there.”
“What does he have to say to me?”
Genghis said again, as if there had been
no reply.
The man's flush deepened. “If I knew
his mind, there would be little point in
such a meeting,” he snapped. Those with
him glanced nervously at the host of
Mongol warriors waiting with bows.
They had seen the extraordinary
accuracy of those weapons and their

eyes pleaded with their spokesman not
to give any offense that might lead to an
attack.
Genghis smiled. “What is your name,
angry man?”
“Ho Sa. I am Hsiao-Wei of Yinchuan.
You might call me a khan, perhaps, a
senior officer.”
“I would not call you a khan,”
Genghis replied. “But you are welcome
in my camp, Ho Sa. Send these goats
home and I will welcome you in my ger
and share tea and salt with you.”
Ho Sa turned to his companions and
jerked his head back at the city in the

distance. One of them spoke a string of
meaningless syllables that made Kokchu
and Temuge crane forward to hear. Ho
Sa shrugged at his companion and
Genghis watched as the other seven
mounted and turned back to the city.
“Those are beautiful horses,” Barchuk
said at his shoulder.
Genghis looked at the Uighur khan. He
nodded, catching the eye of Arslan
where he stood along the line of
warriors. Genghis jerked two fingers at
the retreating group, like a snake
striking.
An instant later, a hundred shafts
flashed through the air to take the seven

riders neatly from their saddles. One of
the horses was killed and Genghis heard
Arslan barking at an unfortunate warrior
for his incompetence. As Genghis
watched, Arslan took the man's bow and
cut the string with a jerk of his knife
before handing it back to him. The
warrior took it with his head bowed in
humiliation.
Bodies lay still on the plain,
facedown in the mud. On such ground,
the horses could not bolt easily. Without
their riders to urge them on, they stood
listlessly, looking back at the tribes.
Two of them nuzzled the bodies of the
men they had known, whickering
nervously at the smell of blood.

Ho Sa stared in thin-lipped fury as
Genghis turned to face him.
“They were good horses,” Genghis
said. The soldier's expression did not
change and the khan shrugged. “Words
are not heavy. It does not take more than
one of you to carry my reply.”
He left Ho Sa to be taken to the great
ger and given salt tea. Genghis remained
behind to see the horses as they were
captured and brought back.
“I will have first choice,” he said to
Barchuk.
The Uighur khan nodded, raising his
eyes for a moment. First choice would

give Genghis the best of them, but they
were good mounts and still worth
having.
Despite the late season, the sun was hot
in the valley of the Xi Xia, and the
ground had been baked into a thin crust
by the time Genghis rode toward the
city. The king had requested he bring
only three companions, but another five
thousand rode with him for the first few
miles. By the time he was close enough
to make out details of the pavilion
erected in front of the city, Genghis's
curiosity had become overwhelming.
What could the king want with him?
He left his escort behind with some

reluctance, though he knew Khasar
would ride to his aid if he signaled. He
had considered the chances of a surprise
attack on the king while they talked, but
Rai Chiang was not a fool. The peachcolored awning had been erected very
close to the walls of the city. Huge bows
armed with iron-tipped shafts as long as
a man could destroy it in moments and
ensure Genghis would not survive. The
king was more vulnerable outside the
walls, but the balance was delicate.
Genghis sat straight in the saddle as
he rode ahead with Arslan, Kachiun, and
Barchuk of the Uighurs. They were well
armed and carried extra blades hidden in
their armor in case the king insisted on

removing their swords.
Genghis tried to lighten his grim
expression as he took in every detail of
the peach awning. He liked the color and
wondered where he could find silk of
that width and quality. He ground his
teeth together at the thought of the
untouched city in plain sight. If he had
found a way in, he would not have come
to meet the king of the Xi Xia. The
thought nagged at him that every city in
Chin lands was said to be as well
protected and he had not yet discovered
a way to counter the defense.
The four riders did not speak as they
passed into the cool peach shade and
dismounted. The awning hid them from

view of the archers on the walls, and
Genghis found himself relaxing, standing
in grim silence before the king's guards.
No doubt they had been chosen to
impress, he thought, staring at them.
Someone had given thought to the
difficulties of the meeting. The entrance
to the pavilion was wide so that he
could see no assassins waited to catch
him as he entered. The guards were
powerfully built and they did not
acknowledge the man who stood before
them. Instead, they stared back like
statues at the line of mounted warriors
he had gathered in the far distance.
Though there were chairs within, the

pavilion held only one man, and Genghis
nodded to him.
“Where is your king, Ho Sa? Is it too
early in the morning for him?”
“He comes, my lord khan. A king does
not arrive first.”
Genghis raised an eyebrow as he
considered taking offense. “Perhaps I
should leave. I did not ask him to come
to me, after all.”
Ho Sa flushed and Genghis smiled.
The man was easy to irritate, but he had
found he liked him, for all his prickly
honor. Before he could respond, horns
sounded on the walls of the city and the

four Mongols reached for their swords.
Ho Sa held up a hand.
“The king guarantees the peace, my
lord khan. The horns are to let me know
he is leaving the city.”
“Go out and watch him come,”
Genghis said to Arslan. “Tell me how
many men ride with him.” He made an
effort to relax his muscles where they
had tightened. He had met khans before
and he had killed them in their own gers.
There was nothing new in this, he told
himself, but still there was a touch of
awe in him, an echo of Ho Sa's manner.
Genghis smiled at his own foolishness,
realizing it was a part of being so far
from home. Everything was new and

different from the plains he remembered,
but he would have chosen no other place
to stand on that morning.
Arslan returned quickly.
“He comes in a litter carried by
slaves. It looks much like the one Wen
Chao used.”
“How many slaves?” Genghis replied,
frowning. He would be outnumbered and
his irritation showed on his face.
Ho Sa replied before Arslan. “They
are eunuchs, my lord. Eight men of
strength, but not warriors. They are no
more than beasts of burden and
forbidden to carry weapons.”

Genghis considered. If he left before
the king arrived, those in the city would
believe his nerve had failed. Perhaps his
own warriors would think the same. He
held himself still. Ho Sa wore a long
blade at his belt and the two guards
were well armored. He weighed the
risks and then dismissed them.
Sometimes, a man could worry too much
about what might happen. He chuckled,
making Ho Sa blink in surprise, then
seated himself to wait for the king.
The bearer slaves held their precious
burden at waist level as they approached
the pavilion of silk. From inside,
Genghis and his three companions
watched with interest as they lowered

the palanquin to the ground. Six of them
stood in silence, while two unrolled a
length of black silk across the mud. To
Genghis's surprise, they drew wooden
pipes from the sashes at their waist and
began to play a subtle melody as the
curtains were pulled open. It was
strangely peaceful to hear the music over
the breeze, and Genghis found himself
fascinated as Rai Chiang stepped out.
The king was a slightly built man,
though he wore a set of armor perfectly
fitted to his frame. The scales had been
polished to a high sheen so that he
gleamed in the sun. At his hip, he wore a
sword with a jeweled hilt, and Genghis
wondered if he had ever drawn it in

anger. The music swelled at his
appearance and Genghis found he was
enjoying the performance.
The king of the Xi Xia nodded to the
two guards and they stepped away from
the pavilion to take positions at his side.
Only then did he walk the few steps into
the pavilion. Genghis and his
companions rose to greet him.
“Lord khan,” Rai Chiang said,
inclining his head. His accent was
strange and he said the words as if he
had
memorized
them
without
understanding.
“Majesty,” Genghis replied. He used
the Xi Xia word that Barchuk had taught

him. To his pleasure, he saw a glint of
interest come into the king's eyes. For a
fleeting moment, Genghis wished his
father could have lived to see him meet
kings in a foreign land.
The two guards took positions
opposite Kachiun and Arslan, clearly
marking their men in the event of trouble.
For their part, the two generals stared
back impassively. They were mere
spectators at the meeting, but neither man
would be taken by surprise. If the king
planned their deaths, he would not
survive the attempt.
Arslan frowned at a sudden thought.
None of them had seen the king before. If
this was an impostor, the army of

Yinchuan could smash the pavilion flat
from the walls and lose only a few loyal
men. He stared at Ho Sa to see if he was
unusually tense, but the man showed no
sign of expecting imminent destruction.
Rai Chiang began to speak in the
language of his people. His voice was
firm, as might be expected of one so
used to authority. He held Genghis's
stare with his own and neither man
seemed to blink. When the king had
finished speaking, Ho Sa cleared his
throat, his face carefully blank as he
translated the king's words.
“Why do the Uighurs ravage the land
of the Xi Xia? Have we not dealt fairly

with you?”
Barchuk made a sound in his throat,
but the king's gaze never left Genghis.
“I am khan of all the tribes, Majesty,”
Genghis replied, “the Uighurs among
them. We ride because we have the
strength to rule. Why else?”
The king's brow furrowed as he
listened to Ho Sa's translation. His reply
was measured and betrayed no hint of
his anger.
“Will you sit outside my city until the
end of the world? It is not acceptable,
lord khan. Do your people not bargain in
war?”

Genghis leaned forward, his interest
roused. “I will not bargain with the
Chin, majesty. Your people are enemies
as old as the land, and I will see your
cities broken into dust. Your lands are
mine and I will ride the length and
breadth of them as I please.”
Genghis waited patiently as Ho Sa
rendered the words for his king. All the
men in the tent could see the sudden
animation that sparked into Rai Chiang
as he heard them. He sat up straight and
his voice became clipped. Genghis
tensed warily, waiting for Ho Sa to
speak. Instead, it was Barchuk who took
up the translation.
“He says that his people are not of the

Chin race,” Barchuk said. “If they are
your enemy, why do you delay here in
the Xi Xia valley? Great Chin cities lie
to the north and east.” Barchuk nodded
to himself as the king spoke again.
“I think they are not the friends they
once were, my lord khan. This king
would not be displeased if you make
war on the Chin cities.”
Genghis pursed his lips in thought.
“Why would I leave an enemy at my
back?” he said.
Rai Chiang spoke again once he
understood. Ho Sa had paled as he
listened, but spoke before Barchuk
could.

“Leave an ally, lord khan. If your true
enemy is the Chin, we will send tribute
to your tribes for as long as we are
bound together as friends.” Ho Sa
swallowed nervously. “My king offers
silk, falcons, and precious stones,
supplies and armor.” He took a deep
breath. “Camels, horses, cloth, tea, and a
thousand coins of bronze and silver to be
paid each year. He makes the offer to an
ally, where he could not consider it to an
enemy.”
Rai Chiang spoke again, impatiently,
and Ho Sa listened. He grew very still
as his king spoke, and dared to ask a
question. Rai Chiang made a sharp
gesture with his hand and Ho Sa bowed

his head, clearly disturbed.
“In addition, my king offers you his
daughter, Chakahai, to be your wife.”
Genghis blinked, considering. He
wondered if the girl was too ugly to
marry off amongst the Xi Xia people.
The bounty would please the tribes and
keep the small khans from their plotting.
The idea of tribute was not a new one
for the tribes, though they had never been
in a position to demand it from a truly
wealthy enemy. He would have
preferred to see the stone city smashed,
but not one of his men could suggest a
plan that might work. Genghis shrugged
to himself. If he ever found out how, he
could come back. Until then, let them

believe they had bought peace. Goats
could be milked many times but killed
only once. All that remained was to get
the best bargain he could.
“Tell your master his generosity is
well received,” he said wryly. “If he can
add two thousand of his best soldiers,
well armed and mounted, I will leave
this valley before the moon turns. My
men will dismantle the fort across the
desert pass. Allies need no walls
between them.”
As Ho Sa began to translate, Genghis
remembered Barchuk's interest in the
libraries of the Xi Xia. Ho Sa paused to
hear as Genghis spoke again,

interrupting the flow of his words.
“Some of my men are scholars,”
Genghis said. “They would enjoy the
chance to read scrolls of the Xi Xia
writing.” As Ho Sa opened his mouth, he
went on. “But not philosophy. Practical
matters, subjects that would interest a
warrior, if you have them.”
Rai
Chiang's
expression was
unreadable as Ho Sa struggled to repeat
everything he had heard. The meeting
seemed to be at an end and Rai Chiang
made no counteroffer. In that, Genghis
saw his desperation. He was about to
rise when he decided to push his luck.
“If I am to enter the cities of the Chin,

I will need weapons that will break
walls. Ask your king if he can supply
those with all the rest.”
Ho Sa spoke nervously, sensing Rai
Chiang's anger as he understood.
Reluctantly, he shook his head.
“My king says he would have to be a
fool,” Ho Sa said, unable to look
Genghis in the eye.
“Yes, he would have been,” Genghis
replied with a smile. “The ground has
dried and you can load up the gifts on
new carts, with axles well greased for a
long trip. You may tell your king that I
am pleased by his offer. I will show that
pleasure to the Chin.”

Ho Sa translated and Rai Chiang's
face showed no sign of his satisfaction.
All the men rose together and Genghis
and his companions departed first,
leaving Rai Chiang and Ho Sa alone
with the guards. They watched the
Mongol generals mount and ride away.
Ho Sa considered keeping silent, but
he had one more question he had to ask.
“Majesty, have we not brought war to
the Chin?”
Rai Chiang turned a cold gaze on his
officer. “Yenking is a thousand miles
away and guarded by mountains and
fortresses that make Yinchuan look like
a provincial town. He will not take their

cities.” The king's mouth quirked
slightly, though his expression was
stony. “Besides, it is to our advantage
when our enemies attack one another.
Wherein lies the danger to us?” Ho Sa
had not been present for the meeting of
ministers and did not recognize the
words.
The mood among the tribes was almost
that of a festival. It was true they had not
taken the stone city that sat in the
distance, but if the warriors grumbled at
that, their families were thrilled with the
silk and spoils that Genghis had won for
them. A month had passed since the
meeting with the king and the carts had

come from the city. Young camels
snorted and spat among the herds of
sheep and goats. Barchuk had
disappeared into his ger with Kokchu
and Temuge to decipher the strange
writing of the Xi Xia people. Rai Chiang
had provided scrolls with the Chin
script under their own, but it was a
laborious business.
Winter had come at last, though it was
mild in that valley. Khasar and Kachiun
had begun to drill the warriors Rai
Chiang had given to them. The Xi Xia
soldiers had protested the loss of their
fine mounts, but those animals were far
too good to waste on men who could not
ride as well as Mongol children.

Instead, they were given spare ponies
from the herds. As the weeks fled and
the air turned colder, they learned how
to handle the bad-tempered, hardy beasts
in a line of war. The army readied itself
to move, but Genghis fretted in his ger as
he waited for Rai Chiang to send out the
last of the tribute and his daughter. He
was not able to predict how Borte
would receive the news. He hoped this
Xi Xia princess would be attractive, at
least.
She came on the first day of a new
moon, borne in a litter very similar to
the one her father had used for the
meeting. Genghis watched as the honor
guard of a hundred men kept close

formation around her. He was amused to
see that the mounts were not of the high
quality he had come to expect. Rai
Chiang did not intend to lose these ones
as well, even to escort a daughter.
The litter was placed on the ground
just a few paces from Genghis as he
waited in full armor. His father's sword
was on his hip and he touched it for luck,
mastering his impatience. He could see
the soldiers of the city were angry at
having to give her up, and he smiled
with genuine pleasure at them, drinking
in their frustration. As he had requested,
Ho Sa had come out of the city with
them. He, at least, wore a cold
expression of which Genghis could

approve, showing nothing of his inner
feelings.
When the daughter of the king stepped
out onto the ground, there was a murmur
of appreciation from the warriors who
had gathered to witness this last sign of
their triumph. She was dressed in white
silk embroidered with gold, so that she
shone in the sun. Her hair was bound
high on her head with pins of silver, and
Genghis took in a breath at the flawless
beauty of her white skin. In comparison
to the women of his people, she was a
dove amongst crows, though he did not
say it aloud. Her eyes were dark pools
of despair as she walked to him. She did
not look at him, but instead lowered

herself elegantly to the ground with her
wrists crossed in front of her.
Genghis felt the anger in her father's
soldiers swell, but he ignored them. If
they moved, his archers would kill them
before they could draw a blade.
“You are welcome in my ger,
Chakahai,” he said softly. Ho Sa
murmured a translation, his voice almost
a whisper. Genghis reached down to
touch her shoulder and she rose, her face
carefully blank. She had none of the wiry
strength he had come to expect from his
women, and he felt himself becoming
aroused as a faint trace of her perfume
reached his nostrils.

“I think you are worth more than all
the rest of your father's gifts,” he said,
giving her honor in front of his warriors,
though she could not understand the
words. Ho Sa began to speak, but
Genghis silenced him with a sharp
gesture.
He reached out with a sun-darkened
hand, marveling at the contrast as he
raised her chin so that she had to look at
him. He could see her fear and also a
flash of disgust as she felt his rough skin
touch hers.
“I have made a good bargain, girl.
You will bear fine children for me,” he
said. It was true that they could not be
his heirs, but he found himself

intoxicated with her. He could hardly
keep her in the same ger as Borte and his
sons. So fragile a girl would not survive.
He would have another ger built for her
alone and the children she would have.
He became aware he had been
standing in silence for a long time and
the tribes were watching his reaction
with growing interest. More than a few
grinning warriors nudged each other and
whispered to their friends. Genghis
raised his gaze to the officer standing
with Ho Sa. Both men were pale with
anger, but when Genghis gestured back
to the city, Ho Sa turned as sharply as
the others. The officer snapped an order
at him and Ho Sa's mouth fell open in

surprise.
“You I need, Ho Sa,” Genghis told
him, delighted with his astonishment.
“Your king has given you to me for a
year.”
Ho Sa drew his mouth into a thin line
as he understood. With bitter eyes, he
watched the rest of the escort riding
back to the city, leaving him there with
the shivering girl he had come to give
away to wolves.
Genghis turned to face the wind from
the east, breathing in the scent of it and
imagining the cities of the Chin over the
horizon. They had walls he could not
break and he would not risk his people

again in ignorance.
“Why did you ask for me?” Ho Sa
said suddenly, the words wrenched out
of him in the silence that Genghis
seemed not to feel.
“Perhaps we will make a warrior of
you.” Genghis seemed to find the idea
amusing and slapped his leg.
Ho Sa looked stonily at him until
Genghis shrugged.
“You will see.”
The camp was noisy with the sound of
the gers being dismantled as the tribes

made ready to move. As midnight came,
only the khan's ger stood untouched on
its great cart, lit from within by oil
lamps so that it glowed in the darkness
and could be seen by all those who
settled down in their rugs and furs to
sleep under the stars.
Genghis stood over a low table,
squinting down at a map. It had been
drawn on thick paper and Ho Sa at least
could see that it had been copied in haste
from Rai Chiang's collection. The king
of the Xi Xia was too canny a man to let
a map marked with his seal fall into the
hands of Emperor Wei of the Chin. Even
the lettering was in the Chin language,
carefully redone.

Genghis tilted his head one way and
then the other as he tried to imagine the
lines and drawings of cities as actual
places. It was the first real map he had
ever seen, though with Ho Sa present, he
would not reveal his inexperience.
With a dark finger, Genghis traced
along a blue line toward the north.
“This is the great river the scouts
reported,” he said. He raised his pale
eyes to Ho Sa questioningly.
“Huang He,” Ho Sa replied. “The
Yellow River.” He stopped himself
then, unwilling to become garrulous in
the company of the Mongol generals.
They filled the ger: Arslan, Khasar,

Kachiun, others he did not know. Ho Sa
had recoiled from Kokchu when Genghis
had introduced him. The skinny shaman
reminded him of the insane beggars of
Yinchuan, and he carried a smell with
him that seeped into the air until Ho Sa
was forced to breathe shallowly.
All those present watched as Genghis
drew his finger further north and east
along the river until it rested on a tiny
symbol and tapped.
“This city here is on the edge of Chin
lands,” Genghis murmured. Once more
he looked to Ho Sa for confirmation and
he nodded reluctantly.
“Baotou,” Kokchu said, reading the

script under the tiny drawing. Ho Sa did
not look at the shaman, his gaze held by
Genghis as the khan smiled.
“These marks to the north, what are
they?” Genghis asked.
“It is a section of the outer wall,” Ho
Sa replied.
Genghis frowned, puzzled. “I have
heard of this thing. The Chin hide from
us behind it, do they not?”
Ho Sa repressed his irritation. “They
do not. Neither wall was built for you,
but to keep separate the kingdoms of the
Chin. You have passed through the
weaker of the two. You will not pass the

inner wall around Yenking. No one ever
has.”
Genghis grinned at that, before turning
back to study the map. Ho Sa stared at
him, irritated by the khan's easy
confidence.
When he was a boy, Ho Sa had
traveled with his father to the Yellow
River. The old man had shown him the
Chin wall to the north, and even back
then, there had been holes in it and
sections reduced to rubble. There had
been no work done in the decades since.
As Genghis traced a line with his finger
on the parchment, Ho Sa wondered how
the Chin had ever become so careless
with their peace. Their outer wall was

worthless. He swallowed nervously.
Especially as the tribes were already
behind it. Xi Xia had been the weak
point and the tribes had poured south.
Shame burned in him as he studied
Genghis, wondering what he was
planning.
“Will you attack Baotou?” Ho Sa
blurted out without warning.
Genghis shook his head. “And howl
outside the gates as I did here? No. I am
going home to the Khenti mountains. I
will ride the hills of my childhood, fly
my eagle, and marry your king's
daughter.” His fierce expression eased
at the thought. “My sons should know the

land that birthed me, and they will grow
strong there.”
Ho Sa looked up from the map in
confusion. “Then what is this talk of
Baotou? Why am I here?”
“I said I was going home, Ho Sa. You
are not. This city is too far from here to
fear my army. They will have their gates
open and merchants will come and go as
they please.”
Ho Sa saw Arslan and Khasar were
grinning at him and he forced himself to
concentrate. Genghis clapped him on the
shoulder.
“A walled city like Baotou will have

builders, masters of their trade, will it
not? Men who understand every aspect
of the defenses.”
Ho Sa did not reply and Genghis
chuckled.
“Your king would not give them to
me, but you will find them there, Ho Sa.
You will travel to this Baotou with
Khasar and my brother Temuge. Three
men can enter where an army cannot.
You will ask questions until you find
these men who build walls and know so
many clever things. And you will bring
them to me.”
Ho Sa saw they were all smiling then,
amused at his appalled expression.

“Or I will kill you now and ask for
another from your king,” Genghis said
softly. “A man must always have the
final choice in life and in death.
Anything else can be taken from him, but
never that.”
Ho Sa remembered how his
companions had been killed for the
horses they rode, and he did not doubt
his life hung on a single word.
“I am bound to you by my king's
order,” he said at last.
Genghis grunted, turning back to the
map. “Then tell me of Baotou and its
walls. Tell me everything you have
heard or seen.”

The camp was quiet at dawn, but the
light still flickered gold in the ger of the
khan, and those who lay close on the
cold grass could hear the murmur of
voices like the distant drums of war.

CHAPTER 10
THE THREE RIDERS APPROACHED THE EDGE
of the dark river, dismounting as their
ponies began to drink. A heavy moon
hung low above the hills, casting a gray
light that illuminated the expanse of
water. It was bright enough to create
black shadows behind the men as they
gazed out at the shapes of small boats at
anchor, rocking and creaking in the night.
Khasar pulled a linen bag from where
it sat under his saddle. The day's ride
had softened the meat inside, and he
dipped his hand into the fibrous mush,

pulling a piece of it out and putting it in
his mouth. It smelled rancid, but he was
hungry and chewed idly as he watched
his companions. Temuge was weary
enough to sway slightly as he stood by
his brother, his eyes hooded as he
longed for sleep.
“The boatmen stay well away from
the shore at night,” Ho Sa murmured.
“They are wary of bandits in the dark
and they will have heard of your army to
the west. We should find a place to
sleep and go on in the morning.”
“I still don't understand why you want
to use the river to reach Baotou,” Khasar
said. Ho Sa swallowed his anger. He
had explained half a dozen times since

leaving the tribes, but the Mongol
warrior's attachment to his pony was
proving difficult to overcome.
“We were told not to call attention to
ourselves, to enter Baotou like
merchants or pilgrims,” he replied,
keeping his voice calm. “Merchants do
not ride in like Chin nobility and
pilgrims would not have a horse
between them.”
“It would be faster, though,” Khasar
said stubbornly. “If the map I saw was
accurate, we could cut across the bow of
the river and be there in just a few
days.”
“And have our passing noted by every

peasant in the fields and every traveler
on the roads,” Ho Sa snapped. He
sensed Khasar stiffen angrily at his tone,
but he had endured his complaining long
enough. “I do not think your brother
welcomes the thought of riding a
thousand li across open land.”
Khasar snorted, but it was Temuge
who replied.
“He has the right of it, brother. This
great river will take us north to Baotou
and we will be lost in the mass of
travelers. I do not want us to fight our
way through suspicious Chin soldiers.”
Khasar did not trust himself to reply.
At first he had been excited at the

thought of stealing among the Chin
peoples, but Temuge rode like an old
woman with stiff joints and was no fit
companion for a warrior. Ho Sa was a
little better, but away from Genghis, his
fury at the task he had been given made
him a surly companion. It was worse
when Temuge had Ho Sa chattering in
the language of bird clucking and Khasar
could not join in. He had asked Ho Sa to
teach him curses and insults, but the man
had only glared at him. Far from being
an adventure, the journey was turning
into a bickering contest, and he wanted it
over as soon as possible. The thought of
drifting slowly up on one of the shadowy
boats made his mood sink even further.

“We could swim the horses across the
river tonight, then . . .” he began.
Ho Sa hissed out a sharp breath. “You
would be swept away!” he snapped.
“This is the Yellow River, a full li from
one bank to the next, and this a narrow
point. It is not one of your Mongol
streams. There are no ferries here and by
the time we reached Shizuishan to buy a
place on one, our progress would have
been reported. The Chin are not fools,
Khasar. They will have spies watching
the borders. Three men on horses will
be too interesting for them to ignore.”
Khasar sniffed as he worked another
piece of old mutton into his cheek and
sucked on it.

“The river is not so wide,” he said
with a sniff. “I could send an arrow over
it.”
“You could not,” Ho Sa replied
immediately. He clenched his fists as
Khasar reached for his bow. “And we
would not see it land in the dark.”
“Then I will show you in the
morning,” Khasar retorted.
“And how will that help us?” Ho Sa
demanded. “Do you think the boatmen
will ignore a Mongol archer firing
arrows over their river? Why did your
brother send you for this work?”

Khasar let his hand fall from where he
had grasped his bow. He turned to Ho
Sa in the moonlight. In truth, he had
wondered the same thing, but he would
never admit it to Ho Sa or his studious
brother.
“To protect Temuge, I imagine,” he
said. “He is here to learn the Chin
language and check you are not betraying
us when we reach the city. You are only
here to talk and you have proved that
enough times today already. If we are
attacked by Chin soldiers, my bow will
be more valuable than your mouth.”
Ho Sa sighed. He had not wanted to
broach the subject, but his own temper
was barely in check and he too was

weary.
“You will have to leave your bow
here. You can bury it in the river mud
before dawn.”
Khasar was rendered speechless at
that. Before he could express his
indignation, Temuge laid a calming hand
on his shoulder, feeling him jerk.
“He knows these people, brother, and
he has kept faith with us so far. We must
take the river and your bow would raise
suspicions from the start. We have
bronze and silver to buy goods along the
way so that we have something to trade
in Baotou. Merchants would not carry a
Mongol bow.”

“We could pretend to be selling it,”
Khasar replied. In the gloom, he rested
his hand on the weapon where it was
tied to his saddle as if that touch brought
him comfort. “I will turn my pony loose,
yes, but I will not give up my bow, not
for a dozen secret river trips. Do not test
me on this, my answer will be the same
no matter what you say.”
Ho Sa began to argue again, but
Temuge shook his head, tired of them
both.
“Let it rest, Ho Sa,” he said. “We will
wrap the bow in cloth and perhaps it
will not be noticed.” He dropped his
hand from Khasar's shoulder and moved
away to free his pony from the burdens

of saddle and reins. It would take time to
bury those and he could not risk falling
asleep until the work had been done. He
wondered again why Genghis had
chosen him for the task of accompanying
the two warriors. There were others in
the camp who knew the Chin tongue,
Barchuk of the Uighurs among them.
Perhaps that one was too old, Temuge
thought. He sighed as he undid the ropes
on his mount. Knowing his brother as he
did, Temuge suspected Genghis still
hoped to make a warrior of him. Kokchu
had shown him a different path and he
wished his master were there to help
him meditate before sleep.
As he led the pony away into the

darkness of the river trees, Temuge
could hear his companions resume their
argument in fierce whispers. He
wondered if they had a chance of
surviving the trip to the city of Baotou.
When he had made a mat of rushes and
lain down, he tried hard to shut out the
strained voices, repeating the phrases
Kokchu had told him would bring calm.
They did not, but sleep came while he
was still waiting.
In the morning, Ho Sa raised his arm to
another boat as it tacked against the
wind to come upriver. Nine times the
gesture had been ignored, though he held
a leather purse of coins and jingled the

contents. All three breathed in relief as
the latest boat swung across the water
toward them. On board, six sundarkened faces stared suspiciously in
their direction.
“Say nothing to them,” Ho Sa
murmured to Temuge as they stood in the
mud and waited for the boat to come
closer. He and the two brothers wore
simple robes tied at the waist that would
not look too strange to the river crews.
Khasar bore a roll of saddlecloth over
one shoulder that contained his bow in
its leather half-case and a full quiver. He
stared at the boat in some interest, never
having seen such a thing in daylight. The
sail was almost as high as the boat was

long, perhaps forty feet from end to end.
He could not see how it could come
close enough for them to step onto its
small deck.
“The sail looks like a bird wing. I can
see the bones of it,” he said.
Ho Sa turned sharply toward him. “If
they ask, I will say you are a mute,
Khasar. You must not speak to any one
of them. Do you understand?”
Khasar scowled at the Xi Xia soldier.
“I understand that you want me to spend
days without opening my mouth. I tell
you, when this is over, you and I are
going to go somewhere quiet—”

“Hush!” Temuge said. “They are
close enough to hear.”
Khasar subsided, though he held Ho
Sa's gaze long enough to nod ominously
at him.
The boat maneuvered close to the
bank and Ho Sa did not wait for his
companions, stepping into the shallow
water and wading out to it. He ignored
Khasar's muttered curse behind him as
strong hands drew him over the side.
The master of the boat was a short,
wiry man with a red cloth tied around
his head to keep the sweat from his eyes.
Apart from that, he was naked except for
a brown loincloth with two knives

slapping against his bare thigh. Ho Sa
wondered for an instant if they had been
taken in by one of the pirate crews said
to raid villages along the river, but it
was too late for misgivings.
“Can you pay?” the master demanded,
reaching out to slap Ho Sa on the chest
with the back of his hand. As Khasar and
Temuge were dragged on board, Ho Sa
pressed three warm bronze coins into the
outstretched palm. The little man peered
through the hole in the center of each
one, before stringing them on a cord
under his belt.
“I am Chen Yi,” he said, staring as
Khasar straightened. The Mongol was a
head taller than the largest crewman and

frowned around him as if affronted. Ho
Sa cleared his throat and Chen Yi
glanced at him, cocking his head to one
side.
“We are going as far as Shizuishan,”
Chen Yi said. Ho Sa shook his head and
reached for more coins. Chen Yi
watched closely as he heard the sound of
metal.
“Three more to take us to Baotou,” Ho
Sa said, holding them out.
The captain took the coins quickly,
adding them to the line at his waist with
practiced skill.
“Three more to go so far upriver,” he

said. Ho Sa struggled to master his
temper. He had already paid more than
enough for a passage to the city. He
doubted the man would return the money
if he decided to wait for another boat.
“You have had enough,” he said
firmly. Chen Yi's eyes dropped to where
Ho Sa kept his money under his belt and
he shrugged.
“Three more or I have you thrown
back,” he said.
Ho Sa stood very still and sensed
Khasar's irritable confusion as the
conversation went on. At any moment, he
would blurt out some question, Ho Sa
was certain.

“Where will you find yourself next on
the wheel of life, I wonder?” Ho Sa
murmured. To his surprise, Chen Yi
seemed unconcerned and only shrugged.
Ho Sa shook his head in bewilderment.
Perhaps he was too used to the army,
where his authority was never
challenged. There was an air of
confidence about Chen Yi that sat oddly
with his rags and the grubby little boat.
Ho Sa glared as he handed over more
coins.
“Beggars do not go to Baotou,” Chen
Yi said cheerfully. “Now stay out of the
way of my men while we work the
river.” He indicated a pile of grain sacks
in the stern of the little boat by the

rudder, and Ho Sa saw Khasar settling
himself on them before he could nod.
Chen Yi cast a suspicious glance at
Temuge and Khasar, but he had new
coins on his cord, which jingled as he
moved. He gave orders to turn the sail
across the wind, making the first cut
across the river that would take them
north to their destination. The boat was
cramped with so many and there were no
cabins. Ho Sa guessed the crew lay
down on the deck at night. He began to
relax just as Khasar stepped up to the
rail and urinated into the river with a
great sigh of relief. Ho Sa raised his
eyes to heaven as the sound of spattering
water went on and on.

Two of the crew pointed at Khasar
and made an obscene joke, slapping
each other on the back with hoots of
laughter. Khasar flushed and Ho Sa
moved swiftly to stand between the
warrior and the crew, warning him with
a glare. The sailors watched the
exchange with wide grins before Chen
Yi barked an order and they scurried to
the prow to heave the sail over.
“Yellow dogs,” Khasar said after
them. Chen Yi had been in the middle of
guiding the sail over his head when he
heard the words. Ho Sa's heart sank as
the master of the boat came strolling
back to them.
“What was that he said?” Chen Yi

asked.
Ho Sa spoke quickly. “He is a
Moslem. He does not speak a civilized
tongue. Who can understand the ways of
such a people?”
“He does not look like a Moslem,”
Chen Yi replied. “Where is his beard?”
Ho Sa sensed the eyes of the crew on
them and this time each man rested a
hand near his knife. “All merchants have
secrets,” Ho Sa said, holding Chen Yi's
stare. “Do I care for a man's beard when
I have his wealth to trade? Silver speaks
its own language, does it not?”
Chen Yi grinned. He held out a hand

and Ho Sa pressed a silver coin into it,
his face showing nothing.
“It does,” Chen Yi said, wondering
how many more coins the warrior
carried in his pouches. Whatever the
three men claimed to be, they were not
merchants. Chen Yi indicated Khasar
with a jerk of a grimy thumb.
“Is he a fool, then, to trust you? Will
you be throwing him over the side one
night with a dagger across his throat?”
To Ho Sa's discomfort, the little man
drew his finger over his own throat, a
gesture that Khasar watched with
growing interest. Temuge, too, was
frowning and Ho Sa wondered how
much he had understood of the fast

exchange.
“I betray no man, once I have given
my word,” Ho Sa told the master
quickly, as much for Temuge as anyone
else. “And though he is certainly a fool,
he is a fighter of great skill. Be careful
not to insult him, or I will not be able to
hold him back.”
Chen Yi cocked his head again, a
habitual gesture. He did not trust the men
he had taken on board, and the tall,
stupid one seemed to burn with anger.
He shrugged at last. All men slept, and if
they caused him trouble, they would not
be the first passengers he had slipped
into the wake of his little boat. He turned

his back on them after pointing to the
pile of sacks. Relieved beyond words,
Ho Sa joined the other two in the stern.
He tried hard to look as if the incident
had not been a strain.
Khasar did not look at all apologetic.
“What did you tell him?” he asked.
Ho Sa took a deep breath. “I told him
you are a traveler from thousands of
miles away. I thought perhaps he would
never have heard of the followers of
Islam, but he has met at least one in the
past. He thinks I am lying, but he will not
ask too any questions. Still, it explains
why you cannot speak the Chin
language.”

Khasar let out a breath, satisfied. “So
I am not a mute, then,” he said, pleased.
“I did not think I could keep that up.” He
settled himself back on the sacks,
nudging Temuge out of the way to find a
comfortable position. As the boat drifted
upriver, Khasar closed his eyes and Ho
Sa thought he had gone to sleep.
“Why did he draw his finger across
his throat?” Khasar said without opening
his eyes.
“He wanted to know if I intended to
kill you and throw you over-board,” Ho
Sa snapped. “The idea had occurred to
me.”
Khasar chuckled. “I am beginning to

like that little man,” he said drowsily. “I
am glad we took a boat.”
Genghis walked through the vast camp in
the shadow of mountains he had known
as a boy. Snow had fallen in the night
and he took a deep breath of the chilled
air, enjoying the way it filled his lungs.
He could hear the whinnying of mares
calling to their mates, and in the
distance, someone was singing a child to
sleep. With the families around him, he
was at peace and his mood was light. It
was easy to remember the days when his
father still lived and he and his brothers
knew nothing of the world around them.
He shook his head in the gloom as he

considered the lands that had been
shown to him. The sea of grass was
larger than he had ever realized, and part
of him hungered to see new things, even
the cities of the Chin. He was young and
strong and ruled a vast army of men with
the skills to take what they wanted. He
smiled to himself as he reached the ger
he had built for his second wife,
Chakahai. His father had been content
with his mother, it was true, but Yesugei
had been khan of a small tribe and not
had beautiful women offered to him in
tribute.
Genghis ducked his head as he
entered. Chakahai was waiting for him
and her eyes were wide and dark in the

glow from a single lamp. Genghis said
nothing as she rose to greet him. He did
not know how she had procured two
young girls from her own people to
serve her. Presumably they had been
captured by his warriors and she had
bought or bargained for them. As they
slipped out of the ger, Genghis could
smell the perfume they wore and he
shuddered slightly as one of them
brushed silk past his bare arms. He
heard their whispering voices dwindle
into the distance, and he was alone.
Chakahai stood proudly before him,
her head raised. The first weeks with the
tribes had been hard for her, but he had
sensed a fine spirit in her flashing eyes

long before she had learned the first
words of his people. She walked as he
would have expected a king's daughter to
walk, and the sight of her always
aroused him. It was a strange thing, but
her perfect posture was the greatest part
of her beauty.
She smiled as his gaze traveled over
her, knowing she had his full attention.
Choosing her moment, she knelt before
him, bowing her head and then glancing
up to see if he still watched the display
of humility. He laughed at that and took a
wrist to raise her up once more, lifting
her into the air to lay her down on the
bed.
He held her head in both hands as he

kissed her then, his fingers lost in her
black hair. She moaned into his mouth
and he felt her hands lightly touching his
thighs and waist, exciting him. The night
was warm and he did not mind waiting
while she opened up her silk tunic and
revealed whiteness down to a flat belly
and the silk belt and trousers she wore
like a man. She gasped as he kissed her
breasts and bit softly. The rest of the
clothes followed swiftly after that and
the camp drowsed around them as he
took a princess of the Xi Xia, her cries
echoing far in the gloom.

CHAPTER 11
IT TOOK A WEEK for Chen Yi's boat to
reach Shizuishan on the western bank of
the river. The days were gray and cold
and the siltladen water darkened until it
deserved its name, curling creamily
under the prow. For a time, a family of
dolphins had stayed with them, before
Khasar struck one with an oar in his
excitement and they vanished as quickly
as they had come. Ho Sa had formed his
own opinions of the little boat master,
and he suspected the hold was stuffed
with untaxed goods, perhaps even
luxuries that would fetch high prices for

the owner. He had no opportunity to test
his suspicions, as the crew never
seemed to tire of watching the
passengers. It was likely that they were
in the employ of a wealthy merchant and
should not have risked the cargo by
taking passengers. Ho Sa judged Chen
Yi was an experienced man who seemed
to know the river far better than the
emperor's tax collectors. More than once
they had taken a tributary off the main
route, looping far around before
returning to it. On the last of these
occasions, Ho Sa had seen the dim
shadow of an official barge in
midstream behind them. The tactic suited
his needs and he did not comment on the
loss of time, though he slept with his

knife in his sleeve and then only lightly,
waking at the slightest sound.
Khasar snored at astonishing volume.
To Ho Sa's irritation, the crew seemed
to like him and had already taught him
phrases that would have little use
outside a dockyard whorehouse. He
swallowed his anger as Khasar armwrestled three of the burlier sailors,
winning a skin of fiery rice wine which
he then refused to share.
Of the three of them, it was Temuge
who seemed to take no pleasure at all
from the peaceful journey. Though the
river was rarely choppy, he had vomited
over the side on the second morning,
earning hoots of derision from the crew.

Mosquitoes found him at night so that he
had a new crop of red bites on his ankles
each morning. He watched Khasar's
cheerful camaraderie with a tight
expression of disapproval, but made no
attempt to join in, despite his greater
command of the language. Ho Sa could
only wish the journey was at an end, but
Shizuishan was merely a stopping point
to replenish their supplies.
Long before the city came into view,
the river grew crowded with small boats
crossing from bank to bank and carrying
with them the gossip and news of a
thousand miles. Chen Yi did not seek
anyone out, but as he tied up at a wooden
post near the docks, boat after boat came

close to exchange words with him. Ho
Sa realized the little man was well
known on the river. More than a few
questions were called about the
passengers, and Ho Sa endured their
stares. No doubt their descriptions
would race the length of the river before
they even saw Baotou. He began to
consider the entire enterprise doomed,
and it did not help to see Khasar
standing on the prow and shouting foul
insults at other captains. In different
circumstances, it might have earned him
a beating or even a knife in his throat,
but Chen Yi roared with laughter and
something about Khasar's expression
seemed not to give offense. Instead they
replied with worse and Khasar traded a

couple of coins for fresh fruit and fish
before the sun set. Ho Sa watched in
glowering silence, punching a grain bag
to make a depression for his head as he
tried to find sleep.
Temuge awoke as something bumped
against the side of the boat. The night air
was thick with insects and he was heavy
with sleep. He stirred drowsily, calling
out a question to Ho Sa. There was no
reply and when Temuge raised his head,
he saw Ho Sa and his brother were
awake and staring into the blackness.
“What is happening?” Temuge
whispered. He could hear creaking, and
muffled sounds of movement, but the

moon had yet to rise and he realized he
could only have been asleep for a short
time.
Light shone out without warning as
one of the crew removed the shutters
from a tiny oil lamp on the prow.
Temuge saw the man's arm lit in gold,
then the night erupted in shouts and
confusion. Khasar and Ho Sa vanished
into the gloom and Temuge rose to his
feet, rooted in fear. Dark bodies crashed
into the boat, coming over the sides. He
scrabbled for his knife, hunching down
behind the sacks so they could not see
him.
A cry of pain sounded somewhere

near and Temuge cursed aloud,
convinced they had been discovered by
Imperial soldiers. He heard Chen Yi
shouting orders and all around were the
grunts and gasps of men struggling with
each other in near-total darkness.
Temuge crouched lower, waiting to be
attacked. As he strained his eyes he saw
the tiny golden lamp swing up into the
air, leaving a trail that remained in his
vision. Instead of hissing into the river,
he heard it thump onto wood. The oil
spilled in a bloom of light and Temuge
gasped in fear.
The thrown lamp had landed on the
deck of a second boat, rocking wildly as
men leaped from it. Like Chen Yi and

his crew, the attackers wore little more
than a strip of cloth at their waists. They
carried knives as long as their forearms
and fought with vicious grunts and
curses. Behind them, flames grew on the
dry wood and Temuge could see the
sweating bodies locked together, some
of them showing dark gashes and
pouring with blood.
As he watched in horror Temuge
heard a sound he knew above all others,
the slap of a double-curved bow. He
jerked round to see Khasar standing
steady on the prow, shooting arrow after
arrow. Every shaft found its mark, bar
one that went into the water when
Khasar was forced to duck a thrown

knife. Temuge shuddered as a dead man
fell facedown near him, the impact
shoving arrow feathers further into his
chest so that the point stuck out of his
back.
Even then, they might have been
overwhelmed if the flames had not begun
to spread on the attackers' boat. Temuge
saw some of them jump the gap to their
craft, grabbing at leather buckets. They
too fell with Khasar's arrows in them
before they could drench the fire.
Chen Yi sawed through two thick
ropes that bound the craft together and
braced himself on a wooden rail to
shove the other boat away. It drifted
without control onto the dark river and

Temuge could see struggling shadows of
men fighting flames. It was too late for
the boat and in the distance he heard
splashes as they sought safety in the
water.
The fire made its own sound, a
coughing, spitting roar that dwindled as
the current carried the burning boat
downriver. A finger of bright sparks
reached up into the darkness, taller than
a sail. Temuge stood at last, his chest
heaving. He jumped as someone came
close, but it was Ho Sa, stinking of
smoke and blood.
“Are you hurt?” Ho Sa said.
Temuge shook his head, then realized

his companion was blind in the dark
after staring at the flames. “I am fine,”
Temuge murmured. “Who were those
people?”
“River rats, perhaps, after whatever
Chen Yi has in the hold. Criminals.” He
fell silent as Chen Yi's voice barked in
the night and the sail turned across the
wind once more. Temuge heard the hiss
of water as they began to move away
from Shizuishan docks into the deepest
part of the channel. At another order
from Chen Yi, the crew fell silent and
they moved unseen across the water.
The moon seemed to take an age to
rise, but it was still half full and lit the
river silver, casting shadows from the

surviving crew. Two of Chen Yi's men
had been killed in the fight, and Temuge
watched as they were dropped over the
stern without ceremony.
Chen Yi had come back with Khasar
to oversee the work, and he nodded to
Temuge, his expression unreadable in
the half-light. Temuge watched him turn
to go back to his place by the sail, but
the man paused, clearly making a
decision. He stood before the looming
figure of Khasar, staring up at him.
“This merchant of yours is not a
follower of Islam,” Chen Yi said to Ho
Sa. “Moslems pray endlessly and I have
never yet seen him drop to his knees.”

Ho Sa tensed as he waited for the
little master to continue. Chen Yi
shrugged visibly.
“But he fights well, as you said. I can
be blind in the dark or the day, do you
understand?”
“I do,” Ho Sa replied.
Chen Yi reached out and clapped
Khasar on the shoulder. He mimicked
the sound of the bow with his throat,
making a hissing sound with obvious
satisfaction.
“Who were they?” Ho Sa asked
softly.

Chen Yi fell silent for a moment,
considering his answer. “Fools, and now
dead fools. It is not your concern.”
“That depends on whether we will be
attacked again, before Baotou,” Ho Sa
replied.
“No man may know his fate, soldiermerchant, but I do not think so. They had
a chance to steal from us and they
wasted it. They will not catch us twice.”
Once more he copied the sound of
Khasar's bow and grinned.
“What is it in the hold that they
wanted?” Temuge said suddenly. He had
prepared the words carefully, but Chen
Yi still looked surprised at the strange

sounds. Temuge was about to try again
when the little master replied.
“They were curious and now they are
dead. Are you curious?”
Temuge understood and flushed
unseen in the darkness. He shook his
head. “No, I am not,” he replied, looking
away.
“You are lucky to have friends who
can fight for you,” Chen Yi said. “I did
not see you move when we were
attacked.” He chuckled as Temuge
frowned. He could comprehend the
scornful tone if not all the words, but
Chen Yi turned to Khasar before he
could formulate an answer, grasping his

brother by the arm.
“You. Whore's blanket,” he said.
“You want a drink?” Temuge could see
the whiteness of his brother's teeth as he
recognized the word for the fiery spirit.
Chen Yi led him away to the prow to
toast the victory. The tension remained
as Ho Sa and Temuge stood together.
“We are not here to fight river
thieves,” Temuge said at last. “With just
a knife, what could I have done?”
“Get some sleep, if you can,” Ho Sa
replied gruffly. “I do not think we will
be stopping again for a few days.”
♦ ♦ ♦

It was a beautiful winter's day in the
mountains. Genghis had ridden with his
wife and sons to a river he had known as
a boy, far from the vast camp of the
tribes. Jochi and Chagatai had their own
ponies, while Borte walked her mount
behind them with Ogedai and Tolui
perched high on the saddle.
As they had left the tribes, Genghis
felt his mood lighten. He knew the land
under his mare's hooves, and he had
been surprised at the wave of emotion
that had struck him on first returning
from the desert. He had known the
mountains had a hold on him, but to his
astonishment, feeling the turf of his

childhood under his feet had brought
tears to his eyes, quickly blinked away.
When he had been young, such a trip
would always have had an element of
danger. Wanderers or thieves could have
roamed the hills around the stream.
Perhaps there were still a few who had
not joined him in his journey south, but
he had a nation at his heels in the
encampment and the hills were empty of
flocks and herdsmen.
He smiled as he dismounted, watching
with approval as Jochi and Chagatai
pulled bushes together and tied the reins
of their mounts. The river ran fast and
shallow at the foot of a steep hill nearby.

Jagged shards of ice tumbled past from
where they had broken free in the peaks.
Genghis looked up the slopes,
remembering his father and how he had
once climbed for eagles on the red hill.
Yesugei had brought him to the same
place and Genghis had seen no joy in the
man, though perhaps it had been hidden.
He resolved not to let his sons see his
own pleasure in being back amongst the
trees and valleys he knew so well.
Borte did not smile as she lowered
her two youngest sons to the ground
before slipping down herself. There had
been few easy words between them
since he had married the daughter of the
Xi Xia king, and he knew she would

have heard of his nocturnal visits to the
girl's ger. She had not mentioned it, but
there was a tightness around her mouth
that seemed to grow deeper every day.
He could not help but compare her to
Chakahai as she stood and stretched in
the shade of the trees that leaned over
the river, casting the water into shade.
Borte was tall; wiry and strong where
the Xi Xia girl was soft and pliable. He
sighed to himself. Either one could stir
him to lust with the right touch, but only
one seemed to want to. He had spent
many nights with his new wife while
Borte remained alone. Perhaps because
of that, he had arranged this trip away
from the warriors and the families,
where eyes always watched and gossip

flowed like spring rain.
His gaze fell on Jochi and Chagatai as
they approached the stream's edge and
stared into the flowing water. No matter
how things stood with their mother, he
could not leave the boys to bring
themselves to manhood, or allow their
mother to do so. It was too easy to
remember Hoelun's influence on his
brother Temuge and how it had made
him weak.
He strode up behind his two eldest
sons and repressed a shudder at the
thought of entering the freezing water.
He recalled the time he had hidden from
enemies in such a place, his body
growing numb and useless while the life

leached out of it. Yet he had survived
and grown stronger as a result.
“Bring the other two close,” he called
to Borte. “I would have them listen even
if they are too young to go in.” He saw
Jochi and Chagatai exchange a worried
glance at this confirmation of their
purpose. Neither relished the idea of
stepping into the icy river. Jochi stared
up at Genghis with the same flat,
questioning gaze he always used.
Somehow it made his father's temper
prickle and he looked away as Borte
brought Tolui and Ogedai to stand at the
bank.
Genghis felt Borte's eyes on him and

waited until she had moved off and
seated herself by the ponies. She still
watched, but he did not want the boys
turning to her for support. They had to
feel alone to test themselves and for him
to see their strength and their
weaknesses. They were nervous around
him, he saw, blaming himself for the
time he had spent apart from them. How
long had it been since he braved the
disapproving glares of their mother to
play with one of them? He remembered
his own father with love, but how would
they remember him? He pressed such
thoughts from his mind, recalling
Yesugei's words in the same place, a
lifetime ago.

“You will have heard of the cold
face,” he said to the boys. “The
warrior's face that gives nothing away to
your enemies. It comes from a strength
that has nothing to do with muscles, or
how well you bend a bow. It is the heart
of dignity that means you will face death
with nothing but contempt. Its secret is
that it is more than a simple mask.
Learning it brings its own calm, so that
you have conquered fear and your flesh.”
With a few quick jerks, he freed his
sash from his deel and removed his
leggings and boots, standing naked on
the edge of the river. His body was
marked with old scars and his chest was
whiter than the dark brown of his arms

and
legs.
He
stood
without
embarrassment before them, then walked
into the freezing torrent, feeling his
scrotum tighten as the water touched it.
As he lowered himself into the water,
his lungs stiffened so that each breath
became a struggle. Nothing showed on
his face and he watched his sons without
expression as he dipped his head under
the water, then lay back, half floating
with his hands touching the stones of the
riverbed.
The four boys watched in fascination.
Their father seemed completely at ease
in the icy water, his face as calm as it
had been before. Only his eyes were
fierce and they could not hold his gaze

for long.
Jochi and Chagatai exchanged a look,
daring each other. Jochi shrugged and
stripped without self-consciousness,
striding into the water and plunging
himself under the surface. Genghis saw
him shiver at the cold, but the muscular
boy glared back at Chagatai as if in
challenge, waiting. He hardly seemed
aware of his father, or the lesson he
intended to teach.
Chagatai snorted in disdain, untying
his own clothes. At six, Ogedai was still
much smaller than the others. He too
began to strip and Genghis saw their
mother rise to her feet to call him away.

“Let him come in, Borte,” he said. He
would watch to see his third son did not
drown, though he would not give him
comfort by saying it aloud. Borte winced
fearfully as Ogedai stepped into the
water just a pace behind Chagatai. It left
just Tolui standing miserably on the
bank. With great reluctance, he too
began to remove his deel. Genghis
chuckled, pleased with his spirit. He
spoke before Borte could interfere.
“Not you, Tolui. Perhaps next year,
but not this time. Stay there and listen.”
The relief was obvious on the little
boy's face as he retied the cloth around
his waist in a neat knot. He answered his
father's smile with one of his own, and

Genghis winked at him, causing Tolui to
grin.
Jochi had chosen a pool at the edge of
the river, where the water was still. He
watched his father with all but his head
submerged, and in the brief exchange, he
had found control of his breath. His jaw
was clamped against chattering teeth and
his eyes were wide and dark. As he had
a thousand times before, Genghis
wondered if he was the boy's father.
Without that certainty, a barrier
remained in his affection. At times, the
barrier was strained, for Jochi was
growing tall and strong, but still Genghis
wondered if he saw the features of a
Tartar rapist, one whose heart he had

eaten in revenge. It was difficult to love
such a face with those dark eyes, where
his own were wolf-yellow.
Chagatai was so clearly his son, it
was painful. His eyes were pale with the
cold as he settled himself in the water,
and Genghis had to take a grip on his
affection before he spoiled the moment.
He forced himself to take a deep, slow
breath.
“In water this cold, a child can slip
into sleep in six or seven hundred
heartbeats. Even a grown man can
become unconscious in a little longer.
Your body begins to die at the hands and
feet first. You will feel them grow numb
and useless. Your thoughts become slow

and, if you stay too long, you will not
have the strength or the will to climb
out.” He paused for a moment, watching
them. Jochi's lips had turned blue and
still he had not made a sound. Chagatai
seemed to be struggling against the cold,
his limbs twisting in the water. Genghis
watched Ogedai closest of all as he tried
to copy his older brothers. The effort
was too much for him and Genghis heard
his teeth clatter together. He could not
keep them there much longer and he
considered sending Ogedai back to the
bank. No, his father had not, though little
Temuge had fainted toward the end and
almost drowned.
“Show me nothing of what you feel,”

he said to them. “Show me the cold face
that you will show to enemies who taunt
you. Remember that they too are afraid.
If you have ever wondered if you were
the only coward in a world of warriors,
know that they feel the same, to the last
man. In knowing that, you can hide your
own fear and stare them down.” All
three boys struggled to empty their faces
of fear and pain, and on the bank, little
Tolui mimicked them in earnest
concentration.
“Breathe gently through the nose to
slow your heart. Your flesh is a weak
thing, but you do not have to listen to its
cries for help. I have seen a man push a
knife through his own flesh without

blood falling. Let that strength come to
you and breathe. Show me nothing and
be empty.”
Jochi understood at once and his
sipping breath became slow and long in
perfect imitation of his father's. Genghis
ignored him, watching Chagatai as he
struggled to bring himself under control.
It came at last, close to the time that
Genghis knew he had to end it before
they passed out in the water.
“Your body is like any other animal in
your care,” he told them. “It will clamor
for food and water, warmth and relief
from pain. Find the cold face and you
will be able to shut out its clamoring
voice.”

The three boys had grown numb and
Genghis judged it was time to take them
out. He expected to have to lift the limp
boys to the bank and he rose to take hold
of the first. Instead, Jochi stood with
him, his body blooming pink with blood
under the skin. The little boy's eyes
never left his father as Genghis touched
a hand to Chagatai's arm, not wanting to
lift him after Jochi had risen on his own.
Chagatai stirred drowsily, his eyes
glassy. He focused on Jochi and when he
saw him standing, he clamped his mouth
shut and struggled up, slipping on the
soft mud below the surface. Genghis
could feel the enmity between the two

boys, and he could not help but
remember Bekter, the brother he had
killed so many years ago.
Ogedai could not stand on his own
and his father's strong arms placed him
back on the bank to dry in the sun.
Genghis strode out with water streaming
from his flesh, feeling life return to his
limbs with a rush of energy. Jochi and
Chagatai came to stand with him,
gasping as their hands and feet came
back to life. They sensed their father
was still watching them and each boy
understood and tried to control his body
once again. Their hands shook beyond
any control, but they stood straight in the
sunlight and watched him, not trusting

their shuddering jaws for speech.
“Did it kill you?” Genghis asked
them. Yesugei had asked the same thing
and Khasar had said, “Almost,” making
the big man laugh. His own sons said
nothing and he saw that he did not have
the friendship with them that he had
enjoyed with Yesugei. He would spend
more time with them, he vowed. The Xi
Xia princess was like a fire in his blood,
but he would try to ignore the call more
often while the boys grew.
“Your body does not rule you,” he
said, as much for himself as for them. “It
is a stupid beast that knows nothing of
the works of men. It is merely the cart
that carries you. You control it with will

and with breath through your nose, when
it calls for you to pant like a dog. When
you take an arrow in battle and the pain
is overwhelming, you will press it away
and, before you fall, you will return
death to your enemies.” He glanced up
the hillside, at memories of days so
innocent and far away that he could
hardly bear to recall them.
“Now fill your mouths with water and
run to the top of this hill and back. When
you return, you will spit the water to
show you breathed properly. Whoever is
first will eat. The others will go
hungry.”
It was not a fair test. Jochi was older,

and at such an age, even a year made a
difference. Genghis showed no sign of
his awareness as he saw the boys
exchange glances, weighing the odds.
Bekter too had been older, but Genghis
had left his brother gasping on the hill.
He hoped Chagatai would do the same.
Chagatai broke for the water without
warning, charging in with a great spray
and dipping his face to the surface to
suck up a mouthful. Ogedai was only a
little behind. Genghis remembered how
the water had become warm and thick in
his mouth. He could taste it with the
memories.
Jochi had not moved and Genghis
turned to the boy questioningly.

“Why are you not following?” he
asked.
Jochi shrugged. “I can beat them,” he
said. “I know it already.”
Genghis stared at him, seeing defiance
he could not understand. None of
Yesugei's sons had refused the task. The
boy Genghis had been had relished the
chance to humiliate Bekter. He could not
understand Jochi and he felt his temper
flare. His other sons were already
struggling up the hill, growing smaller in
the distance.
“You are afraid,” Genghis murmured,
though he was guessing.

“I am not,” Jochi replied without heat,
reaching for his clothes. “Will you love
me more if I beat them?” For the first
time, his voice shuddered with strong
emotion. “I do not think you will.”
Genghis looked at the little boy in
astonishment. Not one of Yesugei's sons
would have dared to speak to him in
such a way. How would his father have
responded? He winced at the memories
of Yesugei's hands clipping him. His
father would not have allowed it. For an
instant, he considered knocking sense
into the boy, but then he saw that Jochi
expected it and had tensed himself for
the blow. The impulse died before it
was born.

“You would make
Genghis said to him.

me

proud,”

Jochi shook, but it was not from the
cold. “Then today, I will run,” he said.
His
father
watched
without
understanding as Jochi took a mouthful
of the river and set off, running fast and
sure over the broken ground after his
brothers.
When it was quiet again, Genghis
walked little Tolui back to where Borte
sat by the ponies. She was stony-faced
and did not meet his eyes.
“I will spend more time with them,”
he told her, still trying to comprehend
what had happened with Jochi. She

looked up at him and for an instant her
face softened as she saw his confusion.
“He wants nothing more in the world
than to be accepted by you as your own,”
she said.
Genghis snorted. “I do accept him.
When have I not?”
Borte rose to her feet to face him.
“When have you taken him in your arms?
When have you told him how proud you
are of him? Do you think he has not
heard the whispers of the other boys?
When have you silenced the foolish ones
with some display of affection?”
“I did not want to make him soft,” he

said, troubled. He had not known it had
been so obvious, and for a moment, he
saw how hard a life he had forced on
Jochi. He shook his head to clear it. His
own life had been harder and he could
not force himself to love the boy. As
every year passed, he saw less and less
of himself in those dark eyes.
His thoughts were interrupted by
Borte's laugh. It was not a pleasant
sound.
“The bitterest thing of all is that he is
so obviously your son, more than any of
the others. Yet you cannot see it. He has
the will to stand up to his own father and
you are blind.” She spat into the grass.
“If Chagatai had done the same, you

would be grinning and telling me the boy
had his grandfather's courage.”
“Enough,” he said quietly, sick of her
voice and her criticism. The day had
been spoiled for him, a mockery of the
joy and triumph he remembered when he
had come to that place with his own
father and brothers.
Borte glared at his angry expression.
“If he beats Chagatai down the hill, how
will you react?” she said.
He cursed, his mood as sour as old
milk. He had not considered that Jochi
might still win, and he knew that if he
did, he would not embrace the boy with
Borte watching. His thoughts swirled

without release and he did not know
how he would react at all.
Temuge listened to Khasar's grunting
with a furious expression. His brother
had earned a great deal of goodwill
among the crew with his response to the
attack. In the days after those terrifying
moments in the dark, Chen Yi regularly
included the Mongol warrior in the
camaraderie of the boat. Khasar had
learned many phrases in their language
and shared their rations of hard spirit
and balls of rice and shrimp in the
evening. Ho Sa too seemed to have
warmed to the boat master, but Temuge
remained resolutely apart. It did not

surprise him to see Khasar acting like an
animal with the others, hanging his
backside over the side and defecating
into the river in broad daylight. He had
no understanding and Temuge wished
Khasar would realize that he was
nothing more than a bowman sent to
protect his younger brother. Genghis, at
least, knew how valuable Temuge could
be to him.
On the night before they left for the
river, Genghis had summoned Temuge
and asked him to remember every detail
of the walls of Baotou, every part of the
defenses. If they failed to return with the
masons who had constructed the city,
that knowledge might be all they had to

begin a summer campaign. Genghis
trusted Temuge's memory and the keen
intelligence that Khasar evidently
lacked. Temuge had recalled the urgency
in frustration when they passed a boat
with two female crew and Khasar
waved silver coins at them, inviting
them over.
There was no privacy in the boat and
Temuge could only stare at the water
rather than watch as two young women
stripped off and swam across like otters,
gleaming and shivering as they came on
board. Chen Yi had thrown out an
anchor in the deep water so the women
could swim back when the crew were
finished with them.

Temuge closed his eyes at the
squealing sounds that came from the
second of the two women. She was
small breasted and lithe, attractive in her
youth, though she had not looked in his
direction as she accepted Khasar's coin.
The sounds she made were only
interrupted when Khasar's plunging
efforts knocked her hand open and the
coin rolled away, causing laughter from
the watching crew as she pushed him off
and scrambled for it on her hands and
knees. Temuge observed from the corner
of his eye as Khasar took advantage of
the opportunity, and the girl's giggling
made him swear under his breath. What
would Genghis think of this delay to
their planning? They had been given a

task without equal in importance for the
tribes. Genghis had made that clear.
Without knowing how to enter the
walled cities of the Chin, the Imperial
soldiers would never be broken. It made
Temuge furious while he waited for
Khasar to finish for a second time. The
day was being wasted and he knew that
if he said anything, his brother would
scorn him in front of the crew. Temuge
burned with silent humiliation. He had
not forgotten why they were there, even
if Khasar had.
It was growing dark when Borte saw
Jochi leading his exhausted brothers
back across the river. His bare feet still

bled from the run as he stood before her,
his chest heaving. Borte's heart broke for
the little boy as he looked in vain for his
father. Something went out of him when
he saw Genghis was not there. He spat
out the mouthful of water and gasped
loudly into the evening silence.
“Your father was called back to the
camp,” Borte lied. Jochi did not believe
her. She could see the pain in his face
and she hid her frustration with her
husband and herself for arguing with
him.
“He will have gone to his new wife,
the foreigner,” Jochi said suddenly.
Borte bit her lip rather than reply. In that
too, she had lost the man she had

married. With her oldest son standing
bewildered and hurt before her, it was
easy to hate Genghis for his selfish
blindness. She resolved to enter the ger
of the Xia Xia woman if she could not
find him. Perhaps he did not care for his
wife any longer, but he did care for his
sons and she would use that to bring him
back.
Chagatai and Ogedai came stumbling
along in the darkness, each boy spitting
water as he had been told. Without their
father to see, the victory was hollow and
they seemed at a loss.
“I will tell him how you ran,” Borte
said, her eyes shining with tears. It was

not enough for them and they were silent
and wounded as they mounted for the
ride home.

CHAPTER 12
HO SA TOLD THE BROTHERS that Baotou
was a trek of some miles from the busy
river port that kept it supplied. The city
was the last trading post between the
northern Chin and the Xi Xia kingdom,
and the river teemed with boats by the
time they wound their way into the area.
The journey had taken three weeks since
abandoning their ponies, and Temuge at
least was sick of the slow hours, the
damp river mists, and the diet of rice
and fish. Chen Yi and his crew drank
from the river without ill effects and
Khasar seemed to have a stomach of

iron, but Temuge's bowels had grown
weak for three days, leaving him in
misery and his clothes foul. He had
never eaten or even seen fish before, and
he did not trust the silver-scaled things
from the river. The boat crew seemed to
delight in them as they yanked them
onboard on thin lines, jerking and
flopping madly while the men stove in
their heads. Temuge had washed his
garments as they moored, but his
stomach continued to rumble and bring
bad air from both ends.
As the Yellow River snaked between
hills, more and more birds could be
seen, living on scraps from the boats and
traders. Temuge and Khasar were

fascinated by the sheer number of men
and craft bringing cargoes up and down
the river, denser in this place than any
other they had seen. Though Chen Yi
seemed able to find a path through the
press with just the sail, many of the
boatmen carried long poles to fend off
other boats. It was noisy and chaotic,
with hundreds of shouting traders
competing to sell anything from fresh
fish to water-spoiled cloth that could
still be used for rough clothing. The
smell of strange spices hung in the air as
Chen Yi maneuvered between his
competitors, looking for a space to moor
for the evening.
Chen Yi was even better known in

these waters, and Temuge watched with
narrow eyes as he was hailed by friends
again and again. Despite the fact that the
crew seemed to have accepted Khasar
as one of their own, Temuge did not trust
the little boat master. He agreed with Ho
Sa that the hold was probably full of
some contraband substance, but perhaps
the man could earn another few coins by
reporting their presence to Imperial
soldiers. Remaining onboard without
knowing they were safe was a gnawing
tension on all three men.
It was clearly no accident that they
arrived at the river port as evening was
coming. Chen Yi had delayed their
passage around a bend in the river, not

deigning to reply when Temuge pressed
him to make better time. Whatever was
in his hold would be unloaded in the
darkness, when the tax gatherers and
their soldiers would be less alert.
Temuge muttered angrily under his
breath. He cared nothing for Chen Yi's
problems. His task was to get to the
docks as quickly as possible before
making his way to the city. Ho Sa had
said it was only a few hours' walk on a
good road, but the alien sights and
sounds all around him were making
Temuge nervous and he wanted to be
moving. The crew too had grown tense
as they found a place where they could
moor and wait their turn on the rickety

dock.
The river port was not impressive to
look upon, no more than a few dozen
wooden buildings seeming to lean upon
each other for support. It was a squalid
little place, built for trade rather than
comfort. Temuge did not mind that, but
he could see a pair of well-armed
soldiers keeping an eye on everything
that was unloaded and he did not want to
come to their attention.
He heard Chen Yi speak in low tones
to his crew, clearly giving orders as they
ducked their heads with sharp gestures.
He struggled to hide his irritation at
another delay. He and his companions
would soon be off the river and away

from this peculiar little world he did not
understand. For a short time, he had
wondered if he could buy illustrated
manuscripts in the boat market, but there
was no sign of such a trade and he had
no taste for ingots of silver or carved
figurines. Those items were held out in
the dirty fists of boys, paddling out in
reed coracles to the side of any new
vessel. Temuge looked stonily past the
urchins until they passed on. His mood
was black by the time Chen Yi came to
the stern to speak with his passengers.
“We must wait until there is a space
on the docks,” he said. “You will be on
your way before midnight, or a few
hours later.” To Temuge's annoyance,

the little man nodded to Khasar.
“If you did not eat so much, I would
take you on as crew,” he said. Khasar
did not understand him, but he clapped
Chen Yi on the shoulder in reply. He too
was impatient to be going on, and the
little master sensed the mood of his
passengers.
“If you wish, I can find a place on the
carts to take you to the city. It will be a
fair price,” he said.
Temuge saw the man was watching
them closely. He had no idea whether
the journey to Baotou was an easy one or
not, but he suspected a merchant as he
claimed to be would not turn down the

offer of a ride. The idea of traveling
further with Chen Yi's suspicious gaze
on him made him uncomfortable, but he
forced a smile and replied in the Chin
tongue.
“We will say yes to you,” he said.
“Unless your unloading is long.”
Chen Yi shrugged. “I have friends
here to help. It will not take long. You
are impatient for merchants, I think.” He
smiled as he spoke, but his eyes
remained fixed on them, taking in every
detail. Temuge was thankful that Khasar
could not understand. His brother was
easier to read than a map.
“We will decide later,” Temuge said,

turning away to make sure Chen Yi knew
he was dismissed. The man might have
left them alone, but Khasar pointed to the
soldiers on the dock.
“Ask him about those men,” he said to
Ho Sa. “We want to get past them and I
think he does as well. Ask him how he is
going to unload without them noticing.”
Ho Sa hesitated, unwilling to let Chen
Yi know they had guessed his cargo was
illegal or untaxed. He did not know how
the man would react. Before he could
speak, Khasar snorted.
“Chen Yi,” he said, pointing at the
soldiers again. The master of the boat
reached up and pressed Khasar's arm

down before the gesture could be seen.
“I have friends on the docks,” he said.
“There will be no trouble here. Baotou
is my city, where I was born, do you
understand?”
Ho Sa translated and Khasar nodded.
“We should keep this one in view,
brother,” he said to Temuge. “He can't
betray us while he unloads, or he would
draw too much attention to whatever
we've been sitting on for the last few
weeks.”
“Thank you for your interest, Khasar,”
Temuge replied, his voice acid. “I have
considered what to do. We will take his

offer of a trip to the city and get in the
walls with him. After that, we will find
our men and head back.”
He spoke knowing Chen Yi could not
understand, but it was still with a sense
of foreboding. Finding the masons of
Baotou was one part of the plan they
could not predict back in the Xi Xia
kingdom. No one knew how easy they
would be to locate, or what dangers the
city would present. Even if they were
successful, Temuge was still not sure
how they would bring unwilling
prisoners out when a cry for help might
bring soldiers running. He considered
the wealth of silver Genghis had given
him to ease their passage.

“Will you be returning to the river,
Chen Yi?” he said. “We may not stay
long in the city.”
To his disappointment, the man shook
his head.
“I am home now and there are many
things I must do. I will not leave again
for many months.”
Temuge remembered how much they
had been charged for the passage, as if
Chen Yi had been reluctant to go so far.
“So you were always coming here?”
he asked, outraged.
Chen Yi grinned at him. “Poor men do

not go to Baotou,” he replied, chuckling.
Temuge glared at him until he strolled
back to his crew.
“I do not trust him,” Ho Sa murmured.
“He does not worry about soldiers on
the docks. He is carrying something
valuable enough to risk an armed attack,
and he is well known to every other
boatman in Baotou. I do not like this at
all.”
“We will be ready,” Temuge said,
though the words had thrown him into a
panic. The men on the docks and the
river were all enemies and he hoped to
pass unseen amongst them. Genghis had
pinned his hopes on them, but at times it
seemed he had set an impossible task.

The moon rose as a frozen sliver of
white, casting only a faint sheen on the
water. Temuge wondered if Chen Yi had
planned their arrival with even more
care than he had realized. The dark night
was a hindrance at first as Chen Yi
untied the ropes that held them to a river
post and sent two of the crew to work a
steering oar off the stern. As it swished
back and forth, Chen Yi himself used a
long pole to create a path through to the
docks. Sleepy men swore at him as the
pole thumped into wood, the noise
muffled in the dark. Temuge thought the
moon had moved by the time they were
in reach of the dock itself, though Chen

Yi had barely broken sweat from his
labors.
The docks were dark, though some of
the wooden buildings still showed light
in their windows and they could hear
laughter somewhere within. The yellow
glow from those places was all Chen Yi
seemed to need to find his place on the
dock, and he was the first to leap out on
the wooden pilings, a rope in his hand to
tie up the boat. He had not ordered
silence, but none of the crew talked as
they dismantled the sail. Even the noise
of them throwing open the hatches down
to the hold was muffled.
Temuge let out a long, relieved breath
to have reached land, but at the same

time, he felt his pulse increase. A few
shadowy figures could be seen, lounging
or sleeping. Temuge squinted at them,
wondering if they were beggars, whores,
or even informers. The soldiers he had
seen would surely be ready for night
landings. Temuge feared a sudden shout
or a rush of armed men that would be the
end of everything they had accomplished
so far. They had reached the city
Genghis had wanted, or at least the
closest point on the river to it. Perhaps
because they were so near to their goal,
he became convinced it would all come
to nothing, and he scrambled past the
others to step over the side onto the
wooden planking, stumbling as he did
so. It was Ho Sa who took his arm to

steady him, while Khasar vanished in the
dark.
Temuge wanted nothing more than to
leave the boat and its crew behind, but
he still worried that Chen Yi might
betray them. If the master of the boat had
understood the significance of Khasar
carrying a Mongol bow, the information
might buy him out of trouble. In a strange
land, even with Ho Sa's help, they would
be hard pressed to avoid a hunt,
especially one that knew they were
heading for Baotou.
A creaking sound came out of the
darkness, making Temuge reach for his
knife. He forced himself to relax as he
saw two carts approaching, drawn by

mules whose breath fogged the cold air.
The drivers stepped down and spoke in
low voices to Chen Yi, one of them
chuckling as they began to unload the
little boat. Temuge could not help but
strain his eyes to see what was coming
from it, but he could not make out
details. Whatever the men carried was
heavy, judging by the sounds they made
as they lifted it. Temuge and Ho Sa
found themselves drifting closer, drawn
by curiosity. It was Khasar who spoke
out of the dark, passing by with a dark
mass on his shoulder.
“Silk,” he hissed at Temuge. “I felt the
end of a roll.” They heard him grunt as
he heaved the weight onto the closest

cart before returning to them.
“If it's all like this, we've been
smuggling silk into the city,” he
whispered.
Ho Sa bit his lip unseen. “In such
quantity? It must have come from
Kaifeng or even Yenking itself. Such a
cargo is worth more than a few sailors
to defend it.”
“How much more?” Khasar asked, his
voice loud enough to make Temuge
wince.
“Thousands in gold,” Ho Sa replied.
“Enough to buy a hundred boats like this
one and a lord's house to put it in. This

Chen Yi is no small trader or thief. If he
has arranged to take this by river, it can
only be to divert the gaze of those who
might steal it. Even then he might have
lost it all if we had not been onboard.”
He thought for a moment before going
on.
“If the hold is full, it can only be from
the Imperial stock. It is not a matter of
paying taxes for it. It is fiercely
protected before sale. Perhaps this is
just the first stage on a route to take it
thousands of miles to its eventual
destination.”
“What does that matter?” Khasar
asked him. “We still need to get into the
city and he's the only one offering us a

ride.”
Ho Sa took a deep breath to hide a
spike of anger. “If anyone is looking for
the silk, we are more of a target than we
would be on our own. You understand?
It could be the worst thing we could do
to travel into Baotou with this. If the city
guards search the carts, we will be taken
and tortured for everything we know.”
Temuge felt his stomach twist at the
thought. He was on the point of ordering
the others to walk away from the docks
when Chen Yi appeared at his shoulder.
He carried a shuttered lamp, but his face
could be seen in the slight glow. His
expression was as tense as they had ever

seen him, and he shone with sweat.
“Climb on, all of you,” he said.
Temuge opened his mouth to make up
some excuse, but the crew had
abandoned their vessel. They held
knives and stood ready and Temuge
could find no words to offset his
growing fear. It was clear enough that
the passengers would not be allowed to
simply walk away into the night, not
after what they had seen. He cursed
Khasar for helping them with the rolls of
cloth. Perhaps that had raised their
suspicions even further.
Chen Yi seemed to sense
discomfort and nodded to him.

his

“You would not wish to make your
own way to the city in the dark,” he said.
“I will not allow it.”
Temuge winced, reaching up to heave
himself onto one of the carts. He noticed
how the crew waved Ho Sa to the
second one while allowing Khasar to
clamber on beside his brother. With a
sinking feeling, he realized Chen Yi had
split them deliberately. He wondered if
he would ever see Baotou or be dumped
by the road with his throat slit. At least
they still had their weapons. Khasar
carried his bow rewrapped in cloth and
Temuge had his little knife, though he
knew he could never fight his way out.
The carts remained still when a low

whistle came from the shadows of the
dock buildings. Chen Yi jumped lightly
down and whistled back. Temuge
watched in nervous fascination as a dark
form detached itself and walked toward
their little group. It was one of the
soldiers, or another very like him. The
man spoke in low tones and Temuge
strained to hear the words. He saw Chen
Yi hand over a heavy leather bag and
heard the soldier's grunt of pleasure at
the weight.
“I know your family, Yan. I know
your village, do you understand?” Chen
Yi said.
The man stiffened, understanding the

threat. He did not respond.
“You are too old to be a dock guard,”
Chen Yi told him. “In your hands you
have enough to buy retirement, a
smallholding perhaps, with a wife and
chickens. Perhaps it is time for you to
leave the docks behind.”
The man nodded in the gloom,
clutching the bag to his chest.
“If I am taken, Yan, I have friends
who will find you no matter where you
run.”
The man nodded again, jerkily. His
fear was obvious and Temuge wondered
yet again who Chen Yi was, if that was

even his real name. Surely no cargo of
stolen Imperial silk would be trusted to
a simple boat master.
The soldier vanished back among the
buildings, moving quickly with so much
wealth on his person. Chen Yi climbed
back on the cart and the drivers clicked
in their throats to the mules, starting them
off. Temuge let his fingers quest under
him for the oily feel of silk, but instead
met rough cloth with a heavy stitched
line. The silk had been covered, but he
could only hope Chen Yi had more of his
bribed men waiting at Baotou. He was
out of his depth, caught up in events he
could not control. One good search at the
city walls and he would never see the

Khenti mountains again. As Kokchu had
taught him, he prayed to the spirits to
guide him safely through the dark waters
of the days to come.
One of the crew stayed behind to take
the boat back onto the river. Alone, he
could hardly control it, and Temuge
guessed it would be sunk somewhere out
of sight of questioning officials. Chen Yi
was not the sort of man to make
mistakes, and Temuge wished he knew
whether the man was an enemy or a
friend.
Ho Sa's estimate of the distance to
Baotou had been correct, Temuge
judged. The city had been built around

eight miles from the river— some
twenty-five li, as the Chin judged
distance. The road was a good one,
paved with unbroken flat stones so
merchants could make good time from
the river. Dawn was barely visible to
the east as Temuge craned into the gloom
and saw the dark shadow of the city wall
coming closer. Whatever was going to
happen, whether it was a search of the
carts that would end in his death or a
quiet entry into Baotou, it would happen
soon. He felt a nervous sweat prickle on
his skin and scratched at his armpits.
Apart from the current danger, he had
never yet entered a city of stone. He
could not shake the image of an ant hill
somehow swallowing him up into a

heaving mass of strangers. The thought
of them pressing close made him breathe
shallowly, already afraid. The families
of his own people felt very far away.
Temuge leaned close to the dark shadow
that was his brother, almost touching his
ear with his lips so that they would not
be overheard.
“If we are discovered at the gate, or
the silk is found, we must run and find a
place to hide in the city.”
Khasar glanced to where Chen Yi sat
on the front of the cart. “Let us hope it
does not come to that. We'd never find
each other again and I think there is more
to our friend than a simple smuggler.”

Temuge sat back on the rough sacking
as Chen Yi looked around at them. In the
growing light, the intelligence in the
little man's gaze was disconcerting, and
Temuge looked past him to the city wall,
feeling his nervousness increase.
They were not alone on the road any
longer. The dawn light showed a line of
carts assembling in front of the gates.
Many more had clearly spent the night
off the road, waiting to be allowed in.
Chen Yi went past these as they stirred,
ignoring the yawning men who had
missed their place in the line. Mudbrown fields stretched into the distance,
the harvest of rice plants all gone to feed
the city. Baotou loomed above them all

and Temuge swallowed as he looked up
and up again at the gray stones.
The city gate was a massive
construction of wood and iron, perhaps
intended to impress travelers. At each
side, towers half as high again as the
gate could be seen, with a platform
between them. Soldiers were visible
there and Temuge knew they would have
a clear view of everything that passed
below. He saw they carried crossbows
and felt his stomach tighten.
The gate opened and Temuge stared
as more soldiers heaved it back,
blocking entry with a counterweighted
wooden spar. The closest carts did not
move as the soldiers took their

positions, ready for the day. Chen Yi's
drivers pulled gently on the reins, halting
their mules. They showed none of the
trepidation Temuge felt, and he struggled
to remember the cold face he had known
as a boy. It would not do for the soldiers
to see him sweat on a cold morning, and
he rubbed his sleeves over his forehead.
Behind them another merchant pulled
up and halted, calling out a cheerful
greeting to someone at the side of the
road. The line of carts moved slowly
into the city, and Temuge could see the
soldiers were stopping one in three,
exchanging curt conversation with the
drivers. The wooden spar had been
lifted for the first and was not brought

down again. Temuge began to repeat the
relaxing phrases Kokchu had taught him,
taking comfort from their familiarity.
The song of the wind. The land
underfoot. The souls of the hills. The
breaking of chains.
The sun had risen clear of the horizon by
the time Chen Yi's first cart reached the
gate. Temuge had been counting the
pattern of searches, and he thought they
might pass without interruption when the
merchant in front was checked and
passed on. With a growing sense of
terror, he saw the soldiers look up at
Chen Yi's impassive driver. One of them
seemed more alert than his sleepy

companions and it was that one who
stepped close.
“What is your business in Baotou?”
the soldier asked. He addressed the
driver, who began a rambling answer.
Temuge felt his heart throbbing as Chen
Yi looked over the guard's head into the
city. Beyond the gate was an open
square and a market already bustling at
the first light of dawn. Temuge saw Chen
Yi nod sharply and suddenly there was a
crash among the stalls that made the
soldier half turn.
Running children seemed to erupt
from all over the square, yelling and
swerving to avoid the stallholders. To
Temuge's astonishment, he saw plumes

of smoke rise from more than one
location, and he heard the soldier swear
and bark orders to his companions.
Stalls went over and many more
collapsed as the poles holding their
awnings were kicked over. Cries of
“Thief!” went up and the chaos grew
with every moment.
The guard at the gate slapped Chen
Yi's cart, though whether it was an order
to stay or go was not clear. With five
others, he ran to control what was
quickly becoming a riot. Temuge risked
a glance upwards, but the crossbowmen
on the bridge were hidden from his
view. He hoped they too were distracted
and forced himself to stare forward as

Chen Yi's driver clicked in his throat
and entered the city.
Fire raged in the little square as stall
after stall caught and crackled over the
cries of the sellers. Temuge saw
glimpses of running soldiers, but the
children were fast and already they were
vanishing into bolt-holes and alleys,
some carrying stolen goods.
Chen Yi did not look at the chaotic
scene as his two carts turned away from
the square into a quieter road. The
sounds dwindled behind them and
Temuge slumped on the sacking, wiping
more sweat from his brow.
It could not have been coincidence, he

knew. Chen Yi had given a signal. Once
again Temuge wondered about the man
they had met on the river. With such a
valuable cargo in his hold, perhaps he
had not cared about a few extra coins at
all. Perhaps he had merely wanted a few
more men to defend it.
They trundled through a maze of
roads, turning again and again onto
smaller tracks between houses. Temuge
and Khasar felt hemmed in by the press
of buildings, built so close together that
the rising sun could not touch the
shadows between. Three times, other
carts had been forced to back up into
side alleys to let them pass, and as the
sun rose, the streets filled with more

people than Temuge or Khasar could
believe. Temuge saw dozens of shops
serving hot food from clay bowls. He
could hardly imagine finding food
whenever you were hungry, without
having to slaughter or hunt for the meat.
Morning workers clustered around the
traders, eating with their fingers and
wiping their mouths on cloths before
moving back into the throng. Many of
them carried holed bronze coins strung
onto a cord or a wire. Although Temuge
had some idea of the value of silver, he
had never seen the exchange of coins for
goods, and he gaped at every new
wonder. He saw elderly scribes writing
messages for payment, squawking
chickens held for sale, racks of knives

and men to sharpen them on spinning
stones held between their legs. He saw
cloth dyers with hands stained blue or
green, beggars and sellers of amulets
against disease. Every street was
crowded, loud, and vibrant, and to his
surprise, Temuge loved it.
“This is wonderful,” he said under his
breath. Khasar glanced at him.
“There are too many people and the
city stinks,” he replied. Temuge looked
away, irritated with his foolish brother
who could not see the excitement of such
a place. For a time, he almost forgot the
fear that trailed him. He still half
expected a shout to go up somehow, as if
the gate guards would have followed

them so far into the labyrinth of Baotou.
It did not come and he saw Chen Yi
relax as they wound their way further
and further from the walls, disappearing
into the teeming heart of the city.

CHAPTER 13
THE TWO CARTS RUMBLED ON over the
stone streets until they reached a pair of
solid iron gates that opened as soon as
they drew up. It took a matter of
moments for the carts to enter and the
gates to close behind them. Temuge
looked back and bit his lip as he saw
wooden shutters being unfolded over the
bars, blocking the view of passersby.
After the noise and press of humanity,
it would have been a relief if not for the
sense of being confined. The city had left
him dazed and overwhelmed in its

complexity. Yet even as it excited him, it
pressed too close on his senses and
made him long for the empty plains, just
to take a breath before plunging back in
once more. He shook his head to clear it,
knowing he needed a sharp mind for
whatever would come.
The carts creaked and jerked as the
men jumped off, Chen Yi calling orders
to those around him. Temuge climbed
down to join Khasar, his earlier
nervousness returning in full force. Chen
Yi hardly seemed to notice his
passengers as a crowd of men came
trotting out from the buildings, each pair
carrying a roll of silk on their shoulders.
It did not take long for the precious

cargo to vanish into the house, and
Temuge wondered again at the
spiderweb of contacts Chen Yi seemed
to have in the city.
The home that enclosed the paved
courtyard was surely the property of a
wealthy man, Temuge thought. It was out
of keeping with the shamble of housing
they had passed through, though perhaps
there were others as well hidden. A
single story with a red-tiled roof
extended on all sides around him, though
the section facing the gate rose in
pointed apexes to a second level.
Temuge could only blink at the labor that
must have gone into so many hundreds or
even thousands of tiles. He could not

help but compare the building to the felt
and wicker gers he had known all his
life and felt a touch of envy. What luxury
had his people ever known on the
plains?
On all sides, the roof extended past
the walls, held up with columns of redpainted wood to form a long cloister.
Armed men stood at the corners and
Temuge began to realize they were
prisoners to Chen Yi's will. There was
no easy escape from that place.
When the carts had been emptied, the
drivers moved them away and Temuge
was left standing with Ho Sa and
Khasar, feeling vulnerable under the
gaze of strangers. He noticed Khasar had

his hand inside the roll of cloth that
wrapped his bow.
“We cannot fight our way out,” he
hissed at Khasar, who jumped as his
thoughts were echoed.
“I don't see anyone opening the gates
to let us go,” Khasar whispered back.
Chen Yi had vanished inside the
house and all three men were relieved to
see him return. He had put on a longsleeved black robe as well as donning
leather sandals. Temuge saw the little
man wore a curved sword on his hip and
seemed comfortable with the weight of
it.

“This is my jia: my home,” Chen Yi
said, to Temuge's private astonishment.
“You are welcome here. Will you eat
with me?”
“We have business in the city,” Ho Sa
said, gesturing toward the gate. Chen Yi
frowned. There was no trace of the
affable riverboat master in his manner.
He seemed to have shed the role
completely and stood with his hands
clasped behind his back, his face stern.
“I must insist. We have many things to
discuss.” Without waiting for them to
reply, he strode back into the house and
they followed him. Temuge cast a
lingering look over his shoulder at the
gate as he walked into the shadow of the

cloister. He repressed a shudder at the
thought of the sheer weight of the tiles
above his head. Ho Sa did not seem
troubled in the least, but Temuge could
imagine the massive beams crashing
down, crushing them all. He repeated
one of Kokchu's chants under his breath,
seeking calm that would not come.
The entrance to the main house was
through a wooden door layered in
polished bronze, punctured many times
in decorative patterns. Temuge saw the
shapes of bats etched into the metal and
wondered at their significance. Before
he could comment, he entered a room as
ornate as anything he had ever seen.

Khasar dropped the cold face over his
features rather than look surprised, but
Temuge opened his mouth at the
opulence of Chen Yi's home. For men
born in gers, it was astonishing. The air
smelled of some strange incense and yet
was subtly stale for men who had grown
in wind and mountains. Temuge could
not help but glance upwards at intervals,
constantly aware of the massive weight
above his head. Khasar too seemed
uncomfortable and cracked his knuckles
in the silence.
Couches and chairs stood against
screens of ebony and painted silk that
allowed light in from other rooms
beyond. At first glance, everything

seemed made of rich wood in matching
colors, pleasing to the eye. Columns of
highly polished timber ran the length of
the room, reaching up to crossbeams.
The floor too was made of thousands of
segments, polished so that it almost
glowed. After the filth of the city streets,
the room was clean and welcoming, the
golden wood making it seem warm.
Temuge saw that Chen Yi had exchanged
his sandals for a pair of clean ones at the
door. Flushing, Temuge returned to do
the same. As he stepped out of his boots,
a servant approached, kneeling before
him to help him don a clean set in white
felt.
Temuge saw lines of unbroken white

smoke rising from brass dishes at a
carved table on the far wall. He did not
understand what could merit such a
symbol of devotion, but Chen Yi bowed
his head to the little altar and murmured
a prayer of thanks for his safe return.
“You live with great beauty,” Temuge
said carefully, striving for the right
sounds. Chen Yi inclined his head in the
gesture they knew, one habit that had
survived the transformation.
“You are generous,” he said. “I think
sometimes that I was happier as a young
man, running goods on the Yellow
River. I had nothing then, but life was
simpler.”

“What are you now, to have such
wealth?” Ho Sa asked.
Chen Yi nodded to him rather than
reply. “You will wish to bathe before
you eat,” he said. “The smell of the river
is on us all.” He gestured for them to
follow and they exchanged glances as he
led them through into another courtyard
beyond the first. Both Temuge and
Khasar straightened a fraction as they
passed out into the sunshine and left the
heavy beams behind. Water could be
heard there and Khasar walked up to a
pool where sluggish fish stirred at his
shadow. Chen Yi had not noticed him
stop, but when he looked back and saw
Khasar begin to strip, he laughed

delightedly.
“You will kill my fish!” he said.
“Come further, where I have baths for
you.”
Khasar shrugged irritably, yanking his
robe back over his shoulders. He trailed
after Temuge and Ho Sa, ignoring the
amusement of the Xi Xia soldier.
At the far end of the second courtyard,
they saw open doors with wisps of
steam spilling out into the warm air.
Chen Yi gestured for them to enter.
“Do as I do,” he said. “You will
enjoy yourselves.”

He stripped quickly, revealing the
scarred and wiry little frame they knew
so well from the boat. Temuge saw two
pools of water sunk into the floor, with
steam rising lazily from one. He would
have made for it, but Chen Yi shook his
head and instead Temuge watched as
two male slaves approached and Chen
Yi raised his arms. To Temuge's
astonishment, the men upended buckets
of water over their master, then used
cloths wrapped around their hands to rub
him with some lathering substance until
he was slick and white with it. More
buckets followed and only then did he
step into the pool with a grunt of
pleasure.

Temuge swallowed nervously as he
dropped his robe to the floor. It was as
filthy as he was and he did not relish the
idea of being scrubbed by strangers. He
closed his eyes as the buckets were
poured over his head, then kept them
firmly closed as rough hands seemed to
pummel his body, swaying him from side
to side. The last buckets were freezing
and he gasped.
Temuge stepped gingerly into the hot
water. He felt the muscles in his back
and thighs relax as he found a stone seat
beneath the surface, and he grunted in
appreciation. The feeling was exquisite.
This was how a man should live! Behind
him, Khasar slapped away the hands of

the attendants as they reached out with
their cloths. They stood frozen at his
action, before one of them tried again.
Without warning, Khasar snapped a fist
into the side of the man's head, knocking
him reeling onto the hard tiles.
Chen Yi roared with laughter. He
called out an order and the slaves stood
back. The one who had been felled rose
warily, with his head bowed, as Khasar
took up a cloth and wiped at his body
until the rag was black. Temuge did not
look as Khasar raised a leg onto a stone
ledge along the wall to rub his genitals
clean. He finished the process by
upending a bucket over his own head, all
the time glaring at the man he had struck.

Khasar handed the bucket back and
murmured something that made the slave
tense and set his jaw. Ho Sa endured the
process with less fuss and they entered
the water together, Khasar swearing in
two languages as he lowered himself in.
The four men sat in silence for a time,
before Chen Yi rose and plunged into the
other pool. They copied him in silent
frustration, tired of the routines and
delays. In the second pool, Khasar
hissed out a breath at the cold, plunging
his head under the water and coming up
roaring as new energy filled him.
Neither of the Mongols had ever known
hot water, but a cold dip was no worse
than the rivers at home. Temuge looked

longingly back at the steaming bath he
had left, but did not return to it.
By the time they had settled
themselves, Chen Yi was out and being
dried by the towel slaves. Khasar and
Temuge did not linger and climbed out
after him, Khasar blowing like a
beached fish. The two slaves did not
approach Khasar a second time, instead
handing him a large, rough piece of cloth
to dry himself. He did so vigorously, his
skin showing a fresh bloom. He had
removed the string that held his hair, and
it whipped around in long black strands.
Temuge looked at the sorry pile of
soiled cloth that was his robe and was
reaching for it when Chen Yi clapped

his hands and the attendants brought in
fresh ones. There was pleasure in losing
the stink of the boats, Temuge thought,
running his hands over the soft material.
He could only guess what Chen Yi had
in mind for them as they walked back to
eat.
The food was plentiful, though Khasar
and Temuge looked in vain for mutton
among the dishes.
“What is this?” Khasar asked, picking
up a piece of white flesh in his fingers.
“Snake in ginger,” Chen Yi replied.
He pointed to another bowl. “You will
know dog, I am sure.”

Khasar nodded. “When times are
hard,” he replied, dipping his fingers
into a soup to search for another morsel.
Showing no sign of distaste, Chen Yi
took up a pair of wooden sticks and
showed the Mongols how to grasp a
piece of food between them. Only Ho Sa
was comfortable and Chen Yi grew
slightly flushed as both Khasar and
Temuge dropped pieces of meat and rice
on the cloth. Once more he showed them,
this time putting the pieces onto the
plates in front of the Mongols so that
they could pick them up with their
fingers.
Khasar held his temper. He had been
scrubbed, dipped, and given clothes that

itched. He was surrounded by strange
things he did not understand, and anger
simmered underneath the surface. When
he gave up on the strange sticks and
shoved them upright into a bowl of rice,
Chen Yi actually clucked under his
breath, removing them with a sharp
gesture.
“To leave them so is an insult,” Chen
Yi said, “though you could not have
known.”
Khasar found a plate of skewered
crickets easier to handle, biting into the
line of fried insects with evident
pleasure.
“This is better,” he said, his mouth

working busily. Temuge was prepared to
copy whatever Chen Yi did and dipped
balls of fried dough into salt water
before chewing them. When the crickets
were all gone, Khasar reached for a pile
of oranges, taking two. After spitting out
a piece of skin, he peeled the first with
his thumbs and relaxed visibly as he
pulled the flesh apart and ate it. He and
his brother waited for Chen Yi to speak,
their impatience obvious and growing.
When they had all finished, Chen Yi
eyed Khasar's efforts with the orange,
then placed his chopsticks on the table
and said nothing as his slaves removed
all evidence of the meal. When they
were alone again, he sat back on his

couch. His eyes lost their hooded look
and gained once more the sharpness of
the river master they knew.
“Why have you come to Baotou?” he
said to Temuge.
“Trade,”
Temuge
replied
immediately. “We are merchants.”
Chen Yi shook his head. “Merchants
do not carry a Mongol bow, nor shoot
one as your brother does. You are of that
people. Why would you be here in the
lands of the emperor?”
Temuge swallowed painfully as he
tried to think. Chen Yi had known for a
long time and not given them away, but

he could not bring himself to trust the
man, especially after so much
strangeness and confusion.
“We are of the tribes of the great
khan, yes,” he said. “But we have come
to open trade between our people.”
“I am a trader. Make your offers to
me,” Chen Yi replied. His face gave
nothing away, but Temuge could sense
the little man's fierce curiosity.
“Ho Sa asked who you were to have
so much wealth,” Temuge said slowly,
choosing the words. “You have this
house and slaves, but you took the role
of a smuggler on the river, bribing
guards and staging a diversion at the city

gate. Who are you that we should trust
you?”
Chen Yi's gaze was cold as he studied
them. “I am a man who is uncomfortable
at the thought of you blundering around
his city. How long would it take for you
to be captured by Imperial soldiers?
How long after that before you told them
everything you have seen?”
He waited while Temuge translated
for his brother.
“Tell him if we are killed or kept as
prisoners, Baotou will be burned to the
ground,” Khasar said, tearing the second
orange in two and sucking out a ragged
half. “Genghis will come for us next

year. He knows where we are and this
little man will see his precious house in
flames. Tell him that.”
“You would do well to be quiet,
brother, if we are to get out of here with
our lives.”
“Let him speak,” Chen Yi said. “How
would my city be burned if you are
killed?”
To Temuge's horror, Chen Yi spoke in
the language of the tribes. His accent
was rough, but clear enough. He froze as
he considered all the conversations Chen
Yi had overheard in the weeks it had
taken to reach Baotou.

“How do you know our tongue?” he
demanded, forgetting his fear for a
moment.
Chen Yi laughed, a high-pitched
sound that did nothing to settle the men at
the table.
“Did you think you were the first to
travel to Chin lands? The Uighurs have
ridden the silk road. Some have stayed.”
He clapped his hands and another man
came into the room. He was as clean as
they were and dressed in a simple Chin
robe, but his face was Mongol and the
breadth of his shoulders showed one
who had been raised with the bow. Ho
Sa and Temuge remained seated, but
Khasar rose to greet him, clasping his

hand and beating him on the back with
his fist. The stranger beamed at the
welcome.
“It is good to see a real face in this
city,” Khasar said.
The man seemed almost overcome to
hear the words. “And for me,” he said,
glancing at Chen Yi. “How are the
plains? I have not been home for many
years.”
“They are the same,” Khasar replied.
A thought struck him and his hand
dropped to where his sword would
usually lie on his hip. “Is this man a
slave?”

Chen Yi looked up without
embarrassment. “Of course. Quishan
was once a merchant, but he chose to
gamble with me.”
The man shrugged. “It is true. I will
not be a slave forever. A few more years
and my debt will be paid. Then I think I
will return to the plains and find a wife.”
“Find me first when you do. I will
give you a new start,” Khasar promised
him.
Chen Yi watched as Quishan bowed
his head. Khasar accepted the gesture as
if it was nothing new to him, and Chen
Yi's gaze became hard.

“Tell me again how my city will
burn,” he said.
Temuge opened his mouth, but Chen
Yi held up a hand.
“No, I do not trust you. Your brother
spoke the truth when he thought I could
not understand. Let him tell it all.”
Khasar shot a glance at Temuge,
thoroughly enjoying his brother's
frustration. He took a moment to choose
his words. Perhaps Chen Yi would have
them killed when he heard. He moved
his hand to where he had hidden a small
knife in the folds of his robe.
“We were once of the Wolves,”

Khasar said, at last, “but my brother has
united the tribes. The kingdom of Xi Xia
is our first vassal, though there will be
more.” Ho Sa shifted uncomfortably at
the words, but neither man looked at
him. Khasar sat like stone as he stared
into Chen Yi's eyes. “Perhaps I will die
here, tonight, but if I do, my people will
come amongst the Chin and tear down
your precious cities, one by one, stone
from stone.”
Chen Yi's face had grown tight as he
listened. His command of the language
was only what he had needed for trade,
and he would have suggested a switch
back to his own if it would not have
looked like weakness.

“News travels fast on the river,” he
said, refusing to respond to Khasar's
deadly intensity. “I had heard of the war
in Xi Xia, though not that your people
were triumphant. Is the king dead, then?”
“Not when I left,” Khasar replied.
“He paid tribute and a daughter. A
beautiful girl, I thought.”
“You have not answered my question,
except with threats,” Chen Yi reminded
him. “Why would you come here, to my
city?”
Khasar noticed the slight stress Chen
Yi had put on “my.” He did not have the
subtlety to play with words, or spin a
thread of lies Chen Yi would believe.

“We need masons,” Khasar said. He
heard Temuge let out a sharp breath at
his shoulder and ignored him. “We need
to know the secrets of your cities. The
great khan himself has sent us. Baotou is
just a place on a map with no great
significance.”
“It is my home,” Chen Yi murmured,
thinking.
“You can keep it,” Khasar said,
sensing the moment was right. “Baotou
will not be touched if we bring back
word of your help.”
He waited for Chen Yi to finish his
thoughts, sweat dripping down his face.
One shout and the room would fill with

armed men, he was certain. It was true
Genghis would destroy the city in
revenge, but Chen Yi could not be
certain of that. For all he knew, they
were boasting or lying.
It was Quishan who broke the silence.
He had paled at what he heard and his
voice was low with awe.
“The tribes are united?” he said. “The
Uighurs among them?”
Khasar nodded, his gaze never
leaving Chen Yi. “The blue tail is part of
the great khan's standard. The Chin have
held us down for a long time, but that is
over. We ride to war, brother.”

Chen Yi watched Quishan's face
carefully, seeing how the news brought
an expression of astonished hope.
“I will make a bargain with you,” he
said suddenly. “Whatever you need you
will have, from my hand. You will bring
the word back to your khan and tell him
that there is a man here he can trust.”
“What use is a smuggler to us?”
Khasar responded. Temuge almost
groaned as Khasar went on, “How can
you bargain for the fate of a city?”
“If you fail, or if you lie, I have lost
nothing. If you are telling the truth, you
will need allies, will you not?” Chen Yi
said. “I have power here.”

“You would betray the Imperial
court? Your own emperor?” Khasar
said. He asked the question to test Chen
Yi, and to his astonishment, the little
man spat on the polished floor.
“This is my city. Everything that goes
on here comes to my ears. I have no love
for nobles who think all men can be run
under their carts like animals. I have lost
family and friends to their soldiers, seen
loved ones hanged when they refused to
give up my name. What do I care for
them?”
He had risen as he spoke and Khasar
stood to face him.
“My word is iron,” Khasar said. “If I

say you will have this city, it will be
yours to rule when we come.”
“You can speak for the khan?” Chen
Yi said.
“He is my brother. I can speak for
him,” Khasar replied. Temuge and Ho
Sa could only look on as the two men
stared each other down.
“I knew you were a warrior on the
boat,” Chen Yi said. “You were a poor
spy.”
“I knew you were a thief, but a good
one,” Khasar replied. Chen Yi chuckled
and they took each other's hands in a
firm grip.

“I have many men who answer to me.
I will give you what you need and I will
see you safe back to your people,” Chen
Yi said. He sat, calling for wine as
Temuge began to talk. He could not
understand how the little man had come
to trust Khasar, but it did not matter.
They had their ally in Baotou.
As evening came, Khasar, Ho Sa, and
Temuge accepted the offer of a few
hours' sleep before a long night, retiring
to rooms off the second courtyard. Chen
Yi had never needed more than a few
hours' rest since his days running from
the soldiers in the alleyways of Baotou
—lifetimes ago. He sat up with Quishan

and two of his guards, and they talked in
low voices as they moved counters of
ivory on a mah-jongg board. Quishan
was silent for a long time as he clicked
the counters together in his hand. He had
known Chen Yi for almost ten years and
seen a ruthless desire for power come to
bloom in that time. The little man had
crushed three other leaders of Baotou's
criminal gangs, and he had not
exaggerated when he had told Khasar
that little went on in the city without it
reaching his ears.
Quishan discarded a tile and watched
as Chen Yi's hand hovered over it. The
man he had come to call a friend was
clearly distracted from the game, his

thoughts elsewhere. Quishan wondered
if he should raise the stakes and clear a
little more of his debt. He decided not
to, remembering other games where
Chen Yi had lulled him with exactly the
same approach, then won consistently.
He watched as Chen Yi took a
different tile and the game went round
the table, with one of the guards calling
“Pung” and making Quishan swear under
his breath.
As the guard showed three matching
tiles, Chen Yi put his hand down.
“No more tonight. You are getting
better, Han, but your gate duty is upon
us.”

Both guards rose and bowed. They
had been rescued from the worst street
slums, and they were strong and loyal to
the man who ruled the tong. Quishan
stayed, sensing Chen Yi wanted to talk.
“You are thinking of the strangers,”
Quishan said as he gathered up the tiles
on the table.
Chen Yi nodded, staring into the
darkness through the screen doors. The
evening was already cold and he
wondered what the hours ahead would
bring.
“They are strange people, Quishan. I
have said that to you before. I took them
on to guard my silk, when three of my

men fell ill. Perhaps my ancestors were
guiding me in that.” He sighed and
rubbed his eyes wearily. “Did you see
the way Khasar took note of the
positions of the guards? His eyes were
always moving. I thought on the boat that
I had never seen him relax, but you are
the same. Perhaps all your people are.”
Quishan shrugged. “Life is struggle,
master. Is that not also what the
Buddhists believe? On the plains of my
home, the weak die early. It has always
been that way.”
“I have never seen anyone shoot a
bow as well as that one. In near
darkness, on a rocking boat, he killed six
men without hesitation. Are all your

people so skilled?”
Quishan busied his hands with the
mah-jongg tiles, placing them back in
their leather carrying case.
“I am not, but the Uighurs value
learning and trade more than any other
tribe. The Wolves are known for their
ferocity.” He paused, his hands growing
still. “It is almost too much to believe
that the tribes have united under one
man, one khan. He must be
extraordinary.”
Quishan snapped the clasp closed on
the leather box, leaning back. He wanted
a drink to settle his stomach, but Chen Yi
never allowed alcohol when the night

needed clear heads.
“Will you welcome my people when
they ride to the walls?” Quishan asked
softly. He felt Chen Yi's gaze on him, but
he did not look up from his folded hands.
“You think I betrayed my city?” Chen
Yi asked him.
Quishan raised his gaze, seeing a dark
anger in the man he had grown to trust
over the years. “All this is new. Perhaps
this new khan will be destroyed by the
emperor's armies and those who called
themselves allies will suffer the same
fate. Have you considered that?”
Chen Yi snorted. “Of course, but I

have lived too long with a foot on my
neck, Quishan. This house, my slaves,
all those who follow me are just what
the emperor's ministers have missed
through sloth and corruption. We are
beneath their notice, like rats in their
warehouses. At times, they send a man to
make an example and he hangs a few
hundred. Sometimes they even catch
people who are valuable to me. Or
loved by me.” Chen Yi's face was like
stone as he spoke and Quishan knew he
was thinking of his son, no more than a
boy when he had been caught in a trawl
of the docks two years before. Chen Yi
himself had taken the body down from
where it swung in the river breeze.

“But a fire does not know who it
burns,” Quishan said. “You are inviting
the flames into your home, your city.
Who knows how it will end?”
Chen Yi was silent. He knew as well
as Quishan that the three strangers could
be made to vanish. There were always
bodies in the Yellow River, naked and
bloated as they floated by. The deaths
would never come back to him. Yet
something he had seen in Khasar had
stirred a thirst for revenge Chen Yi had
buried since the morning he had carried
his son's limp weight.
“Let them come, these people of yours
who use bows and horses. I judge them
more by you than the promises of men I

do not know. How long have you
worked for me?”
“Nine years, master,” Quishan said.
“And you have kept honor with me to
pay your debt. How many times could
you have escaped and gone back to your
people?”
“Three times,” Quishan admitted.
“Three when I thought I would be able to
run clear before you heard.”
“I knew about them,” Chen Yi replied.
“I knew of the boat master who made the
first offer. He was one of mine. You
would not have gone far before he cut
your throat.”

Quishan frowned at this information.
“You tested me, then.”
“Of course. I am not a fool, Quishan. I
never was. Let the flames come to
Baotou. I will stand alive on the ashes
when they are done. Let the Imperial
officers burn their plumes in them and I
will know contentment. I will know joy
at last.”
Chen Yi rose and stretched, his back
clicking audibly in the silent rooms.
“You are a gambler, Quishan, it is
why you have worked for me for so
long. I have never been one. I have made
this city my own, but still I must bow my
head whenever I see one of the

emperor's prancing favorites ride down
the streets. My streets, Quishan, yet I
bow and step into the filth of the gutters
rather than stand in their path.”
Chen Yi looked out into the darkness,
his eyes dead in his face.
“I will stand now, Quishan, and the
tiles will fall as they please.”

CHAPTER 14
AS MIDNIGHT CAME, a heavy rain began to
fall on the city of Baotou. The downpour
hissed on the streets and rattled on the
tiles so that it sounded like distant
thunder. Chen Yi seemed pleased at the
turn in the weather as he handed swords
to his men. Even the beggars would
shrink back in their doorways while the
rain came down. It was a good omen.
As they stepped out onto the dark
street, Khasar and Ho Sa stared up and
down its length to see if they were
observed. The moon was hidden and

there was only dim light when the
rushing clouds drifted open in patches.
Temuge had assumed the water would
wash away some of the stench of the
city. Instead, it seemed to bloom in the
air, the taint of human filth carried on the
damp so that it seeped into his lungs and
made him nauseous. The gutters were
already full and Temuge saw dark, wet
things he could not name tumbling along,
borne by the current. He shuddered,
suddenly aware of the writhing press of
humanity all around him. Without Chen
Yi, he would not have known where to
begin his search in the maze of houses
and shops, piled on top of one another in
all directions.

Two more of Chen Yi's men had
joined them at the gate. Although there
was no official curfew, ten men would
be challenged by any soldiers still on the
streets. Chen Yi gave one the task of
scouting each crossroads, and instructed
two more to hang back and see if they
were followed. Temuge could not
escape the feeling he was heading into a
battle. As the rain poured down he
handled the wet hilt of the sword Chen
Yi had pressed on him, hoping he would
not have to draw it. He was shivering as
they set off, moving at a light trot. The
gates closed behind them with an
audible clang, but no one looked back.
On

some

of

the

streets,

the

overhanging eaves of houses formed a
strip of dry road. Chen Yi slowed to a
walk as he led the group past those,
unwilling to have the sound of running
feet draw residents out to watch. The
city was not fully dark, nor sleeping.
Temuge saw occasional lights from
forges and warehouses, still working
into the night. Despite Chen Yi's
precautions, Temuge was certain he
could feel eyes on them as they passed.
In the gloom, Temuge lost track of
time until it seemed he had been running
for half the night. There was no pattern
to the streets as they wound over and
around each other, sometimes little more
than dirt tracks with clotted mud that

spattered them up to their knees. Temuge
was winded after only a short time, and
more than once, someone took his arm in
the darkness and yanked him onwards,
forcing him to keep up. He swore under
his breath as one such jerk on his sleeve
made him step into a gutter and
something soft and cold became trapped
between his toes. He hoped it was rotten
fruit and nothing worse, but he did not
stop.
Only once did the front runner return
to guide Chen Yi down a different path.
Temuge hoped the soldiers were
spending the night in a warm barracks
rather than being frozen and drenched as
he was.

Chen Yi stopped his panting men at
last in the shadow of the city wall itself.
Temuge could see it as a bank of deeper
darkness. On the other side lay the world
he knew and he had a sense of the
protection it brought to the city. Such a
wall had served the Xi Xia king in
Yinchuan. All the warriors Genghis had
summoned could not make a breach in
such a thing. It ran into the distance,
looming over a wide street of houses
that looked much as Chen Yi's own
home. These, though, were not hidden in
the slums, but rose well spaced and
carried the scent of flowering gardens on
the breeze. Even the pattern of streets
had changed in this part of Baotou. They
jogged through a grid of islands, each

one separate from the city behind its
gates and walls. Temuge struggled to
catch his breath. He almost choked as
Khasar slapped him on the shoulders, his
brother standing comfortably as if he had
been out for an evening stroll.
The two runners behind came up
quickly, shaking their heads. They had
not been followed. Chen Yi did not
pause to rest, whispering orders to them
to stay out of sight as he approached the
closest gate. The man's gaze fell on
Temuge as he stood there with his hands
resting on his knees, and he came close
to speak into his ear.
“There will be guards. They will
wake their master and I will speak to

him. Make no threats in my city, Mongol.
The owner will be nervous to have
strangers so late in his house and I do
not want weapons to be drawn.”
Chen Yi turned away, smoothing
down his black robe with his hands as
he neared the gate. Two of his men
accompanied him and the rest of the
group faded to one side where they
could not be seen. Khasar took Temuge
by the sleeve and dragged him with them
before he could protest.
Chen Yi himself thumped on the gate
and Temuge saw yellow light fall on his
face as a hinged square opened in the
wood.

“Tell your master he has a visitor on
Imperial business,” Chen Yi said, his
voice firm. “Rouse him, if he sleeps.”
Temuge could not hear the reply, but
after an age, the square opened again and
Chen Yi looked into another face.
“I do not know you,” the man said
clearly.
Chen Yi stood very still. “The Blue
Tong knows you, Lian. Tonight, your
debts will be paid.”
The gate opened quickly, but Chen Yi
did not step across the threshold.
“If you have crossbows waiting, Lian,

it will be your last night. I have men
with me, but the streets are dangerous.
Do not be alarmed and all will be well.”
The unseen man murmured a reply, his
voice shaking. Only then did Chen Yi
turn his gaze on the others and gesture
them to follow him in.
Temuge saw fear in the man who had
been summoned from his bed. Lian was
almost as wide across the shoulders as
Khasar, but he trembled visibly, keeping
his eyes downcast as Chen Yi strode
into his home.
There was only one guard at the gate
and he too kept his eyes averted from
those who entered. Temuge felt his

confidence grow and he looked around
him with interest as soon as the gate was
shut on the street. The run through the
rain and darkness was behind and he
enjoyed the subservient way the master
mason of Baotou reacted.
Lian stood as if stunned before Chen
Yi, his hair wild from sleep.
“I will have food and drink
prepared,” he murmured, but Chen Yi
shook his head.
“It will not be necessary. Show me to
where we can talk in private.” Chen Yi
looked around at the courtyard of the
home. The mason had prospered under
Imperial rule. As well as repairing the

wall, he was responsible for the creation
of three barracks and the race course in
the heart of the Imperial district. Yet his
home was simple and elegant. Chen Yi's
gaze fastened on the single guard and he
saw that he stood very close to a bell
hanging from a beam.
“You would not want your man to
summon soldiers here, Lian. Tell him to
stand away from that bell, or I will
believe you doubt my word.”
The mason nodded to the soldier, who
winced visibly and took up a new
position near the main house. The rain
grew heavier, pounding into the small
courtyard. Chilled by it, the mason
seemed to come to himself. He led them

into the house and hid his fear in the
lighting of lamps. Temuge saw his hand
shake as he held the taper to wick after
wick, more than they needed, as if the
light could banish his fear.
Chen Yi settled himself on a hard
couch as he waited for the mason to
finish fussing round the room. Khasar,
Ho Sa, and Temuge stood together,
watching the scene in silent fascination.
Chen Yi's guards took positions behind
their master and Temuge saw the
mason's eyes flicker over them,
registering the threat.
At last he could not delay any longer.
He seated himself across from Chen Yi,

pressing his hands together to hide the
way they shook.
“I have paid my tithe to the tong,”
Lian said. “Was it short?”
“It was not,” Chen Yi replied. He
took a moment to smooth the rainwater
off his face, running his hand over his
hair and flicking the drops onto the
wooden floor. Lian's gaze followed
them. “It is not that which brings me to
you.” Before Chen Yi could continue,
Lian spoke again, unable to stop himself.
“The workers, then? I used all the men
I could, but two of those you sent would
not work. The others complained that
they did not carry their share. I was

going to dismiss them this morning, but if
it is your will that they remain . . .”
Chen Yi could have been carved out
of marble as he studied the master
mason.
“They are the sons of friends. They
will remain, but that is not why I am
here.”
The mason slumped slightly in his
seat. “Then I do not understand,” he
said.
“Do you have one who can take over
the work of maintaining the wall?”
“My own son, lord.”

Chen Yi sat very still until the mason
looked up at him.
“I am not a lord, Lian. I am a friend
who must ask a favor.”
“Anything,” Lian replied, tensing for
the worst.
Chen Yi nodded, pleased. “You will
summon your son and tell him he must
take over the work for a year, perhaps
two. I have heard good reports of him.”
“He is a fine son,” Lian agreed
immediately. “He will listen to his
father.”
“That is wise, Lian. Tell him you will

be gone for that time, perhaps to find a
new source of marble in a quarry
somewhere. Make up whatever lie you
wish, but do not leave him suspicious.
Remind him the debts of the father are
his while you are gone and explain the
tithe he must pay to the tong if he wishes
to work. I do not want to have to remind
him myself.”
“It is done,” Lian said. He was
sweating, Temuge saw, a bright line of
droplets appearing on his hairline. He
saw the burly mason gather his courage
to ask a question.
“I will tell my wife and children the
same, but may I know the truth?”

Chen Yi shrugged, cocking his head to
one side. “Will it change anything,
Lian?”
“No, lord. I am sorry . . .”
“It does not matter. You will
accompany these friends of mine out of
the city. They need your expertise, Lian.
Bring your tools and, when your work is
done, I will see to it that you are
rewarded.”
The mason nodded miserably and
Chen Yi stood abruptly.
“Speak to those you love, Lian, then
come with me.”

The mason left the group alone and
disappeared into the darkness of the
house. Those who remained relaxed a
little and Khasar wandered over to a silk
hanging, using the material to dry the
rain from his face and hair. Temuge
heard the distant wail of a child as the
man passed on what he had been told.
“I do not know what we would have
done if you had not been here to help
us,” Ho Sa said to Chen Yi.
The master of the tong smiled slightly.
“You would have blundered around my
city until the soldiers caught you.
Perhaps I would have come to watch the
foreign spies impaled or hanged. The
gods are fickle, but this time, they were

with you.”
“Have you given thought to getting us
out of the city?” Temuge asked. Before
Chen Yi could respond, Lian returned.
His eyes were red, but he stood tall and
had lost some portion of his fear. He
wore a coat of heavy waxed cloth
against the rain, and over one shoulder
was a rolled leather pack that he
clutched as if it gave him comfort.
“I have my tools,” he said to Chen Yi.
“I am ready.”
They left the house behind and once
again Chen Yi sent a man ahead to watch
for soldiers walking their patrols. The

rain had lessened and Temuge saw the
north star briefly through the clouds.
Chen Yi had explained nothing, but they
headed west along a road parallel to the
wall and Temuge could only trot with
them.
In the darkness ahead, they heard a
voice cry out and the group halted as
one.
“Keep your blades out of sight,” Chen
Yi
hissed.
Temuge
swallowed
nervously, hearing footsteps on the
paved road. They waited for the man
ahead to come back, but instead, they
heard the tramp of iron-shod sandals and
Chen Yi darted his gaze around, taking
in possible routes of escape.

“Stand still,” a voice snapped out of
the darkness. Temuge was close enough
to see Chen Yi grimace.
There were six soldiers in scaled
armor, led by a man wearing a plumed
helmet of hard bristles. Temuge groaned
to himself at the sight of the crossbows
they held. Chen Yi's men stood little
chance of fighting their way through. He
felt panic rise like acid in his throat and
he started to back away without thinking.
It was Khasar's iron grip that held him in
place.
“Where is your captain?” Chen Yi
demanded. “Lujan can vouch for me.”
He saw that they held his man by the

scruff of his neck. The man struggled in
the grip, but Chen Yi did not look at him.
The plumed officer frowned at the
tone, stepping forward from his men.
“Lujan is off-duty tonight. What
business do you have to be running the
streets in the dark?”
“Lujan will explain,” Chen Yi said.
He licked his lips nervously. “He told
me his name would let us pass.”
The officer glanced back at the
hapless man being held by his neck.
“I have not been told. You come back
to the barracks and we will ask him.”

Chen Yi sighed. “No. No, we will not
do that,” he said. Chen Yi darted
forward with a knife in his fist, punching
it into the throat of the officer so that he
fell back with a choking cry. The
soldiers behind loosed their crossbows
instantly, firing into the group. Someone
cried out and then Chen Yi's men were
among them, hacking their blades into
the soldiers.
Khasar drew the sword he had been
given and roared at the top of his lungs.
The bark of sound made the closest
soldier take a step back, and Khasar
knocked him down, stepping in close to
hammer his forearm across the man's
face. The impact took the soldier's feet

out from under him, and Khasar lunged
past, lost in a vicious whirl where he
used elbows, feet, head: anything to
bring his enemies to the ground. Those
who had shot their bolts could only raise
the bows to defend themselves. Khasar's
blade smashed one of the weapons to
pieces before he hacked the edge into a
soldier's neck. In the darkness, he moved
through them like a breeze, kicking at an
exposed knee and feeling it break. The
soldiers were clumsy in their armor and
Khasar was faster, whipping round as he
sensed every threat before it could come
close. He felt someone grasp him from
behind, trapping his sword arm. He
smashed his head backwards, striking
with his elbows, and was rewarded with

a grunt of pain as his attackers fell away.
Temuge shouted as one of the soldiers
collided with him. He flailed wildly
with his own sword, terror stealing his
strength. Somewhere a bell began to
ring. As he registered the sound, he felt
himself being lifted and he screamed,
falling silent when Ho Sa slapped his
face.
“Get up. It is over,” Ho Sa snapped,
embarrassed for him. Temuge gripped
his arm as he rose, staring at the sight of
Khasar surrounded by broken bodies.
“You call these soldiers, Chen Yi?”
Khasar said. “They move like sick
sheep.”

Chen Yi stood stunned as Khasar
casually shoved his sword into the chest
of one who still moved, finding a place
under the scales of armor before leaning
his full weight on it. He could hardly
believe how quickly the Mongol warrior
had moved. His own guards were men
picked for their skill, but Khasar had
made them look like farmers. He found
himself wanting to defend the soldiers of
his city, much as he hated them.
“There are six city barracks, each
with five hundred or more of these sick
sheep,” he replied. “It has been enough.”
Khasar prodded one of the bodies
with his foot. “My people will eat them
alive,” he said. He winced then and

touched his hand to his collarbone. It
came away stained with blood, quickly
diluted in the rain so that it ran between
his fingers.
“You are cut,” Temuge said.
“I am too used to fighting in armor,
brother. I let the blow through.” In
irritation, Khasar kicked the officer's
helmet where it lay near his feet, sending
it skittering over the paving.
Two of Chen Yi's men hung limp
between their fellows, blood pooling
into the puddles of rainwater. Chen Yi
examined them, his fingers touching the
bolts that stood out in their chests. He
thought quickly, his plans in disarray.

“No man can avoid the wheel,” he
said. “Let them lie here to be found. The
Imperial officers will want bodies to
show to the crowds tomorrow.”
The two dead men were released,
sprawling on the stones. Temuge saw
that others among them bore wounds and
they panted like dogs in the sun. Chen Yi
turned to him then, his anger becoming
scorn.
“You are safe for the moment,
frightened one, but they will rip the city
apart looking for us. If I do not get you
out tonight, you will be here until
spring.”
Temuge's

cheeks

burned

in

humiliation. All the group was staring at
him and Khasar looked away. Chen Yi
sheathed his blade and resumed the trot
that would carry them to the walls. The
runner had survived the bloody fight and
he went ahead once more.
The west gate was smaller than the one
they had passed through on their journey
from the river. Temuge despaired when
he saw light growing ahead and heard
shouting. Whichever citizen had rung a
warning bell, the soldiers had roused
themselves from their barracks and Chen
Yi was hard pressed to avoid being
seen. He headed for a dark building near
the gate, hammering on the door to be let

in. Temuge could hear the clatter of
armored men coming closer as the door
opened and they piled inside, slamming
it quickly shut behind them.
“Get men to the highest windows,”
Chen Yi told the one who had answered
his knock. “Have them call down what
they see.” He swore under his breath
then and Temuge did not dare speak to
him. The sight of the ugly gash running
the length of Khasar's collarbone stirred
Temuge from his panic, and he asked
one of Chen Yi's men for a needle and
catgut thread. His brother watched with
just the occasional grunt as Temuge
stitched the skin in a ragged line. The
blood and rain had cleaned it and he

thought it would not fester. The action
helped to still his thumping heart and
prevented him from dwelling on the fact
that they were being hunted at that very
moment.
One of the men above called down,
his voice a harsh whisper as he leaned
over a banister: “The gate is shut and
barricaded. I can see perhaps a hundred
soldiers, though most are on the move.
Thirty hold the gate.”
“Crossbows?” Chen
looking up at the man.

Yi

asked,

“Twenty, maybe more.”
“Then we are trapped. They will

search the city for us.” He turned to
Temuge. “I can no longer help you. If I
am found, they will kill me and the Blue
Tong will have a new leader. I must
leave you here.”
The mason Lian had not fought with
the others. Unarmed, he had stepped into
the gutter as soon as the fight had started.
It was he who answered Chen Yi, his
voice rumbling in the shocked silence.
“I know a way out,” he said. “If you
don't mind a little dirt on your hands.”
“Soldiers in the street!” the man
above hissed down at them. “They are
knocking on doors, searching the
houses.”

“Tell us quickly, Lian,” Chen Yi said.
“If we are caught, you will not be
spared.”
The mason nodded, his face grim.
“We must go now. It is not far from
here.”
Mutton-fat lamps burned and spat,
casting a dim yellow light as Genghis
faced a line of six kneeling men. Each of
them had his hands bound behind his
back. To a man, they showed the cold
face, as if terror of the khan did not
gnaw at them. Genghis strode up and
down the line. He had been summoned
from the bed of Chakahai and had risen
with fury, even when he saw it was

Kachiun who called his name in the
darkness.
The six men were brothers, ranging
from the youngest who was barely more
than a boy to mature warriors with
wives and children of their own.
“Each of you spoke an oath to me,”
Genghis snapped. His temper flared as
he spoke and for an instant he was
tempted to take the heads of all six.
“One of you killed a boy of the
Uriankhai. Let him speak and only one
will die. If he does not, your lives are
mine to take.” He drew his father's
sword slowly, letting them hear the
sound. Outside the ring of lamps, he

sensed the presence of a growing crowd,
called from sleep by the prospect of
seeing justice. He would not disappoint
them. Genghis stood over the youngest of
the brothers and raised the sword as if it
weighed nothing.
“I can find him, my lord,” Kokchu
said softly from the edge of the darkness.
The brothers looked up to see the
shaman enter the dim light, his eyes
terrible. “I have only to lay my hand on
each head to know the one you seek.”
The brothers were visibly trembling
as Genghis nodded, sheathing his sword.
“Work your spells, shaman. The boy
was torn apart. Find me who did it.”

Kokchu bowed low and stood before
the brothers. They did not dare look at
him, though their frozen expressions
were strained and quivering.
Genghis watched in fascination as
Kokchu pressed his hand lightly to the
first man's head and closed his eyes. The
words of the shaman's tongue erupted
forth from him in a liquid roll of sound.
One of the brothers jerked away and
almost fell before struggling upright.
As Kokchu lifted his hand, the first
brother swayed, dazed and pale. The
crowd outside the light had grown and
hundreds murmured in the dark. Kokchu
moved to the second man and took an
indrawn breath, closing his eyes.

“The boy . . .” he said. “The boy saw.
. .” He stood very still and the camp held
their breath to watch him. At last Kokchu
shook himself, as if shrugging off a
heavy weight. “One of these men is a
traitor, lord. I have seen it. I have seen
his face. He killed the boy to stop him
telling what he saw.”
With one sharp step, Kokchu stepped
to the fourth man in the line, the oldest of
the brothers. His hand snapped out and
his fingers writhed like bones in the
man's black hair.
“I did not kill the boy!” the brother
shouted, struggling.

“If you lie, the spirits will steal your
soul,” Kokchu hissed into the shocked
silence. “Now lie again and show the
lord khan the fate of traitors and
murderers.”
The warrior was slack-faced with
terror as he cried out, “I did not kill the
boy. I swear it!” Under Kokchu's heavy
hand, he convulsed suddenly and the
crowd shouted in fear. They watched in
horror as the man's eyes rolled up in his
head and his jaw flopped open brokenly.
He fell to one side, breaking the awful
grip as he jerked and spasmed, his
bladder releasing a great rush of
steaming urine onto the frozen grass.
Kokchu stood watching until the man

was still, his eyes still showing white in
the gleam from the lamps. The silence
was immense, filling the camp. Only
Genghis could break it and even he had
to struggle to overcome the sense of awe
and dread that gripped him.
“Cut the bonds of the other men,” he
said. “The boy's death has been
answered.” Kokchu bowed to him then
and Genghis dismissed the crowd to
their homes to wait fearfully for the sun
to return.

CHAPTER 15
ALARM BELLS RANG ACROSS BAOTOU as
they hurried through the night, following
Lian. Even the dark was lifting in places,
as householders woke and lit lamps from
every gate. They ran through pools of
light where the rain showed as gold
flecks, then on into blackness.
The soldiers had not seen them leave,
though it had been close. Lian clearly
knew the area well and darted through
tiny alleys behind the houses of the rich
without hesitation. Most of the Imperial
guards had turned out in the area of the

gates, but they were working their way
inwards to the center of the city,
tightening their grip as they searched for
the criminals who had killed their men.
Temuge panted weakly as he struggled
on. They were heading along the wall,
though at times, Lian turned away from it
to avoid open courtyards and street
crossings. Khasar loped at his side,
watching for soldiers. After the fight, he
was smiling whenever Temuge looked at
him, though Temuge suspected it was the
smile of an idiot who could not imagine
the consequences of being caught. His
own imagination was brutal enough for
both of them, and he cringed as he ran,
imagining hot irons on his flesh.

Lian halted near a quiet section of the
wall. The antlike scurrying of soldiers
had been left behind, but the warning
bells had brought the people out to their
doorways, peering fearfully at the
running men.
Lian turned to them, breathing heavily.
“The wall is being repaired here. We
can climb the ropes for the rubble
baskets. You won't find another way out
of Baotou tonight.”
“Show me,” Chen Yi said.
Lian glanced around him at the pale
faces watching from every window in
sight. He swallowed nervously and

nodded, leading them to where they
could lay their hands on the ancient
stones of the city wall.
Ropes lay coiled in the darkness and
they could see the bulbous shapes of the
soft baskets used to carry rubble up to
the crest, where it was dumped into the
core of the wall. Three of the ropes
were taut and Chen Yi gripped one of
them with a pleased exclamation.
“You have done well, Lian. Are there
no ladders?”
“They are locked away at night,” Lian
replied. “I could break the locks easily
enough, but it would delay us.”

“Then this will do. Take this one and
show how it is done.”
The mason dropped his roll of tools to
the ground and began climbing, grunting
with the effort. It was difficult to judge
the height of the wall in the dark, but it
seemed huge to Temuge as he stared
upwards. He clenched his fists in the
darkness, desperate not to be humiliated
again in front of Khasar. He would
climb it. The thought of being lifted like
a sack of hammers was too awful to
contemplate.
Ho Sa and Khasar went up together,
though Khasar looked back at Temuge
before starting to climb. No doubt he
thought his weak brother would slip and

fall on Chen Yi like divine retribution.
Temuge stared furiously at him until
Khasar grinned and climbed like a rat,
making it look easy despite his wound.
“The rest of you will wait here,” Chen
Yi murmured to his men. “I will go up
with these, then return to you once they
are safely down. Someone will have to
pull the lines back from the other side.”
He handed a thick rope to Temuge and
watched as the younger man began to
ascend, pulling himself up the wall with
shaking arms. Chen Yi shook his head in
exasperation.
“Do not fall, fearful one,” he said. A
small man, Chen Yi ascended quickly,

leaving Temuge climbing alone in the
dark. His arms were burning and sweat
poured into his eyes, but he forced
himself to walk up the rough stone,
hanging out over the men below. There
was no light near the top and he almost
let go in shock when strong hands
grabbed him and dragged him onto the
crest.
Temuge lay panting, ignored by the
others and desperately relieved. His
heart pounded wildly as they stood and
looked back into the city. Below, the
baskets of rubble had been cut free and
they pulled the ropes up quickly,
dropping them over the other side.
The wall was ten feet wide at the

crest and the rope stretched over it. Lian
swore under his breath as he saw the
ropes would not reach right to the
ground outside the city.
“We will have to jump the last part
and hope no one breaks a leg,” he said.
The last rope had to be pulled up. It
bumped its way to the top with the
bundle of Lian's tools, Khasar's bow,
and three plain swords all wrapped
together. Lian lowered it down the
outside of the wall and paused, waiting
for Chen Yi to give the order.
“Go now,” Chen Yi said. “You will
have to walk unless you can find a place
to buy mules.”

“I am not riding a mule,” Khasar said
immediately. “Are there no ponies worth
stealing in this land?”
“It is too much risk. Your people lie
to the north, unless you intend to return
by way of the Xi Xia. It is not more than
a few hundred li from here, but there
will be garrisons of Imperial soldiers on
every road and pass. You would do
better to head west past the mountains,
traveling only by night.”
“We'll see,” Khasar said. “Goodbye,
little thief. I will not forget how you
have helped us.” He crouched on the far
edge, then slid over to hang on his
elbows before reaching for the dangling
rope. Ho Sa followed with merely a nod

to Chen Yi, and Temuge too would have
gone without a word if the little man
hadn't laid a palm on his shoulder.
“Your khan has what he wanted. I will
hold him to promises made in his name.”
Temuge nodded briskly. He did not
care whether Genghis torched Baotou to
the ground. “Of course,” he said. “We
are an honorable people.”
Chen Yi watched as he climbed
down, as ungainly and feeble as before.
When the leader of the Blue Tong was
alone on the wall, he sighed. He did not
trust Temuge, with his shifting eyes and
visible cowardice. In Khasar he had
sensed a fellow spirit; a ruthless man,

but one he hoped would share his sense
of honor and debt. He shrugged as he
turned back to the city. He could not be
certain. He did not enjoy the thrill of
gambling and had never understood it in
those who did. “The tiles are flying,” he
murmured. “Who knows where they will
fall?”
The four men were dusty and footsore by
the tenth day. Unused to walking, Khasar
had developed a limp and his mood was
surly as they trudged on. Once out of
reach of Chen Yi, Lian too had asked
only a few questions before settling into
a grim silence. He walked with his tools
over his shoulder, and though he shared

the hares Khasar killed with his bow, he
made no attempt to join in the
conversations as the others planned their
route. A biting wind made them walk
with one hand on their robes, bunching
the cloth tight.
Khasar had wanted to take the shortest
trails north. Temuge had argued and
been ignored, but Ho Sa had swayed him
with descriptions of the Chin forts and
the wall that guarded the empire from
invaders. Though it was broken, there
were still guards enough to pose a
danger to four men alone. The only safe
path was to head west along the banks of
the Yellow River until they reached the
mountains that straddled the Xi Xia

kingdom and the Gobi desert.
At the end of the tenth day, Khasar had
insisted on entering a Chin village to
look for ponies. He and his brother still
carried a small fortune in silver and gold
—enough to terrify peasants who would
not have seen anything like that level of
wealth. Even finding a merchant willing
to change a few silvers into bronze was
difficult. They left empty-handed and set
off again as night fell, unwilling to
remain in one place for long.
As the moon rose, the four weary men
were deep in pine woods, making slow
time on animal paths and trying to keep
sight of the stars to guide them. For the
first time in his life, Temuge had become

aware of his own smell of sweat and dirt
and wished for another opportunity to
bathe in the Chin style. He looked back
on his first experience of a city with
nostalgia, remembering the cleanliness
of Chen Yi's house. He cared nothing for
the beggars, or the mass of people like
maggots in flyblown meat. He was the
son and brother of a khan and would
never fall to such a low estate. To find
that wealthy men could live as he had
seen was a revelation, and he asked
questions of Lian as they walked in the
darkness. The mason seemed surprised
that Temuge should know so little of city
life, hardly understanding how each new
fact was like water to a dry soul. He told
Temuge
of
apprenticeship
and

universities, where great thinkers came
to exchange ideas and argue without
bloodshed. As a mason, he spoke of
sewers being laid even in the poorest
sections of the city, though corruption
had stalled the works for more than a
dozen years. Temuge drank it all in, and
as he walked he dreamed of strolling
with learned men in sunlit courtyards,
discussing great issues with his hands
clasped behind his back. Then he would
stumble on a hidden root and Khasar
would laugh at him, shattering the
images.
It was Khasar who stopped on the
trail without warning, letting Ho Sa
thump into his back. The Xi Xia soldier

was too much of an old hand to break the
silence. Lian stopped in confusion and
Temuge raised his head from private
thoughts, his breath catching in his
throat. Surely they had not been tracked?
They had seen a guard post on a road
two days behind, giving it a wide berth.
Could the word have gone out to find the
fugitives? Temuge felt a stab of despair,
suddenly certain that Chen Yi had given
them up in exchange for his life. It was
what Temuge would have done and as
panic overwhelmed him in the darkness,
he saw enemies in every shadow.
“What is it?” Temuge hissed to his
brother's back.
Khasar turned his head this way and

that, searching for sound. “I heard
voices. The wind has changed now, but
they were there.”
“We should head south for a few
miles to lose them,” Ho Sa whispered.
“If they are looking for us, we can use
the woods to lay up for a day.”
“Soldiers don't camp in woods,”
Khasar said. “It's too easy to creep up on
a man. We'll go ahead, but slowly. Have
your weapons ready.”
Lian removed a long-handled hammer
from his roll of tools, swinging the head
onto his other shoulder.
Temuge stared at Khasar in growing

anger. “What do we care who else is in
these woods?” he demanded. “Ho Sa is
right, we should go around them.”
“If they have horses, it's worth the
risk. I think it's going to snow and I'm
tired of walking,” Khasar replied.
Without another word, he padded
stealthily on, forcing them to follow.
Temuge cursed him in silence. Men like
Khasar would not walk the avenues in
the city of his imagination. They would
guard the walls perhaps, while better
men were given the honor and dignity
they deserved.
As they walked along the narrow
track, the glow of a fire could be seen
through the trees and they all heard the

noises Khasar's sharp ears had picked
out. Laughter came clearly on the night
air and Khasar beamed when he heard
the whinny of a mare.
The four men crept slowly toward the
light, the noise of their own movement
hidden by shouts and cheering. When
they were close enough, Khasar lay
down on his stomach and peered into a
tiny clearing where ancient roots
overlaid each other in twisted patterns.
A mule was there, yanking at the
leather strap that bound it to a branch.
To Khasar's pleasure, three shaggy
ponies were tethered on the edge of the
clearing. They were small and thin,

standing with their heads drooping.
Khasar's gaze hardened at seeing the
white lines of scars on their haunches,
and he unstrapped his bow, laying
arrows on the briars.
There were four men around the fire,
three of them taunting the fourth. He was
a small figure in a robe of dark red. His
shaven head shone with sweat in the
firelight. The others wore no armor, but
they carried knives in their belts and one
had a short bow leaning against a tree.
Their faces were cruel as they continued
their sport, darting in and out again to
strike the small man. His features were
bruised and swollen, but one of the men
bled freely from his nose and did not

join in the laughter with the others.
As Khasar watched, the one with the
bloody nose hit out with a stick, making
the small man stagger. The thump of the
blow could be heard across the clearing,
and Khasar grinned wolfishly as he
strung his bow by feel. He wormed his
way back to Ho Sa away from the light,
his voice the barest whisper.
“We need their horses. They don't
look like soldiers and I can take two
with the bow if you rush the last. There
is another young one with a head like an
egg. He's still fighting, but he hasn't a
chance against all three.”
“He may be a monk,” Ho Sa said.

“They are hard men, for all they spend
their time begging and in prayer. Do not
underestimate him.”
Khasar raised his eyes, amused. “I
spent my childhood learning weapons
from dawn till dusk. I've yet to see one
of your people who could stand against
me.”
Ho Sa frowned, shaking his head. “If
he is a monk, he will be trying not to kill
his attackers. I have seen them show
their skills to my king.”
Khasar snorted softly. “You are a
strange people. Soldiers who cannot
fight and holy men who can. Tell Lian to
get his hammer ready to crack a head

when I shoot.”
Khasar inched forward once more,
coming slowly up to a kneeling position.
To his surprise, he saw the man with the
bloody nose was lying on the ground,
writhing in agony. The other two had
fallen into grim silence. The young monk
stood straight despite the bruises he had
taken, and Khasar heard him speak
calmly to his tormentors. One of them
sneered, tossing aside his stick and
pulling a wicked-looking dagger from
his belt.
Khasar bent his bow, and as it
creaked, the monk looked through the
fire at him, suddenly light on his feet as
if ready to leap away. The others hadn't

noticed and one of them rushed the
monk, the dagger held to punch into his
chest.
Khasar let out a breath and loosed an
arrow that took the bandit in the armpit,
hammering him off his feet. The other
swung round as Lian and Ho Sa shouted,
leaping up. As they moved, the monk
stepped very close to the remaining man
and landed a blow to his head that
knocked him into the fire. Ho Sa and
Lian came roaring in then, but the monk
ignored them, dragging his attacker out
of the flames and patting him down
where his hair had begun to smoke. The
man was limp, but the weight did not
seem to trouble the monk at all.

When that was done, he stood to face
the newcomers, nodding to them. The
one with the bloody nose now moaned in
fear as well as pain. Khasar nocked
another arrow as he walked, Temuge
following at his heels.
The monk saw what Khasar intended
and darted forward, so that Khasar's
view of the writhing figure was blocked.
The bald skull made him look little older
than a boy.
“Step aside,” Khasar told him.
The words were received blankly, but
the monk did not move and only folded
his arms to stare down the arrow.

“Tell him to step away, Ho Sa,”
Khasar said, gritting his teeth against the
strain of holding the drawn bow. “Tell
him we need his mule, but otherwise he
can go on his way once I've killed this
one.”
Ho Sa spoke and Khasar saw the
monk's face light up as he heard words
he recognized. A blistering exchange
followed, and when it showed no sign of
ceasing, Khasar swore in the Chin
language and eased off the strain.
“He says he did not need us and the
man's life is not ours to take,” Ho Sa
said at last. “He also said he will not
give up the mule, as it is not his, but only
loaned to him.”

“Does he not see the bow I am
holding?” Khasar demanded, jerking it
in the monk's direction.
“He would not care if you had a dozen
pointed at him. He is a holy man and
without fear.”
“A holy boy, with a mule for
Temuge,” Khasar replied. “Unless you
want to ride double with my brother?”
“I do not mind,” Ho Sa said
immediately. He spoke to the monk,
bowing three times in the course of the
conversation. The boy nodded sharply at
the end, glancing at Khasar.

“He says you may take the ponies,”
Ho Sa said. “He will remain here to tend
the wounded men.”
Khasar shook his head, unable to
understand. “Did he thank me for
rescuing him?”
Ho Sa looked blank. “He did not need
rescuing.”
Khasar frowned at the monk, who
stared calmly back.
“Genghis would love this one,”
Khasar said suddenly. “Ask him if he
wants to come with us.”
Ho Sa spoke again and the boy shook

his head, his eyes never leaving Khasar.
“He says the work of the Buddha may
take him onto strange roads, but his
place is amongst the poor.”
Khasar snorted. “The poor are
everywhere. Ask him how he knows this
Buddha didn't want us to find him here.”
Ho Sa nodded, and as he talked, the
monk looked increasingly interested.
“He asks if the Buddha is known
among your people,” Ho Sa said.
Khasar grinned. “Tell him we believe
in a sky father above and an earth mother
below. The rest is struggle and pain

before death.” He chuckled as Ho Sa
blinked at hearing the philosophy.
“Is that all you believe?” Ho Sa
asked.
Khasar glanced at his brother. “Some
of the foolish ones believe in spirits as
well, but most of us believe in a good
horse and a strong right arm. We do not
know this Buddha.”
When Ho Sa relayed the speech, the
young monk bowed and strode to where
his mule was tethered. Khasar and
Temuge watched as he leaped into the
saddle, causing the animal to snort and
kick.

“That is an ugly beast,” Khasar said.
“Is the boy coming with us?”
Ho Sa still looked surprised as he
nodded. “He is. He says that no man can
guess his path, but perhaps you are right
that you were guided to him.”
“All right,” Khasar said. “But tell him
that I will not let my enemies live, that
he must not interfere with me again. Tell
him if he does, I will cut his little bald
head right off.”
When the monk heard the words, he
laughed aloud, slapping his thigh as he
sat astride the mule.
Khasar frowned at him. “I am Khasar

of the Wolves, monk,” he said, pointing
to himself. “What is your name?”
“Yao Shu!” he replied, thumping a fist
twice into his own chest like a salute.
The action seemed to amuse the monk
and he chuckled until he had to wipe his
eyes. Khasar stared at him. “Mount up,
Ho Sa,” he said at last. “The brown
mare is mine. At least the walking is
over.”
It did not take long for them to mount.
Ho Sa and Temuge rode together once
the saddle had been unstrapped and
thrown down. The surviving bandits had
grown quiet amidst the talk, aware that
their lives hung in the balance. They
watched the strangers go, only sitting up

to curse when they were sure they were
alone.
♦ ♦ ♦
The pass that separated the Xi Xia
kingdom from the southern edge of the
desert was empty as the party of five
men reached it. In the Khenti mountains a
thousand miles north, the winter would
be deepening, gripping the land for many
months to come. Even at the pass, a
freezing gale roared through as if in
pleasure at its release. There was no fort
to make the pass a place of stillness any
longer. Instead, the wind always blew
and the air was full of sand and grit.

Khasar and Temuge dismounted as
they reached the pass, remembering the
first bloody efforts to take the fort that
had stood there. Genghis had been
efficient in having it dismantled. A few
large blocks lay where they had fallen in
the sand, but every other stone had been
dragged away. Only a few square holes
in the cliffs showed where timbers and
braces had been anchored, but otherwise
it was as if the fort had never existed.
There was no barrier to the tribes
coming south any longer, and that fact
alone gave Khasar a feeling of pride.
He strolled with Temuge along the
pass, looking up at the high cliffs on
either side. The monk and the mason

watched them without understanding,
neither having known the place when it
boasted a fort of black stone and the Xi
Xia kingdom ruled in splendid isolation.
Ho Sa looked south, turning his pony
to gaze over the bare fields of his home.
Dark spots in the distance showed where
the rotten crops had been burned and the
ashes returned to the land. There would
be starvation in the villages, he was
certain, perhaps even in Yinchuan. He
shook his head at the thought.
He had been away for almost four
months and it would be good to see his
sons and his wife once again. He
wondered how the army had fared after
the crushing defeats at the hands of the

great khan. The tribes had shattered an
ancient peace and he winced as he
recalled the destruction. He had lost
friends and colleagues in those months,
and the bitterness was never far from the
surface. The final humiliation had been
to see a royal daughter handed over to
the barbarians. Ho Sa shuddered at the
thought of such a woman being forced to
live in their stinking tents among sheep
and goats.
As Ho Sa stared into the valley, he
realized with some surprise that he
would miss Khasar's company. For all
the man's crudity and easy violence, Ho
Sa could look back on the journey with
some pride. No one else from the Xi Xia

could have stolen into a Chin city and
returned alive with a master mason. It
was true that Khasar had almost got him
killed in one village where he had drunk
too much rice wine. Ho Sa rubbed a
scab on his side where a soldier had
scraped a knife along his ribs. The man
had not even been posted there and was
visiting his family. Khasar could not
recall the fight when he sobered up and
seemed to think nothing of it. He was in
some ways the most irritating man Ho Sa
had ever known, but his reckless
optimism had affected the Xi Xia soldier
and he wondered uneasily if he would
be able to return to the rigid discipline
of the king's army. The annual tribute
would have to be carried across the

desert and Ho Sa decided then that he
would volunteer to lead the guards on
that trip, just to see the land that could
give birth to the tribes.
Khasar walked back to his
companions. He felt elation at the
thought of seeing home again and
bringing their quarry back to Genghis.
He grinned at the others in turn, showing
his pleasure. To a man, they were dust
covered and filthy, with dirt lining every
crease of their faces. Yao Shu had begun
to learn the speech of the tribes from Ho
Sa. Lian had no ear for language, but he
too had picked up a few useful words.
They nodded back to Khasar uncertainly,
unsure of the reason for his good mood.

Ho Sa held his gaze as Khasar
approached him. He was surprised at the
tightness in his chest at the thought of
leaving that strange company and
struggled to find words to express it.
Khasar spoke before he could think of
anything.
“Take a good look, Ho Sa. You won't
be seeing home again for a long time.”
“What?” Ho Sa demanded,
peaceful mood vanishing.

his

Khasar shrugged. “Your king gave you
to us for a year. It's been less than four
months, with perhaps two more before
we are in the mountains. We'll need you
to interpret for the mason and to teach

proper speech to the monk. Did you think
I would leave you here? You did!”
Khasar seemed delighted at the bitter
expression that flitted across Ho Sa's
face.
“We're going back to the plains, Ho
Sa. We'll attack a few hills with
whatever the mason can teach us, and
when we're ready, we'll go to war.
Perhaps by then, you'll be so useful to us
that I'll ask your king to lend you for
another year or two. I should think he'd
be willing to take your price out of the
tribute if we asked for you.”
“You are doing this to torture me,” Ho
Sa snapped.

Khasar chuckled. “Perhaps a little, but
you are a fighting man who knows the
Chin. We will need you close when we
ride to them.”
Ho Sa stared furiously at Khasar. The
Mongol warrior slapped him cheerfully
on the leg as he turned away, calling
over his shoulder.
“We'll need to collect water from the
canals. After that, it's the desert and
home to women and spoils. Can a man
ask for more? I'll even find you a widow
to keep you warm, Ho Sa. I'm doing you
a favor, if only you had the eyes to see
it.”
Khasar mounted once more, bringing

his pony up to where Temuge was being
pulled into the saddle by Lian. He
leaned close to his brother.
“The plains are calling us, brother.
Can you feel it?”
“I can,” Temuge replied. In fact, he
wanted to return to the tribes as much as
Khasar, though only because he now had
a greater understanding of what they
could win for themselves. While his
brother dreamed of war and plunder,
Temuge saw cities in his imagination
and all the beauty and the power that
came with them.

CHAPTER 16
GENGHIS STOOD IN FULL ARMOR watching
the destruction of the city of Linhe. The
rice fields had been churned into wet,
brown muck for a dozen miles in any
direction as his army encircled the
walls. His standard of nine horse tails
hung limply without a breeze as the
setting sun beat down on the army he had
brought to that place.
On either side of him, bondsmen
waited for orders, their horses pawing at
the ground. A servant stood at his
shoulder with a chestnut mare, but the

khan was not yet ready to mount.
Close by the waiting column, a tent of
blood-red cloth fluttered in the wind.
For fifty miles around, his army had
crushed resistance until only the city
stood untouched, even as Yinchuan had
once sheltered the Xi Xia king.
Garrisons and road forts were found
empty as Chin soldiers retreated before
a host they could not hope to match.
They carried the fear of the invasion
before them and rolled back the edges of
Chin control, leaving the cities naked.
Even the great wall had proved no
obstacle to the catapults and ladders of
his people. Genghis had taken pleasure
in seeing vast sections of it broken into

rubble as practice for his new machines
of war. His men had swept away the
defenders for as far as they could reach,
burning the wooden post houses with
something resembling spite. The Chin
could not keep them out. All they could
do was run or be destroyed.
There would be a reckoning, Genghis
was certain: when a general rose who
could command the Chin, or when the
tribes reached Yenking itself. It would
not be today.
Xamba had fallen in seven days and
Wuyuan had burned in only three.
Genghis watched the stones from his
catapults knock chips from the walls of
Linhe and smiled to himself, satisfied.

The mason his brothers had brought back
had shown him a new way of warfare,
and he would never again be stopped by
high walls. Over two years, his people
had built catapults and learned the
secrets and weaknesses of the Chin high
walls. His sons had grown tall and
strong and he had been there to see the
eldest reach the edge of manhood. It was
enough. He had returned to the enemies
of his people and he had learned well.
Though he stood back from the
catapult lines, he could hear the
thumping strikes clearly on the still air.
The Chin soldiers within would not dare
march out to meet his host, and if they
did, he would welcome the quick end. It

would not help them now the red tent
had been set. Piece by piece, the walls
were hammered down, the catapult
stones lofted into the air by sweating
teams of his men. Lian had shown him
designs for an even more fearsome
weapon. Genghis pictured it in his mind,
seeing again the huge counterweight Lian
said would send boulders hundreds of
feet with crushing force. The Chin mason
had found his calling in designing the
weapons, for a ruler who appreciated
his skill. Genghis had discovered he
could grasp Lian's diagrams as if the
knowledge had always been there. The
written word was still a mystery to him,
but force and friction, levers, blocks,
and ropes were all instantly clear in his

mind. He would let Lian build his great
machine to attack Yenking.
Yet the Chin emperor's city was no
Linhe to be pounded into submission.
Genghis grunted at the thought, imagining
the moats and immense walls Lian had
described, as thick at the base as seven
men lying head to foot. Xamba's walls
had collapsed into tunnels dug beneath
them, but the fortress towers of Yenking
were built on stone and could not be
undermined. He would need more than
catapults to break the emperor's own
city, but there were other weapons at his
disposal and with every victory his
warriors grew more skilled.
Genghis had thought at first that they

would resist their new role as workers
of machines. His people had never made
good infantry before, but Lian had
introduced the idea of engineers to them
and Genghis had found many who could
understand the discipline of forces and
weights. He had shown his pleasure in
having men to break cities, and they
stood proud under his gaze.
Genghis bared his teeth as a section of
wall fell outwards. Tsubodai had a
thousand of them working before the
walls of Linhe. The main host had
formed columns outside the four gates of
the city, waiting to spear into it at the
first sign of an opening. Genghis saw
Tsubodai striding among the catapult

teams, directing the blows. It was all so
new and Genghis felt pride at how well
his people had adapted themselves. If
only his father could have lived to see it.
In the distance, Tsubodai ordered
wooden barricades forward, protecting
his warriors as they pulled at weakened
stones with long hooked pikes. The city
archers could not take a shot without
risking their own lives, and even when
they were successful, their arrows
thumped into wood and were wasted.
As Genghis watched, a group of
defenders showed their heads to tip an
iron pot over the crest of the wall. Many
of them fell to arrows, but there were
always more to take their place. Genghis

frowned as they succeeded in drenching
a dozen pikemen in black liquid. The
warriors ducked down behind their
wooden shield, but only moments later,
torches were thrown onto the oil and
flames exploded, louder than the choking
screams as their lungs charred.
Genghis heard men curse around him.
Tsubodai's burning pikemen went
stumbling into the other groups, fouling
the smooth rhythms of the attack. In the
confusion, Chin archers picked off
anyone who stepped from his shield to
fend them off or put an end to their
agony.
Tsubodai roared fresh orders and the

shield groups moved slowly back,
leaving the writhing men until they were
consumed. Genghis nodded in approval
as the catapults began to whistle once
more. He had heard of the oil that
burned, though he had never seen it used
in such a way. It took flame much faster
than the mutton fat in Mongol lamps, and
he decided to secure a supply. Perhaps
there would be some left in Linhe when
it fell. His mind filled with the thousand
details he needed to remember each day
until his head felt swollen with plans.
Dark, smoking bodies lay under the
wall and he could hear thin cheering
inside the city. Genghis waited for
Tsubodai to make a breach, his

impatience growing. The light would not
last much longer and at sunset Tsubodai
would have to order his men to retreat
for the night.
As the catapults sang again, Genghis
wondered how many they had lost in the
assault. It did not matter. Tsubodai
commanded the least experienced of his
warriors, and they needed to be
hardened in war. In the two years he had
spent in the Khenti mountains, another
eight thousand boys had reached their
adult growth and mounted to join him.
Most of them rode with Tsubodai and
called themselves the Young Wolves to
honor Genghis. Tsubodai had almost
begged to be first in the assault on Linhe,

but Genghis had already planned to have
those boys lead the attack. Along with
their new general, they had to be
blooded.
Genghis heard the cries of wounded
men carry on the wind and tapped his
wrist guard unconsciously against the
lacquered plates of his thigh. Two more
sections of wall fell. He saw a turret of
stone collapse, spilling a nest of archers
almost at the feet of Tsubodai's gleeful
warriors. The walls of Linhe now
resembled broken teeth, and Genghis
knew it would not be long. Wheeled
ladders were rolled up as the catapult
teams stood down at last, exhausted and
triumphant.

Genghis felt the excitement build
around him as Tsubodai's Young Wolves
swarmed over the defenders, darkening
the pale gray stone with their scrambling
bodies. His best archers covered the
assault from below, men able to pierce
an egg at a hundred paces. Chin soldiers
who showed themselves on the walls
were fat with quivering arrows by the
time they fell back.
Genghis nodded sharply to himself
and took the reins of his mare to mount.
The animal snorted, sensing his mood.
He looked to his left and right, seeing the
patient faces of his bondsmen and the
ranks and columns in a great circle
around the city. He had made armies

within armies, so that each of his
generals commanded a tuman of ten
thousand men and acted on his own.
Arslan was lost to sight behind Linhe,
but Genghis could see the horse-tail
standard of Jelme fluttering in the
breeze. The sunlight cast them all in
burnished gold and orange, throwing
long shadows. Genghis looked for his
brothers, ready to ride into the east and
west gates if they opened first. Khasar
and Kachiun would be keen to be first in
the streets of Linhe.
At his shoulder, the huge figure of
Tolui who had once been bondsman to
Eeluk of the Wolves was worth only a
glance, though Genghis saw the man

stiffen with pride. Old friends were
there, responding with nods. The front
line of the column was only twenty
horses wide, men approaching thirty
years of age, as he was himself. It lifted
Genghis's spirit to see the way they
strained forward, watching the city
hungrily.
Smoke spiraled into the air from a
dozen points within Linhe, like the
distant threads of a rainstorm on the
plains. Genghis watched and waited, his
hands shaking slightly with tension.
“May I bless you, great khan?” came a
voice he knew, interrupting his thoughts.
Genghis turned and gestured to his
personal shaman, first among the men

who walked the dark paths. Kokchu had
thrown away the rags from his days
serving the Naiman khan. He wore a
robe of dark blue silk, tied with a sash
of gold. His wrists were bound in
leather hung with pierced Chin coins,
and they chimed as he raised his arms.
Genghis bowed his head without
expression, feeling the cool touch of
sheep blood as Kokchu striped his
cheeks with it. He felt a rush of calm
settle on him, and he kept his head
lowered as Kokchu chanted a prayer to
the earth mother.
“She will welcome the blood you
send into her, my lord, as much as if the
rains themselves ran red.”

Genghis let out a slow breath,
pleasantly aware of the fear in the men
around him. Every one of them was a
warrior born, hardened in fire and battle
from the first years, but still they closed
their mouths of idle chatter when Kokchu
walked amongst them. Genghis had seen
the fear grow and he had used it to
discipline the tribes, giving Kokchu
power by his patronage.
“Shall I have the red tent taken down,
my lord?” Kokchu asked. “The sun is
setting and the black cloth is ready for
the frame.”
Genghis considered. It had been
Kokchu himself who suggested this
means to sow terror in the cities of the

Chin. On the first day, a white tent was
raised outside their walls, its very
existence showing that there were no
soldiers to save them. If they did not
open their gates by sunset, the red tent
went up at dawn and Genghis sent the
promise that every man in the city would
die. On the third day, the black tent
meant that there would be only death
without end, without mercy, for anyone
alive within.
The lesson would be learned by cities
to the east, and Genghis wondered if
they would surrender more easily as
Kokchu said. The shaman understood
how to use fear. It would be difficult not
to allow the men to loot them as

savagely as the cities that resisted, but
the idea appealed to him. Speed was
everything and if cities fell without a
fight, he could move all the faster. He
inclined his head to the shaman, giving
him honor.
“The day is not yet over, Kokchu. The
women will live without their husbands.
Those who are too old or too plain for
us will take the word further and the fear
will spread.”
“Your will, my lord,” Kokchu said,
his eyes gleaming. Genghis felt his own
senses kindle in return. He needed
clever men if he was to take the path his
imagination drew for him.

“My lord khan!” an officer called.
Genghis snapped his head round, seeing
the north gate heaved open by
Tsubodai's young warriors. The
defenders were still fighting and he
could see some of Tsubodai's men fall
as they struggled to keep the advantage
they had won. On the edge of his vision,
Khasar's ten thousand kicked into a
gallop and he knew the city was open in
at least two places. Kachiun was still
stationary on the east gate and could only
watch in frustration as his brothers
moved in.
“Ride!” Genghis bellowed, digging in
his heels. As the air whipped past him,
he recalled racing across the plains of

home in distant days. He hefted a long
birchwood lance in his right hand,
another innovation. Only a few of the
strongest men had begun to train with
them, but the fashion was growing
amongst the tribes. With the point held
upright, Genghis thundered across the
land, surrounded by his loyal warriors.
There would be other cities, he knew,
but these first ones would always be
sweetest in his memory. He roared with
his men, the column galloping at full
speed through the gates, scattering
defenders like bloody leaves in their
wake.
♦ ♦ ♦

Temuge walked through pitch darkness
to the ger of Kokchu. As he passed the
door, he heard the muffled sound of
weeping from within, but he did not
stop. The moon was absent from the sky
and Kokchu had told him that was when
he would be strongest and most able to
learn. Fires still burned in the gutted
shell of Linhe in the distance, but the
camp was quiet after the destruction.
Close by the shaman's ger was
another, so low and squat that Temuge
had to go down on his knees to enter. A
single shuttered lamp cast a dim glow
and the air was thick with fumes that
made Temuge dizzy after just a few

breaths. Kokchu sat cross-legged on a
floor of wrinkled black silk. All the
things inside had come from the hand of
Genghis, and Temuge felt envy mingling
with his fear of the man.
He had been called and he had come.
His place was not to question, and as he
sat and crossed his legs to face the
shaman, he saw Kokchu's eyes were
closed and that his breath was no more
than a slight flutter of the chest. Temuge
shuddered in the thick silence, imagining
dark spirits in the smoke that filled his
lungs. It came from incense burning on a
pair of brass plates, and he wondered
which city had been looted for them. The
gers of his people were host to many

strange objects in these bloody days, and
there were few who could recognize
them all.
Temuge coughed as the smoke came
too thickly into his lungs. He saw
Kokchu's bare chest shudder and the
man's eyes opened blindly, looking for
him but not seeing. As the focus
returned, the shaman smiled at him, his
eyes in deep shadow.
“You have not come to me for a full
turn of the moon,” Kokchu said, his
voice hoarse from the smoke.
Temuge looked away. “I was
troubled. Some of the things you told me
were . . . disturbing.”

Kokchu chuckled, a dry hacking in his
throat. “As children are wary of the
dark, so are men wary of power. It
tempts them and yet it consumes them. It
is never a game to play lightly.” He
rested his gaze on Temuge until the
younger man looked up and winced
visibly. Kokchu's unblinking eyes were
strangely bright, the pupils wider and
darker than Temuge had ever seen them.
“Why have you come tonight,”
Kokchu murmured, “if not to plunge your
hands into the darkness once more?”
Temuge took a deep breath. The
smoke no longer seemed to irritate his
lungs and he felt light-headed, almost
confident.

“I heard you found a traitor while I
was away in Baotou. My brother the
khan spoke of it. He said it was
wondrous how you picked the man out of
a line of kneeling warriors.”
“Much has changed since then,”
Kokchu said with a shrug. “I could smell
his guilt, my son. It is something you
could learn.” Kokchu summoned his will
to keep his thoughts focused. He was
used to the smoke and could take a great
deal more of it than his young
companion, but still there were bright
lights flashing at the edges of his vision.
Temuge felt all his worries dissolving
as he sat there with this strange man who

smelled of blood despite his new silk
robes. Words tumbled out of him and he
did not know he slurred them.
“Genghis said you laid your hands on
the traitor and spoke words in the oldest
tongue,” Temuge whispered. “He said
the man cried out and died in front of
them all without a wound.”
“And you would like to do the same,
Temuge? There is no one else here and
there is no shame between us. Say the
words. Is that what you want?”
Temuge slumped slightly, letting his
hands drop to the silken floor so that he
could feel it slide under his fingers with
extraordinary clarity.

“It is what I want.”
Kokchu smiled wider at that, showing
dark gums as his lips slid back. He did
not know the identity of the traitor or
even if there had been one. The hand he
had pressed against the man's scalp had
held two tiny fangs and a venom sac
embedded in wax. It had taken him many
nights of hunting the vicious little pit
viper he wanted, risking being bitten
himself. He began to chuckle again at the
memory of the awe on the face of the
khan as the victim writhed from just a
touch. The dying man had gone almost
black in the face before the end, the twin
spots of blood hidden by his hair.
Kokchu had chosen him because of the

Chin girl he had taken to wife. She had
roused the shaman to lust as she passed
his ger to draw water, and then she had
refused him, as if she were one of the
people and not a slave. He laughed
harder as he remembered the knowledge
coming into her husband's eyes before
death stole it away with everything else.
Since that moment, Kokchu had been
feared and honored in the camp. Not one
of the other shamans of the tribes dared
challenge his position, not after that
display of power. He felt no guilt at the
deception. His fate was to stand with the
khan of the nation, triumphant over his
enemies. If he had to kill a thousand to
do so, he would count it worth the price.

He saw Temuge was glassy-eyed as
he sat there in the stifling smoke. Kokchu
clamped his jaw shut, pressing away his
amusement. He needed his mind clear to
bind the younger man, so close that he
would never tear free.
Slowly Kokchu reached into the small
pot of thick black paste at his side,
holding up a finger so that tiny seeds
were visible in the gleaming muck. He
reached out to Temuge and opened his
mouth without resistance, smearing the
paste onto his tongue.
Temuge choked at the bitter taste, but
before he could spit, he felt numbness
spreading quickly. He heard whispering
voices behind him and he jerked his

head back and forth as his eyes glazed,
searching for the origin of the sound.
“Dream the darkest dreams, Temuge,”
Kokchu said, satisfied. “I will guide
you. No, even better. I will give you
mine.”
It was dawn before Kokchu staggered
out of the ger, sour sweat staining his
robe. Temuge was unconscious on the
silk floor and would sleep for most of
the day to come. Kokchu had not touched
the paste himself, unwilling to trust the
way it made him babble and not yet sure
how much Temuge would remember. He
had no wish to put himself in the other's

power, not when the future was so
bright. He took deep breaths of freezing
air and felt his head clear itself of the
smoke. He could smell its sweetness
coming out of his pores, and he giggled
to himself as he crossed back to his own
ger and banged open the door.
The Chin girl knelt where he had left
her, on the floor by the stove. She was
incredibly beautiful, pale and delicate.
He felt his lust swell for her again and
wondered at his own stamina. Perhaps it
was the remnant of smoke in his lungs.
“How many times did you disobey me
and rise?” he demanded.
“I did not,” she said, trembling

visibly.
He reached out to raise her head, his
hands slipping clumsily from her face
and enraging him. The gesture became a
blow and he knocked her sprawling.
He stood panting as she scrambled
back and knelt once more. Just as he
began untying the sash on his deel, she
raised her head. There was blood on her
mouth and he saw her lower lip was
already swelling. The sight inflamed
him.
“Why do you hurt me? What more do
you want?” she asked, tears shining in
her eyes.

“Power over you, little one,” he said,
smiling. “What does any man want but
that? It is something in the blood of
every one of us. We would all be a
tyrant if we could.”

CHAPTER 17
THE EMPEROR'S CITY OF YENKING grew
quiet in the hours before dawn, though it
was more from a surfeit of food and
drink in the Feast of Lanterns than any
fear of the Mongol army. As the sun had
set, Emperor Wei mounted a platform to
be seen by the heaving crowds, and a
thousand dancers had made a din to raise
the dead with cymbals and horns. He had
stood with his feet bare, showing his
humility before the people as a million
voices chanted, “Ten thousand years!
Ten thousand years!”, the sound crashing
across the city. Night was banished on

the Feast of Lanterns. The city gleamed
like a jewel, a myriad of flames lighting
squares of boiled horn or glass. Even the
three great lakes were aglow, their black
surfaces covered in tiny boats each
carrying a flame. The water gate was
open to the great canal that stretched
three thousand li to the southern city of
Hangzhou, and the boats drifted out like
a river of fire throughout the night, taking
the light with them. The symbolism
pleased the young emperor as he
endured the noise and smoke from
fireworks banging and echoing from the
great walls. There were so many that the
whole city was covered in white
gunpowder smoke and the air itself was
bitter on the tongue. Children would be

made that night, by force or for pleasure.
There would be more than a hundred
murders, and the lakes themselves would
claim a dozen drunkards in the dark
depths as they tried to swim across. It
was the same every year.
The emperor had suffered through the
adoring chants, buffeted by the clamor in
his name that stretched from the walls
and beyond. Even the beggars, slaves,
and whores cheered him on that night
and lit their ramshackle homes with
precious oil. He endured it all, though at
times his gaze over their heads was
distant and cold as he planned to crush
the army that had dared to enter his
lands.

The peasants knew nothing of the
threat and even the sellers of news had
little information. Emperor Wei had seen
to it that the gossipmongers were kept
quiet, and if their arrest disturbed those
who looked for such signs, the festival
had gone ahead with all its usual gusto,
mad with drink and noise and light.
Seeing the revelers, the emperor was
reminded of maggots writhing on a
corpse. His Imperial messengers brought
grim reports as they rejoiced. Beyond
the mountains, cities were aflame.
With dawn lighting the horizon, the
shouting and singing in the streets died
down finally, giving him peace. The last
of the little wooden candle boats had

vanished out to the countryside, and only
a few firecrackers could be heard
rattling in the distance. Emperor Wei sat
in his private rooms and stared out over
the still, dark heart of Songhai lake,
surrounded by hundreds of great houses.
The most powerful of his nobles
clustered around that central mass of
dark water, in sight of the man from
whom they took their power. He could
have named every member of the
highborn families that fought and
struggled like jeweled wasps to
administer his northern empire.
The smoke and chaos of the festival
trailed away with the morning mist on
the lakes. With such a scene of ancient

beauty, it was difficult to comprehend
the threat from the west. Yet war was
coming and he wished his father still
lived. The old man had spent his life
crushing
the
slightest
hint
of
disobedience to the very edges of the
empire and beyond. Emperor Wei had
learned much at his feet, but he felt the
newness of his position keenly. He had
already lost cities that had been part of
Chin lands since the great schism that
split the empire into two halves three
hundred years before. His ancestors had
known a golden age and he could only
dream of restoring the empire to its
former glory.
He smiled wryly to himself at the

thought of his father hearing of the
Mongol horde on their family lands. He
would have raged down the corridors of
the palace, striking slaves out of his way
as he summoned the army. His father had
never lost a battle and his confidence
would have raised them all.
Emperor Wei started from his
thoughts as a throat was cleared softly
behind him. He looked back from the
high window to see his first minister
bowing to the floor.
“Imperial Majesty, General Zhi Zhong
is here as you asked.”
“Send him in and see that I am not
disturbed,” the emperor replied, turning

away from the dawn and seating himself.
He glanced around his private rooms,
seeing that nothing was out of place. His
writing desk was freed of the clutter of
maps and papers, and there was no sign
of his anger as he waited for the man
who would rid him of the tribesmen. He
could not help thinking of the Xi Xia
king and the letter he had sent to him
three years before. With shame, he
recalled the spite of his words and the
pleasure he had felt in sending them.
Who could have known then that the
Mongol threat was more than a few
shouting tribesmen? His people had
never feared those who could be culled
whenever they grew restless. Emperor
Wei bit the inside of his lip as he

considered the future. If they could not
be beaten quickly, he would have to
bribe the Tartars to attack their ancient
enemies. Chin gold could win as many
battles as bows and spears. He
remembered his father's words with
fondness and once more wished he were
there to offer his counsel.
General Zhi Zhong was a man of
immense physical presence, with the
build of a wrestler. His head was
perfectly shaven and gleamed with oil as
he bowed. Emperor Wei felt himself
straighten automatically as he entered,
the legacy of many hours on the training
ground. It was reassuring to see that
fierce glare and massive head once

more, for all it had caused him to quiver
as a boy.
As Zhi Zhong straightened, the
emperor saw he looked murderous and
once more he felt like a child. He
struggled to keep his voice firm as he
spoke. An emperor could not show
weakness.
“They are coming here, General. I
have heard the reports.”
Zhi Zhong weighed the smooth-faced
young man he faced, wishing it could
have been the father. The old man would
already have acted, but the wheel of life
had taken him and this was the boy with
whom he must deal. The general

clenched both fists at his sides, standing
painfully straight.
“They have no more than sixty-five
thousand warriors, Imperial Majesty.
Their cavalry is superb and every one is
an archer of extraordinary skill. In
addition, they have learned the art of the
siege and have weapons of great power.
They have achieved a discipline I have
not witnessed in my dealings with them
before.”
“Do not tell me of their strengths!” the
young emperor snapped. “Tell me
instead how we will crush them.”
General Zhi Zhong did not react to the
tone. His silence was enough criticism

and the emperor waved for him to go on,
a flush staining his pale cheeks.
“To defeat the enemy, we must know
them, my lord, Son of Heaven.” He
spoke the title as an aid to control, to
remind the emperor of his status at a
time of crisis. General Zhi Zhong waited
until the emperor had firmed his mouth
and mastered his fear. At last, he went
on.
“In the past we would have looked for
weaknesses in their alliance. I do not
believe the tactic will work here.”
“Why not?” Wei blurted out. Would
the man not tell him how to defeat these
tribesmen? As a boy, he had suffered

through many lectures from the grizzled
general, and it seemed he could not
escape them even with an empire at his
feet.
“No Mongol force has ever come past
the outer wall before, Imperial Majesty.
They could only howl at it.” He
shrugged. “It is not the barrier it once
was and these Mongols have not been
thrown back by superior force as they
might once have been. They have grown
bold as a result.” He paused, but his
emperor did not speak again. The
general's glare lost some of its
fierceness. Perhaps the boy was
beginning to understand when to keep his
mouth shut.

“We have tortured their scouts,
Imperial Majesty. More than a dozen in
the last few days. We lost men to bring
them in alive, but it was worth it to
know the enemy.” The general frowned
in recollection.
“They are united. Whether the alliance
will fall apart in time I cannot say, but
for this year, at least, they are strong.
They have engineers, something I thought
I would never see. More, they have Xi
Xia wealth behind them.” The general
paused, his face showing contempt for
their old allies. “I will enjoy taking the
army to the Xi Xia valley, Imperial
Majesty, when this is over.”
“The scouts, General,” Emperor Wei

prompted, his impatience growing.
“They talk of this Genghis as beloved
of their gods,” the general continued. “I
could find no hint of a disaffected group
in their number, though I will not cease
to search. They have been broken apart
before with promises of power and
wealth.”
“Tell me how you will defeat them,
General,” Emperor Wei snapped, “or I
will find one who can.”
At that, Zhi Zhong's mouth became a
sharp line in his face. “With the outer
wall broken, we cannot defend the cities
around the Yellow River, lord,” he said.
“The land is too flat and gives them

every advantage. His Imperial Majesty
must reconcile himself to losing those
cities as we move men back.”
Emperor Wei shook his head in
frustration, but the general pressed on.
“We must not let them choose the
battles. Linhe will fall as Xamba and
Wuyuan have fallen. Baotou, Hohhot,
Jining, Xichen— all are in their path.
We cannot save those cities, only avenge
them.”
Emperor Wei rose to his feet in fury.
“Trade routes will be cut and our
enemies will know we are weak! I
brought you here to tell me how to save
the lands I inherited, not watch them

burn with me.”
“They cannot be held, Imperial
Majesty,” Zhi Zhong said firmly. “I too
will grieve for the dead when this is
ended. I will travel to each of the cities
and spread ashes on my skin and make
offerings in atonement. But they will fall.
I have given orders to pull back our
soldiers from those places. They will
serve His Imperial Majesty better here.”
The young emperor was speechless,
his right hand fluttering against the lining
of his robe. With a vast effort of will, he
steadied himself.
“Speak carefully to me, General. I
need a victory and if you tell me one

more time that I must give up my father's
lands, I will have your head right now.”
The general held his emperor's furious
gaze. There was no trace of the
weakness he had seen before. For an
instant, he was reminded of the boy's
father, and the notion pleased him.
Perhaps war would bring the strong
blood to the fore as nothing else could.
“I can gather almost two hundred
thousand soldiers to face them, Imperial
Majesty. There will be famine as
supplies are diverted for the army, but
the Imperial guard will keep order in
Yenking. The place of battle will be of
my choosing, where the Mongols cannot
ride us down. I swear to the Son of

Heaven by Lao Tzu himself that I will
destroy them utterly. I have trained many
of the officers and I tell Your Majesty
they will not fail.”
The emperor raised a hand to a
waiting slave and accepted a cool glass
of water. He did not offer a drink to the
general, nor thought of it, though the man
was almost three times his age and the
morning was warm. Water from the Jade
spring was for the Imperial family alone.
“This is what I wanted to hear,” he
said gratefully, sipping. “Where will the
battle take place?”
“When the cities have fallen, they will
move on to Yenking. They will know

this city is where the emperor resides
and they will come. I will stop them in
the range of mountains to the west, at
Yuhung Pass, the one they call the
Badger's Mouth. It is narrow enough to
hamper their horses and we will kill
them all. They will not reach this city. I
swear it.”
“They cannot take Yenking, even if
you fail,” the emperor said confidently.
General Zhi Zhong looked at him,
wondering if the young man had ever left
the city of his birth. The general cleared
his throat softly.
“The question will not arise. I will
destroy them there, and when the winter

has passed, I will travel to their
homeland and burn the last of them from
the earth. They will not grow strong
again.”
The emperor felt his spirits lift at the
general's words. He would not have to
stand in shame before his father in the
land of the silent dead. He would not
have to atone for failure. For a moment,
he thought again of the cities the
Mongols would take, a vision of blood
and flames. He forced it away from his
mind, taking another sip of water. He
would rebuild. When the last of the
tribesmen had been cut to pieces, or
nailed to every tree in the empire, he
would rebuild those cities and the

people would know their emperor was
still powerful, still beloved of heaven.
“My father said you were a hammer to
his enemies,” the emperor said, his
voice gentled by his changing mood. He
reached out and took hold of Zhi Zhong's
armored shoulder. “Remember the fallen
cities when you have the chance to make
them suffer. In my name, exact
retribution.”
“It will be as His Imperial Majesty
desires,” Zhi Zhong replied, bowing
deeply.
Ho Sa walked through the vast camp,
lost in thought. For almost three years,

his king had left him with the Mongol
khan, and there were times when he had
to struggle to remember the Xi Xia
officer he had once been. In part, it was
that the Mongols accepted him without
question. Khasar seemed to like him and
Ho Sa had spent many evenings drinking
airag in the man's ger, waited on by his
pair of Chin wives. He smiled wryly as
he walked. They had been good
evenings. Khasar was a generous man
and thought nothing of lending his wives
to a friend.
Ho Sa stopped for a moment to
inspect a bundle of new arrows, one of a
hundred others under a rigid construction
of leather and poles. They were perfect,

as he had known they would be. Though
the Mongols scorned the regulations he
had once known, they treated their bows
like another child and only the best
would do for them.
He had long since realized he liked
the tribes, though he could still miss the
tea of his home, so different from the
salty muck they drank against the cold.
The cold! Ho Sa had never known such a
vicious season as that first winter. He
had listened to all the advice they gave
him just to stay alive, and even then, he
had suffered miserably. He shook his
head at the memory and wondered what
he would do if his king summoned him
home as he surely must one day. Would

he go? Genghis had promoted him to
lead a hundred under Khasar, and Ho Sa
enjoyed the camaraderie of the officers
together. Every one of them could have
commanded in Xi Xia, he was certain.
Genghis did not allow fools to be
promoted, and that was a matter of pride
for Ho Sa. He rode with the greatest
army in the world, as a warrior and a
leader. It was no small thing for a man,
being trusted.
The ger of the khan's second wife was
different from every other one in that
immense camp. Chin silk lined the
walls, and as Ho Sa entered, he was
struck once again by the scent of
jasmine. He had no idea how Chakahai

had managed to secure a supply, but in
the years away from their home, she had
not been idle. He knew that other wives
of the Xi Xia and the Chin met in her ger
at regular intervals. When one of the
husbands had forbidden it, Chakahai had
dared to bring the problem to Genghis.
The khan had done nothing, but the Chin
wife had been free to visit the Xi Xia
princess after that. It had taken only a
word in the right place.
Ho Sa smiled as he bowed to her,
accepting the hands of two young Chin
girls on his shoulders as they removed
his outer deel. Even in that was
something new. The Mongols dressed
only to keep out the cold and had no

thought for correctness.
“You are welcome in my home,
countryman,” Chakahai said, bowing in
turn. “It is good of you to come.” She
spoke in the Chin language, though the
accent was that of his home. Ho Sa
sighed as he heard the tones, knowing
she did it to please him.
“You are the daughter of my king, the
wife of my khan,” he replied. “I am your
servant.”
“That is good, Ho Sa,” she said, “but
we are friends as well, I hope?”
Ho Sa bowed again, deeper than
before. As he straightened he accepted a

bowl of dark green tea and inhaled with
appreciation.
“We are, of course, but what is this? I
have not smelled . . .” He took another
deep breath, letting the warm scent into
his lungs. He was homesick then and the
force of it made him sway as he stood.
“My father sends a little in his tribute
each year, Ho Sa. The tribes have let it
grow stale, though this is the freshest
batch.”
Ho Sa sat carefully, cradling the bowl
as he sipped. “You are too kind to have
thought of me.” He did not press her, but
he did not know why she had summoned
him on that day. He was aware that they

could not spend too much time in each
other's company. As natural as it might
have seemed for two of the Xi Xia to
seek one another out, a man did not visit
a khan's wife without a reason. Over two
years, they had met barely half a dozen
times.
Before she could reply, another man
entered. Yao Shu pressed his hands
together to bow to the lady of the ger. Ho
Sa watched in amusement as the monk
too was handed a bowl of real tea and
breathed a sigh of delight at the scent. It
was only as Yao Shu finished his
greeting that Ho Sa frowned. If there
was danger in meeting the wife of a khan
in private, there was more in being

accused of conspiracy. His concern
mounted as the two slave girls bowed
and left the three of them alone. Ho Sa
began to rise to his feet, the tea
forgotten.
Chakahai pressed a hand on his arm
and he could not move without throwing
it off. He settled uncomfortably and she
looked into his eyes. Her own were
wide and dark against her pale skin. She
was beautiful and no taint of rancid
mutton fat lingered around her. He could
not resist a delicate shiver running down
his back at the touch of cool fingers on
his skin.
“I have asked you here, Ho Sa. You
are my guest. It would be an insult for

you to leave now, would it not? Tell me,
I do not yet understand the manners of
the ger.” It was a rebuke as well as a lie.
She understood the subtleties of Mongol
status very well indeed. Ho Sa reminded
himself that this woman had grown up as
only one of many daughters to his king.
Despite her beauty, she was not innocent
in the affairs of the court. He sat back
and forced himself to sip the tea.
“There is no one to hear us here,” she
said lightly, worsening his agitation.
“You fear conspiracy, Ho Sa, where
there is none. I am second wife to the
khan, mother to a son and his only
daughter. You are a trusted officer and
Yao Shu has tutored my husband's other

boys in language and martial skills. No
one would dare to whisper about any
one of us. If they did, I would have their
tongues cut out.”
Ho Sa stared at the delicate girl who
could make such a threat. He did not
know if she had the power to match the
words. How many friends had she
cultivated in this camp with her status?
How many of the Chin and Xi Xia
slaves? It was possible. He forced
himself to smile, though he was cold
inside.
“Well then, here we are. Three
friends, drinking good tea. I will finish
my cup, Majesty, then I will leave.”

Chakahai sighed and her face
softened. To the astonishment of both
men, tears shone on the rims of her eyes.
“Must I be always alone? Must I be
suspected even by you?” she whispered,
clearly struggling with herself. Ho Sa
would never reach out and touch a
member of the Xi Xia court, but Yao Shu
had no such inhibition. The monk put an
arm around her shoulder and let her rest
her head on his chest.
“You are not alone,” Ho Sa said
softly. “You understand that your father
has given my service to your husband.
For a moment, I thought perhaps that you
were conspiring against him. Why else
bring us here and send your girls away?”

The princess of the Xi Xia sat up,
pressing a strand of hair back into place.
Ho Sa swallowed dryly at her beauty.
“You are the only man from my home
in this camp,” she said. “Yao Shu is the
only man of the Chin who is not a
soldier.” Her tears seemed forgotten and
her voice strengthened as she spoke. “I
would not betray my husband, Ho Sa, not
for you or a thousand like you. But I
have children and it is the women who
must look to the years ahead. Will we
three sit and watch the Chin empire
dragged down in flames? Will we see
civilization torn apart and say nothing?”
She turned to Yao Shu, who was

listening intently. “Where will your
Buddhism be then, my friend? Will you
see it crushed under the hooves of these
tribes?”
Yao Shu spoke for the first time at
that, looking troubled. “If my beliefs
could be burned, lady, I would not trust
them, nor live by them. They will
survive this war with the Chin, even if
the Chin themselves do not. Men strive
to be emperors and kings, but they are
just names. It does not matter which man
holds a name. The fields will still need
to be worked. The towns will still be
thick with vice and corruption.” He
shrugged. “No man knows where the
future will take us. Your husband has

raised no objection to having his sons
trained by my hand. Perhaps the words
of the Buddha will take root in one of
them, but it is foolish to look so far
ahead.”
“He is right, Majesty,” Ho Sa said
quietly. “You have spoken out of fear
and loneliness, I see that now. I had not
considered how hard this must have
been for you.” He took a deep breath,
knowing he played with fire, but
intoxicated with her. “You have a friend
in me, as you said.”
Chakahai smiled then, her eyes bright
with fresh tears. She reached out her
hands and they each took one, feeling the
coolness of her fingers in theirs.

“Perhaps I have been afraid,” she
said. “I have imagined my father's city
being overrun and my heart goes out to
the Chin emperor and his family. Can
they survive this, do you think?”
“All men die,” Yao Shu replied
before Ho Sa could speak. “Our lives
are no more than a bird flying through a
lighted window, then out again into the
darkness. What matters is that we do not
cause pain. A good life will defend the
weak and by so doing, set a lamp in the
darkness that will last for many lives to
come.”
Ho Sa glanced at the solemn monk,
seeing how his shaven head gleamed. He

did not agree with the words and could
almost shudder at the thought of such an
earnest and joyless life. He preferred
Khasar's simpler philosophy that the sky
father would not have given him strength
to waste. If a man could raise a sword,
he should use it, and there were no better
opponents than the weak. They were less
likely to gut you when you weren't
looking. He said none of this aloud and
was pleased to see Chakahai relax and
nod to the monk.
“You are a good man, Yao Shu. I have
sensed it. My husband's sons will learn
much from you, I am certain. Perhaps
one day, they will have Buddhist
hearts.”

She rose suddenly then, almost making
Ho Sa spill the dregs of his cold tea. He
placed the bowl to one side and bowed
to her once more, thankful that the
strange meeting was at an end.
“We are from an old culture,”
Chakahai said softly. “I think we can
influence a new one, as it grows. If we
are careful, it will benefit us all.”
Ho Sa blinked at the princess of his
people, before falling into the courteous
routines that would take him back into
the outside air, Yao Shu beside him.
Both men stared at each other for a
moment before taking separate paths into
the camp.

CHAPTER 18
THE USUAL PEACE AND ORDER of the
Imperial barracks in Baotou was lost as
the soldiers packed their equipment onto
carts. The orders from Yenking had
come in the night, and the commander,
Lujan, had wasted no time. Nothing of
value was to be left for the Mongols, and
anything they could not take with them
had to be destroyed. He had men already
at work with hammers, breaking the
surplus stores of arrows and spears with
methodical efficiency.
Ordering the evacuation had been

hard and he had not slept since receiving
the command. The soldiers who guarded
Baotou from bandits and criminal tongs
had been in the city for almost four
years. Many had families there and
Lujan had looked in vain for permission
to take them out with him.
The letter from General Zhi Zhong had
come by Imperial messenger, the seals
perfect. Lujan knew he risked demotion
or worse by allowing men with wives
and children to gather their families, but
he could not leave them to the enemy. He
saw another group of young boys take
their seats on a cart and look around
with frightened eyes. Baotou was all
they had ever known, and in a single

night, they had been told to leave
everything and move quickly to the
nearest barracks.
Lujan sighed to himself. With so many
people involved, the secret had been
impossible to keep. No doubt the wives
had warned their friends and the news
had spread in widening ripples through
the night. Perhaps that was why the
orders had not included the command to
evacuate the families of his men.
Outside the barracks gates, he could
hear the gathering crowd. He shook his
head unconsciously. He could not save
them all and he would not disobey his
orders. He felt shame at his own relief
not to have to stay in the path of the

Mongol army and tried not to hear the
voices calling in confusion and terror on
the streets.
The sun had risen and already he
feared he had delayed too long. If he had
not sent for the army families, he would
have been able to slip out in the night.
As it was, they would pass through a
hostile crowd in full daylight. He steeled
himself to be ruthless now the decision
had been made. There would be
bloodshed if the citizens grew angry,
perhaps a running fight to the river gate,
four hundred paces from the barracks. It
had not seemed so far the previous day.
He wished another solution had
presented itself, but his path was set and

soon it would be time to leave.
Two of his men ran past on some final
errand. Neither acknowledged their
commander and Lujan sensed their
anger. No doubt they were men who kept
whores or had friends in the city. They
all had. There would be riots when they
left, with the tongs running wild in the
streets. Some of the criminals were like
savage dogs, barely held in check by the
threat of force. With the soldiers gone,
they would glut themselves until the
enemy came to burn them out.
That thought gave Lujan some
satisfaction, though he still felt ashamed.
He tried to clear his mind, to concentrate
on the problem of getting the column of

soldiers and carts out of the city. He had
placed crossbowmen along the line, with
orders to shoot into the crowd if they
were attacked. If that failed, pikes would
hold the mob at bay long enough to leave
Baotou, he was almost sure. Either way,
it would be vicious and he could take no
pride in the planning.
Another of his soldiers came running
up and Lujan recognized him as one of
those he had stationed at the barracks
gate. Had the rioting started already?
“Sir, there is a man wishing to speak
to you. I told him to go home, but he
gave me this token and said you would
see him.”

Lujan looked at the little piece of blue
shell marked with Chen Yi's personal
chop. He winced. It was not a meeting
he wanted to have, but the carts were
almost ready and the men had formed
ranks before the gate. Perhaps because
of his guilt, he nodded.
“Have him enter through the small
door and be certain not to let anyone
force their way in with him.” The
soldier rushed away and Lujan was left
alone with his thoughts. Chen Yi would
die with the rest of them and no one
would ever learn of the arrangement they
had formed over the years. It had
profited them both, but Lujan would not
regret being free of the little man's

influence.
He
struggled
against
weariness as the soldier returned with
the leader of the Blue Tong.
“I can do nothing for you now, Chen
Yi,” Lujan began as the soldier ran back
to take his place in the column. “My
orders are to withdraw from Baotou and
join the army assembling before
Yenking. I cannot help you.”
Chen Yi stared at him and Lujan saw
he was armed with a sword on his hip. It
should have been removed at the door
set into the main gate, but none of the
routines were in force today.
“I thought you would lie to me,” Chen
Yi said, “telling me that you were out on

maneuvers or training. I would not have
believed you, of course.”
“You would have been among the first
to hear last night,” Lujan said with a
shrug. “I must follow my orders.”
“You will let Baotou burn?” Chen Yi
said. “After so many years of telling us
you are our protectors, you will run as
soon as a real threat appears?”
Lujan felt himself flush. “I am a
soldier, Chen Yi. When my general tells
me to march, I march. I am sorry.”
Chen Yi was red-faced, though
whether it was from anger or the
exertion of running to the barracks, Lujan

could not tell. He felt the force of the
man's gaze and could hardly meet it.
“I see you have allowed your men to
take their wives and children to safety,”
Chen Yi noted. “Your own wife and
sons will not suffer when the Mongols
come.”
Lujan looked away at the column.
Already there were faces turned toward
him, waiting for his word to march.
“I have exceeded my authority even in
that, my friend.”
Chen Yi made a snarling sound in his
throat. “Do not call a man ‘friend' as you
leave him to be killed.” His anger was

clear now and Lujan could not meet his
eyes as he went on.
“The wheel will turn, Lujan. Your
masters will pay for their cruelty even as
you pay for this shame.”
“I must leave now,” Lujan said,
staring into the distance. “You could
empty the city before the Mongols come.
Many could be saved if you order it.”
“Perhaps I will, Lujan. After all, there
will be no other authority in Baotou
when you are gone.”
Both men knew it was impossible to
evacuate the population of Baotou. The
Mongol army was no more than two

days away. Even if they filled every boat
and used the river to escape, there
would not be enough places for more
than a few. The people of Baotou would
be slaughtered as they ran. Picturing the
rice fields running red with blood, Lujan
let out a long breath. He had already
delayed too long.
“Good luck,” he murmured, glancing
at Chen Yi's eyes. He could not
understand the triumph he saw sparkling
there, and he almost spoke again before
he thought better of it. He strode to the
front of the column, where his horse was
held for him. As Chen Yi watched, the
barracks gates opened and those in the
front rank stiffened as the crowd fell

silent.
The roads were lined with people
staring in. They had left the way clear
for the Imperial soldiers and their carts,
but the faces were cold with hatred and
Lujan snapped loud orders for his
crossbowmen to be ready, letting the
crowd hear as he trotted out. The silence
was unnerving and he expected a
barrage of abuse to start at any second.
His men fingered their swords and pikes
nervously, trying not to see the faces of
people they knew as they left the
barracks behind. The same scene would
be happening at the other barracks, and
they would meet the second and third
column outside the city before moving

east to Yenking and the Badger's Mouth
pass. Baotou would then be defenseless,
for the first time in its history.
Chen Yi watched the column of
guards leave, heading toward the river
gate. Lujan could not know that many of
the crowd were his own men, there to
keep order and prevent the more
reckless citizens from showing their
disgust at the withdrawal. He did not
want Lujan to delay his departure, but he
had not been able to resist seeing his
shame before he left. Lujan had been a
sympathetic voice in the garrison for
many years, though they had not been
friends. Chen Yi knew the orders to
leave would have been hard on the man,

and he had enjoyed every moment of his
humiliation. It had been a struggle not to
show his inner satisfaction. There would
be no dissenting voice when the
Mongols came, no soldiers ordered to
fight to the last. The emperor's betrayal
had given Baotou into Chen Yi's hands
in one morning.
He frowned to himself as the column
of soldiers reached the river gate and
Lujan passed under the shadow of the
deserted archer platforms. Everything
depended on the honor of the two
Mongol brothers he had aided. He
wished he could know for certain
whether Khasar and Temuge could be
trusted, or whether he would see his

precious city torn apart. The crowd at
the barracks watched the retreating
soldiers in eerie silence, and Chen Yi
offered up prayers to the spirits of his
ancestors. Remembering his Mongol
servant, Quishan, he mouthed a final
prayer to the sky father of those strange
people, asking for his help in the coming
days.
Leaning on the wooden bar of a goat
pen, Genghis smiled at the sight of his
son Chagatai, hearing the boy's whoops
across the encampment. He had given the
ten-year-old a set of armor that morning,
specially made for his small frame.
Chagatai was too young to join the

warriors in battle, but he had been
delighted with the armor, riding around
and around the camp on a new pony to
show the older men. There were many
smiles as they saw him brandishing his
bow and alternating between war cries
and laughter.
Genghis stretched his back, running a
hand along the thick cloth of the white
tent he had raised before the walls of
Baotou. It differed from the gers of his
people, so that those in the cities would
know it and beg their leaders to
surrender. Twice as high as even his
own great ger, it was not so solidly built
and shivered in the wind, its sides
snapping in and out like breath. White

horse-tail standards stood on tall pikes
on either side of it and whipped around
as if alive.
Baotou stood closed to them and
Genghis wondered if his brothers were
correct in their judgment of this Chen Yi.
The scouts had brought news of a
column of soldiers marching from the
city just the day before. Some of the
young warriors had ridden close enough
to score distant kills with their bows
before being driven off. If they had
estimated the numbers correctly, the city
had no soldiers to defend it, and Genghis
found himself in a mellow mood. One
way or another, the city would fall like
the others.

He had spoken to the Baotou mason
and been reassured that Chen Yi would
not have forgotten his agreement. Lian's
family remained inside the walls he had
helped to build, and he had many
reasons for wanting a peaceful
submission. Genghis looked up at the
white tent. They had until sunset to
surrender, or they would see the red tent
the following day. No agreement would
save them then.
Genghis felt eyes on him and turned to
see his oldest son, Jochi, on the opposite
side of the milling goats. The boy was
watching him in silence, and despite
what he had promised to Borte, Genghis
felt himself respond as if to a challenge.

He held the boy's eyes coldly until Jochi
was forced to look away. Only then did
Genghis speak to him.
“It is your birthday in a month. I will
have another set of armor made for you
then.”
Jochi wrinkled his lip into a sneer. “I
will be twelve. It will not be long before
I can ride with the warriors. There is no
point in playing children's games until
then.”
Genghis's temper prickled. The offer
had been generous. He would have
spoken again, but they were both
distracted by Chagatai's return. The boy
thundered up on his pony and leaped to

the ground, barely stumbling as he
steadied himself on the wooden pen and
whipped the reins around a post in a
quick knot. The goats in the pen bleated
in panic and pressed away from him to
the other side. Genghis could not help
but smile at Chagatai's uncomplicated
joy, though he felt Jochi's gaze settle on
him again, always watching.
Chagatai gestured toward the silent
city of Baotou, less than a mile away.
“Why are we not attacking that place,
father?” he said, glancing toward Jochi.
“Because your uncles made a promise
to a man inside it,” Genghis replied
patiently. “In return for the mason who
helped us win all the others, this one

will be allowed to stand.” He paused for
a moment. “If they surrender today.”
“And
tomorrow?”
Jochi
said
suddenly. “Another city, and another
after that?” As Genghis turned to him,
Jochi straightened. “Will we spend all
our lives taking these places one by
one?”
Genghis felt blood rush into his face
at the boy's tone, then he recalled his
promise to Borte that he would treat
Jochi the same as his brothers. She did
not seem to understand the way he
needled him at every opportunity, but
Genghis needed peace in his own ger.
He took a moment to master his temper.

“It is not a game we are playing here,”
he said. “I do not choose to crush Chin
cities because I enjoy the flies and the
heat of this land. I am here, you are here,
because they have tormented us for a
thousand generations. Chin gold has had
every tribe at the throat of all the others
for longer than anyone can remember.
When we have peace for a generation,
they set the Tartars on us like wild
dogs.”
“They cannot do that now,” Jochi
replied. “The Tartars are broken and our
people are one nation, as you say. We
are too strong. Is it vengeance then that
drives us?” The boy did not look
directly at his father, only risking

glances at him when Genghis turned
away, yet there was genuine interest in
his gaze.
His father snorted. “For you, the
history is only stories. You were not
even born when the tribes were
scattered. You did not know that time
and perhaps you cannot understand it.
Yes, this is vengeance, in part. Our
enemies must learn they cannot ride us
down without a storm coming after.” He
drew his father's sword and turned it
into the sun, so that the shining surface
flashed a golden line onto Jochi's face.
“This is a good blade, made by a
master. But if I buried it in the ground,
how long would it keep its edge?”

“You will say the tribes are like the
sword,” Jochi said, surprising him.
“Perhaps,” Genghis replied, irritated
to have had his lecture interrupted. The
boy was too sharp for his own good.
“Anything I have won can be lost,
perhaps by a single foolish son who
does not have the patience to listen to his
father.” Jochi grinned at that and
Genghis realized he had acknowledged
him as a son even as he sought to wipe
the arrogant expression off his face.
Genghis pulled open the gate to the
goat pen and stepped inside, holding his
sword up. The goats struggled to get
away from him, climbing over each

other and bleating mindlessly.
“In your cleverness, Jochi, tell me
what would happen if the goats attacked
me.”
“You would kill them all,” Chagatai
said quickly behind him, trying to be
involved in the contest of wills. Genghis
did not look back as Jochi spoke.
“They would knock you down,” Jochi
said. “Are we goats then, united as a
nation?” The boy seemed to find the idea
amusing and Genghis lost his temper,
snapping out an arm to heave Jochi over
the rail and send him sprawling among
the animals. They ran in bleating panic,
some trying to leap the barrier.

“We are the wolf, boy, and the wolf
does not ask about the goats it kills. It
does not consider the best way to spend
its time until its mouth and paws are red
with blood and it has conquered all of
its enemies. And if you ever mock me
again, I will send you to join them.”
Jochi scrambled to his feet, the cold
face dropping over his features like a
mask. In Chagatai, the discipline would
have earned approval, but Genghis and
Jochi stood facing each other in strained
silence, neither willing to be the first to
turn away. Chagatai leered on the edge
of Jochi's vision, enjoying his
humiliation. In the end, Jochi was still a
child and his eyes filled with hot tears of

frustration as he broke his father's gaze
and clambered back over the wooden
bar.
Genghis took a deep breath, already
looking for some way to smooth over the
anger he had felt.
“You must not think of this war as
something we do before we return to
quieter lives. We are warriors, if talk of
swords and wolves is too fanciful. If I
spend my youth breaking the strength of
the Chin emperor, I will consider every
day a joy. His family has ruled for long
enough and now my family has risen. We
will not suffer their cold hands on us any
longer.”

Jochi was breathing heavily, but he
mastered himself to ask one more
question.
“So there will be no end to it? Even
when you are old and gray, you will still
be looking for enemies to fight?”
“If there are any left,” Genghis
replied. “What I have begun cannot be
given up. If we ever lose heart, if we
ever falter, they will come for us in
greater numbers than you can imagine.”
He struggled to find something to say
that would raise the boy's spirits. “But
by then, my sons will be old enough to
ride to new lands and bring them under
our rule. They will be kings. They will
eat greasy food and wear jeweled

swords and forget what they owe to me.”
Khasar and Temuge had walked past the
edge of the camp to stare up at the walls
of Baotou. The sun was low on the
horizon, but the day had been hot and
both men were sweating in the thick air.
They never sweated in the high
mountains of home, where dirt fell as
dust from their dry skin. In the Chin
lands, their bodies became foul and flies
tormented them constantly. Temuge in
particular seemed pale and sickly and
his stomach roiled as he remembered the
last time he had seen the city. He had
spent too many evenings in the smokefilled ger of Kokchu, and some of the

things he had seen distressed him still.
As his throat tightened, he coughed. The
action seemed to make it worse until he
felt dizzy and ill.
Khasar watched him recover without
a trace of sympathy.
“Your wind is broken, little brother. If
you were a pony, I would cut you up to
feed the tribes.”
“You understand nothing, as always,”
Temuge replied weakly, wiping his
mouth with the back of his hand. The
flush in his cheeks was draining away
and his skin looked waxy in the sunlight.
“I understand you are killing yourself

to kiss the feet of that filthy shaman,”
Khasar replied. “You are even beginning
to smell like him, I've noticed.”
Temuge might have ignored his
brother's barb, but as he looked up, there
was a wariness in Khasar's eyes that he
had not seen before. He had sensed it in
others who associated him with the great
khan's shaman. It was not exactly fear,
unless it was fear of the unknown. He
had dismissed it before as the ignorance
of fools, but seeing the same caution in
Khasar was strangely pleasing.
“I have learned much from him,
brother,” he said. “At times, I have been
frightened by the things I have seen.”

“The tribes mutter many things about
him, but nothing good,” Khasar said
softly. “I heard he takes the babies
whose mothers don't want them. They
are not seen again.” He did not look at
Temuge as he spoke, preferring to fix his
gaze on the walls of Baotou. “They say
he killed a man with just a touch.”
Temuge straightened slowly from the
cramp of his coughing. “I have learned
to summon death in such a way,” he lied.
“Last night, while you were sleeping. It
was agony and it is why I cough today,
but the flesh will recover and I will still
know.”
Khasar looked sideways at his
brother, trying to see if he was telling the

truth. “I'm sure it was a trick of some
kind,” he said.
Temuge smiled at him and the fact that
his gums were stained from the black
paste made the expression terrible.
“There is no need to be frightened of
what I know, brother,” Temuge said
softly. “Knowledge is not dangerous.
Only the man is dangerous.”
Khasar snorted. “That's the sort of
childish talk he teaches you, is it? You
sound like that Buddhist monk, Yao Shu.
There's one who doesn't stand in awe of
Kokchu, at least. They're like spring
rams on each other's territory whenever
they meet.”

“The monk is a fool,” Temuge
snapped. “He should not be teaching the
children of Genghis. One of them may be
khan one day and this ‘Buddhism' will
make them soft.”
“Not with the monk teaching it,”
Khasar replied with a grin. “He can split
boards with his hands, which is more
than Kokchu can do. I like him, though he
can hardly speak a word of proper
speech.”
“ ‘He can split boards,’ ” Temuge
said, mocking his brother's voice. “Of
course you would be impressed by such
a thing. Does he keep dark spirits from
entering the camp on moonless nights?
No, he makes firewood.”

Despite himself, Khasar found he was
growing angry. There was something
about this new assurance in Temuge that
he disliked, though he could not have put
it into words.
“I've never seen one of these Chin
spirits Kokchu claims to banish. I do
know I can use firewood.” He chuckled
scornfully as Temuge flushed, his own
temper rising. “If I had to choose
between them, I'd rather have a man who
can fight the way he fights and I'll take
my chances with the spirits of dead Chin
peasants.”
Furious, Temuge raised his arm to his
brother, and to his astonishment, Khasar

flinched. The man who would charge
into a group of soldiers without a thought
took a pace back from his younger
brother and dropped his hand to his
sword. For an instant, Temuge almost
laughed. He wanted to make Khasar see
the joke, and recall that they had once
been friends, but then he felt coldness
steal into him and he exulted in the fear
he had seen.
“Do not mock the spirits, Khasar, nor
the men who control them. You have not
walked the paths when the moon has
gone and seen what I have seen. I would
have died many times if Kokchu had not
been there to guide me back to the land.”
Khasar knew his brother had seen him

react to nothing more than an open palm,
and his heart pounded in his chest. Part
of him did not believe little Temuge
could know anything that he did not, but
there were mysteries, and at the feasts he
had seen Kokchu push knives into his
flesh without a drop of blood falling.
Khasar stared at his
frustration, before turning
and striding back to the
people, to the world he
alone, Temuge felt like
triumph.

brother in
on his heel
gers of his
knew. Left
howling in

As he faced Baotou, the city gates
opened and warning horns sounded
across the camp behind him. The

warriors would be racing for their
horses. Let them run, he thought, giddy
with the victory over his brother. The
sickness had passed and he strolled
confidently toward the open gate. He
wondered if Chen Yi would have
archers on the walls, ready for
treachery. It did not matter to him. He
felt invulnerable and his feet were light
on the stony ground.

CHAPTER 19
THE CITY OF BAOTOU WAS SILENT as
Chen Yi welcomed Genghis into his
home. Ho Sa accompanied the khan and
Chen Yi bowed deeply to him,
acknowledging that promises had been
kept.
“You are welcome in my home,” Chen
Yi said in the language of the tribes,
bowing again as he came face to face
with Genghis for the first time. Genghis
towered over him, taller even than
Khasar had been. The khan wore full
armor and had a sword belted on his hip.

Chen Yi could feel the inner force of
him, as strong as anyone he had ever
met. Genghis did not reply to the formal
greeting, merely nodding as he strode
into the open courtyard. Chen Yi had to
move quickly to lead him into the main
house, and in his hurry, he did not see
Genghis glance at the immense roof and
steel himself to enter. Ho Sa and Temuge
had described it to him, but he was still
curious to see how a wealthy man lived
in the heart of a city.
Outside, the streets were empty even
of beggars. Every house was barricaded
against the tribesmen who wandered
through the streets, peering through gates
and looking for items worth taking.

Genghis had given orders to leave the
city intact, but no one thought the order
could include stores of rice wine.
Household images of gods were in
particular demand. The tribesmen
reasoned that they could not have enough
protection in their own gers and
collected any small statue that looked
suitably potent.
An honor guard of warriors waited
outside at the gate, but in truth Genghis
could have walked alone anywhere in
the city. The only possible danger came
from men he could command with a
word.
Chen Yi had to struggle not to show
his nervousness as Genghis strolled

around the inside of his house,
examining items. The khan seemed tense
and Chen Yi was unsure how to begin
the conversation. His guards and
servants had been sent away for the
meeting, and the house felt oddly empty.
“I am glad my mason could be of use
to you, my lord,” Chen Yi said to break
to silence. Genghis was inspecting a
black lacquered pot and didn't look up
as he placed it back on its stand. He
seemed too large for the room, as if at
any moment he could take hold of the
beams and bring the whole place
crashing down. Chen Yi told himself it
was just his reputation that made him
seem powerful, but then Genghis turned

pale yellow eyes on him and his thoughts
froze.
Genghis ran a finger over the pot's
decoration of figures in a garden, then
turned to his host.
“Do not fear me, Chen Yi. Ho Sa says
you are a man who has made much of
little, a man who has been given nothing
but yet survived and become wealthy in
this place.” Chen Yi glanced at Ho Sa at
hearing the words, but the Xi Xia soldier
showed him nothing. For once in his life,
Chen Yi felt at a loss. Baotou had been
promised to him, but he did not know if
the khan would keep his word. He did
know that when a great wind destroys a
man's home, he can only shrug and know

it was fate and could not be resisted.
Meeting Genghis was like that for him.
The rules he had known all his life had
been thrown away. At a single command
from the Mongol khan, Baotou would be
razed to the ground.
“I am a wealthy man,” Chen Yi
agreed. Before he could continue, he felt
Genghis's eyes on him, suddenly
interested. The khan picked up the
lacquered pot once more and gestured
with it. In his hands, it looked incredibly
fragile.
“What is wealth, Chen Yi? You are a
man of cities, of streets and houses.
What do you value? This?”

He spoke quickly and Ho Sa bought
Chen Yi time to reply by translating it.
ChenYi flashed a grateful glance at the
soldier.
“That pot took a thousand hours of
labor to make, lord. When I look at it, it
gives me pleasure.”
Genghis turned the pot in his hands.
He seemed obscurely disappointed and
Chen Yi glanced at Ho Sa again. The
soldier raised his eyebrows, urging
more.
“But it is not wealth, lord,” Chen Yi
went on. “I have starved, so I know the
value of food. I have been cold, so I
know the value of warmth.”

Genghis shrugged. “A sheep knows as
much. Do you have sons?” He knew the
answer, but still he wanted to understand
this man who came from a world so
different from his own.
“I have three daughters, lord. My son
was taken from me.”
“Then what is wealth, Chen Yi?”
Under the questions, Chen Yi became
very calm. He did not know what the
khan wanted, so he answered honestly.
“Revenge is wealth, lord, for me. The
ability to reach out and strike down my
enemies. That is wealth. Having men
who will kill and die for me is wealth.

My daughters and my wife are my
wealth.” With great gentleness, he took
the pot from Genghis's hands, then
dropped it on the wooden floor. It
shattered into tiny pieces, exploding
across the polished wood.
“Anything else is worthless, lord.”
Genghis grinned briefly. Khasar had
spoken the truth when he said Chen Yi
would not be cowed.
“I think if I had been born in a city, I
might have led your life, Chen Yi.
Though I would not have trusted my
brothers, knowing them as I do.”
Chen Yi did not reply that he had

trusted only Khasar, but Genghis seemed
to guess his thoughts.
“Khasar speaks well of you. I will not
go back on his word, given in my name.
Baotou is yours. It is just a step on the
path to Yenking for me.”
“I am glad, lord,” Chen Yi replied,
almost shuddering with relief. “Will you
share a cup of wine?”
Genghis nodded and a vast pressure
left the room. Ho Sa relaxed visibly as
Chen Yi looked around automatically for
a servant and found none. Stiffly he
gathered the cups himself, his sandals
crunching on shards of priceless pottery
that had once adorned the home of an

emperor. His hand shook slightly as he
poured three cups, and only then did
Genghis sit down. Ho Sa took another
seat, his armor creaking as he settled. He
dipped his head a fraction to Chen Yi
when their eyes met again, as if he had
passed some sort of test.
Chen Yi knew the khan would not be
taking the time to sit unless there was
something he wanted. He watched the
dark, flat face as Genghis accepted the
cup from his hand. Chen Yi realized the
khan too was ill at ease and searching
for words.
“Baotou must seem small to you,
lord,” Chen Yi ventured as Genghis
sipped at the rice wine, pausing at a

taste he had not known before.
“I have never been inside a city,
except to burn it down,” Genghis
replied. “Seeing one so quiet is a strange
thing for me.” He emptied the cup and
refilled it himself, offering the bottle to
Chen Yi and then Ho Sa.
“One more, but it is potent and I want
a clear head,” Chen Yi replied.
“It is horse piss,” Genghis replied
with a snort, “though I like the way it
warms.”
“I will have a hundred bottles sent to
your camp, lord,” Chen Yi said quickly.

The Mongol leader watched him over
the edge of his cup and nodded. “You
are generous.”
“It is not much in return for the city of
my birth,” Chen Yi said.
Genghis seemed to relax at that,
leaning back on the couch. “You are a
clever man, Chen Yi. Khasar told me
that you ruled the city even when the
soldiers were here.”
“He may have exaggerated a little,
lord. My authority is strongest among the
lowest castes—the dockworkers and
tradesmen. The nobles live a different
life and it was only rarely that I could
find some way to sling reins on their

power.”
Genghis grunted. He could not express
the discomfort he felt sitting in such a
house, surrounded by a thousand others.
He could almost feel the press of
humanity all around him; Khasar had
been right: for one raised in the clean
winds of the plains, the city smelled
terrible.
“You hate them, then, these nobles?”
Genghis asked. It was not a casual
question and Chen Yi considered his
answer carefully. The language of the
tribes lacked the words he needed, so he
spoke in his own tongue and let Ho Sa
translate.

“Most of them live lives so distant
that I do not think of them, lord. Their
judges make much of enforcing the
emperor's laws, but they do not touch the
nobles. If I steal, I can have my hands cut
off or be whipped to death. If a noble
steals from me, there will be no justice.
Even if he takes a daughter or a son from
me, I can do nothing.” He waited
patiently for Ho Sa to finish speaking,
knowing his feelings had become
obvious as Genghis stared at him. “Yes,
I hate them,” he said.
“There were bodies hanging from the
barracks gates as I came in,” Genghis
said. “Two or three dozen. Was that
your work?”

“I settled old debts, lord, before you
arrived.”
Genghis nodded, refilling both cups.
“A man must always settle his debts.
Are there many who feel as you do?”
Chen Yi smiled bitterly. “More than I
can count, lord. The Chin nobles are an
elite who rule many times their number.
Without their army they would have
nothing.”
“If you have the numbers, why do you
not rise up against them?” Genghis asked
in genuine curiosity.
Chen Yi sighed, once more using the
Chin tongue, the words pouring out at

great speed. “Bakers, masons, and
boatmen do not make an army, lord. The
noble families are ruthless at the first
sign of rebellion. There have been
attempts in the past, but they have spies
among the people and even a collection
of weapons would have their soldiers
descend upon us. If a rebellion ever took
root, they would call on the emperor and
his army would march. Whole towns can
be put to the sword or burned. I have
heard of it, in my own lifetime.” He
hesitated, aware as Ho Sa spoke after
him that the khan would think nothing of
such acts. Chen Yi almost held up a hand
to stop the Xi Xia soldier, but held still.
Baotou had been spared, after all.

Genghis assessed the man he faced,
fascinated. He had forced the idea of a
nation on the tribes, but it was not shared
by men like Chen Yi, not yet. Each city
might have been ruled by the Chin
emperor, but they did not look to him for
leadership, or feel part of his family. It
was clear that the nobles took their
authority from the emperor. It was also
clear that Chen Yi hated them for their
arrogance, wealth, and power. The
knowledge could be useful.
“I have felt their gaze on my own
people, Chen Yi,” he said. “We have
become a nation to resist them—no, to
crush them.”
“And will you then rule as they did?”

Chen Yi asked, hearing the bitterness in
his tone before he could stop himself. He
felt a dangerous freedom in talking to the
khan, he realized. The usual curbs and
cautions on his tongue were flimsy
protection under that yellow gaze. To his
relief, Genghis chuckled.
“I have not given thought to what
comes after the battles. Perhaps I will
rule. Is that not the right of a
conqueror?”
Chen Yi took a deep breath before
replying. “To rule, yes, but will your
lowest-ranking warrior walk like an
emperor among those you have
conquered? Will he sneer and take

whatever he has not earned?”
Genghis stared at him. “The nobles
are the family of the emperor? If you are
asking if my family will take what they
want, of course they will. The strong
rule, Chen Yi. Those who are not strong
dream of it.” He paused, trying to
understand. “You would have me bind
my people by petty rules?” he asked.
Chen Yi took another deep breath. He
had spent his life with spies and
falsehood, protection layered on
protection against the day when the
emperor's army would root him out in
fire and blood from the city. That day
had not come. Instead, he found himself
facing one before whom he could speak

without any restraint. He would never
again have such an opportunity.
“I understand what you have said, but
will that right be passed on to their sons
and grandsons, further? When some
cruel weakling kills a boy a hundred
years from now, will no one dare protest
because your blood is in him?”
Genghis remained motionless. After a
long time, he shook his head. “I do not
know these Chin nobles, but my own
sons will rule after me, if they have the
strength. Perhaps in a hundred years, my
descendants will still rule and be these
nobles you despise.” He shrugged,
draining his cup.

“Most men are like sheep,” he went
on. “They are not as we are.” He waved
away Chen Yi's reply. “Do you doubt it?
How many in this city can match your
influence, your power, even before I
came? Most cannot lead—the idea
terrifies them. Yet for those like you and
me, there is no greater joy than knowing
there is no help coming. The decision is
ours alone.” He gestured wildly with his
cup, spilling some of the wine. Chen Yi
broke the wax seal on another bottle and
poured the wine once more.
The silence grew strained. To the
surprise of both men, it was Ho Sa who
broke it.
“I have sons,” he said. “I have not

seen them in three years. When they are
grown, they will follow me into the
army. When men hear they are mine, they
will expect more from them. They will
rise faster than a man with no name. I am
content with that. For that, I work hard
and endure anything.”
“They will never be noble, those
soldier sons of yours,” Chen Yi said. “A
boy from the great houses would order
them to their deaths in a fire just to save
a pot like the one I broke tonight.”
Genghis frowned, troubled by the
image. “You would make all men the
same?”
Chen Yi shrugged. His thoughts

swirled in wine and he didn't know he
spoke in the Chin tongue.
“I am not a fool. I know there is no
law for the emperor, or his family. All
law comes from him and the army he
wields. He cannot be under it like other
men. For the rest, though, for the
thousands of parasites who feed from his
hand, why should they be allowed to
murder and steal without punishment?”
He emptied his cup as Ho Sa translated,
nodding as if the soldier spoke in
agreement.
Genghis stretched his back, wishing
for the first time that Temuge were there
to argue the point for him. He had
intended to speak to Chen Yi and

understand the strange breed that lived in
cities. Instead, the little man made his
head swim.
“If one of my warriors wishes to
marry,” Genghis said, “he finds an
enemy and kills him, taking whatever he
owns. He gives those horses and goats to
the girl's father. Is that murder and theft?
If I forbade that, I would make them
weak.” He was light-headed from the
wine, but his mood was mellow and
once more he filled the three cups.
“Does this warrior take from his own
family, his own tribe?” Chen Yi asked.
“No. He would be a criminal, beneath
contempt if he did,” Genghis replied.

Even before Chen Yi spoke again, he
saw where the little man was going.
“Then what of your tribes now that
they are bound together?” Chen Yi said,
leaning forward. “What will you do if
all Chin lands are yours?”
It was a dizzying concept. It was true
that Genghis had already forbidden
young tribesmen to raid each other,
instead providing marriage gifts from his
own herd. It was not a solution he could
maintain for long. What Chen Yi
suggested was merely an extension of
that peace, though it would encompass
lands so vast it was difficult to imagine.
“I will think on it,” he said, slurring

slightly. “Such thoughts are too rich to
be eaten in one sitting.” He smiled.
“Especially as the Chin emperor remains
safe in his city and we have barely
begun. Perhaps next year I will be
scattered bones.”
“Or you will have broken the nobles
in their forts and cities,” Chen Yi said,
“and have a chance to change it all. You
are a man of vision. You showed that
when you spared Baotou.”
Genghis shook his head blearily. “My
word is iron. When all else is lost, there
is still that. But if I had not spared
Baotou, it would have been another
city.”

“I do not understand,” Chen Yi
replied.
Genghis turned his hard gaze on him
again. “The cities will not surrender if
there is no benefit to them.” He raised a
clenched fist and Chen Yi's gaze was
drawn to it. “Here, I have the threat of
bloodshed, worse than anything they can
imagine. Once I raise the red tent, they
know they will lose every man within
the walls. When they see the black, they
know they will all die.” He shook his
head. “If death is all I offer, they have no
choice but to fight to the last man.” He
dropped the fist and reached again for a
fresh cup, which Chen Yi filled with
shaking hands.

“If I spare even one city, the word
will spread that they do not need to fight.
They can choose to surrender when the
white tent goes up. That is why I spared
Baotou. That is why you still live.”
Genghis recalled his other reason for
seeking the meeting with Chen Yi. His
mind seemed to have lost its customary
sharpness, and he thought perhaps he
should not have drunk quite so much.
“Do you have maps in this city? Maps
of the lands to the east?”
Chen Yi felt dazed at the insight he
had been given. The man who faced him
was a conqueror who would not be
stopped by the feeble Chin nobles and

their corrupt armies. He shivered
suddenly, seeing a future filled with
flames.
“There is a library,” he said,
stammering slightly. “It has been
forbidden to me until now. I do not think
the soldiers destroyed it before they
left.”
“I need maps,” Genghis replied. “Will
you look over them with me? Help me
plan the destruction of your emperor?”
Chen Yi had matched him drink for
drink and his thoughts spun themselves
to wisps in his head. He thought of his
dead son, hanged by nobles who would
not even look at a man of low birth. Let

the world change, he thought. Let them
all burn.
“He is not my emperor, lord.
Everything in this city is yours. I will do
what I can. If you want scribes to write
new laws, I will send them to you.”
Genghis nodded drunkenly. “Writing,”
he replied, scornfully. “It traps words.”
“It makes them real, lord. It makes
them last.”
The morning after his meeting with Chen
Yi, Genghis awoke with a pounding
headache so bad he did not leave his ger
all day except to vomit. He could not

remember much after the sixth bottle had
been brought out, but Chen Yi's words
came back to him at intervals and he
discussed them with Kachiun and
Temuge. His people had only known a
khan's rule, with all justice stemming
from one man's judgment. Even as things
stood, Genghis could have spent each
day deciding arguments and punishing
criminals in the tribes. It was already
too much for him, yet he could not allow
the small khans to resume their roles, or
risk losing it all.
When Genghis gave the order to move
on at last, it was strange to leave a city
without seeing flames on the horizon
behind them. Chen Yi had given him

maps of Chin lands all the way to the
eastern sea, more precious than anything
they had won before. Though Chen Yi
remained in Baotou, the mason Lian had
agreed to accompany Genghis to
Yenking. Lian seemed to regard the
walls of the emperor's city as a personal
challenge to his skill, and he had come
to Genghis to make the offer before he
could be asked. His son had not
beggared his business in his absence,
and Genghis privately thought it was a
matter of going on with the invading
army or settling for a quiet retirement.
The great trek continued into Chin
lands, the central mass of carts and gers
moving slowly, but always surrounded

by tens of thousands of horsemen looking
for the slightest chance to earn the praise
of their commanders. Genghis had
allowed messengers to travel from
Baotou to other cities on their route to
the mountains west of Yenking, and the
decision quickly bore fruit. The emperor
had stripped the garrison from Hohhot,
and without soldiers to bolster their
nerve, the city surrendered without a
single arrow being shot, then provided
two thousand young men to be trained in
the art of sieges and the pike. Chen Yi
had shown the value of that with his own
draft, choosing the best of his city to
accompany the Mongols and learn the
skills of battle. It was true that they had
no horses, but Genghis gave them as

infantry to Arslan and they accepted the
new discipline without question.
Jining's garrison had refused to obey
the emperor's order, and the gates
remained closed. It had been burned to
the ground after the black tent was raised
on the third day. Three other cities had
surrendered after that. Those men who
were young and strong were taken as
prisoners, driven like sheep. There were
simply too many to use as soldiers
without seeing the tribes outnumbered.
Genghis did not want them, but he could
not leave so many at his back. His
people drove half their number again
over the land, and every day, there were
bodies in their wake. As the nights grew

colder, the Chin prisoners huddled
together and whispered, a constant
susurration that was eerie in the
darkness.
It had been one of the hottest summers
any of them had ever known. The old
men said a freezing winter would
follow, and Genghis did not know
whether he should move on the capital
or leave the campaign for another year.
The mountains before Yenking were
already visible and his scouts raced
after mounted observers for the emperor
whenever they appeared in the distance.
Though their horses were swift, some of
the Chin watchers were caught, and each
one added detail to the picture Genghis

was building.
On a morning where the ground had
frozen in the night, he sat on a pile of
wooden saddles and stared into the
weak sun. It rose over the range of steep
green crags that protected Yenking from
him, shrouded in mist. Taller than the
peaks between the Gobi and Xi Xia, they
made even the mountains he remembered
from home seemed less impressive. Yet
the captured observers spoke of the pass
known as the Badger's Mouth and he felt
he was being drawn to it. The emperor
had gathered his strength there, gambling
on a single massive force that dwarfed
the army Genghis had brought to that
place. Everything could end there and all

his dreams would become ashes.
He chuckled to himself at the thought.
Whatever the future held, he would meet
it with his head raised and his sword
drawn. He would struggle to the end,
and if he fell against his enemies, it
would have been a life well spent. Part
of him felt a pang at the thought that his
sons would not long survive his death,
but he crushed the weakness. They
would make their own lives as he had
made his. If they were swept up in the
wind of greater events, that would be
their fate. He could not protect them
from everything.
In the ger at his back, he heard one of
Chakahai's children squalling. He could

not tell if it was the son or the daughter.
He brightened at the thought of the little
girl who, though barely walking, toddled
over to press her head affectionately
against his leg whenever she saw him.
He had seen a terrible jealousy in Borte
when she had witnessed the simple act,
and he sighed at the memory. Conquering
enemy cities was far less complicated
than the women in his life, or the
children they bore for him.
Out of the corner of his eye, he saw
his brother Kachiun approach, strolling
along one of the camp paths in the
morning sun.
“Have

you

escaped

out

here?”

Kachiun called to him. Genghis nodded,
patting a place next to him on the
saddles. Kachiun joined him and handed
Genghis one of two hot pouches of
mutton and unleavened bread, thick with
warm grease. Genghis took his
gratefully. He could smell snow on the
air and he longed for the cold months to
come.
“Where is Khasar this morning?”
Genghis asked, tearing off a piece of the
bread with his fingers and chewing it.
“Out with Ho Sa and the Young
Wolves, teaching them how to charge
against groups of the prisoners. Have
you seen it? He gives the prisoners
pikes! We lost three young men

yesterday against them.”
“I heard,” Genghis said. Khasar used
only small groups of the prisoners to
train. It surprised Genghis how few
were willing to take part, even with the
promise of a pike or a sword. Surely it
was better to die like that than in listless
apathy. He shrugged to himself at the
thought. The young men of the tribes had
to learn to fight, as they would once have
done against their own people. Khasar
knew what he was doing, Genghis was
almost certain.
Kachiun was watching him in silence,
a wry smile on his face.
“You never ask about Temuge,” he

said.
Genghis grimaced. His youngest
brother made him uneasy and Khasar
seemed to have fallen out with him. In
truth, he could not make himself care
about Temuge's latest enthusiasms. He
surrounded himself with captured Chin
scrolls, reading them even by lamplight
in darkness.
“So why are you sitting here?”
Kachiun asked to change the subject.
His brother snorted. “Do you see the
men waiting nearby?”
“I noticed one of the Woyela sons, the
eldest,” Kachiun admitted. His sharp

eyes missed nothing.
“I have told them not to approach me
until I stand. When I do, they will come
with questions and demands, as they do
every morning. They will make me
decide which one of them has the right to
a particular colt, as one owns the mare
and one the stallion. Then they will want
me to commission new armor from some
metalworker who just happens to be a
relative. There is no end to it.”
He groaned at the thought. “Perhaps
you can delay them long enough for me
to get away.”
Kachiun smiled at his brother's
predicament. “And I thought nothing

could frighten you,” he said. “Appoint
another to deal with them. You must be
free to plan the war with your generals.”
Genghis nodded, reluctantly. “You
have said it before, but who can I trust in
such a position? At a single stroke, he
would have as much power as any man
in the tribes.” An answer occurred to
both of them at the same time, but it was
Kachiun who spoke.
“Temuge would be honored to take on
the work. You know he would.”
Genghis did not reply and Kachiun
went on as if he sensed no objection.
“He is less likely to steal from you

than other men, or to abuse the position.
Give him a title like ‘Master of Trade.'
He will be running the camp in a few
days.” Seeing that his brother was
unmoved, Kachiun chose another
approach.
“It might also force him to spend less
time with Kokchu.”
Genghis looked up at that, seeing the
waiting men take a step forward in case
he was about to rise. He thought back to
the conversation with Chen Yi in
Baotou. Part of him wanted to make
every decision himself, but it was true
that he had a war to win.
“Very well,” he said reluctantly. “Tell

him the task is his for a year. I will send
him three warriors who have been
maimed in battle for the work. It will
give them something to do and I want
one of them to be your man, Kachiun,
reporting only to you. Our brother will
have many chances to skim the cream
from whatever passes through his hands.
A little will not hurt, but if he is greedy,
I want to know.” He paused for a
moment. “And make sure he understands
that Kokchu is to have nothing to do with
his new role.” He sighed then. “If he
refuses, who else is there?”
“He will not refuse,” Kachiun said
with certainty. “He is a man of ideas,
brother. This role will give him the

authority he wants to run the camp.”
“The Chin have judges to pass on the
laws and decide disputes,” Genghis
said, looking off into the distance. “I
wonder if our people would ever accept
such men among them?”
“If they were not from your own
family?” Kachiun asked. “It would be a
brave man who tried to settle blood
feuds, no matter what title he was given.
In fact, I will send another dozen guards
to Temuge to keep him safe. Our people
are not beyond showing their resentment
with an arrow in the back. He is not their
khan, after all.”
Genghis sneered. “No doubt he would

have his dark spirits snatch it out of the
air. Have you heard the stories growing
around him? It's worse than with
Kokchu. I sometimes wonder if my
shaman knows what he has created.”
“We are from a line of khans, brother.
We rule wherever we are placed.”
Genghis clapped him on the back.
“We will find out if the Chin emperor
feels the same way. Perhaps he will
have his army stand down when he sees
us coming.”
“Will it be this year, then? In winter?
I think it will snow before too long.”
“We cannot remain here, without

better grazing. I must make the decision
quickly, but I do not like the thought of
leaving their army at this Badger's
Mouth without a challenge. We can stand
cold that will leave them slow and
useless.”
“But they will have fortified the pass,
sown spikes on the ground, dug trenches,
anything they can think of,” Kachiun
said. “It will not be easy for us.”
Genghis turned his pale eyes on his
brother, and Kachiun looked away at the
mountains they would dare to cross.
“They are so arrogant, Kachiun. They
made a mistake in letting me know
where they are,” Genghis said. “They

want us to ride against them where they
are strongest, where they wait. Their
wall did not stop me coming. Their
mountains and their army will not.”
Kachiun smiled. He knew the way his
brother thought. “I saw you have all the
scouts in the foothills. That is strange if
we are to risk it all on a strike through
the pass.”
Genghis smiled wryly. “They think
their mountains are too high to be
climbed, Kachiun. Another of their walls
runs across the range, and only the
highest peaks are left as their own
protection, too high for men.” He
snorted. “For Chin soldiers, perhaps, but
we are born in the snow. I remember my

father turning me out of the ger naked
when I was just eight years old. We can
stand their winter and we can cross this
inner wall.”
Kachiun too had wailed at the door of
their father's ger, calling to be let back
in. It was an old custom that many
believed would make children strong.
Kachiun wondered if Genghis had done
the same with his own boys, and even as
he formed he thought, he knew he had.
His brother would not allow weakness,
though he could break his sons in the
process of making them strong.
Genghis finished his meal, sucking
hardening grease from his fingers. “The

scouts will find trails around the pass.
When the Chin are shivering in their
tents, we will come at them from all
sides. Only then, Kachiun, will I ride
down the Badger's Mouth, driving their
own people before me.”
“The prisoners?” Kachiun asked.
“We cannot feed them,” Genghis
replied. “They can still be useful if they
soak up the arrows and bolts of our
enemies.” He shrugged. “It will be faster
for them than starving to death.”
At that, Genghis rose to his feet,
glancing up at the heavy clouds that
would turn the Chin plain into a
wilderness of snow and ice. Winter was

always a time of death, when only the
strongest survived. He sighed as he saw
movement out of the corner of his eye.
The watching men had seen him rise and
they hurried closer before he could
change his mind. Genghis stared sourly
at them.
“Tell them to go and see Temuge,” he
said, striding away.

CHAPTER 20
THE TWO SCOUTS WERE STARVING. Even
the porridge of cheese and water in their
packs had frozen as they climbed high
above the pass of Badger's Mouth. To
the north and south, the second Chin wall
ran across the mountains. It was less
massive than the wall the tribes had
crossed to enter Chin lands, though this
one had not been allowed to crumble
over the centuries. Preserved in ice, it
wound its way through distant valleys, a
gray snake in the whiteness. It might
once have been a marvel to the Mongol
scouts, though now they merely

shrugged. The Chin armies had not
sought to build their wall right to the
peaks. They thought no one could
survive the rocks and slopes of solid
ice, so cold at that height that the blood
would surely freeze. They were wrong.
The scouts climbed past the level of the
wall into a world of snow and ice,
looking for a way over the mountains.
Fresh snow had come to the plains,
whirling from storm clouds on the peaks
that blinded them. There were moments
when the gales punched a hole in the
whiteness, revealing the pass and the
spider legs of the inner wall stretching
away. From that height, both men could
see the dark smudge of the Chin army on

the far side. Their own people were lost
to sight on the plain, but they too were
there, waiting for the scouts to return.
“There is no way through,” Taran
shouted over the wind. “Perhaps Beriakh
and the others had better luck. We
should go back.” Taran could feel the
ice in his bones, the crystals in every
joint. He was certain he was close to
dying, and it was hard not to show his
fear. His companion, Vesak, merely
grunted without looking at him. Both
were part of a group of ten, one of many
who had gone into the mountains to find
a way to attack the rear of the Chin army.
Though they had become separated from
their companions in the night, Taran still

trusted Vesak to smell out a route, but
the cold was crippling him, too vicious
to resist.
Vesak was an old man of more than
thirty, while Taran had yet to see his
fifteenth year. The other men in his group
said Vesak knew the general of the
Young Wolves, that he greeted Tsubodai
like an old friend whenever they met. It
could have been true. Like Tsubodai,
Vesak was of the Uriankhai tribe far in
the north and he did not seem to feel the
cold. Taran clambered down an icy
slope, almost falling. He caught himself
by hammering his knife into a fissure, his
hand nearly slipping from the hilt as he
jerked to a stop. He felt Vesak's hand on

his shoulder, then the older man was
trotting again and Taran staggered on,
trying to match his pace.
The Mongol boy was lost in his own
world of misery and endurance when he
saw Vesak stop ahead of him. They had
been following an eastern ridge, so
slippery and dangerous that Vesak had
roped them together so one could save
the other. Only the tugging at his waist
kept Taran from falling asleep as he
went on, and he walked five paces
before he even realized Vesak had fallen
into a crouch. Taran lowered himself to
the ground with a barely stifled groan,
the ice on his deel falling away in sharp
chips. He wore sheepskin gloves, but his

fingers were still frozen as he packed his
mouth with snow and sucked on it. Thirst
was the one thing he remembered from
previous attempts on the peaks. Once the
water in his skin froze, there was nothing
but snow to melt. It was never enough to
satisfy his parched throat.
As he crouched he wondered how the
ponies managed to survive at home,
when the rivers turned to ice. He had
seen them cropping at snow and it
seemed enough for them. Dazed and
exhausted, he opened his mouth to ask
Vesak. The older scout glanced at him
and gestured for silence.
Taran felt his senses sharpen, his
heart beginning to lose its sluggishness.

They had come close to Chin scouts
before. Whoever commanded the army
in the pass had sent them out in force to
observe and report. With the storm
making it hard to see more than a few
paces ahead, the high climbs had
become a deadly contest between the
two forces. Taran's older brother had
stumbled right into one of them, almost
falling over the man. Taran remembered
the ear his brother had brought back as
proof and envied him. He wondered if
he would get the chance to take his own
trophy and stand tall with the other
warriors. Fewer than a third had been
blooded and it was known that Tsubodai
chose his officers from among that
number rather than those whose courage

was unknown. Taran had no sword or
bow, but his knife was sharp and he
rolled his numb wrists to make them
supple.
With his knees aching, he crept closer
to Vesak, the howling wind hiding any
sound of movement. He peered into the
whiteness, looking for whatever the
older man had spotted. Vesak was like a
statue and Taran tried to copy his
stillness, though the cold seeped into him
from the ground and he shivered
constantly.
There. Something had moved in the
white. The Chin scouts wore pale
clothing that blended with the snow,
making them almost invisible. Taran

recalled the stories told by the older
tribesmen, that the mountains hid more
than just men when the snow was
whirling. He hoped they were just
spinning tales to scare him, but he
gripped his knife tightly. At his side,
Vesak raised his arm, pointing. He too
had seen the shape.
Whatever it was, it had not moved
again. Vesak leaned closer to whisper,
and as he did so, Taran saw the figure of
a man rise jerkily from a bank of snow, a
crossbow in his hands.
Vesak's instincts were good. He saw
Taran's eyes widen and threw himself
down, somehow spinning away as he

did. Taran heard the snap of the bolt
without seeing it and suddenly there was
blood on the snow and Vesak was crying
out in rage and pain. The cold fell away
and Taran stood, ignoring the writhing
figure of his friend. He had been told
how to act against a crossbow, and his
mind went blank as he rushed forward.
He had only a few heartbeats before the
man heaved back the cord for another
shot.
Taran slipped on the treacherous
ground, the rope that held him to Vesak
snaking across the snow in his wake. He
had no time to cut it. He saw the Chin
scout wrestling with his weapon and
crashed into him, sending him sprawling.

The crossbow spun away and Taran
found himself locked in an embrace with
a man stronger than he was.
They fought in gasping silence, alone
and frozen. Taran had landed on top of
the soldier and tried desperately to use
the advantage. He struck out with knees
and elbows, his knife hand held by both
his enemy's. Taran was staring into the
man's eyes when he brought his head
down hard on the other's nose, feeling it
break and hearing him cry out. Still his
knife hand was held and he struck again
and again, thumping his forehead into the
bloody face under him. He managed to
get his free forearm under the man's chin,
heaving down at the exposed throat. The

grip on his wrist fell away then and
fingers clawed at his eyes, trying to
blind him. Taran screwed up his face,
smashing his head down without
looking.
It ended as quickly as it had begun.
Taran opened his eyes to see the Chin
soldier staring blindly upwards. His
knife had gone in without him even
feeling it and still stuck out from the
man's fur-lined robe. Taran lay gasping
in the thin air, unable to take a proper
breath. He heard Vesak call and realized
the sound had been going on for some
time. He struggled then for the cold face,
summoning his discipline. He would not
be shamed in front of the older warrior.

With a jerk, Taran freed his knife and
heaved himself off the body. The rope
had tangled itself around his feet in the
struggle, and he stepped out of the coils,
kicking them away. Vesak called again,
the sound weaker than before. Taran
could not tear his eyes from the man he
had killed, but he did not stop to think. It
was the work of moments to yank the
heavy robe from the soldier, wrapping it
around himself. The body seemed
smaller without it and Taran stood
staring down at the spattered blood on
the snow, a ring of droplets forming the
shape where the head had been. He
could feel blood stiffening on his skin
and he rubbed his face roughly, suddenly
sickened. When he looked again at

Vesak, his companion had dragged
himself to a sitting position and was
watching him. Taran nodded at the older
man, then reached down to saw off an
ear from his first kill.
Tucking the grisly scrap into a pouch,
he staggered back to Vesak, still dazed.
The cold had vanished in the struggle,
but it returned in force and he found
himself shivering, his teeth clicking
whenever he unclenched his jaw.
Vesak was panting, his face tight with
pain. The bolt had struck him in the side
below the ribs. Taran could see the
black end of the shaft protruding, the
blood already beginning to freeze like
red wax. He reached out an arm to help

Vesak to his feet, but the older man
shook his head wearily.
“I cannot stand,” Vesak murmured.
“Let me sit here while you go further
on.”
Taran shook his head, refusing to
accept it. He heaved Vesak up, though
the weight was too much for him. Vesak
groaned and Taran fell with him, ending
up on his knees in the snow.
“I cannot go with you,” Vesak said,
gasping. “Let me die. Scout the man's
back trail as best you can. He came from
further up. Do you understand? There
must be a way through.”

“I could drag you on the soldier's
robe, like a sled,” Taran said. He could
not believe his friend was giving up, and
he started laying out the fur on the snow.
His legs almost buckled as he did so and
he steadied himself on a rock, waiting
for his strength to return.
“You must find the back trail, boy,”
Vesak whispered. “He did not come
from our side of the mountain.” His
breath was coming at longer intervals
and he sat with his eyes closed. Taran
looked past him to where the soldier lay
in blood. The sudden memory of it made
his stomach clench and he leaned over
and heaved. There was nothing solid to
come out, though a spool of thick yellow

liquid spilled from his lips and drew
lines in the snow. He wiped his mouth,
furious with himself. Vesak had not seen.
He glanced at his companion, at the
flakes settling on his face. Taran shook
him, but there was no response. He was
alone and the wind howled for him.
After a time, Taran staggered up and
returned to where the Chin soldier had
lain in wait. For the first time, Taran
looked beyond the body, and his strength
returned in a rush. He cut the rope with
his knife, then staggered on, climbing
recklessly and slipping more than once.
There was no trail, but the ground
seemed solid as he punched grips into
the snow and clambered up a slope. He

was sobbing each breath in the thin air
when the wind died and he found himself
in the lee of a great rock of granite. The
peak was still far above, but he did not
need to reach it. Ahead, he saw a single
rope where the soldier had climbed to
that point. Vesak had been right. There
was a route to the other side and the
precious inner wall of the Chin had
proved no better a defense than the
other.
Taran stood numbly in the cold, his
thoughts sluggish. At last he nodded to
himself, then began to walk back past the
two dead men. He would not fail.
Tsubodai was waiting for news.
Behind him the snow fell thickly,

covering the dead and erasing all the
signs of the bloody struggle until it was
frozen and perfect once more.
The encampment was not silent in the
snow. The generals of Genghis had their
men riding across it, practicing
maneuvers and archery, hardening
themselves. The warriors covered their
hands and faces in thick mutton grease,
and they worked for hours firing arrows
at full gallop into straw dummies, ten
paces apart. The straw men jerked again
and again and boys ran to yank the
arrows out, judging their chance before
the next rider came down the line.

The prisoners they had taken from the
cities still numbered in their thousands,
despite the war games Khasar had made
them play. They sat or stood in a mass
outside the gers. Only a few herdsmen
watched over the starved men, but they
did not run. In the early days, some had
escaped, but every warrior of the tribes
could track a lost sheep and they brought
back only heads, casting them high into
the crowd of prisoners as a warning to
the others.
Smoke hung over every ger as the
stoves worked, the women cooking the
slaughtered animals and distilling black
airag to warm their men. When the
warriors were training, they ate and

drank more than usual, trying to add a
layer of fat against the cold. It was hard
to build it with twelve hours in the
saddle each day, but Genghis had given
the order and almost a third of the flocks
had been killed to satisfy their hunger.
Tsubodai brought Taran to the great
ger as soon as the young scout reported.
Genghis was there with his brothers
Khasar and Kachiun, and he came out as
he heard Tsubodai approach. The khan
saw that the boy with Tsubodai was
exhausted, swaying slightly in the cold.
Black circles lay under his eyes and he
looked as if he had not eaten for days.
“Come with me to my wife's ger,”
Genghis said. “She will put hot meat in

your stomach and we can talk.”
Tsubodai bowed his head and Taran
tried to do the same, awed at speaking to
the khan himself. He trotted behind the
two men as Tsubodai told of the pass he
and Vesak had found. As they spoke the
boy glanced at the mountains, knowing
that Vesak's frozen body was up there
somewhere. Perhaps the spring thaw
would reveal him once again. Taran was
too cold and tired to think, and when he
was out of the wind, he took a bowl of
greasy stew in numb hands, shoveling it
into his mouth without expression.
Genghis watched the young boy,
amused at his ravenous appetite and the
way he cast envious glances at the khan's

eagle on its perch. The red bird was
hooded, but it turned toward the young
newcomer and seemed to watch him.
Borte fussed around the scout,
refilling his bowl as soon as it was
empty. She gave him a skin of black
airag as well, making him cough and
splutter, then nodded as a bloom
appeared once more on his frozen
cheeks.
“You found a way through?” Genghis
asked him, when Taran's eyes had lost
their glassy look.
“Vesak did, lord.” A thought seemed
to strike him and he fumbled with stiff
fingers in his pouch, producing

something that was clearly an ear. He
held it up with pride.
“I killed a soldier there, waiting for
us.”
Genghis took the ear from him,
examining it before handing it back.
“You have done well,” he said
patiently. “Can you find the way again?”
Taran nodded, gripping the ear like a
talisman. Too much had happened in a
short time and he was overwhelmed,
once again aware that he was speaking
to the man who had formed a nation from
the tribes. His friends would never
believe he had met the khan himself,

with Tsubodai watching like a proud
father.
“I can, lord.”
Genghis smiled, his gaze far away. He
nodded to Tsubodai, seeing his own
triumph reflected there.
“Go and sleep, then, boy. Rest and eat
until you are full, then sleep again. You
will need to be strong to lead my
brothers.” He clapped Taran on his
shoulder, staggering him.
“Vesak was a good man, lord,”
Tsubodai said. “I knew him well.”
Genghis glanced at the young warrior

he had promoted to lead ten thousand of
the people. He saw a depth of grief in
his eyes and understood that Vesak was
of the same tribe. Though he had
forbidden talk of the old families, some
bonds went deep.
“If his body can be found, I will have
it brought down and honored,” he said.
“Did he have a wife, children?”
“He did, lord,” Tsubodai replied.
“I will see they are looked after,”
Genghis replied. “No one will take their
flock, or force his wife into another
man's ger.”
Tsubodai's

relief

was

obvious.

“Thank you, lord,” he said. He left
Genghis to eat with his wife and took
Taran out into the wind once more,
gripping him around the back of the neck
to show his pride.
The storm still raged two days later
when Khasar and Kachiun gathered their
men. Each of them had supplied five
thousand warriors, and Taran would
lead them over the peaks in single file.
Their horses were left behind and
Genghis had not wasted those two days.
The archery dummies had been copied
by the thousand, placing men of straw,
wood, and cloth on every spare horse. If
Chin scouts were able to see the plain at

all in the snow, they would not notice the
smaller number of men.
Khasar stood with his brother,
rubbing grease into each other's faces in
preparation for the hard climb to follow.
Unlike the scouts, their men were
burdened with bows and swords as well
as a hundred arrows in two heavy
quivers strapped to their backs. Between
them all, the ten thousand men carried a
million shafts—two years of labor in the
making and more valuable than anything
else they owned. Without birch forests,
they could not be replenished.
Everything they carried had to be
wrapped in oiled cloth against the wet,
and they moved stiffly under the extra

layers, stamping their feet and clapping
their gloved hands together against the
wind.
Taran was stiff-backed with pride at
leading the khan's brothers, so filled
with excitement that it was all he could
do to stand still. When they were ready,
Khasar and Kachiun nodded to the boy,
looking back at the column of men who
would cross the mountains on foot. The
ascent would be fast and hard, a cruel
trial even for the fittest. If they were
spotted by Chin scouts, the men knew
they had to reach the high pass before
their movements were reported. Anyone
who fell would be left behind.

The wind tore through the ranks as
Taran started off, looking back as he felt
their eyes on him. Khasar saw his
nervousness and grinned, sharing the
moment of excitement with his brother
Kachiun. It was the coldest day yet, but
the mood was light amongst the men.
They wanted to smash the army that
waited for them on the other side of the
pass. Even more, they reveled in the
thought of coming up behind them and
shattering their clever defenses. Genghis
himself had come out to see them off.
“You have until dawn on the third
day, Kachiun,” Genghis had told his
brother. “Then I will come through the
pass.”

CHAPTER 21
IT TOOK UNTIL THE MORNING of the
second day to reach the spot high in the
peaks where Vesak had died. Taran dug
his friend's body out of a snowdrift,
wiping snow from the gray features in
awed silence.
“We could leave a flag in his hand to
mark the path,” Khasar murmured to
Kachiun, making him smile. The line of
warriors stretched down the mountain
and the storm seemed to be easing, but
they did not hurry the young scout as he
took a strip of blue cloth and draped it

around Vesak's corpse, dedicating him to
the sky father.
Taran stood and bowed his head for a
moment before hurrying up the final
stretch of icy ground that led to the
downward slope. The column moved
past the frozen figure, each man glancing
at the dead face and murmuring a few
words in greeting or a prayer.
With the high pass behind them, Taran
was on new ground and the pace slowed
frustratingly. The sun's light was
diffused into a glare from all directions,
making it difficult to keep going east.
When the wind revealed the mountains
on either side, Khasar and Kachiun
peered into the distance, marking details

of the terrain. By noon they judged they
were halfway down the descent, the twin
forts of the pass far below them.
A sheer drop of more than fifty feet
slowed them again, though old ropes
showed where the Chin scout had
climbed. After days in the cold, the
braided cords were brittle, and they tied
new ones, climbing down with elaborate
care. Those who had gloves tucked them
into their deels for the descent and then
found that their fingers grew pale and
stiff with alarming speed. Frostbite was
more than a worry to men who expected
to use their bows. As they jogged along
the broken slopes, every warrior
clenched and unclenched his hands, or

kept them tucked into his armpits so that
the deel sleeves swung freely.
Many slipped on the icy ground and
those who had hidden their hands fell
hardest. They rose stiffly, their faces
screwed tight against the wind as other
men trotted past without looking at them.
Each of them was alone and struggled to
his feet rather than be left behind.
It was Taran who called out a
warning when the trail split. Under such
a blanket of snow, it was barely more
than a crease in the white surface, but it
snaked in another direction and he did
not know which one would take them
down.

Khasar came up to him, halting those
behind with a raised fist. The line of
men stretched almost back to Vesak's
body. They could not delay and a single
mistake at that point could mean a
lingering death, trapped and exhausted in
a dead end.
Khasar gnawed a piece of broken skin
on his lips, looking to Kachiun for
inspiration. His brother shrugged.
“We should keep going east,” Kachiun
said wearily. “The side path leads back
toward the forts.”
“It could be another chance to
surprise them from behind,” Khasar
replied, staring into the distance. The

path was lost to sight in no more than
twenty paces as the wind and snow
swirled.
“Genghis wants us behind the Chin as
fast as possible,” Kachiun reminded
him.
Taran watched the exchange in
fascination, but they both ignored the
boy.
“He didn't know there could be
another path right up behind the forts,”
Khasar said. “It's worth a look, at least.”
Kachiun shook his head, irritated.
“We have one more night in this dead
place, then he moves at dawn. If you get

lost, you could freeze to death.”
Khasar looked at his brother's
worried face and grinned. “I notice how
you are certain it would be me. I could
order you to take the path.”
Kachiun sighed. Genghis had not put
either one of them in charge, and he
considered that an error when dealing
with Khasar.
“You could not,” he said patiently. “I
am going on, with or without you. I will
not stop you if you want to try the other
way.”
Khasar nodded thoughtfully. For all
his light tone, he knew the risks. “I'll

wait here and take the last thousand. If it
leads nowhere, I'll double back and join
you in the night.”
They clasped hands briefly, then
Kachiun and Taran moved off again,
leaving Khasar there to hurry the others
along.
Counting nine thousand slow-moving
men took a lot longer than he had thought
it would. When the last thousand came
into sight, it was already growing dark.
Khasar approached a stumbling warrior
and took him by the shoulder, shouting
over the wind.
“Come with me,” he said. Without
waiting for a reply, he stepped onto the

other path, sinking almost to his hips in
fresh snow. The weary men behind him
did not question the order, each one
numb from misery and cold.
Without his brother to talk to, Kachiun
spent many of the remaining hours of
daylight in silence. Taran still led them,
though he knew the path no better than
any of the others. The way down was a
little clearer on the far side of the
mountains, and after a long time, the air
seemed less thin. Kachiun realized he
was not gasping quite so fiercely to fill
his lungs, and though he was exhausted,
he felt stronger and more alert. The
storm died out in the darkness and they

could see the stars for the first time in
several days, bright and perfect through
the drifting clouds.
The cold seemed to intensify as the
night wore on, but they did not stop,
eating dried meat from their pouches to
give them strength. They had slept the
first night on the slopes, each man
digging a hole for himself as wolves did.
Kachiun had managed to snatch only a
few hours then, and he was desperately
tired. Without knowing how close they
were to the Chin army, he did not dare
allow them to rest again.
The slope began to ease after a time.
Pale birches mingled with black pines,
growing so thick in places that they

walked on dead leaves rather than snow.
Kachiun found the sight of them
comforting, proof that they were close to
the end of their journey. Yet he did not
know if they had made their way past the
Chin soldiers, or still walked parallel to
the Badger's Mouth.
Taran too was suffering and Kachiun
saw him windmill his arms at intervals.
It was an old scout trick to force blood
back into the fingertips so that they
would not freeze and go black. Kachiun
copied him and sent the word back down
the line to do the same. The thought of
the line of grim soldiers flapping like
birds made him chuckle, despite the pain
in every muscle.

The moon rose full and bright above
the mountains, illuminating the tired
column as they trudged onwards. The
peak they had climbed was high above
them, another world. Kachiun wondered
how many of his men had fallen on the
high passes, to be left behind like Vesak.
He hoped the others had had the sense to
take their quivers of arrows before the
snow covered them. He should have
remembered to give the order and
muttered irritably to himself as he
walked. Dawn was a long way off and
he could only hope he would find his
way to the Chin army before Genghis
attacked. His thoughts drifted as he
strode through the snow, fastening on
Khasar for a moment, then on his

children back in the encampment. At
times, he dreamed just as if he were in a
warm ger, and it was with a start that he
surfaced to find himself still walking.
Once, he fell and it was Taran who
hurried back to help him up. They would
not let the khan's brother die on the side
of the path, his quivers of arrows taken
for the others. For that, at least, Kachiun
was grateful.
He felt as if he had been walking
forever when they passed out of the
treeline and Taran fell into a crouch
ahead. Kachiun copied the boy before
creeping forward on protesting knees.
Behind him, he heard muffled curses as
his men bumped into each other in the

moonlight, woken from their drifting
trances by the sudden halt. Kachiun
looked around him as he wormed his
way forward. They were on a gentle
slope, a valley of perfect whiteness that
seemed to go on forever. On the far side,
the mountains rose again in cliffs so
sheer he doubted anyone would ever
climb them. To his left, the pass of the
Badger's Mouth ended in a great flat
area no more than a mile away.
Kachiun's vision seemed sharper than
usual in the moonlight and he could see
right across the emptiness, beautiful and
deadly. A sea of tents and banners lay
across the end of the pass. Smoke rose
above them to join the mist from the
peaks, and as Kachiun's senses came

alive, he could smell woodsmoke on the
air.
He groaned to himself. The Chin had
assembled an army so vast he could not
see the end of them. The Badger's Mouth
gave way to flats of ice and snow,
almost the bottom of a bowl of high
peaks before the road that led to the
emperor's city. Yet the Chin soldiers
filled it and spilled further and further
back onto the plain beyond. The white
mountains hid the full extent of them, but
even so, they had more men than
Kachiun had ever seen before. Genghis
did not know how many and he would be
riding slowly down the pass in just a
few short hours.

With a sudden stab of fear, Kachiun
wondered if his men could be seen from
the camp. Chin scouts had to be
patrolling the area. They would be fools
not to, and there he was, with a line of
warriors stretching back into the white
fastness of the hills. They needed
surprise and he had almost thrown it
away. He clapped Taran on the back in
thanks for the warning and the boy
smiled in pleasure.
Kachiun made his plans, passing word
down the line. The men behind would
retreat far enough for dawn not to reveal
them to sharp-eyed enemies. Kachiun
looked up at the clear sky and wished
for more snow to cover their tracks.

Dawn was close and he hoped Khasar
had made it to safety. Slowly, painfully,
the line of warriors began moving back
up the slope to the trees they had left
behind. A memory came to Kachiun of
his childhood as he climbed. He had
hidden with his family in a cleft in the
hills of home, with death and starvation
always close. Once more he would hide,
but this time he would come roaring out
and Genghis would ride with him.
In silence he sent up a prayer to the
sky father that Khasar too had survived
and was not freezing to death on the high
slopes, lost and alone. Kachiun grinned
at the thought. His brother was not easy
to stop. If anyone could make it out, it

would be him.
Khasar whipped a hand back and forth
over his throat, signaling for silence
from the men behind him. The storm had
died at last and he could see stars
overhead, revealed through drifting
clouds. The moon lit the sterile slopes
and he found himself on a sharp edge
over a sheer drop. His breath caught in
his throat as he saw the black tower of
one of the Chin forts below him, almost
under his feet, but separated by a plunge
into blackness over rocks so sharp that
only a little snow had settled on them.
Great drifts humped themselves around
the fort where they had slid from the

crags, and Khasar wondered if his men
could make the final descent. The fort
itself had been built on a ridge
overlooking the pass, no doubt filled
with weapons that would smash anyone
coming through. They would not expect
an attack from the cliffs at their back.
At least there was moonlight. He went
back to where his men had begun to
cluster. The wind had dropped to no
more than a gentle moan, and he was
able to whisper his order, beginning
with a command for them to eat and rest
while they passed their ropes forward.
This last thousand had come from the
tuman of Kachiun, and Khasar did not
know them, but the officers came

forward and only nodded as they heard
his orders. The word spread quickly and
the first group of ten began tying ropes
together, coiling them near the edge.
They were cold and their hands were
clumsy with the knots, making Khasar
wonder if he was sending them all to
their deaths.
“If you fall, remain silent,” he
whispered to the first group. “Or your
shout will wake the fort below us. You
might even survive if you hit the deep
snow.” One or two of them grinned at
that, looking over the edge and shaking
their heads.
“I will go first,” Khasar said. He
removed his fur gloves, wincing at the

cold as he took hold of the thick rope.
He had climbed worse cliffs, he told
himself, though never when he was this
tired or cold. He forced a confident
expression onto his face as he jerked on
the line. The officers had tied it to the
trunk of a fallen birch, and it seemed
solid. Khasar backed to the edge and
tried not to think of the drop behind him.
No one could survive it, he was certain.
“No more than three men on a rope,”
he said as he went over. He hung out as
far as he could, beginning to walk down
the icy rock. “Tie some more together or
it will take all night to get down.” He
was giving orders to conceal his own
nervousness, forcing the cold face to

hide his fear. They gathered around the
edge to watch him until finally he was
past the edge and clambering down. The
closest men began tying more ropes
together to allow a second descent, and
one of them nodded to his friends and
lay on his stomach to take hold of the
quivering rope that held Khasar. He too
vanished over the edge.
Genghis waited impatiently for dawn.
He had sent scouts down the pass as far
as they could go, so that some of them
returned with crossbow bolts buried in
their armor. The last of them had come
back to the camp as the sun set, two
bolts sticking out of his back. One had

penetrated the overlapping iron and left
a streak of blood that smeared his leg
and his pony's heaving flanks. Genghis
heard his report before the man could
have his wounds tended, needing the
information.
The Chin general had left the pass
open. Before the scout was driven back
by a storm of bolts, he had seen two
great forts looming over the strip of land
below. Genghis did not doubt the
soldiers in them were ready to pour
death on anyone trying to force their way
through. The fact that the pass had not
been blocked worried him. It suggested
the general wanted him to try a frontal
assault and was confident the Mongol

army could be funneled into his men and
smashed where they were weakest.
At its opening, the pass was almost a
mile wide, but under the forts, the rock
walls narrowed to a pinch of no more
than a few dozen paces. Even the thought
of being hemmed in and unable to charge
brought a sick feeling to Genghis's
stomach that he crushed as soon as he
recognized it. He had done everything he
could and his brothers would attack as
soon as they could see well enough to
aim. He could not call them back, even if
he found a better plan in the last
moments. They were lost to him, hidden
by the mountains and the snow.
At least the storm had eased. Genghis

looked up at the stars, whose light
revealed the huddled mass of prisoners
he had herded to the mouth of the pass.
They would go ahead of his army,
soaking up the bolts and arrows of the
Chin. If the forts poured fire oil, the
prisoners would take the brunt of it.
The air was frozen in the night, but he
could not sleep and took deep breaths,
feeling the chill reach into his lungs.
Dawn was not far away. He thought
through his plans once more, but there
was nothing else to do. His men were
well fed, better than they had been in
months. Those he would lead into the
pass were veteran warriors in good
armor. He had formed the first ranks of

men with lances, in part to aid them in
herding
the
prisoners
forward.
Tsubodai's Young Wolves would come
behind him, then the warriors of Arslan
and Jelme, twenty thousand who would
not run, no matter how vicious the
fighting.
Genghis drew his father's sword,
seeing the wolf's-head hilt shine in the
starlight. He lunged with it, grunting as
he did so. The camp was silent around
him, though there were always eyes
watching. He put his body through a
routine Arslan had taught him that
stretched his muscles as well as
strengthening them. The monk Yao Shu
was teaching a similar discipline to his

sons, hardening their bodies like any
other tool. Genghis sweated as he
whipped his sword through the
sequences. He was not as lightning quick
as he had once been, but he had grown in
strength and sheer power and he was
still supple, despite the scarring of so
many old wounds.
He did not want to wait for dawn. He
considered finding a woman, knowing it
would help to burn off a little of his
nervous energy. His first wife, Borte,
would be sleeping in the ger, surrounded
by his sons. His second wife was still
nursing their baby daughter. He
brightened at that thought, imagining her
pale breasts heavy with milk.

He sheathed his sword as he strode
through the camp to Chakahai's ger,
already aroused at the prospect. He
chuckled to himself as he walked. A
warm woman and a battle to come. To
be alive on such a night was a wondrous
thing.
In his tent, General Zhi Zhong sipped a
cup of hot rice wine, unable to sleep.
The winter had closed over the
mountains and he thought he could well
spend the coldest months in the field
with his army. It was not such an
unpleasant thought. He had eleven
children with three wives in Yenking,
and when he was at home, there was

always something to distract him. He
found the routines of camp life restful in
comparison, perhaps because he had
known them all his life. Even there in the
darkness, he could hear the murmured
passwords as the guards changed and he
knew a sense of peace. Sleep had
always come slowly for him and he
knew it was part of his legend amongst
the men that he sat up night after night,
the lamps showing through the heavy
cloth of the command tent. Sometimes he
slept with the lamps still burning, so that
the guards thought he needed no rest as
they did. It did not hurt to encourage
their awe, he believed. Men needed to
be led by one who showed none of their
weaknesses.

He thought of the vast army around
him and the preparations he had made.
His sword regiments and pikemen alone
outnumbered the Mongol warriors.
Simply feeding so many had stripped the
storehouses of Yenking. The merchants
could only wail in disbelief as he
showed them the documents the emperor
had signed. The memory made him
smile. Those fat grain sellers thought
they were the heart of the city. It had
amused Zhi Zhong to remind them where
true power lay. Without the army, their
fine houses were worth nothing.
To keep two hundred thousand men
fed all winter would beggar the farmers
for a thousand miles east and south. Zhi

Zhong shook his head at the thought, his
mind too busy to consider trying for
sleep. What choice did he have? No one
fought in winter, but he could not leave
the pass unguarded. Even the young
emperor understood it could be months
before battle was joined. When the
Mongols came in spring, he would still
be there. Zhi Zhong wondered idly if
their khan had the same supply problems
he had. He doubted it. The tribesmen
probably ate each other and considered
it a delicacy.
He shivered as the cold night seeped
into his tent, pulling his blankets close
around his massive shoulders. Nothing
had been the same since the old emperor

died. Zhi Zhong had given his loyalty
utterly to the man, revering him. Truly,
the world had been shaken when he died
at last, taken in his sleep after a long
illness. He shook his head, sadly. The
son was not the father. For the general's
generation, there could only ever be one
emperor. Seeing a young, untried boy on
the throne of the empire ate at the
foundations of his entire life. It was the
end of an era and perhaps he should
have retired with the old man's death.
That would have been a fitting and
dignified response. Instead, he had hung
on to see the new emperor established
and then the Mongols had come.
Retirement would not come for another
year, at least.

Zhi Zhong grimaced as the cold
worked its way into his bones. The
Mongols did not feel cold, he recalled.
They seemed able to stand it as a wild
fox can, with nothing more than a single
layer of fur over bare skin. They
disgusted him. They built nothing,
achieved nothing in their short lives. The
old emperor had kept them in their
place, but the world had moved on and
now they dared to threaten the gates of
the great city. He would not show mercy
when the battle was over. Nor would he
let his men run wild in their camps, lest
the blood of the tribes survive in a
thousand ill-born children. He would not
let them breed like lice to threaten
Yenking again. He would not rest until

the last of them lay dead and the land
was empty. He would burn them out, and
in the future, if another race dared to rise
against the Chin, perhaps they would
remember the Mongols and slink away
from their plots and ambitions. That was
the only response they deserved.
Perhaps that could be the legacy he left
as he retired, a vengeance so bloody and
final that it would echo through the
centuries ahead. He would be the death
of an entire nation. It would be
immortality of a sort and the idea
pleased him. His thoughts whirled as the
camp slept. He decided to leave the
lamps burning and wondered if he would
get any sleep at all.

As the first light of dawn appeared
behind the mountains, Genghis looked up
at the clouds that wreathed the high
peaks. The plains below were still in
darkness and he felt his heart lift at the
sight. The army of prisoners he would
drive through the pass had fallen silent.
His people had formed up behind his
bondsmen, hands tapping on lances and
bows as they waited for his order. Only
a thousand would remain behind to
protect the women and children in the
camp. There was no danger. Any threat
on the plains had already been met and
crushed.
Genghis clenched his hands tight on
the reins of a dark brown mare. At the

first sign of dawn, the drummer boys had
begun to beat out a rhythm that was the
sound of war to his ears. A thousand of
them waited in the ranks with the drums
strapped to their chest. The noise they
made echoed back from the mountains
and made his pulse thump faster. His
brothers were somewhere ahead, half
frozen after their trek across the high
trails. Beyond them lay the city that had
spilled Chin seed among his people for a
thousand years, bribing them and
slaughtering them like a pack of dogs
when they saw the need. He smiled to
himself at the image, wondering what his
son Jochi would make of it.
The sun was hidden as it rose above

him, then, in an instant, the plains were
lit in gold and Genghis felt warmth touch
his face. His gaze came up from the
ground. It was time.

CHAPTER 22
KACHIUN WAITED AS THE DAWN drew
fingers of shadow from the trees.
Genghis would move through the pass as
fast as possible, but it would still take
time for him to reach the main Chin
army. All around him, Kachiun's men
readied their bows and loosened the
tightly packed arrows in their quivers.
Twelve men had died in the high passes,
their hearts bursting in their chests as
they gasped in the thin air. Another
thousand had gone with Khasar. Even
without those, almost nine hundred
thousand shafts could still be loosed

upon their enemy when the time came.
Kachiun had searched in vain for a
place to form ranks that would not be
seen by the Chin, but there was none.
His men would be exposed in the valley,
with only volleys of arrows to hold off a
charge. Kachiun grinned at the thought.
The Chin camp was barely stirring in
the dawn cold. Snow had erased the
marks of their time there, so that the pale
tents looked beautiful and frozen, a place
of calm that hardly hinted at the number
of fighting men within. Kachiun prided
himself on his sharp vision, but there
was no sign that they knew Genghis was
on the move at last. The guards changed
at dawn, hundreds of them heading back

for a meal and sleep while others took
their places. There was no panic in them
yet.
Kachiun had formed a grudging
respect for the general who organized
the camp in the distance. Just before
dawn, horsemen had been sent to scout
the valley, riding its length to the south
before returning. It was clear they were
not expecting an enemy to be so close,
and Kachiun had heard them calling
lightly to one another as they rode,
hardly looking up at the peaks and
foothills. No doubt they thought it was an
easy duty to spend a winter warm and
safe, surrounded by so many other
swords.

Kachiun started when one of the
officers tapped his shoulder and pressed
a package of meat and bread into his
hand. It was warm and damp from where
it had been pressed against someone's
skin, but Kachiun was ravenous and only
nodded in thanks as he sank his teeth into
it. He would need all his strength. Even
for men who had been born to the bow,
drawing a hundred shafts at full speed
would leave their shoulders and arms in
agony. He whispered an order for the
men to form pairs as they waited, using
each other's weight to loosen muscles
and keep the cold at bay. The warriors
all knew the benefit of such work. None
of them wanted to fail when the moment
came.

Still the Chin camp was quiet.
Kachiun swallowed the last of the bread
nervously, packing his mouth with snow
until he had enough moisture to let it
slide down his throat. He had to time his
attack perfectly. If he went before
Genghis was in sight, the Chin general
would be able to divert some part of his
vast army to run Kachiun's archers
down. If he left it late, Genghis would
lose the advantage of a second attack
and perhaps be killed.
Kachiun's eyes began to ache with the
strain of staring into the distance. He
dared not look away.
The prisoners began to moan as they

moved into the pass, sensing what lay
ahead. The front ranks of the Mongol
riders blocked the retreat so that they
had no choice but to keep trotting further
in. Genghis saw a few of the younger
men make a dart between two of his
warriors. Thousands of eyes watched the
attempt to escape with feverish interest,
then turned away in despair as the men
were beheaded in quick blows.
The noise of drums, horses, and men
echoed back from the high walls of the
pass as they entered its embrace. Far
ahead, Chin scouts were racing back
with the news for their general. The
enemy would know he was coming, but
he was not depending on surprise.

The horde of prisoners trudged
forward on the rocky ground, looking
fearfully for the first sign of Chin
archers. Progress was slow with more
than thirty thousand men walking ahead
of the Mongol riders, and there were
some that fell, lying exhausted on the
ground as the horsemen reached them.
They too were impaled on lances,
whether they were feigning or not. The
others were urged on with sharp cries
from the tribesmen, just as they would
have hooted and yipped to goats at
home. The familiar sound was strange in
such a place. Genghis took a last look at
his ranks, noting the positions of his
trusted generals before he stared
hungrily ahead. The pass was two miles

long and he would not turn back.
Kachiun saw frantic movement in the
Chin camp at last. Genghis was moving
and word had reached the man in
command. Cavalry cantered through the
tents, a better quality of animal than
Kachiun had seen them use before.
Perhaps the emperor kept the best
bloodlines for his Imperial army. The
animals were larger than the ponies he
knew, and they shone in the dawn sun as
their riders formed up, facing the
Badger's Mouth.
Kachiun could see regiments of
crossbow and pikemen hurrying to the
front ranks and he winced at the sheer

number of them. His brother could be
engulfed in a charge against so many.
His favorite tactic of encircling a foe
was impossible in the narrow space.
Kachiun turned to the men behind him
and found them staring in his direction,
waiting for the word.
“When I give the order, come out at
the run. We'll form three ranks across the
valley, as close to them as we can get.
You will not be able to hear me over the
sound of bows, so pass the word to
loose twenty shafts and then wait. I will
raise and drop my arm for twenty more.”
“Their cavalry are armored. They
will run us down,” a man said at his

shoulder, staring past Kachiun. All of
them were horsemen. The idea of
standing alone against a charge went
against everything they knew.
“No,” Kachiun said. “Nothing in the
world can stand against my people
armed with bows. The first twenty shafts
will cause panic. Then we will advance.
If they charge, and they will, we will put
a long shaft through the throat of every
man.”
He gazed back down the valley at the
Chin camp. It looked now as if someone
had kicked a nest of ants. Genghis was
coming.
“Pass the word to be ready,” Kachiun

muttered. Sweat broke out on his
forehead. His judgment had to be
perfect. “Just a little longer. When we
go, we go fast.”
Almost halfway along the pass, the
prisoners came abreast of the first nests
of crossbowmen. Chin soldiers had
taken positions on shelves of rock fifty
feet above the ground. The prisoners
saw them first and swung away from the
sides, slowing them all as they
compressed the center. The Chin
soldiers could hardly miss and they sent
bolts whirring into the press. As the
screams echoed, the front three ranks
with Genghis raised their bows. Every

one of them could hit a bird on the wing,
or three men in a line at full gallop. As
they came into range their shafts tore
through the air. The soldiers fell onto the
heads of those passing below. The
bloody crevices were left behind as the
warriors went on, forcing the wailing
prisoners into a stumbling trot.
The first pinch between two great
shelves of rock came just a little further
down the pass. The prisoners funneled
toward it, staggering into a run as the
Mongols yelled and prodded them with
their lances. All of them could see the
two great forts that hung over the only
path through. That was as far as any
scout had managed to see before they

had ridden back. After that, they were on
new ground and no one knew what lay
ahead.
Khasar was sweating. It had taken a long
time to get a thousand men down only
three ropes, and as more and more made
it safely to flat ground, he had been
tempted to leave the others. The snow
was deep enough for men to sink to the
waist as they moved around, and he no
longer believed the trail had been a
hunting track for men at the fort, unless
he had missed steps cut into the rock
further along. His men had found their
way to the rear of the fort, but in the
darkness, he could not see a way in. Like

its partner on the other side of the pass,
the fort had been designed to be
impregnable for anyone passing through
the Badger's Mouth. For all he knew,
those who manned it were hauled up on
ropes.
Three of his men had fallen on the
descent, and against all expectations,
one of them had survived, landing in a
drift so deep that the stunned warrior
had to be dug out by his companions.
The other two were not so lucky and
struck exposed rocks. Neither had called
out and the only sound was the hooting
of night owls returning to their nests.
When dawn came, Khasar had moved
the men on through the heavy snow, the

first ones making slow progress as they
tramped it down. The fort loomed
blackly above their heads and Khasar
could only swear in frustration,
convinced that he had taken a tenth of
Kachiun's force for no good reason.
When he reached a path across their
route, he felt a rush of excitement.
Nearby, they found a vast pile of
firewood, hidden from the pass below. It
made sense that the Chin warriors took
their wood from the cliffs at their back,
piling it up for a long winter. One of
Khasar's men found a long-handled axe
buried in a log. The blade was oiled and
showed only specks of rust. He grinned
at the sight of it, knowing there had to be

a way in.
Khasar froze as he heard the tramp of
feet and the wailing voices of the
prisoners in the distance. Genghis was
coming and he was still in no position to
help his brothers.
“No more caution,” he said to the men
around him. “We need to be in that fort.
Get forward and find whatever door they
use to bring in the wood.”
He broke into a run then and they
followed him, readying swords and
bows as they went.
♦ ♦ ♦

General Zhi Zhong was at the center of a
swirl of running messengers, giving
orders as quickly as he received news.
He had not slept, but his mind sparked
with energy and indignation. Though the
storm had passed, the air was still frozen
and ice lay on the ground of the pass and
layered the cliffs all around them.
Frozen hands would slip on swords.
Horses would fall and every man there
would feel his strength stolen away by
the cold. The general looked wistfully to
where a cooking fire had been set but not
lit. He could have ordered hot food
brought, but the alarm had come before
his army had eaten and now he did not
have time. No one went to war in winter,
he told himself, mocking the certainty he

had felt in the night.
He had held the end of the pass for
months while the Mongol army ravaged
the lands beyond. His men were ready.
When the Mongols came in range, they
would be met with a thousand crossbow
bolts every ten heartbeats, and that was
just the beginning. Zhi Zhong shivered as
the wind built, roaring through the camp.
He had brought them to the only place
where they could not use the tactics of
plains warfare. The Badger's Mouth
would guard his flanks better than any
force of men. Let them come, he thought.
Genghis squinted ahead as the prisoners
streamed under the forts. The pass was

crammed with men so far ahead of his
own people that he could barely see
what was happening. In the distance, he
heard screams come back on the frozen
air and saw a sudden bloom of flame.
The prisoners at the rear had seen it too
and they faltered in the mad rush before
his riders, terrified. Without an order
from him, lances came down and forced
them onward into the maw between the
forts. No matter what weapons the Chin
had, thirty thousand prisoners were hard
to stop. Already some of them were past
the pinch and streaming out beyond it.
Genghis rode on and could only hope
that by the time he came under the forts,
they would have exhausted their oil and
shafts. Bodies lay still on the ground,

more and more of them as he closed on
the narrow place.
Above his head, Genghis saw archers
on the forts, but to his astonishment, they
seemed to be aiming across the pass
itself, loosing shaft after shaft at their
own men. He could not understand it and
a spike of worry came into his thoughts
at the development. Though it seemed a
gift, he did not like to be surprised when
he was hemmed into such a place. He
felt the walls of rock pressing on him,
forcing him on.
Closer to the forts he could hear the
thump of catapults, now a sound he knew
well and understood. He saw a smoke
trail crease the air above the pass and a

wash of fire spread over the walls of the
fort on his left hand. Archers fell burning
from their platforms and a cheer went up
from the other side. Genghis felt his
heart leap. There could only be one
explanation and he roared orders to thin
the column so that it passed on the right
side of the Badger's Mouth, as far from
the left as they could manage.
Kachiun or Khasar had taken the fort.
Whoever it was up there, Genghis would
honor him when the battle was over, if
they both still lived.
More and more corpses lay sprawled
on the floor of the pass, so that his horse
had to step on them, whinnying in

distress. Genghis felt his heart hammer
in fear as a bar of shadow crossed his
face. He was almost under the forts, in
the heart of a killing ground designed by
long-dead Chin nobles. Thousands of his
prisoners had died and there were
places he could hardly see the ground
for bodies. Yet his ragged vanguard had
pushed through, running now in wild
terror. The Mongol tribes themselves
had hardly lost a man, and Genghis
exulted. He passed under the right-hand
fort, shouting loudly to those of his
people above who had smashed their
way in. They could not hear him. He
could hardly hear himself.
He leaned forward in the saddle,

needing to gallop. It was difficult to hold
his mount to a trot with arrows in the air,
yet he controlled himself, holding up a
flat palm to keep the men steady. One of
the forts was burning inside, the flames
licking out of the killing holes. Even as
Genghis glanced up, a wooden platform
collapsed in fire, tumbling to the ground
below. Horses screamed in distress and
some of them bolted, racing after the
prisoners.
Genghis stood in the saddle to look
down the pass. He swallowed nervously
as he saw a dark line across its end.
There the pass was as narrow as the
pinch between the forts, a perfect natural
defense. There was no way through but

over the army of the Chin emperor.
Already the prisoners were reaching it
and now Genghis heard the snap of
crossbow volleys like thunder, so loud
in the confined space that it hurt his ears
with every strike.
The prisoners went berserk in their
panic, bolts hammering them from their
feet as each man was struck over and
over, spinning and torn as he fell. They
ran into a hailstorm of iron and Genghis
bared his teeth, knowing his turn would
come.
The general's messenger was pale with
fear, still shaking at what he had seen.
Nothing in his career to that point had

prepared him for the carnage of the pass.
“They have taken one of the forts,
General,” he said, “and turned the
catapults on the other.”
General Zhi Zhong looked calmly at
the man, irritated with his show of fear.
“The forts could only have thinned so
many,” he reminded the man. “We will
stop them here.”
The messenger seemed to take
confidence from the general's composed
manner and let out a long breath.
Zhi Zhong waited for the messenger to
control himself, then gestured to one of
the soldiers nearby. “Take this one out

and whip the skin from his back,” he
said. The messenger gaped at hearing the
order. “When he has learned courage,
you may cease the instruction, or at sixty
strokes of the cane, whichever comes
first.”
The messenger bowed his head in
shame as he was led away, and for the
first time that morning, Zhi Zhong was
left alone. He swore under his breath for
a moment before striding outside his
tent, hungry for information. He knew by
then that the Mongols were driving Chin
prisoners before them, soaking up the
defenses with his own people. Zhi Zhong
could silently applaud the tactic, even as
he sought ways to counter it. Tens of

thousands of unarmed men could be as
dangerous as an army if they reached his
lines. They would foul the crossbow
regiments he had spread across the pass.
He ordered a waiting soldier to send
fresh carts of bolts to the front and
watched as they trundled away.
The khan had been clever, but the
prisoners would only be a shield until
they were dead and Zhi Zhong was still
confident. The Mongols would have to
fight for every foot. Without space to
maneuver, they would be drawn in and
slaughtered.
He waited, wondering if he should
move closer to the front line. From his
viewpoint further back, he could see

black smoke rising from the captured
fort and cursed again. It was a
humiliating loss, but the emperor would
not care once the last of the tribesmen
were dead.
Zhi Zhong had hoped to kill many of
them before opening a path into his
army, compressing them further. They
would race forward into the gap and find
themselves attacked on all sides, the
spearhead lost in a mass of veteran
soldiers. It was a good tactic. The
alternative was to block the pass
completely. He had planned for both and
he weighed one against the other. He
calmed his racing heart, showing a
confident expression to the men around

him. With a steady hand, he took a jug of
water and poured it into a cup, sipping
as he stared down the pass.
Out of the corner of his eye, he saw
movement in the snow-covered valley.
He glanced over and froze for a moment.
Dark lines of men were spilling out of
the treeline, forming ranks as he
watched.
Zhi Zhong threw the cup down as
messengers raced through the camp to
tell him of the development. The peaks
could not be climbed. It was impossible.
Even in his shock, he did not hesitate,
snapping orders before the messengers
could reach him.

“Cavalry regiments one to twenty,
form up!” he roared. “Hold the left flank
and sweep those lines away.” Horsemen
raced to pass on the orders and half his
cavalry force began to peel off the main
army. He watched the Mongol lines
form, striding through the snow toward
him. He did not allow himself to panic.
They had climbed the peaks on foot and
they would be exhausted. His men would
ride them down.
It seemed to take an age for twenty
thousand Imperial riders to form in
blocks on the left flank, and by that
point, the Mongol lines had halted. Zhi
Zhong clenched his fists as orders
sounded up and down the line and his

horsemen began to trot toward the
enemy, standing in the snow. He could
see no more than ten thousand of them, at
most. Infantry could not stand against a
disciplined charge. They would be
destroyed.
As the general watched, his cavalry
accelerated, swords raised to take
heads. He forced himself to look back at
the pass, his mouth dry. They had driven
prisoners before them, taken one of his
forts, and flanked him over the peaks. If
that was all they had, he could still break
them. For an instant, his certainty
wavered and he considered ordering the
pass blocked. No, it had not yet come to
that. His respect for the Mongol khan

had increased sharply, but the general
remained confident as his cavalry
thundered down the valley.

CHAPTER 23
AT NINE HUNDRED PACES AWAY, the Chin
cavalry hit full gallop. It was too early,
Kachiun thought. He stood calmly
watching with his nine thousand. At least
the valley wasn't so wide that he would
automatically be flanked. He could feel
the nervousness in the men around him.
None of them had ever faced a charge on
foot, and they realized how their own
enemies must feel. The sun shone on
Chin armor and the swords the horsemen
raised, ready to crash through the line.
“Remember this!” Kachiun shouted.

“These men have not met us in war.
They do not know what we can do. One
shaft to knock them down, then one more
to kill them. Choose your men and on my
signal, loose twenty!”
He drew his bow back to his ear,
feeling the power of his right arm. This
was why he had trained for years,
building muscles until they were like
iron. His left arm was nowhere near as
strong as his right, and the hump of
muscle on his shoulder gave him a
lopsided look when he was barechested. He could feel the ground shake
as the mass of riders came on. At six
hundred paces, he glanced up and down
his ranks, risking a look at the men

behind. They had their bows bent, ready
to send death to the enemy.
The Chin soldiers yelled as they
came, the sound filling the valley and
crashing over the silent Mongol lines.
They were well armored and carried
shields that would protect them from
many of the shafts. Kachiun noted every
detail as they closed at frightening
speed. The farthest killing range was
four hundred yards and he let them come
through that untouched. At three hundred
yards, he could see his men glancing at
him out of the corner of his eye,
watching for him to release his shaft.
At two hundred, the line of horses
was like a wall. Kachiun felt fear gnaw

at him as he gave his order.
“Take them!” he bellowed, snarling as
he let go. Nine thousand shafts followed
on the instant, snapping across the space.
The charge faltered as if it had hit a
trench. Men spun out of the saddles and
horses fell. Those behind smashed into
them at full gallop, and by then, Kachiun
had the second shaft on the string and
was drawing back. Another volley
slammed into the charge.
The Chin horsemen could not have
stopped, even if they had understood
what was happening. The front ranks
collapsed and those who kicked their
horses over them were met with another

wave of arrows, each man punched by
three or four shafts moving too fast to
see. Reins were torn out of fingers, and
even when the armor or shields saved
them, sheer force of impact flung them to
the ground.
Kachiun counted aloud as he shot,
aiming for the bare faces of the Chin
soldiers as they staggered up. If he could
not see a face, he aimed for the chest and
depended on the heavy arrow tip to
punch through the scales. He felt his
shoulders begin to burn as he reached
his fifteenth arrow. The charging
horsemen had run full speed into a
hammer, and they had not come closer.
Kachiun reached down and found he had

used his twenty.
“Thirty paces forward, with me!” he
shouted, breaking into a slow run. His
men came with him, yanking fresh
bundles of arrows from their quivers.
The Chin soldiers saw them move and
there were still thousands struggling
through the lines of dead. Many had
fallen without a wound, their horses
going down in the press of dying men
and animals. The officers barked orders
to remount and the soldiers cried out as
they saw the Mongols padding forward.
Kachiun held up his right fist and the
line stopped. He saw one of his own
officers cuff a younger man hard enough
to send him staggering.

“If I see you hit another horse, I will
kill you myself!” the officer snapped.
Kachiun chuckled.
“Twenty more! Aim for the men!” he
shouted, the order repeated up and down
the line. The Chin cavalry had recovered
from their first collapse, and he could
see plumed officers urging them
onwards. Kachiun took aim at one of
them as the man pirouetted on his mount,
waving a sword in the air.
Another nine thousand arrows
followed Kachiun's shaft as it took his
man through the neck. At this range, they
could pick their shots and the volley was
devastating. A ragged second charge

disintegrated against the whirring
arrows, and the Chin soldiers began to
panic. A few men galloped unscathed
out of the chaos, their shields bristling
with arrows. Though it hurt to give the
order, Kachiun roared “Horses!” to the
men around him, and the animals went
down in a crackle of snapping bones.
Ten shafts came in every sixty
heartbeats and there was no respite. The
bravest of them died quickly and left
only the weak and frightened, trying to
turn their mounts back into their own
men. The lines behind were fouled by
bolting horses, their riders lolling in the
saddles with arrows through their chests.
Kachiun's shoulder was aching as he

shot his fortieth arrow and waited as the
men around him finished their strike. The
valley ahead was churned with blood
and dead men, a red stain of kicking
hooves and flailing soldiers in the snow.
There was no way for them to charge
now, and though the Chin officers still
yelled for them to force a way through,
they could not build momentum once
more.
Kachiun ran forward without giving
an order and his men came with him. He
counted twenty paces, then let his
excitement override his better judgment,
jogging another twenty so that he was
dangerously close to the mass of broken
men and horses. Only a hundred yards

separated the two forces as Kachiun
plunged another twenty arrows into
pristine snow and cut the knot that bound
them. Chin soldiers wailed in terror as
they saw the action and the bows bent
again. Panic was spreading through their
ranks, and as yet more arrows ripped
into them, they broke.
At first the rout was slow and as many
men died trying to get away as pressed
forward from behind. The Mongols fired
methodically at anything they could see.
The officers went down quickly and
Kachiun shouted wildly as he saw the
rout spread. Those who had not come
near the front ranks were knocked aside
and infected by fear and blood.

“Slow down!” Kachiun shouted to his
men. He loosed his fiftieth arrow as he
called to them, and considered striding
even closer to the soldiers to complete
the rout. He cautioned himself then,
though he wanted to race after the fleeing
soldiers. There was time, he told
himself. The rate slowed as he had
ordered and the accuracy increased even
more, so that hundreds of men fell with
more than one arrow in them. Sixty, and
now the quivers were light on their
backs.
Kachiun paused. The cavalry had
been shattered and many were racing
back with loose reins. They could still
re-form, and though he did not fear

another charge, he saw a chance to rout
them right into their own lines. Moving
closer was dangerous, he knew. If the
Chin soldiers ever reached his men, the
day could still turn in their favor.
Kachiun looked around at the grinning
faces near him and responded with a
laugh.
“Will you walk with me?” he said.
They cheered and he strode forward,
drawing another arrow from his quiver.
This time, he held it on the string as they
stalked right up to the first lines of the
dead. Many of them still lived and some
of the Mongols picked up their valuable
swords, taking precious moments to
slide them under the sash of their deels.

Kachiun was almost knocked down by a
loose horse racing across the line. He
reached out a hand for the reins and
missed, though it was stopped by two of
his men further down. There were
hundreds of riderless animals and he
grabbed for another as it ran, snorting
and shying at the solid line of archers.
Kachiun quieted the beast, rubbing its
nose as he watched the Chin riders begin
to reform. He had shown them what his
people could do with bows. Perhaps it
was time to show what they could do
from the back of a horse.
“Take swords and mount!” he
shouted. Once more, the order was
repeated and he saw his men dash

joyfully over the dead to leap into the
saddles of Chin horses. There were
more than enough, though some of the
mounts were still wide-eyed with terror
and spattered with the blood of their last
rider. Kachiun sprang into the saddle
then, standing in the stirrups to see what
the enemy was doing. He wished Khasar
was there to see this. His brother would
have loved the chance to charge the Chin
army with their own horses. He
bellowed a challenge and dug in his
heels, leaning low over the saddle as his
mount hit its stride and leaped forward.
The end of the pass was in chaos as
Genghis rode over the dead. The

crossbows of the Chin soldiers had
killed almost all of his prisoners, with
half a million iron bolts lying in shifting
piles underfoot. Yet some of them had
run onto the Chin ranks, berserk in their
terror. Genghis had seen them grabbing
weapons and barricades with bloody
hands.
The organized volley fire became
sporadic as the last of them tore at the
lines. Hundreds forced their way past
the first rank, clawing and kicking in
desperation. When they found a weapon,
they used it to strike wildly around them
until they were cut down.
As Genghis pressed forward he felt
bolts zipping by him and ducked in his

saddle as one came too close. The vast
Chin army was ahead and he had done
everything he could. The gap opened as
he rode at it and he realized only one
side was a wall of rock. From far back,
he had thought of the gap as a great gate,
but close to, he saw the Chin had raised
a huge tree trunk upright on one side.
Ropes stretched from the top and
Genghis realized it could be dropped
across the pass itself, cutting his army in
half. If it fell, he was finished. As panic
swept through him, his advance
staggered to a halt against a hill of dead
bodies. Genghis cried out in frustration,
waiting to be struck or see the tree fall.
He called men ahead of him by name,
ordering them forward on foot and

pointing to the great bole that would
crash down on all his hopes. They
struggled to reach the ropes and cut
them.
Beyond the gap, Genghis could see the
Chin lines swirl. Something was wrong
and he risked standing in his stirrups to
see what it was. The last of the prisoners
were heaving at the wicker barricades
that protected the Chin soldiers while
they reloaded. Genghis held his breath
as his warriors joined the exhausted
prisoners, their swords bright lines in
the sun. The crossbows had fallen silent
at last and Genghis could see gesturing
arms calling for more.
They had run out of bolts at last, as he

had hoped. The ground was black with
the ugly little spikes of iron, and every
sprawled body was fat with them. Let
the tree stand and he would have his
breach yet in the Chin ranks. Genghis
drew his father's sword, feeling the
pressure give suddenly like a breaking
dam. Behind him, the Mongols lifted
lances or long blades and jammed in
their heels, forcing their mounts to leap
up piles of dead men. The remaining
barricades were kicked aside. Genghis
passed under the shadow of the huge tree
and could not stop as he was carried into
the army of the Chin emperor.
The line of horsemen speared into the
Chin soldiers, cutting deeply into their

ranks. The risk increased with every
length they traveled, as they were faced
with men not only at the front but at the
sides. Genghis hacked at anything that
moved, a butcher's style he could keep
up for hours. Ahead he saw a line of
panicking cavalry smash into their own
lines, breaking them apart. He could not
take a moment to look back at the tree
with so many blades whirling around
him. Only when another line hit the
cavalry at full gallop did he glance up,
recognizing his own people on the back
of the Chin mounts. He yelled hoarsely
then, sensing the swelling panic and
confusion in his enemies. Behind him the
impotent crossbow regiments were
being gutted by his men as they cut a path

deeper and deeper into the massed
ranks. It would not have been enough
without the flanking charge, but Genghis
saw the riders wreak havoc in the Chin
lines, the best horsemen in the world
running wild amidst their enemies.
A blade caught his mount in the throat,
opening up a great gash that pumped
blood onto the faces of struggling
soldiers. Genghis felt the animal falter
and jumped free, knocking two men
down as he hit them with his full
armored weight.
His feel for the battle was lost in that
instant and he could only continue the
fight on foot, hoping they had done
enough. More and more of his warriors

were surging out of the pass, crashing
into the center. The Mongol army came
through like an armored fist, sending the
Chin ranks reeling.
♦ ♦ ♦
General Zhi Zhong could only watch
openmouthed as the Mongols gutted his
front lines. He had seen his cavalry
routed and then driven back into the
main army, spreading panic through the
ranks. He could have held them steady,
he was certain, but then the cursed
Mongols followed them in on stolen
horses. They rode with astonishing skill,
balancing perfectly as they fired volleys

of arrows at the gallop, opening a hole.
He saw a sword regiment collapse and
then the front ranks at the pass crumpled
back and a new wave of them sprang
through his soldiers as if they were
children with swords.
The general gaped, his mind blank.
His officers were looking to him for
orders, but too much was happening too
quickly and he froze. No, he could still
recover. More than half his army had yet
to meet the enemy, and another twenty
cavalry regiments waited further down
the line. He called for his horse and
mounted.
“Block the pass!” he shouted, his
messengers racing through the line to the

front. He had men ready for the order, if
they still lived. If he could cut off the
Mongols coming through the pass, he
could surround and destroy those who
rode so recklessly through his own lines.
He had raised the tree as a last resort,
but it had become the only thing that
would buy him time enough to regroup.
Tsubodai saw Genghis crash through the
end of the pass, his horse wild. He felt
the terrible pressure begin to give
around him as more and more men
followed their khan through the gap.
Tsubodai's Young Wolves bayed in
excitement. Many of them were still so
hemmed in by men and horses that they

could not move. Some had even been
turned around in the heaving mass and
were struggling to get back to the
fighting ahead.
Tsubodai had lost sight of Genghis
when he saw one of the ropes above his
head grow taut as men heaved on it. He
looked up, understanding in an instant
that the shuddering tree could be
dropped and cut him off from those who
had gone through.
His men did not see the danger and
kicked and urged their mounts forward,
whooping like the young men they were.
Tsubodai swore as another rope lost its
slackness. The tree was enormous, but it
would not take much to pull it down.

“Targets there!” he roared to his men,
giving them the direction as he drew and
loosed as fast as he ever had before. His
first shaft took one of the struggling Chin
in the throat and he fell away from a
rope,
sending
two
companions
sprawling. It went slack, but more ran to
complete Zhi Zhong's order and the tree
began to tip. Tsubodai's Young Wolves
answered with a swarm of arrows,
dropping dozens of men. It was too late.
The last of the Chin soldiers pulled the
massive trunk right on top of them, with
a crash that slammed up and down the
pass. Tsubodai was no more than twenty
paces from the plain beyond when it fell.
His horse reared in panic and he had to

heave to bring it back under control.
Even the surviving prisoners were
jolted from their bloody frenzy by the
sound. As Tsubodai stared in stunned
horror, silence fell across the packed
lines for a moment before a single
terrible cry came from a warrior whose
legs had been crushed. The side of the
tree blocked the pass to the height of a
man. No horse could leap it. Tsubodai
felt thousands of eyes turn automatically
to him, but he did not know what to do.
His stomach twisted as he saw lines
of Chin pikemen appear behind the
barrier. Those who dared to show their
faces were hammered back with arrows,
but their weapons remained, a line of

heavy iron that showed like teeth along
the length of the trunk. Tsubodai
swallowed against a dry throat.
“Axes!” Tsubodai bellowed. “Axes
here!” He did not know how long it
would take to cut through such a massive
trunk. Until they did, his khan was
trapped on the other side.

CHAPTER 24
GENGHIS SAW THE TREE FALL and howled
in anger, cutting a man's head from his
shoulders with a single massive blow.
He was in a sea of red and gold banners,
fluttering with a noise like birds' wings.
He fought alone, desperately. They had
not yet realized who he was. Only those
close to him tried to crush the dervish of
a warrior who fought and snarled into
their faces. He spun and darted between
them, using every piece of armor as a
weapon; anything that would keep him
alive. He left a trail of pain in his wake
and he never stopped moving. To stop

was to die in such a host of flags.
The Chin sensed the sudden
uncertainty in their enemies and roared a
challenge, their confidence returning.
Genghis could see a vast force of fresh
cavalry thundering along the flank, and
he had lost sight of his brother Kachiun.
He was unhorsed among the enemy. Dust
was everywhere and he knew death was
just a whisper away.
As he despaired a horseman smashed
soldiers out of the way and heaved the
khan behind him by sheer strength. It was
the wrestler, Tolui. Genghis gasped
thanks to the massive warrior as they
brought their blades down on those who
screamed at them. Crossbow bolts

rattled off their armor and Tolui grunted
as the finger-width plates were snapped
by the impacts, many of them falling
away.
“To me! Defend the khan!” Tolui
bellowed across the heads of the
swarming Chin. He saw a riderless
horse and aimed his mount at it. As
Genghis lunged for the empty saddle, he
took a cut on the thigh and shouted in
pain. He kicked out wildly, his foot
breaking a man's jaw. The sting brought
his senses back from despair and he
looked around between blows, taking in
an impression of the battlefield.
It was chaos. The Chin seemed to

have no formations, as if sheer numbers
could be enough. Yet to the east, their
general was restoring order. The cavalry
along the flank would reach Genghis's
men even as they fought in the boiling
mass of soldiers. Genghis shook his
head to clear his eyes of blood. He did
not remember taking the wound, but his
scalp was raw and his helmet had been
knocked away. He could taste blood and
spat downwards as he slashed another
soldier across the neck.
“The khan!” Tolui shouted, his voice
carrying far. Kachiun heard himand
answered, his sword swinging. He could
not reach his brother and many of his
men were already dead, crushed

underfoot. He had perhaps five thousand
of his original nine. Their quivers were
all empty and they were too far from the
Badger's Mouth and the khan.
Kachiun swung his sword and tore a
great gash along his own horse's flank.
Blood poured as the animal screamed
and bolted over men, knocking them
flying. Kachiun echoed the sound with a
desperate call for his men to follow him
as he hung on, barely able to guide the
stricken animal. He careered through the
Chin soldiers, swinging at anything he
could reach. The horse was running mad
and Kachiun heard its breastbone break
as it hit some obstacle. He went flying
over its head, hitting another man with

his armor. Another of his warriors
yelled and Kachiun gripped a lowered
arm, dazed and in pain as he swung up
behind him.
The five thousand fought as if they had
lost their minds, with no thought for their
own safety. Those who were hemmed in
cut their own mounts as Kachiun had,
sending them kicking and snorting for the
open plain between the mountains. They
had to reach Genghis before he was
killed.
Kachiun felt the second mount stumble
and nearly fell once more. Somehow it
righted itself and he broke through the
lines onto open ground, the horse wideeyed in terror. Riderless horses were

everywhere and Kachiun leaped for one
without thinking, almost tearing his right
arm from the socket as he caught the
reins. He looped out from the battle then
as he fought the horse's panic and
brought it back in. His men had come
with him, though there could not have
been more than three thousand after that
wild charge through the heart of the Chin
army.
“Ride!” Kachiun shouted, shaking his
head to clear it. He could barely see and
his head throbbed from the first impact
with the ground. He could feel his entire
face swelling as he galloped along the
army's edge back to his brother. Half a
mile ahead, the rear of Zhi Zhong's

cavalry were riding to seal the pass,
twenty thousand fresh horses and men.
Kachiun knew it was too many, but he
did not slow. He raised his sword as he
rode, putting aside the pain and showing
red teeth to the wind.
No more than a thousand had come
through the pass before the tree fell. Half
of those were already dead and the rest
clustered around their khan, prepared to
defend him to the last man. The Chin
soldiers swirled around them like
wasps, but they fought like men
possessed, and all the time, Genghis was
darting glances back at the trunk that
blocked the pass. His men were born to

war, each one of them more skilled than
the Chin soldiers who struggled at their
stirrups and died. Their quivers were all
empty, but many of the men maneuvered
their mounts as if they were one
creature. The ponies knew when to step
back from a swinging blade and when to
kick and cave in the chest of anyone
daring to come too close. Like an island
in a raging sea, the Mongol horsemen
moved across the face of the Chin army
and no one could bring them down.
Crossbow bolts rattled their armor, but
the regiments were too hemmed in for
volley fire. No one wanted to come near
those red blades and grim warriors.
Those who rode with Genghis were
slippery with blood, their hands gummed

onto their swords with it. They were
men who were hard to kill. They knew
their khan was with them and that they
only had to hold on until the barrier was
cut through. Even then, their number
began to dwindle, though they took ten or
twenty for every man that fell. More and
more began to look back at the pass,
their eyes grim and growing in
desperation as they fought on.
Jelme and Arslan arrived together at the
blocked pass, seeing Tsubodai pale. The
young general nodded to the senior men.
“We need more axe-men,” Jelme
snapped. “At this rate it will take
hours.”

Tsubodai glared coldly at him. “The
command is yours, General. I was
merely waiting for you to come to the
front.” He turned his horse away from
them without another word, taking a
deep breath to shout over the heads of
his men.
“Wolves, dismount!” he snapped.
“Bows and swords! On foot! With me!”
As the senior men took charge of the
axe teams, Tsubodai climbed onto the
trunk with his sword drawn, looking
down at the Chin pikemen before he
kicked one weapon aside and leaped
into them. His men followed in a great
scrambling rush that knocked their own

axe teams sprawling. They would not let
their young general go alone to save the
khan, and they were fresh and furious at
the tricks of the Chin.
Genghis looked up as the Young Wolves
joined the battle. They cut down the
surprised Chin from behind, opening up
a great rift in their ranks. Those who
took wounds seemed not to feel them as
they kept their eyes locked on Tsubodai
as he raced on. He had seen the khan and
his arm was untried that day. He hit the
Chin with a rank no more than a dozen
wide, young warriors who moved at
such a speed that they could not be
stopped. They cut a path through to

Genghis over a trail of dead.
“I have been waiting for you!”
Genghis called to Tsubodai. “What do
you want from me this time?”
The young general laughed to see him
alive, even as he ducked under a
sweeping sword and gutted the man who
held it. He pulled the blade out with a
great heave and stamped down on a dead
body as he stepped past. The Chin were
reeling, but they still swarmed in such
numbers that even Tsubodai's ten
thousand could be engulfed. On the flank
of the great army of the Chin, cavalry
horns sounded and Genghis turned in the
saddle as the Chin ranks fell back in
order, opening a path for the charge. The

Mongol warriors looked at each other as
the Chin cavalry broke into a gallop
through their own ranks. Genghis
grinned, panting as his men formed up
around him.
“Those are good horses,” he said. “I
will have the first choice of them when
we are done.” Those who heard him
laughed, then as one, they kicked their
weary mounts into a canter, leaning low
over the saddles. They left Tsubodai
alone to hold the ground around the pass
and slid into a gallop on their ponies just
before the two forces crashed together.
The Chin cavalry commander died in
the first instant of meeting the Mongol

horsemen. Over the thunder of hooves,
his men were cut from their saddles.
Those who could strike back swung on
empty air as the Mongols ducked or
swayed aside. They had practiced for
this all their lives. Genghis galloped on,
deeper and deeper into the ranks of
horsemen, his sword arm burning. There
was no end to them and he took a fresh
cut above his hip where the armor had
broken away. Another impact knocked
him back so that he saw the pale sky
swinging above before he could recover.
He did not fall; he could not. He heard
screams as Kachiun's mounts hit the Chin
riders from behind and wondered if he
would meet his brother in the middle or
die first. There were just so many

enemies. He no longer expected to
survive and that brought a lightness to
his mood that made the gallop through
his enemies a moment of pure joy. It was
easy to imagine his father riding with
him. Perhaps the old man would be
proud at last. His sons could not have
chosen a better end.
Behind him the tree was finally rolled
back in three pieces. The Mongol army
rode slowly out onto the icy flats, grim
and poised to avenge their khan. Jelme
and Arslan rode at the head and both
father and son were ready. They looked
out at the Chin flags and banners that
swirled into the distance.
“I would not change my life, Jelme, if

I could go back,” Arslan called to his
son. “I would still be here.”
“Where else would you be, old man?”
Jelme replied with a smile. He set an
arrow on the bowstring and took a deep
breath before loosing the first shaft into
the enemy ranks.
Zhi Zhong watched in frustration as the
pass opened and twenty thousand
warriors came storming out, ready to
fight. The gods had not given the khan
into his hands. Zhi Zhong's own cavalry
was engaging the khan's small force,
while another group cut into the Chin
like a tiger ripping at the belly of a

running deer. The Mongols did not seem
to communicate, yet they worked
together across the battlefield, while his
was the only center of command. Zhi
Zhong rubbed his eyes, staring into the
dust clouds as they fought.
His pikemen were in chaos and some
had left the plain, the figures already
distant specks among the hills. Could he
yet save the battle? All the tricks were
finished. It came down to a fight on a flat
plain, and he still had the numbers.
He gave fresh orders to his
messengers and watched as they
galloped across the battlefield. The
Mongols from the pass were hammering
his men with shaft after shaft, cutting a

trench right through the center of the
army that waited for them. The relentless
accuracy was forcing his ranks back on
themselves, making them bunch up
where they should have stayed apart. Zhi
Zhong wiped sweat from his brow as he
saw riders ripping through his pikemen
as if they were unarmed. He could only
watch frozen as they split into groups of
a hundred, attacking from all angles with
their shafts, cutting his army to pieces.
It seemed only a moment before one
of the marauding groups spotted him
standing there, directing the battle. Zhi
Zhong saw their faces light up as they
saw the massive war banners around his
command tent. As he stared he saw a

dozen bows bent in his direction and
others yanking at reins to turn their
mounts. Surely the range was too great?
Hundreds of his personal guard lay in
their path, but they could not stop the
arrows and the general was suddenly
terrified. They were demonic, these men
from the plains. He had tried everything
and still they came. Many of them had
been cut in the fighting, but they seemed
to feel no pain as they drew their bows
with bloody hands and kicked their
horses at him.
A half-spent arrow thumped into his
chest, sticking out of his armor and
making him cry out. As if the sound
released his fear, his nerve failed

completely and he yelled for his guard,
pulling his horse around by brute
strength and hunching low in the saddle.
Other shafts whistled over his head,
killing men around him. General Zhi
Zhong was mindless in the face of his
own death, his confidence shattering. He
dug in his heels and his horse bolted,
galloping through the ranks to leave his
guard behind.
He did not look down at the wideeyed faces of his soldiers as they saw
him desert them. Many threw down their
weapons and simply ran, following his
example. Some were knocked aside by
his horse as they moved too slowly. His
eyes blurred in the frozen wind and he

knew nothing except the need to escape
the cruel-faced Mongols at his back.
Behind him his army crumbled in
complete rout and the slaughter went on.
The army of Genghis rolled over the
Imperial soldiers, killing until their arms
were exhausted and the mouths of their
horses were white with frothy spit.
Senior officers tried three times to
rally their men, each attempt failing as
Genghis was able to use the wider
ground to send charges in to smash them.
When the last of Jelme's arrows were
gone, the lances worked well at full
speed, taking men off their feet with the
impact. Genghis had seen the Chin
general run and no longer felt the terrible

wounds he had taken. The sun rose
higher on the killing, and by noon, the
forces of the emperor lay in bloody
mountains of the dead, the remainder
scattered in every direction and still
pursued.
As Zhi Zhong rode, his mind lost the
numbness that had unmanned him. The
sounds of battle faded into the distance
as he galloped along the road to
Yenking. He looked back only once at
the great roiling mass of fighting men,
and shame and rage were bitter in his
throat. Some of his personal guard had
taken horses to follow their general,
loyal despite his failure. Without a

word, they formed up around him, so that
a grim phalanx of almost a hundred
riders approached the gates of the
emperor's city.
Zhi Zhong recognized one man riding
abreast, a senior officer from Baotou. At
first he could not recall his name and he
could only wonder at his spinning
thoughts. The city grew quickly before
them and it took a huge effort of will to
steady himself and calm his thumping
heart. Lujan. The man's name was Lujan,
he remembered at last.
The general sweated in his armor as
he looked at the high walls and the moat
surrounding the city. After the chaos and
bloodshed, it looked sleepily peaceful,

waking slowly for the new day. Zhi
Zhong had outraced any messengers and
the emperor remained unaware of the
catastrophe only twenty miles away.
“Do you want to be executed, Lujan?”
he said to the man at his side.
“I have a family, General,” the man
replied. He was pale, understanding
what they faced.
“Then listen to me and follow my
orders,” Zhi Zhong replied.
The general was recognized at a
distance and the outer gate was lowered
over the expanse of water. Zhi Zhong
turned in the saddle to shout orders to

the men with him.
“The emperor must be told,” he
snapped. “We can counterattack with the
city guard.” He saw the words have an
effect on the defeated men, straightening
them in their saddles. They still trusted
their general to salvage something from
the disaster. Zhi Zhong made his face a
mask as he passed into the city, the
sound of hooves on paved streets loud in
his ears. He had lost. Worse, he had run.
The Imperial palace was a huge
construction inside the city, surrounded
by gardens of great beauty. Zhi Zhong
headed for the closest gate that would
take him to an audience room. He
wondered if the young emperor was

even awake at that hour. He would be
alert soon enough, when he received the
news.
The guards were forced to dismount at
the outer gate, striding inward along a
wide road of lime trees. They were met
by servants, then passed through a chain
of halls. Before they could come into the
emperor's presence, soldiers from the
emperor's own guards blocked their
way.
Zhi Zhong showed nothing as he
handed over his sword and waited for
them to step aside. His soldiers would
remain in the outer halls while he went
in. He imagined Emperor Wei being

woken at that very moment, his slaves
fussing around him with the news that the
general had returned. The palace would
be awash with rumor, but they knew
nothing yet. The full scope of the tragedy
would come later, but the emperor had
to know first.
It was a long time before Zhi Zhong
saw the doors of the audience chamber
open before him and strode across the
wooden floor to the figure seated at the
far end. As he had thought, the emperor's
face was puffy from sleep, his hair
braided hurriedly so that wisps of it
were out of place.
“What news is so important?”
Emperor Wei said, his voice strained.

The general felt calm at last and took a
deep breath as he knelt.
“His Imperial Majesty does me
honor,” he said. He raised his head then
and the eyes that looked out from the
heavy brows made the young emperor
clutch at the front of his robe in fear.
There was madness there.
Zhi Zhong stood slowly, glancing
around the hall. The emperor had
dismissed his ministers to hear the
private communication from his general.
Six slaves stood around the room, but
Zhi Zhong cared nothing for them. They
would carry the news to the city as they
always did. He let out a long breath. His

mind had been confused for a time, but at
last it was clear.
“The Mongols have come through the
pass,” he said, at last. “I could not hold
them.” He saw the emperor pale, his
skin turning waxy in the light coming
through the high windows.
“The army? Have we been forced to
retreat?” Emperor Wei demanded, rising
to stand before him.
“It has
Majesty.”

been

broken,

Imperial

The general's eyes bored into the
young man who faced him and this time
they did not look away.

“I served your father well, Imperial
Majesty. With him, I would have won.
With you, a lesser man, I have failed.”
Emperor Wei opened his mouth in
amazement. “You come to me with this
and dare to insult me in my own
palace?”
The general sighed. He had no sword,
but he drew a long knife from where it
had been hidden under his armor. The
young emperor gaped at the sight of it,
suddenly frightened.
“Your father would not have let me
come to him, Imperial Majesty. He
would have known not to trust a general
who returns from a defeat.” Zhi Zhong

shrugged. “In failing you, I earned my
death. What choice is there for me, but
this?”
The emperor took a deep breath to
scream for his guards. Zhi Zhong lunged
at him and clamped a hand around his
throat, stifling the cry. He felt hands
batter at his armor and his face, but the
boy was weak and his grip only
tightened. He could have strangled him
then, but it would have been a dishonor
to the son of a great man. Instead, he
found a place in the emperor's chest as it
writhed and twitched, pressing the blade
into the heart.
The hands fell away and only then did
he feel the sting of the scratches on his

cheeks. Blood stained the robe around
the blade and the general lifted him up to
place him back in his seat.
The slaves were screaming and Zhi
Zhong ignored them, standing before the
body of the young emperor. There had
been no choice, he told himself.
The outer door swung open as the
emperor's guards burst in. They raised
their weapons and Zhi Zhong stood to
face them, seeing the figures of his men
fill the corridor behind. Lujan had
followed the orders he had been given,
and he was already bloody. It did not
take long to finish the last of them.
Lujan stood with his chest heaving,

staring in wonder at the white face of a
dead emperor.
“You have killed him,” he said, awed.
“What do we do now?”
The general looked at the exhausted,
bloody men who brought the stink of the
battlefield into such a place. Perhaps
later he would weep for everything he
had lost, everything he had done, but
now was not the time.
“We tell the people the emperor is
dead and that the city must be closed and
fortified. The Mongols are coming here
and we can do nothing else.”
“But who will be emperor now? One

of his children?” Lujan said. He had
gone very pale and he did not look again
at the sprawled figure on the throne.
“The eldest boy is only six,” Zhi
Zhong replied. “When the funeral has
been held, have him brought to me. I will
rule as his regent.”
Lujan stared at his general. “Hail the
new emperor,” he whispered, the words
repeated by those around him. Almost in
a trance, Lujan lowered himself until his
forehead touched the wooden floor. The
other soldiers followed suit and General
Zhi Zhong smiled.
“Ten thousand years,” he said softly.
“Ten thousand years.”

CHAPTER 25
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the oily smoke reaching for
miles. Many of the Chin had surrendered
at the end, but the tribes had lost too
many of their own to consider mercy.
The killing had gone on for days around
the pass, those who still wanted to
seeking out every last one of the fleeing
soldiers and slaughtering them like the
marmots of home.
MOUNTAINS,

Great bonfires had been built of the
pike poles and flags, leaving only food
and the dead. The families had come

slowly through the pass behind the
warriors, bringing carts and forges to
melt down the pike heads for their steel.
The Chin supplies were dragged into
snowbanks where they would remain
fresh. There was no tally of the Chin
corpses, nor need for one. No one who
saw the mountains of broken flesh would
ever forget it. The children and women
helped to strip the bodies of their armor
and anything else of value. The stench
was awful after only a day, and the air
was rich with flies that crackled and
burned in the swirling smoke of the
bonfires.
On the edge of it, Genghis waited for
his generals. He wanted to see the city

that had sent such an army against him.
Kachiun and Khasar rode out to join
him, staring back in awe across the field
of blood and fire that stretched into the
distance. The bonfires threw flickering
shadows on the mountains of the valley,
and even the tribes were subdued as they
sang in low voices for the dead.
The three brothers waited in silence
as the men Genghis had summoned
trotted up, their backs stiff. Tsubodai
came first, pale and proud with ugly
black stitches running the length of his
left arm. Jelme and Arslan rode together,
dark against the fires. Ho Sa and Lian
the mason came last of all. Only Temuge
remained behind to move the camp to a

river ten miles north. The flames would
burn for days yet, even without the tribes
to feed them. The flies were getting
worse and Temuge was sickened by the
constant buzzing and the rotting dead.
Genghis could hardly drag his gaze
away from the plain. It was the death of
an empire he was seeing, he was certain
of it. He had never come so close to
defeat and destruction as in the battle
through the pass. It had left its mark on
him and he knew he would always be
able to close his eyes and summon the
memories. Eight thousand of his own
men had been wrapped in white cloth
and taken up to the mountains. He
glanced up to where they lay like fingers

of bone in the snow, far away. Already,
hawks and wolves tore at their flesh. He
had stayed only to see them sky buried,
to honor them and give their families
honor.
“Temuge has the camp,” he told his
generals. “Let us see this Yenking and
this emperor.” He dug in his heels and
his horse jerked into a run. The others
followed him, as they always had.
Built on a great plain, Yenking was by
far the largest construction any of them
had ever seen. As it grew before him,
Genghis recalled the words of Wen
Chao, the Chin diplomat he had met
years before. He had said that men could

build cities like mountains. Yenking was
such a place.
It rose in dark gray stone that was at
least fifty feet from bedrock to the crest.
Genghis sent Lian and Ho Sa around the
city to count the wooden towers that rose
even further. When they returned, they
had traveled more than five miles around
and reported almost a thousand towers,
like thorns along the walls. Even worse
were the descriptions of huge bow
weapons on the battlements, manned by
silent, watching soldiers.
Genghis studied Lian for some sign
that the mason was not intimidated, but
the man visibly drooped in the saddle.

Like the Mongols, he had never visited
the capital and could not think of a way
to break walls of that size.
On the corners of the immense
rectangle, four forts stood apart from the
main walls. A wide moat ran between
the forts and the walls and yet another
girdled them on the outside. A huge
canal was the only breach in the walls
themselves, running through an immense
water gate of iron that was in turn
protected by platforms for archers and
catapults. The waterway stretched into
the south, as far as any of them could
see. Everything about Yenking was on a
scale too great for the imagination.
Genghis could not begin to think of a

way to force the gates.
At first Genghis and his generals kept
as close as they had to Yinchuan, or
some of the other Chin cities to the west.
Then a hammer blow sounded on the
evening air and a dark blur shot past
them, staggering Kachiun's horse with
the power of its wake. Genghis almost
lost his seat as his own mount reared and
could only gaze in amazement at a shaft
half-sunk in the soft ground, more like a
smooth tree trunk than an arrow.
Without a word, his generals retreated
past the range of the fearsome weapon,
their spirits sinking even lower as they
understood another part of the defenses.
To come closer than five hundred paces

was to invite more of the great poles
with their iron tips. Just the thought of
one of them striking a mass of his riders
was appalling.
Genghis turned in the saddle to the
man who had broken lesser walls.
“Can we take this place, Lian?” he
demanded. The mason would not meet
his stare and looked over the city. At last
he shook his head.
“No other city has a wall so wide at
the top,” he said. “From that height, they
will always have more range than
anything I can make. If we built stone
ramparts, I might be able to protect the
counterweighted catapults, but if I can

reach them, they can certainly reach me
to smash them to firewood.”
Genghis glared in frustration at
Yenking. To have come so far and yet be
baulked at the final obstacle was
infuriating. Only the day before, he had
been congratulating Khasar on taking the
fort in the pass and Kachiun for his
inspired charge. He had believed then
that his people were unstoppable, that
conquest would always come easily. His
army certainly believed it. They
whispered that the world was his to
take. Facing Yenking, he could almost
feel the emperor's scorn at such
ambition.
Genghis kept the cold face as he

turned to his brothers.
“The families will find good land
here for grazing. There will be time to
plan an attack on this place.”
Khasar
and
Kachiun
nodded
uncertainly. They too could see that the
great sweeping conquest had halted at
the foot of Yenking. Like Genghis
himself, they had become used to the fast
and exciting pace of taking cities. The
carts of their people were now so laden
with gold and wealth that they broke
axles on any long trip.
“How long will it take to starve such
a city?” Genghis demanded suddenly.

Lian had no better idea than any of
them, but did not want to admit his
ignorance. “I have heard more than a
million of the emperor's subjects live in
Yenking. To feed so many is difficult to
imagine, but they will have vast
granaries and stores. They have known
we were coming for months, after all.”
He saw Genghis frown and hurried on.
“It could be as long as three years, even
four, lord.”
Khasar groaned aloud at the estimate,
but the youngest of them, Tsubodai,
brightened.
“They have no army left to break a
siege, lord. You will not need to keep us
all here. If we cannot bring the walls

down, perhaps you will allow us to raid
in this new land. As things stand, we
don't even have maps beyond Yenking.”
Genghis glanced at his general, seeing
the hunger in his eyes. He felt his own
mood lift.
“That is true. If I have to wait until
this emperor is skin and bone before he
submits, at least my generals will not be
idle.” He swept an arm across the
landscape that blurred into distance too
great for any of them to imagine.
“When the families are settled, come
to me with a direction and it will be
yours. We will not waste the time here
and grow fat and sleepy.”

Tsubodai grinned, his enthusiasm
kindling that of the others to replace the
dark mood of moments earlier.
“Your will, my lord,” he replied.
In shining, black-lacquered armor,
General Zhi Zhong paced angrily as he
waited for the emperor's ministers to
join him in the coronation hall. The
morning was peaceful and he could hear
the creaking squawks of magpies
outside. No doubt the omen takers would
read something into the quarrelsome
birds, if they saw them.
The funeral of Emperor Wei had taken
almost ten days, with half the city tearing

their clothes and rubbing ash into their
skin before the body was cremated. Zhi
Zhong had suffered through endless
orations by the noble families. Not one
of them had mentioned the manner of the
emperor's death, not with Zhi Zhong
glowering at them and his guards
standing with their hands on their sword
hilts. He had taken the head from the
Imperial rose, nipping it off with a
single blow so that everything else
remained.
The first few days had been chaotic,
but after three ministers had been
executed for speaking out, any further
resistance collapsed and the great
funeral went ahead just as if the young

emperor had died in his sleep.
It had been useful to find that the
governing nobles had made a plan for
the event long before it was needed. The
Chin empire had survived upheaval and
even regicide before. After the initial
spasm of outrage, they had fallen into the
routines almost with relief. The peasants
in the city knew nothing except that the
Son of Heaven had left his mortal flesh.
They wailed ignorantly in the streets of
the city, mindless in hysteria and grief.
The emperor's young son had not wept
when he heard of his father's demise. In
that, at least, Emperor Wei had prepared
his family well. The boy's mother had
enough sense to know that any protest

would mean her own death, so she had
remained silent through the funeral, pale
and beautiful as she watched her
husband's body burned to ash. As the
funeral pyre collapsed with a cough of
flame, Zhi Zhong thought he had felt her
gaze on him, but when he looked up, she
had her head bowed in supplication to
the will of the gods. His will, he thought,
though the result was much the same.
The general ground his teeth in
irritation as he paced. First the funeral
had taken longer than he would have
believed possible, and then he had been
told the coronation would take another
five days. It was infuriating. The city
mourned and none of the peasants

actually worked while great events
played themselves out. He had borne the
endless fittings for new robes to mark
his position as regent. He had even
remained still while the ministers
lectured him nervously on his new
responsibilities. All the while, the
Mongol khan prowled like a wolf at the
door, watching the city.
In his free hours, Zhi Zhong had
climbed the steps to a dozen places on
the wall to watch the filthy tribes settle
themselves on Imperial land. He thought
sometimes that he could smell their
rancid mutton and goats' milk on the
breeze. It was galling to have been
beaten by sheepherders, but they would

not take Yenking. The emperors who had
built the city had intended it to
demonstrate their power. It would not
fall easily, Zhi Zhong told himself.
He still woke at night from nightmares
of being chased, the humming of arrow
shafts like mosquitoes whining in his
ears. What else could he have done? No
one thought the Mongols could climb the
highest peaks to flank him. Zhi Zhong felt
no more shame at the defeat. The gods
had been against him and yet they had
given the city into his hands as regent.
He would watch the Mongols shatter
their army against the walls, and when
they were bloody, he would take the
head of their khan in his hands and bury

it in the deepest shit hole in the city.
The thought lightened his mood as he
waited for the boy emperor to make his
appearance. Somewhere in the distance,
he could hear gongs booming,
announcing the presence of a new Son of
Heaven to the people.
The doors to the coronation chamber
opened to reveal the sweating face of
Ruin Chu, the first minister.
“My lord regent!” he said on seeing
Zhi Zhong. “You are not wearing your
robes! His Imperial Majesty will be
here at any moment.” He seemed about
to collapse, after days of organizing the
funeral and the coronation. Zhi Zhong

found the fat little man irritating and took
pleasure from the impact his words
would have.
“I have left them in my rooms,
Minister. I will not need them today.”
“Every moment of the ceremony has
been planned, lord regent. You must—”
“Do not tell me ‘must,' ” Zhi Zhong
snapped. “Get the boy in here and place
a crown on him. Chant, sing, light tapers
of incense, whatever you want, but say
one more word to me about what I must
do and I will have your head.”
The minister gaped at him, then
lowered his eyes, shuddering visibly. He

knew that the man he faced had
murdered the emperor. The general was
a brutal traitor and Ruin Chu did not
doubt he would even shed blood on the
day of a coronation. He bowed as he
walked backwards, opening the doors.
Zhi Zhong heard the slow pace of the
procession and waited in silence as the
minister reached it. He chuckled as he
heard the pace increase.
When the doors opened again, there
was a definite look of fear in the
entourage around the six-year-old boy
who would become emperor. Zhi Zhong
saw he was bearing up well, despite
having little sleep over the previous
days.

The procession slowed again as it
passed Zhi Zhong, heading toward the
golden throne. Buddhist monks waved
censers, filling the air with white smoke.
They too were nervous to find the
general in his armor, the only man with a
sword in the room. He stalked behind
them as Emperor Wei's son took his
place on the throne. It was only the
beginning of the final stage. Reciting the
titles alone would take until noon.
Zhi Zhong watched sourly as the
ministers
settled
themselves
comfortably, sitting like peacocks
around the center of the ceremony. The
incense made him drowsy and he could
not help but think of the Mongols on the

plain outside the city. At first, he had
seen the need for the rituals, a way of
keeping order after he had killed the
emperor. The city could have erupted
without a strong hand to rule it, and it
had been necessary to allow the nobles
the comfort of their traditions. Now he
was tired of it. The city was calm in its
grief and the Mongols had begun
building great trebuchets, raising walls
of stone to protect the weapons.
With an exclamation of impatience,
Zhi Zhong strode forward, interrupting
the droning voice of a priest. The little
boy froze as he looked up at the darkarmored figure. Zhi Zhong took the
Imperial crown from where it lay on a

gold silk cushion. It was surprisingly
heavy, and for an instant, he was touched
with awe at the thought of handling it. He
had killed the man who wore it last.
He placed it firmly on the new
emperor's head.
“Xuan, you are emperor, the Son of
Heaven,” he said. “May you rule
wisely.” He ignored the shock in the
faces of the men around him. “I am your
regent, your right hand. Until you are
twenty years of age, you will obey me in
everything, without question. Do you
understand?”
The little boy's eyes filled with tears.
He could hardly comprehend what was

happening, but he stammered a response.
“I . . . I understand.”
“Then it is done. Let the people
rejoice. I am going to the wall.”
Zhi Zhong left the stupefied ministers
behind with their charge as he flung open
the doors and strode out of the palace. It
had been built high on the edge of
Songhai lake, which fed the great canal,
and the view at the top of the steps
allowed him to look out on the city as
the subjects waited for news. Every bell
would sound and the peasants would be
drunk for days. He took a deep,
shuddering breath as he stood there,
looking out at the dark walls. Beyond

those, his enemies looked for
weakness. They would not get in.

a

Temuge sat staring dreamily at three men
who had once been khans amongst the
people. He could see their arrogance in
every action, their disdain for him held
barely in check. When would they
understand they had no power in the new
order his brother had created? There
was only one gurkhan, one man superior
to them all. His own brother sat before
them, yet they dared to speak to Temuge
as if they were his equal.
As the tribes erected their gers on the
plain in front of Yenking, it had pleased
Temuge to keep the men waiting on his

pleasure. Genghis had shown his trust in
him with the title of “Master of Trade,”
though Temuge himself had defined the
role against surly opposition. He
delighted in the power he exercised and
still smiled when he thought of how long
he had kept Kokchu waiting to see him
the previous day. The shaman had been
pale with fury by the time Temuge
finally allowed him into the khan's ger.
In allowing him to use it for his work,
Genghis showed his approval, a gesture
not wasted on the supplicants. There
was no point appealing to Genghis if
they disliked a ruling made in his name.
Temuge had made sure they understood.
If Kokchu wanted to gather men to
explore an ancient temple a hundred

miles away, the request had to be
granted and the spoils looked over by
Temuge himself.
Temuge laced his hands in front of
him, barely listening to the men who had
been khans. The father of the Woyela
was supported by two of his sons,
unable to stand on his own. It would
have been a courtesy to offer him a
chair, but Temuge was not one to let old
wounds be forgotten. They stood and
droned on about grazing and timber,
while he looked into the distance.
“If you will not allow the herds to
move to new grazing without one of your
little tokens,” the Woyela was saying,
“we will be slaughtering healthy animals

as they starve.” He had increased in bulk
since Genghis had cut the tendons in his
legs. Temuge enjoyed seeing the man
grow red in the face with anger and only
glanced lazily at him without a reply.
Not one of them could read or write, he
reminded himself with satisfaction. The
tokens had been a fine idea, carrying the
symbol of a wolf burned into the squares
of pine wood. He had men in the camp
who would demand to see such a token
if they saw warriors cutting trees, or
bartering looted wealth, or any one of a
thousand things. The system was not yet
perfect, but Genghis had supported him
in sending back the ones who
complained, their faces pale with fear.

When the men had finished their
tirade, Temuge spoke to them as gently
as if they discussed the weather. He had
found the soft tone served to heighten
their anger and it amused him to prick
them in that way.
“In all our history, we have never
gathered so many in one place,” he said,
shaking his head in gentle reproof. “We
must be organized if we are to thrive. If I
let trees be cut as they are needed, there
will be none left for next winter. Do you
understand? As I have it now, we take
timber only from woodland that is more
than three days' ride away, dragging it
back. It takes time and effort, but you
will see the benefit next year.”

As much as his soft speech galled
them, the delicious part was that they
could not fault his logic. They were men
of the bow and sword and he had found
he could think circles around them now
that they were forced to listen.
“The grazing, though?” the crippled
Woyela khan demanded. “We cannot
move a goat without one of your maimed
men demanding a token to show your
approval. The tribes are growing
restless under a controlling hand they
have never known.”
Temuge smiled at the furious man,
seeing how his weight was becoming a
strain on his sons at each shoulder. “Ah,
but there are no tribes any longer,

Woyela. Is that not a lesson you have
learned? I would have thought you
remembered it every day.” He made a
gesture and a cup of airag was placed in
his hand by a Chin servant. Temuge had
found his staff among those Genghis had
recruited from the cities. Some of them
had been servants to noble families and
they knew how to treat a man of his
position. He began each day with a hot
bath in an iron tub built specially for the
purpose. He was the only man in the
camp who did, and for the first time in
his life, he could smell his own people.
He wrinkled his nose at the thought. This
was how a man should live, he told
himself, sipping as they waited.

“These are new days, gentlemen. We
cannot move from here until the city
falls, which means grazing must be
carefully managed. If I do not exercise
some control, the ground will be bare of
grass come the summer and where will
we be then? Will you have my brother
separated from his herds by a thousand
miles? I do not think you would.” He
shrugged. “We may be a little hungry by
the end of summer. Perhaps some of the
herds will have to be slaughtered, if the
land cannot support so many. Have I not
sent men to look for salt to cure the
meat? The emperor will starve before
we do.”
The men stared at him in silent

frustration. They could voice examples
of how his control had spread through
the vast encampment. He had an answer
for each one. What they could not
express was their irritation at being
called to heel at every turn by some new
rule from Temuge. Latrine pits must not
be dug too close to running water.
Ponies could be mated only according to
a list of bloodlines that Temuge had
made himself, without consulting
anyone. A man with a fine mare and
stallion could no longer put them
together without begging for permission.
It irked them all and it was true that
discontent was spreading through the
camp.

They did not dare complain openly,
not while Genghis supported his brother.
If he had listened to their complaints, he
would have undermined Temuge and
made a mockery of the new position.
Temuge understood that, knowing his
brother far better than they did. Once
Genghis had given him the role, he
would do nothing to interfere. Temuge
reveled in the chance to show what an
intelligent man could achieve when he
was not restrained.
“If that is all, I have many others I
must see this morning,” Temuge said.
“Perhaps now you understand why it is
difficult to see me. I find there are
always some who will talk the day away

before they understand what we must do
here; what we must become.”
He had given them nothing and their
enraged frustration was like cool wine
to him. He could not resist driving in the
barbs a little deeper.
“If there is anything else, I am busy,
but I will find time to listen, of course.”
“You listen, but you do not hear,” the
crippled khan said wearily.
Temuge spread his hands in regret. “I
find that not everyone who comes before
me can fully understand the problems
they raise. There are even times when
trade goes on in the camp without the

khan's tithe being removed and sent to
me.”
He stared at the old khan hanging in
the arms of his sons as he spoke, and the
man's feverish gaze faltered. How much
did Temuge know? There were rumors
that he paid spies to report every
transaction to him, every bargain and
exchange of wealth. No one knew the
full extent of his influence.
Temuge sighed and shook his head as
if disappointed. “I had hoped you would
bring it up without my prompting,
Woyela. Did you not sell a dozen mares
to one of our Chin recruits?” He smiled
encouragingly. “I have heard that the
price was a fine one, though the mares

were not the best quality. I have not yet
received the tithe of two horses that you
owe my brother, though I assume they
will be here by sunset. Is that a
reasonable thing to assume, do you
think?”
The khan of the Woyela wondered
who had betrayed him. After a time, he
nodded and Temuge beamed.
“Excellent. I must thank you for taking
time away from those who still look to
you for authority. Remember that I am
always here should anything else need
my attention.”
He did not stand as they turned to
leave the khan's ger. One of those who

had not spoken looked back in naked
anger, and Temuge decided to have him
watched. They feared him, both for his
role as a shaman and as his brother's
shadow. Kokchu had spoken the truth in
that. Seeing fear in another man's eyes
was perhaps the most wonderful feeling
of all. It brought a sense of strength and
lightness that came otherwise only from
the black paste Kokchu supplied.
There were other men waiting to see
him, some of whom he had summoned
himself. He considered a dull afternoon
spent in their company and, on a whim,
decided against it. He turned his head to
the servant.
“Prepare a cup of hot airag laced with

a spoonful of my medicine,” he said. The
black paste would bring colorful visions
and then he would sleep through the
afternoon, letting them all wait. He
stretched his back at the thought, pleased
with the day's work.

CHAPTER 26
IT TOOK TWO MONTHS to build ramparts
of stone and wood to protect the great
engines of war. The trebuchets Lian had
designed had been constructed in the
forests to the east. With their great
beams still sticky with sap, they sat like
brooding monsters a full mile away from
the walls of the city. When the ramps
were built, they would be rolled up into
their protective shadow. It was slow and
tiring work, but in some ways, the
confidence of the Mongol host had
grown in the time. No army sallied out to
attack them; there was a freshwater lake

to the north of the city, and the shores
teemed with birds they could trap during
the winter months. They were the lords
of the Chin plain. Yet there was nothing
to do but live, and they were used to fast
conquest and victory, with new lands
discovered each day. Coming to a
sudden halt began to sour the
camaraderie between the tribes. Already
there had been knife fights stemming
from ancient grudges. Two men and a
woman had been found dead on the
shore of the lake, their murderers
unknown.
The army waited restlessly for the city
to starve. Genghis had not known
whether the stone ramps could protect

the heavy catapults, but he needed
something to keep his people from
idleness. At least working them to
exhaustion kept them fit and too tired to
bicker. The scouts had found a hill of
slate, less than a day's ride from
Yenking. The warriors quarried the
stone with the enthusiasm they brought to
every task, breaking it with wedges and
hammers, then heaving the blocks onto
carts. Lian's expertise was vital there
and he hardly left the quarry site in those
weeks. He showed them how to bind the
stones with a paste of burned limestone,
and the ramps grew daily. Genghis had
lost count of how many thousands of
carts had trundled past his ger, though
Temuge kept a careful record on their

dwindling supply of looted parchment.
The counterweights Lian had designed
were rope nets of larger stones, hanging
from the levers of the machines. Two
men had crushed their hands in the
construction, suffering agonies as
Kokchu cut the mangled limbs from
them. The shaman had rubbed a thick,
gritty paste into their gums to dull the
pain, but they had still screamed. The
work went on, watched always from the
walls of Yenking. Genghis had been
helpless to prevent the massive war
bows being moved along the crest to
face his own weapons. Sweating teams
of Imperial guards built new cradles for
them, working as many hours as the

Mongol warriors below.
It took hundreds of strong men to roll
the trebuchets up to the ramps in front of
Yenking. With fresh snow falling on the
plain, Genghis stood in frustration as the
Chin engineers wound back seven great
bows, sending iron-tipped poles
crashing against the ramparts. The
trebuchets answered with two boulders
that cracked against the walls, sending
splinters flying. The Chin weapons were
untouched.
It took an age to reset Lian's great
levers. In that time, the wall bows
hammered the ramps over and over.
Before the trebuchets were ready for a
second shot at the city, cracks appeared

in the ramps the tribes had built. After
that, destruction came quickly. Stones
exploded into the air with each strike,
showering Lian and his men with
splinters. Many of them fell clutching at
their hands and faces, staggering back as
the barrage continued. Lian himself was
untouched and he stood watching in grim
silence as his ramparts were torn apart
and his machines exposed.
For a time, it seemed that the
trebuchets themselves might survive, but
then a direct hit cracked across the plain,
followed almost instantly by three more.
As the wall teams tired, the rate had
slowed, but each blow carried terrific
force. Warriors died trying to drag the

machines out of range. One moment they
were there, sweating and shouting. The
next they were bloody smears on the
wood and the air around them was filled
with snow and dust.
Nothing could be salvaged. Genghis
growled softly in his throat as he looked
over the broken men and timbers. He
was close enough to the city to hear
cheering inside, and it galled him that
Lian had been right. Without protection,
they could not match the range of the
wall weapons, and whatever they built
would be hammered down. Genghis had
discussed making high towers to wheel
toward the city, perhaps even sheathed
in iron, but the heavy bolts would punch

straight through them, just as his own
arrows pierced sheet armor. If his
metalworkers made the towers strong
enough to withstand the blows, they
would be too heavy to move. It was
maddening.
Genghis paced up and down as
Tsubodai sent brave warriors in to
collect the wounded and take them out of
range. His men believed he could take
Yenking as he had taken other cities.
Seeing
Lian's
extraordinary
constructions smashed to kindling would
not help morale in the camp.
As Genghis watched the Young
Wolves risk their lives, Kachiun
approached and dismounted. His

brother's expression was inscrutable,
though Genghis thought he could detect
the same deep irritation at the failure.
“Whoever built this city gave thought
to its defense,” Kachiun said. “We won't
take it by force.”
“Then they will starve,” Genghis
snapped. “I have raised the black tent
before Yenking. There will be no
mercy.”
Kachiun nodded, watching his older
brother closely. Genghis was never at
his best when forced into inaction.
Those were the times when the generals
walked with care around him. Over the
previous days, Kachiun had seen

Genghis lose his dark moods as the
ramps rose, wondrously strong. They
had all been confident, but it was clear
now that the Chin commander had only
waited for them to drag the new
weapons into range. Whoever he was,
the man was patient, and patient enemies
were the most dangerous.
Kachiun knew Genghis was capable
of being stung into rash decisions. As
things stood, he still listened to his
generals, but as the winter wore on,
Genghis would be tempted to try almost
anything and the tribes could suffer as a
result.
“What do you think of sending men to
climb the walls at night?” Genghis

asked, echoing Kachiun's thoughts. “Fifty
or a hundred of them, to light fires in the
city.”
“The walls can be climbed,” Kachiun
replied carefully. “But the Chin patrols
at the top are as thick as flies. You said
it would be a waste of men, before.”
Genghis shrugged irritably. “We had
catapults then. It might still be worth
trying.”
Genghis turned his pale eyes on his
brother. Kachiun held his gaze, knowing
his brother would want the truth.
“Lian said they had more than a
million in the city,” Kachiun said.

“Whoever we sent would be hunted
down like wild dogs and become sport
for their soldiers.” Genghis grunted in
response, grim and despairing. Kachiun
searched for a way to lighten his mood.
“Perhaps it is now time to send the
generals out to raid, as you said you
would. There will be no quick victory
here and there are other cities in this
land. Let your sons go with them, that
they can learn our trade.”
Kachiun saw doubt cross his brother's
face and thought he understood. The
generals were men Genghis trusted to act
without his supervision. They were loyal
by any test that mattered, but the war up
to that point had been fought with

Genghis watching. To send them out,
perhaps for thousands of miles, was not
an order Genghis would give lightly. He
had agreed to it more than once, and yet
somehow, the final command had not
come.
“Is it betrayal you fear, brother?”
Kachiun asked softly. “Where would it
come? From Arslan and his son Jelme,
who have been with us from the
beginning? From Khasar, or Tsubodai,
who worships you? From me?”
Genghis smiled tightly at the idea. He
looked up at the walls of Yenking, still
untouched before him. With a sigh, he
realized he could not keep so many

active men on that plain for as long as
three years. They would be at each
other's throats long before that, doing the
work of the Chin emperor for him.
“Shall I send the entire army? Perhaps
I will stay here on my own and dare the
Chin to come out.”
Kachiun chuckled at the image. “In
truth, they would probably think it was a
trap and leave you there,” he replied.
“Yet if I were the emperor, I would be
training every able man as a warrior,
building an army from within. You
cannot leave too few to guard Yenking,
or they could see a chance to attack.”
Genghis snorted. “You do not make a

warrior in a few months. Let them train,
these bakers and merchants. I would
welcome the chance to show them what
it means to be a warrior born.”
“With a voice of thunder, no doubt,
and perhaps a penis of lightning,”
Kachiun said with a straight face. After a
moment of silence, both of them broke
into laughter.
Genghis had lost the black mood that
had settled on him with the destruction
of the catapults. Kachiun could almost
see the energy rise in him as he thought
about the future.
“I have said I will send them out,
Kachiun, though it is early yet. We do

not know if other cities will try to
relieve Yenking and we may need every
man here.” He shrugged. “If the city
hasn't fallen by spring, I will set the
generals free to hunt.”
Zhi Zhong was in a pensive mood as he
stood before the high window in the
audience chamber of the summer palace.
He had hardly spoken to the boy
emperor since the day he had crowned
him. Xuan was somewhere in the
labyrinth of corridors and rooms that had
formed his father's official residence,
and Zhi Zhong rarely thought of him.
The soldiers had cheered their general
as the Mongol trebuchets were destroyed

that morning. They had looked to Zhi
Zhong for approval and he had shown it
in a brief nod to their officer before
striding down the steps into the city.
Only in private had he clenched a fist in
silent triumph. It was not enough to
expunge the memory of the Badger's
Mouth, but it was a victory of sorts and
the frightened citizens needed something
to raise them from their despair. Zhi
Zhong sneered to himself as he recalled
the reports of suicides. Four highborn
daughters had been found dead in their
rooms as soon as the news of the army's
defeat had filtered through Yenking. All
four had known each other and it seemed
they preferred a dignified end to the rape
and destruction they saw as inevitable.

Eleven more had taken the same path in
the weeks that followed, and Zhi Zhong
had worried the new fashion for death
might spread right across the city. He
clasped his hands behind his back,
peering out across the lake at the noble
houses. They would have better news
today. Perhaps they would hesitate with
their knives of ivory and their scorn for
his skill. Yenking could still resist the
invaders.
The lord regent realized he was tired
and hungry. He had not eaten since the
morning and the day had been spent in
too many meetings to recall. Every man
in authority in Yenking seemed to need
his approval and his advice. As if he

knew any better than they what to expect
over the coming months. He frowned at
the thought of the food supplies, glancing
to a side table where scrolls lay in a
pyramid. The citizens of Yenking were
eating themselves into defeat. That one
thing could make a mockery of his
defenses, but Zhi Zhong himself had
stripped the city stores to feed the army.
It galled him to think of the Mongols
eating the supplies he had gathered for a
year at the pass, but there was no point
looking back at bad decisions. After all,
he and the emperor had believed the
Mongols would be stopped before they
ever came in sight of the Imperial city.
Zhi Zhong pursed his mouth. The

Yenking merchants were not fools.
Rationing was already in force across
the city. Even the black market had
collapsed as they realized the siege
might not be broken quickly. Only a few
were still selling food for huge profits.
The rest were hoarding supplies for their
own families. Like all their class, they
would try to wait out the storm and then
grow fat and rich again in the aftermath.
Zhi Zhong made a mental note to have
the wealthiest merchants brought before
him. He knew how to apply the sort of
pressure that would reveal their secret
stores. Without them, the peasants would
be eating cats and dogs inside a month,
and after that . . . ? He cracked his neck

wearily. After that, he would be trapped
in a place with a million starving
people. It would be hell on earth.
The one hope was that the Mongols
would not wait outside the walls
forever. He told himself they would tire
of the siege and ride to other cities less
well defended. Zhi Zhong rubbed his
eyes, glad there was no one but slaves to
see his weakness. In truth, he had never
worked as hard in his life as in this new
role. He hardly slept, and when he did
find rest, his dreams were filled with
plans and stratagems. He had gone
without sleep at all the night before as he
stood with the bow teams.
He smiled tightly as he remembered

again the destruction of the Mongol
machines. If only he could have seen the
khan's face at that moment. He was
tempted to summon the ministers for a
final meeting before he bathed and slept.
No, not while they looked at him with
something more than defeat in their eyes.
He would let them have this day
complete, one where he had cracked the
image of invincibility around the Mongol
khan.
Zhi Zhong turned away from the
window and took a path through dark
corridors to where Emperor Wei had
bathed each evening. He sighed in
anticipated pleasure as he reached the
door and entered a room centered

around a sunken pool. The slaves had
heated the water ready for his ritual, and
he cracked his neck again as he prepared
to have the cares of the day soothed from
him.
Slaves undressed Zhi Zhong with
casual efficiency as he gazed at the two
girls waiting to rub his skin with oils in
the pool. Silently he congratulated
Emperor Wei on his taste. The slave
women of the Imperial household would
be wasted on his son, at least for a few
more years.
Naked, Zhi Zhong lowered himself
into the water, enjoying the sense of
space in the high-ceilinged room. Water
dripped and echoed and he began to

relax as the girls soaped his skin with
soft brushes. Their touch revived him.
After a time, he drew one of them out of
the pool, laying her on her back on the
cold tiles. Her nipples stiffened in the
sudden chill. Only her lower legs
remained in the hot water as he took her
in silence. She was well trained and her
hands writhed across his back as she
gasped under the man who ruled the city.
Her companion observed the rutting pair
with dispassionate interest for a few
moments, then resumed soaping his back,
pressing her breasts into him so that he
groaned in pleasure. Without opening his
eyes, Zhi Zhong reached for her hand,
guiding it down to where the bodies met
so that she could feel him enter her

companion. She clung to him with
professional skill and he smiled, his
mind growing calm even as his body
tensed and jerked. There were
compensations in ruling Yenking.
Three nights after the destruction of the
Mongol catapults, two men slipped
unseen down the walls of Yenking,
dropping the last few feet without a
sound. The ropes disappeared above
their heads, pulled up by the lord
regent's guards.
In the darkness, one of the men
glanced at the other, controlling his
nervousness. He did not like the
company of the assassin and would be

pleased when their paths diverged. His
own mission was one he had undertaken
before for Emperor Wei, and he relished
the prospect of stealing among the Chin
recruits who labored so tirelessly for the
Mongol khan. To a man, the traitors
deserved death, but he would smile at
them and work just as hard as they while
he gathered information. In his own way,
he knew his contribution would be as
valuable as that of any of the soldiers on
the walls. The lord regent needed every
scrap of information about the tribes,
and the spy did not underestimate his
own importance.
He had not learned the name of the
assassin, perhaps as well protected as

his own. Though they had stood together
inside the wall, the dark-clothed man
had not spoken a word. The spy had not
been able to resist watching as the man
checked his weapons, tying and securing
the small blades of his trade as they
waited. No doubt Zhi Zhong had paid a
fortune in gold for the service, one that
would almost certainly mean death for
the assassin himself.
It was strange to crouch next to a man
who expected to die that night, yet
showed no sign of fear. The spy
shuddered delicately. He would not
want to exchange places and could
hardly understand the way such a man
must think. What devotion could inspire

such fanatical loyalty? As dangerous as
his own missions had been in the past,
he had always hoped to make it back to
his masters, to his home.
In his dark cloth, the assassin was
little more than a shadow. His
companion knew that he would not reply
even if he dared to whisper a question to
him. The man was focused, his life
bought. He would not allow distraction.
In utter silence, they stepped into a small
wooden boat and used a pole to cross
the black moat. A rope trailed from it to
the other side for it to be pulled back
and hidden, or sunk. There would be no
trace of the men to cause suspicion in
daylight.

On the far side, both men crouched as
they heard a jingle of harness. The
Mongol scouts were efficient, but they
could not see into every pool of
darkness and they watched for a show of
force, not two men waiting to walk
stealthily into their camp. The spy knew
where the Chin recruits had pitched their
gers, mimicking the homes of their new
masters without shame. There was a
chance that they would discover him and
then he too would be killed, but that was
a risk weighed against his skill and he
did not let the thought disturb him. He
glanced again at the assassin and this
time he saw the man's head turn toward
him. He looked away, embarrassed. All
his life, he had heard of the cult, men

who trained every waking hour to bring
death. They had no honor as soldiers
understood honor. The spy had played
the part of a soldier enough times to
know the creed, and he felt a twinge of
disgust at the thought of a man who lived
only to kill. He had seen the vials of
poison the man tucked away and the
wire garrote he had looped expertly
about his wrist.
It was said the assassins' victims
were their sacrifice to dark gods. Their
own death was the ultimate proof of faith
and guaranteed them a high place on the
wheel of life. The spy shuddered again,
disturbed that his work should have
brought him into contact with such a

destroyer.
The sounds of Mongol scouts died
away and the spy jerked in surprise as
he felt a light touch on his arm. The
assassin pressed a sticky jar into his
hand. It stank of rancid mutton fat and the
spy could only look at it in confusion.
“Rub it onto your skin,” the assassin
murmured. “For the dogs.”
As the spy understood, he looked up,
but the black figure was already padding
away on noiseless feet, vanishing in the
darkness. The spy thanked his ancestors
for the gift as he rubbed the muck over
his skin. He thought at first that it had
been kindness, though it was more likely

the assassin did not want the camp
roused while he set about his own work.
His face flushed in humiliation at the
thought. Let there be no other surprises
that night.
When he had composed himself, he
stood and trotted through the darkness,
heading to a destination he had marked
while there was still light. Without his
grim companion, he felt his confidence
begin to return. In a little while, he
would be among the Chin recruits,
chatting and talking as if he had known
them for years. He had done it before,
when the emperor suspected the loyalty
of a provincial governor. He put aside
the thought, realizing that he must be in

place before the assassin struck or he
could be caught and questioned. He
strolled into the sleeping camp, calling a
greeting to a Mongol warrior as the man
came out to urinate in the night. The man
responded sleepily in his own grunting
language without expecting to be
understood. A dog raised its head as he
passed, but only growled softly as it
caught his scent. The spy smiled, unseen
in the darkness. He was in.
The assassin approached the great ger of
the khan, moving through the dark camp
like a wraith. The Mongol leader was a
fool to reveal his location to everyone
on the walls of Yenking. It was the sort

of mistake a man made only once, when
he knew nothing of the Black Tong. The
assassin did not know if the Mongols
would go back to their mountains and
plains when the khan died. He did not
care. He had been given a scroll tied in
black silk ribbon in a formal ceremony
by his master, pledging his life in a
blood bond. No matter what happened,
he would not return to his brothers. If he
failed, he would take his own life rather
than be captured and perhaps reveal the
secrets of his order. The corners of his
mouth tightened in dark amusement. He
would not fail. The Mongols were
sheepherders: good with a bow, but like
children against a man of his training.
There was little honor in being chosen

even to kill a khan of these stinking
tribesmen, but he gave no thought to that.
His honor came from obedience and a
perfect death.
He was not seen as he reached the
great ger on its cart, shining whitely in
the darkness. It loomed above him as he
crept around it, looking for guards.
There were two men nearby. He could
hear them breathe as they stood in bored
stillness, waiting for others to relieve
them. From the walls of Yenking, it had
been impossible to discern details, and
he did not know how often they were
replaced in the night. He would have to
act quickly once he had brought death to
that place.

Standing in perfect stillness, the
assassin watched as one of the men
moved away and took a tour around the
khan's ger. The warrior was not alert
and by the time he sensed someone
standing in the shadows, it was too late.
The guard felt something whip round his
neck and slice into his throat, cutting off
his cry. A sigh of bloody air came from
his lungs and the other guard called a
whispered question, not yet alarmed.
The assassin lowered the first and edged
to the corner of the cart, taking the
second quickly as he came around. He
too died without a sound and the
assassin left him where he fell, crossing
quickly to the steps that led upwards. He
was a small man and they barely creaked

under his weight.
In the blackness within, he could hear
the slow breaths of a man deep in sleep.
The assassin crept lightly across the
floor. In perfect balance, he reached the
sleeping figure and crouched by the low
bed. They were alone. He drew a sharp
blade, its metal blackened with oily soot
so that it would not shine.
He pressed one hand down on the
source of the breath, finding the mouth.
As the sleeper jerked, he brought the
knife quickly across the throat. A moan
was cut off as quickly as it had begun
and the spasming body fell still. The
assassin waited until silence had
returned, breathing shallowly against the

stench of opening bowels. In the
blackness, he could not see the face of
the one he had killed, and he used his
fingers to trace the features, a frown
creasing his brow. The man did not
smell like the warriors outside. His
hands quivered slightly as they explored
the open mouth and the eyes, moving up
to the hair.
The assassin cursed to himself as he
fingered the oiled braid of one of his
own people. It could only have been a
servant, one who deserved death by the
rope for aiding the Mongols with his
service. The assassin sat back on his
heels as he considered what to do. The
khan would surely be close, he thought.

There were a number of gers clustered
around the largest. One of them would
contain the man he sought. The assassin
composed himself, reciting a mantra
from his training that brought instant
calm. He had not yet earned the right to
die.

CHAPTER 27
THE ASSASSIN COULD HEAR BREATHING as
he entered another ger. The darkness
was absolute, but he shut his eyes and
concentrated on the sounds. There were
five sleepers in that small space, all
unaware of the man standing over them.
Four breathed shallowly and he
grimaced to himself. Children. The other
sleeper was probably their mother,
though he could not be certain without a
light. A single spark from a flint and
steel would be enough, but it was a risk.
If they woke, he would not be able to
kill them all before they cried out. He

made the decision swiftly.
One quick strike brought a flash of
light in the ger, enough to show five
sleeping bodies. None of them was large
enough to be a grown man. Where was
the khan? The assassin turned to leave,
aware of time running out. It could not
be much longer before the dead guards
were discovered. When they were
found, the peaceful night would be
shattered.
One of the sleeping children snorted
in his sleep, the rhythms changing. The
assassin froze. He waited an age until
the long breaths resumed, then stepped
lightly to the ger door. He had greased
the hinges and it opened without a sound.

He straightened as he pulled the door
closed behind him, turning his head
slowly to choose the next ger. With the
exception of the impudent black tent
facing the city and the one on the cart, all
the others looked exactly the same.
The assassin heard a sound behind
him and his eyes widened as he realized
it was an indrawn breath, the sort that
went before a shout or scream. He was
moving even as the sound began, darting
away into the deep shadows. He could
not understand the words that echoed
through the night, but the response was
almost immediate. Warriors came
stumbling out of every ger in sight, bows

and swords ready in their hands.
It was Jochi who had shouted and
whose sleep had been interrupted by the
silent presence of the man in his home.
His three brothers were jerked awake by
his yell, and as one they began calling
questions into the darkness.
“What is it?” Borte demanded over
the noise, throwing back the blankets.
Jochi was already standing in the
darkness. “There was someone in here,”
he said. “Guards!”
“You will wake the entire camp!”
Borte snapped. “It was just a bad
dream.”

She could not see his face as he
replied, “No. I saw him.”
Chagatai rose to stand beside his
brother. Alarm horns sounded in the
distance and Borte cursed under her
breath.
“Pray you are right, Jochi, or your
father will have the skin off your back.”
Jochi threw open the door and
stepped out without bothering to reply.
Warriors were swarming around the
gers, searching for an intruder before
they even knew there was one. He
swallowed painfully, hoping he had not
dreamed the figure.

Chagatai came out with him, barechested and with only leggings to keep
out the cold. There was a little starlight
outside, but all was confusion and twice
men grabbed them only to loosen a
fierce grip when they were recognized.
Jochi saw his father come striding
through the gers, his sword drawn, but
held loosely in one hand.
“What is happening?” he said. His
gaze fastened on Jochi, seeing his
nervousness. The boy quailed under the
flat stare, suddenly convinced that he
had roused them all for nothing.
Nonetheless, he brazened it out, refusing
to be shamed in front of his father.

“There was a man in the ger. I woke
and saw him as he opened the door to
leave.”
Genghis snorted, but before he could
reply, fresh voices called through the
night.
“Dead men here!”
Genghis lost interest in his sons,
snarling aloud at the thought of an enemy
loose in the camp.
“Find him!” he bellowed. He saw
Kachiun coming at a run, a long blade in
his hands. Khasar was not far behind and
the three brothers stood together as they
tried to make sense of the chaos.

“Tell me,” Kachiun said as he came to
a halt, his face still puffy from sleep.
Genghis shrugged, tense as a
bowstring himself. “Jochi saw a man in
his ger and there are dead guards.
Someone is among us and I want him
found.”
“Genghis!”
He heard Borte call his name and
turned to her. Out of the corner of his
eye, he saw a dark shadow jerk into
movement at the name.
Genghis spun and had a glimpse of the
assassin leaping at him. He swung his
sword and the man twisted aside,

coming up from a tumbler's roll with
knives in his hands. Genghis saw he
would throw them before he could strike
again, and he jumped at the dark figure,
hammering him off his feet. A spark of
pain touched his throat and then his
brothers were stabbing at the assassin,
jamming their blades in with such force
that they sank into the ground beneath.
The man did not cry out.
Genghis tried to scramble up, but the
world swam lazily and his vision was
strangely blurred.
“I'm cut . . .” he said dazedly, falling
to his knees. He could hear the assassin's
feet drumming on the ground as his
brothers dropped their knees onto his

chest, smashing his ribs. Genghis raised
a hand to his neck and blinked at bloody
fingers. The hand was terribly heavy and
he slumped backwards onto the dry
earth, still confused.
He saw the face of Jelme loom above
him, moving slowly. Genghis stared
upwards, unable to hear what he was
saying. He saw Jelme reach down and
yank cloth away from the wound in his
neck. When he spoke again, the voice
seemed to boom in Genghis's ears,
almost drowning out the rushing
whispers that deafened him. Jelme
picked up the assassin's knife and cursed
at the dark stain along the edge.

“The blade is poisoned,” Jelme said,
his own fear reflected in Kachiun and
Khasar as they stood dumbstruck over
their brother. The general did not speak
again, instead lowering his mouth to
Genghis's neck and sucking on the flow
of blood. It was hot and bitter, making
him gag as he spat it to one side. He did
not stop, though Genghis's hands slapped
weakly at his face whenever he pulled
away, all strength gone.
Jelme could hear the younger sons of
the khan wailing in distress as they saw
their father lying close to death. Only
Jochi and Chagatai were silent, watching
as Jelme spat mouthfuls of blood until
the front of his deel was covered in a

dark slick.
Kokchu pressed through the crowd,
pausing in shock as he saw his khan on
the ground. He knelt at Jelme's side and
ran his hands over Genghis's chest to
feel the heart. It was racing at incredible
speed, and for a time, Kokchu could not
feel individual beats. Sweat had broken
out all over the khan's body and his skin
was flushed and hot to the touch.
Jelme sucked and spat and the blood
flowed. The general could feel his own
lips growing numb and he wondered if
the poison would enter him. It did not
matter. He thought of it as if he watched
someone else. Blood dribbled from his
lips as he gasped between each attempt.

“You must not take too much blood,”
Kokchu warned him, still with his bony
hands on the chest. “Or he will be too
weak to resist whatever poison
remains.” Jelme looked at him with
glassy eyes before nodding and dipping
his face to the searing skin once more.
His own cheeks were flushed from
contact with such heat, and he went on
because to stop was to watch his khan
die.
Kokchu felt the racing heart jolt and
he feared it might stop under his hands.
He needed the man who had won him
such respect among the tribes, especially
now that Temuge had abandoned him.

Kokchu began to pray aloud, summoning
the spirits by their ancient names. He
called on the line of Genghis himself in a
torrent of sound. Yesugei he called, even
Bekter, the brother Genghis had killed.
He needed them all to keep the khan
from their realm. Kokchu could feel
them gather as he chanted their names,
pressing in on him so that his ears filled
with whispers.
The heart jolted again and Genghis
gasped aloud, his open eyes staring
blindly. Kokchu felt the fluttering pulse
settle, suddenly slowing as if a door had
shut inside. He shivered in the cold,
thinking that for a few moments, he had
held the future of the tribes in his hands.

“Enough now, his heart is stronger,”
he said hoarsely. Jelme sat back. As he
would have done with a gashed horse,
the general made a paste of dust and spit
and pressed it over the wound. Kokchu
leaned over to observe the process,
relieved to see the blood slow to a
trickle. None of the major veins had
been cut and he began to rejoice at the
thought that Genghis might still live.
Once more Kokchu began to pray
aloud, forcing the spirits of the dead to
attend the man who had formed a nation.
They would not want such a man with
them while he took their people
onwards. He knew it with a certainty
that frightened him. The tribesmen

watched in awe as Kokchu ran his hands
over the supine form, gathering invisible
strands as if his trailing fingers wrapped
the khan in a web of spirits and faith.
Kokchu looked up at Borte as she
stood red-eyed and swaying in shock.
Hoelun too was there, desperately pale
as she recalled the death of another khan
many years before. Kokchu gestured for
them to come closer.
“The spirits hold him here, for now,”
he told them, his eyes shining. “Yesugei
is here, with his father Bartan. Bekter is
here to hold the khan, his own brother.”
He shuddered in the cold, his eyes
glazing for a moment. “Jelme has sucked
out a great deal of poison, but the heart

is
fluttering;
sometimes
strong,
sometimes weak. He needs rest. If he
will eat, give him blood and milk for
strength.” Kokchu could no longer feel
the deep coldness of the spirits
clustering around him, but they had done
their work. Genghis still lived. He
called the man's brothers forward to
carry him into the ger. Kachiun broke
from his trance to order the camp
searched for any other enemy still
hiding. After that, he shouldered his
brother's limp weight with Khasar and
carried Genghis into Borte's ger.
Jelme was left kneeling, shaking his
head in distress. His father, Arslan,
reached him just as the young general

vomited over the bloody ground.
“Help me with him,” Arslan ordered,
heaving his son to his feet. Jelme's face
was slack and his full weight fell on his
father before two warriors stepped in
and draped his arms over their
shoulders.
“What is wrong with him?” Arslan
demanded of Kokchu. The shaman broke
his gaze from the ger of Genghis. He
used his fingers to open Jelme's eyes to
their widest, staring into them. The
pupils were large and dark and Kokchu
swore softly.
“He may have swallowed the blood.
Some of the poison has entered him

also.” Kokchu shoved a hand under
Jelme's wet tunic, feeling his chest.
“It cannot be much and he is strong.
Keep him awake if you can. Walk him. I
will bring a draft of charcoal for him to
drink.”
Arslan nodded. He motioned to one of
the warriors supporting Jelme and took
his place, pulling his son's arm around
his neck like an embrace. With the other
man, he began walking Jelme between
the gers, talking to him as he went.
The growing crowd of warriors,
women, and children did not move. They
would not go back to sleep until they
were certain their khan would live.

Kokchu turned from them, filled with the
need to make a paste of charcoal that
could soak up whatever poison Jelme
had taken in. It would be little use to
Genghis, but he would bring a second
bowl for him as well. As he approached
the ring of staring faces, they gave way
before him and it was then that he saw
Temuge pushing his way through to the
front. Malice sparkled in Kokchu's eyes.
“You are too late to help the khan,”
Kokchu said softly as Temuge came
close. “His brothers killed the assassin
and Jelme and I kept him alive.”
“Assassin?” Temuge exclaimed,
staring around at the misery and fear on
so many faces. His gaze passed over the

dark-clad figure lying sprawled on the
ground, and he swallowed in horror.
“Some things must be handled in the
old ways,” Kokchu told him. “They
cannot be counted or put into one of your
lists.”
Temuge reacted to the shaman's scorn
as if he had been struck. “You dare to
speak so to me?” he said.
Kokchu shrugged and strode away. He
had not been able to resist the barb,
though he knew he would regret it. That
night, death had walked the camp and
Kokchu was in his element.
The crowd became thicker as late

arrivals pressed forward, desperate for
news. Torches were lit across the camp
as they waited for dawn. The body of the
assassin lay crushed and broken on the
ground, and they stared at it in simple
dread, unwilling to come too close.
When Kokchu returned with two
bowls of thick black liquid, he thought
they resembled a herd of yaks on a day
of slaughter, miserable and dark-eyed
but unable to understand. Arslan held his
son's jaw and tilted his head as Kokchu
forced the bitter liquid into him. Jelme
choked and coughed, spattering black
drops onto his father's face. He had
regained some awareness in the time it
had taken to grind the charcoal, and

Kokchu did not linger with him. He
pressed the half-empty bowl into
Arslan's free hand and went on with the
other. Genghis could not die, not in the
shadow of Yenking. Kokchu was filled
with a cold dread as he considered the
future. He crushed his own fear as he
entered the tiny ger, dipping his head to
pass under the lintel. Confidence was
part of his trade and he would not let
them see him so shaken.
As dawn approached, Khasar and
Kachiun came out, blind to the thousands
of eyes that fastened on them. Khasar
retrieved his sword from where it had
stuck in the dead man's chest and kicked

the lolling head before sheathing the
blade.
“Does the khan live?” someone
called.
Khasar cast a weary gaze over them,
not knowing who had spoken. “He
lives,” he said. His words were
repeated as a whisper until they all
knew.
Kachiun picked up his own blade
from where it had fallen and raised his
head at the sound. He was helpless to
aid his brother in the ger, and perhaps
that was why his temper kindled at the
sight of them.

“Will our enemies sleep while we are
gathered here?” Kachiun snapped. “They
will not. Go home to your gers and wait
for news.” Under his fierce gaze, the
warriors turned away first, pressing
through the throng of women and
children. They too began to drift away,
staring backwards as they went.
Kachiun stood with Khasar as if they
guarded the ger where Genghis lay. The
khan's second wife, Chakahai, had come,
her face a mask of pale fear. All the men
had looked to Borte to see how she
would react, but she had only nodded to
the Xi Xia woman, accepting her
presence. In the silence, Kachiun could
hear the drone of Kokchu's chanting in

the ger. For a moment, he did not want to
return to the fetid interior, packed with
those who loved his brother. His own
grief felt undermined somehow by the
presence of the others. He breathed
deeply in the cold air, clearing his head.
“There is nothing more we can do,”
he said. “Dawn is not far off and there
are things we must discuss. Walk with
me, Khasar, for a little while.”
Khasar followed him to where they
would not be heard. It was a long time
before they were clear of the camp, their
footsteps crunching on frozen grass.
“What is it? What do you want?”
Khasar said at last, stopping his brother

with a hand on his arm.
Kachiun turned to him, his face darkly
furious. “We failed tonight. We failed to
keep the camp safe. I should have
considered that the emperor would send
assassins. I should have had more guards
watching the walls.”
Khasar was too tired to debate the
point. “You cannot change it now,” he
said. “If I know you, it will not happen
again.”
“One time could be enough,” Kachiun
snapped. “If Genghis dies, what then?”
Khasar shook his head. He did not
want to think of that. As he hesitated,

Kachiun gripped him by the shoulders,
almost shaking him.
“I don't know!” Khasar replied. “If he
dies, we will return home to the Khenti
mountains and lay him out for the hawks
and vultures. He is a khan; what would
you expect me to say?”
Kachiun let his hands fall. “If we do
that, the emperor will claim a great
victory against us.” He seemed almost to
be speaking to himself and Khasar did
not interrupt. He could not begin to
imagine the future if Genghis were not
there.
“The emperor would see our army
retreat,” Kachiun went on grimly. “In a

year, every Chin city would know we
had been turned back.”
Khasar still said nothing.
“Can't you see, brother?” Kachiun
said. “We would lose everything.”
“We could return,” Khasar replied,
yawning. Had he slept at all? He wasn't
sure.
Kachiun snorted. “Within two years,
they would be attacking us. The emperor
has seen what we can do and he will not
make the same mistakes again. One
chance we have made for ourselves,
Khasar. You cannot wound a bear and
run. It will chase you down.”

“Genghis will live,” Khasar said
stubbornly. “He is too strong to fall.”
“Open your eyes, brother!” Kachiun
replied. “Genghis can die like any other
man. If he does, who will lead the tribes,
or will we see them splinter apart? How
easy would it be then for the Chin army
when they come hunting?”
Khasar saw the first pink light of
dawn behind Yenking in the distance. He
welcomed it in a night he'd thought
would never end. Kachiun was right. If
Genghis died, the new nation would
break apart. The old khans would assert
their authority over the quarreling tribes.
He shook his head to clear it.

“I understand what you are saying,” he
told Kachiun. “I am not a fool. You want
me to accept you as khan.”
Kachiun stood very still at that. There
was no other way, but if Khasar could
not see it, the new day would begin with
bloodshed as the tribes fought to leave
or remained loyal. Genghis had bound
them together. At the first hint of
weakness, the khans would taste
freedom and fight to keep it.
Kachiun took a deep breath, his voice
calm. “Yes, brother. If Genghis dies
today, the tribes will need to feel a
strong hand on their necks.”
“I am older than you,” Khasar said

softly. “I command as many warriors.”
“You are not the man to lead the
nation. You know it.” Kachiun's heart
was racing with the strain of making
Khasar understand. “If you think you are,
I will take an oath to you. The generals
will follow my lead and carry the khans
with them. I will not fight you for this,
Khasar, not with so much at stake.”
Khasar knuckled the tiredness out of
his eyes as he thought it through. He
knew what it must have cost Kachiun to
make the offer. The thought of leading
the tribes was intoxicating, something he
had not dreamed of before. It tempted
him. Yet he was not the one who had
seen the dangers to the fragile nation.

That remained like a thorn in his flesh to
worry him. The generals would come to
him expecting him to solve their
problems, to see a way through
difficulties that they could not. He would
even have to plan battles, with triumph
or failure resting on his word.
Khasar's pride warred with the
knowledge that his brother was better
able to lead. He did not doubt that
Kachiun would give him complete
support if he became khan. He would
rule his people and no one would ever
know this conversation had taken place.
As Genghis had been, he would be father
to all their people. He would be
responsible for keeping them all alive

against an ancient empire bent on their
destruction.
He closed his eyes, letting the
glowing visions drain from his mind.
“If Genghis dies, I will take an oath to
you, little brother. You will be khan.”
Kachiun sighed in exhausted relief.
The future of his people had hung on
Khasar's trust in him.
“If he does, I will see every Chin city
destroyed in fire, beginning with
Yenking,” Kachiun said. Both men
glanced at the looming walls of the city,
united in their desire for vengeance.

Zhi Zhong stood on an archery platform,
high above the plain and the Mongol
camp. A cold breeze was blowing and
his hands were numb on the wooden
railing. He had been standing there for
hours, watching the tribes for some sign
that the assassin had been successful.
Just a little while before, his vigil had
been rewarded. Points of light sprang up
among the gers and Zhi Zhong had
gripped the railing tighter, his knuckles
whitening as he squinted into the
distance. Dark shadows raced through
the flickering pools of light and Zhi
Zhong's hopes rose, imagining the
spreading panic.
“Be dead,” he whispered, alone in the

watchtower.

CHAPTER 28
GENGHIS OPENED BLOODSHOT EYES,
finding both of his wives and his mother
at his side. He felt appallingly weak and
his neck throbbed. He raised a hand to it
and Chakahai caught his wrist before he
could disturb the bandage. His thoughts
moved sluggishly and he stared at her,
trying to remember what had happened.
He recalled standing outside the ger,
with warriors rushing around him. It had
been night and it was still dark in the
ger, with only a small lamp to banish the
gloom. How much time had passed? He
blinked slowly, lost. Borte's face was

pale and worried, with dark circles
under her eyes. He saw her smile at him.
“Why . . . am I lying here?” he asked.
His voice was feeble and he had to force
the words out.
“You were poisoned,” Hoelun said.
“A Chin assassin cut you and Jelme
sucked out the filth. He saved your life.”
She did not mention Kokchu's part. She
had endured his chanting, but not
allowed him to stay, nor anyone else to
enter. Those who did would always
remember her son this way, and it would
undermine him. As wife and mother to a
khan, Hoelun knew enough of the minds
of men to know the importance of that.

With a vast effort, Genghis struggled
up onto his elbows. As if it had waited
for exactly that moment, a headache
slammed into his skull.
“Bucket,” he groaned, leaning over.
Hoelun was just fast enough to shove a
leather pail under his head as he emptied
black liquid from his stomach in a series
of painful spasms. The action made his
headache almost unbearable, but he
could not stop, even when there was
nothing more to come out. At last he
slumped back on the bed, pressing a
hand over his eyes to shut out the dim
light that pierced him.
“Drink this, my son,” Hoelun said.
“You are still weak from the wound.”

Genghis glanced at the bowl she held
to his lips. The mixture of blood and
milk was sour on his tongue as he
swallowed twice, then pushed it away.
His eyes felt gritty and his heart thumped
in his chest, but his thoughts were
clearing at last.
“Help me to rise and dress. I cannot
lie here, knowing nothing.”
To his irritation, Borte pressed him
back onto the bed as he tried to rise. He
lacked the strength to push her away and
considered calling for one of his
brothers. It was unpleasant to be so
helpless and Kachiun would not ignore
his commands.

“I have no memory,” he said hoarsely.
“Did we catch the man who did this to
me?”
The three women exchanged glances.
It was his mother who replied.
“He is dead. It has been two days, my
son. You were close to death for all that
time.” Her eyes filled with fresh tears as
she spoke, and he could only stare at her
in bewilderment. Anger surfaced without
warning in his mind. He had been fit and
well, then suddenly awoke to find
himself in this state. Someone had hurt
him: this assassin that they mentioned.
Fury seeped into him like smoke as he
tried again to rise.

“Kachiun!” he called, but it was just a
breath in his throat.
The women fussed around him, laying
a cool wet cloth on his brow as he
lowered his head onto the blankets, still
glaring. He could not remember both of
his wives being in the same ger before.
He found the idea uncomfortable, as if
they would discuss him. He needed . . .
Sleep came again without warning
and the three women relaxed. It was the
third time he had woken in two days, and
each time he asked the same questions.
They were thankful he did not remember
them helping him to urinate into the
bucket, or changing the blankets when
his bowels emptied in a black slick,

carrying the poison out of his body.
Perhaps it was the charcoal Kokchu had
brought, but even his urine was darker
than any of the women had seen before.
There had been tension in the ger as the
bucket filled. Neither Borte nor
Chakahai had moved to empty it, though
they glanced in its direction and
challenged each other with their eyes.
One was the daughter of a king and the
other was first wife to Genghis himself.
Neither gave way. In the end, it was
Hoelun who had carried it out with bad
grace, glaring at both of them.
“He seemed a little stronger that
time,” Chakahai said. “His eyes were
clear.”

Hoelun nodded, wiping a hand across
her face. They were all exhausted, but
they left the ger only to take away waste,
or to bring fresh bowls of blood and
milk.
“He will survive. And those who
attacked us will regret it. My son can be
merciful, but he will not forgive them for
this. Better for them that he died.”
The spy moved quickly through the
darkness. The moon had passed behind
clouds and he had only a little time. He
had found his place among thousands of
Chin recruits. As he had hoped, no one
knew if a man was from Baotou or Linhe
or any of the other cities. He could have

passed as a resident of any of them.
There were only a few Mongol officers
to train the city men as warriors, and
they saw no great honor in the task. It
had been easy enough for him to wander
up to a group and report for work. The
Mongol officer had barely looked at him
as he handed him a bow and sent him to
join a dozen other archers.
When he had seen the wooden tokens
changing hands in the camp, he had
worried that they were proof of some
controlling bureaucracy. It would not
have been possible to join a Chin
regiment in such a way, or even to
approach without being challenged many
times. Chin soldiers understood the

danger of spies in their midst and had
evolved techniques to balk them.
The spy grinned to himself at the
thought. There were no passwords or
codes here. His only difficulty was in
forcing himself to show as much
ignorance as the others. He had made a
mistake on the very first day when he
fired an arrow straight into the center of
the target. At that time, he had no idea of
the useless Chin farmers he was working
with, and as they loosed after him, not
one did as well. The spy had hidden his
fear as the Mongol officer strolled over
to him, asking in mime for him to shoot
another arrow. He had been careful to
shoot poorly after that, and the warrior

had lost interest, his face barely hiding
his disgust at their skills.
Though all the guards grumbled about
taking a watch in the middle of the night,
the failed assassination had rippled an
effect through the entire camp. The
Mongol officers insisted on maintaining
a perimeter against another attempt, even
in the section of the camp that housed the
Chin recruits. The spy had volunteered
for a late watch, from midnight to dawn.
It put him out on the edge of the camp
and alone. Even then, leaving his
position was a risk, but he had to check
in with his master, or all his efforts
would be wasted. He had been told to
gather information, to learn anything. It

was up to them what they did with what
he discovered.
He ran on bare feet in the darkness,
pressing away the thought of an officer
checking his guards were awake. He
could not control his fate and would
surely hear the alarm if they found him
gone. He did have a password he could
call up to the wall, and it would be only
moments before his people threw down
a rope and he was safe once more.
Something moved to his right and he
collapsed to the ground, controlling his
breath and lying absolutely still as he
strained his senses. Since the attack on
the khan, the scouts rode all night, in
shifts, more alert than they had ever been

before. It was a hopeless task for them to
patrol the dark city, but they were fast
and silent, deadly if they caught him. As
he lay there the spy wondered if there
would be other assassins coming for the
khan if he survived the first.
Whoever the rider was, he saw
nothing. The spy heard the man clucking
softly to his pony, but the sounds faded
away and then he was off again like a
hare. Everything depended on speed.
The city walls were black under the
clouds and he depended on his memory
for the right place. He counted ten
watchtowers from the southern corner
and ran right up to the moat. He went

down on his belly to feel along the edge,
smiling as he felt the roughness of the
reed coracle they had tied for him. He
dared not get wet and he was careful in
the dark as he knelt in it, crossing the
water with a few strokes. In the
darkness, he did everything by feel,
stepping out of the coracle and whipping
the wet rope around a stone. It would not
do to have the tiny boat float away.
The moat did not reach the walls that
loomed over him. A wide stone
walkway ran all round the city, damp
and slippery with mold. On summer
days, he had seen the nobles race horses
along it, wagering huge sums on the first
man back to the beginning. He crossed it

quickly and touched the city of his birth,
a brief press of a hand on the wall that
meant safety and home.
Above his head, perhaps a dozen men
crouched beneath the crest in silence.
Though they would not speak, they were
his people, and for those few moments,
the tension he lived with dwindled to
nothing, unnoticed except in its absence.
His hands ran quickly along the
ground, searching for a pebble. Far
above his head, the clouds were blown
quickly across the sky. He judged the
position of the moon with care. There
would be a gap in the cover in only a
short while and he had to be away from
the walls by then. He tapped the stone on

the wall, the sound loud in the night
silence. He heard the slithering rope
before he saw it. He began to climb its
length and at the same time, they dragged
it back so that he rose at great speed.
After only moments, the spy was
standing on the top of Yenking's walls. A
bow team were coiling the rope, ready
to drop it back. One other man stood
there and the spy bowed before him.
“Speak,” the man said, gazing out
over the Mongol camp.
“The khan was wounded. I could not
get too close, but he still lives. The
camp is full of rumors and no one knows
who will take control if he dies.”

“One of his brothers,” the man replied
softly, and the spy blinked, wondering
how many others reported to this one.
“Perhaps, or the tribes will break
apart under the old khans. This is a time
to attack.”
His master hissed under his breath in
irritation. “I do not want to hear your
conclusions, just what you have learned.
If we had an army, do you think the lord
regent would be content to sit inside the
walls?”
“I am sorry,” the spy replied. “They
have supplies enough for years, with
what they salvaged from the army's
stores at Badger's Mouth. I have found a

faction who wish to try again with more
catapults against the walls, but they are
only a few and none of them have
influence.”
“What else? Give me something to
report to the lord regent,” his master
said, gripping his shoulder tightly.
“If the khan dies, they will return to
their mountains. All the men say that. If
he lives, they could remain here for
years.”
His master swore under his breath,
cursing him. The spy endured it,
dropping his gaze to his feet. He had not
failed, he knew. His task was to report
truthfully and he had done that.

“Find me one we can reach. With
gold, with fear, anything. Find me
someone in this camp who can make the
khan take down the black tent. While it
stands, we can do nothing.”
“Yes, master,” the spy replied. The
man turned away from him and he was
dismissed, the rope already snaking
down the wall. He climbed down almost
as fast as he had gone up and moments
later he was tying the coracle on the far
side and running lightly across the grass
to his post. Someone else would take it
in and the Mongols would know nothing.
It was hard to watch the clouds at the
same time as remaining aware of the
land around him. The spy was good at

his work, or he would never have been
chosen. He ran on, and as the moon
broke through and lit the plain, he was
already down, hidden by scrub bushes
and still outside the main camp. In the
silver light, he thought of the men around
the khan. Not Khasar, or Kachiun. Not
any one of the generals. They wanted
nothing more than to see Yenking
broken, stone by stone. He considered
Temuge for a moment. He at least was
not a warrior. The spy knew very little
about the Master of Trade. Clouds
darkened the land once more and he
darted to the outer ring of sentries. He
resumed his place as if he had never left,
taking up his bow and knife and stepping
into a pair of rope sandals. He stiffened

suddenly as he heard someone approach,
standing straight like any other guard.
“Anything to report, Ma Tsin?”
Tsubodai called from the darkness in the
Chin language.
It took a huge effort to control his
breath enough to reply. “Nothing,
General. It is a quiet night.” The spy
breathed through his nose in silence then,
waiting for some sign that his absence
had been discovered.
Tsubodai grunted a response and
strode away to check on the next man in
the line. Left alone, fresh sweat broke
out on the spy's skin. The Mongol had
used the name he had given. Was he

suspected? He thought not. No doubt the
young general had checked with his
officer before beginning his rounds. The
other guards would be in awe of such a
feat of memory, but the spy only smiled
in the darkness. He knew armies too
well to be impressed by the tricks of
officers.
As he stood his watch and allowed
his pounding heart to settle, he
considered the reasoning behind the
order. It could only be surrender. Why
else could the lord regent want the black
tent removed if not to offer tribute for
Yenking? Yet if the khan heard, he
would know they were close to breaking
and rejoice that the siege was nearing its

end. The spy shook his head in numb
fear as he thought it through. The army
had taken the city's stores and lost them
all to the enemy at the pass. Yenking had
been hungry almost from the beginning,
and Zhi Zhong was more desperate than
anyone knew.
His pride surfaced then. He had been
chosen for the task because he was as
skillful as any assassin or soldier, more
useful than any of them. He had time to
find a man who valued gold more than
his khan. There was always one. In just a
few days, the spy had learned of
disaffected khans whose power had been
stripped from them. Perhaps one of them
could be made to see the value in tribute

over destruction. He considered Temuge
once again, wondering why his instincts
returned to the man. He nodded to
himself in the dark, relishing the
challenge to his skill, for the highest
stakes.
When Genghis woke again on the third
day, Hoelun was outside fetching food.
He asked the same questions, but this
time he would not lie back down. His
bladder was full to the point of pain, and
he swung his legs out of the blankets,
placing his feet firmly before trying to
stand. Chakahai and Borte helped him to
the central pole of the ger, wrapping his
fingers around it until they were certain

he would not fall. They placed the
bucket where his arc of urine would
reach and stood back.
He blinked at his wives and the
strangeness of seeing them together.
“Are you two going to watch?” he
said. For some reason he could not
understand, both women smiled. “Out,”
he told them, barely holding on until they
had left the ger and he could empty his
bladder. He wrinkled his nose at the foul
smell of the urine, far from a healthy
color.
“Kachiun!” he called suddenly.
“Come to me!” He heard an answering
shout of joy and he grinned. No doubt the

khans had been watching to see if he
died. He gripped the wooden pole
tightly as he considered how best to take
a hold on the camp once more. There
was so much to do.
The door slammed back on its hinges
as Kachiun entered the ger over the
protests of his brother's wives.
“I heard him call me,” Kachiun was
saying, pushing through them as gently as
he could. He fell silent as he saw his
brother standing at last. Genghis wore
only grubby leggings and was paler and
thinner than he had ever seen him.
“Will you help me dress, Kachiun?”
Genghis asked. “My hands are too weak

to do it on my own.”
Kachiun's eyes brimmed with tears
and Genghis blinked at him.
“You're not weeping?” he asked in
astonishment. “By the spirits, I am
surrounded by women.”
Kachiun laughed, wiping his eyes
before Chakahai or Borte could see.
“It is good to see you standing,
brother. I'd almost given up on you.”
Genghis snorted. He was still weak
and he did not let go of the pole in case
he humiliated himself and fell.

“Send someone for my armor and
food. My wives have half starved me
with their neglect.”
Outside, they could all hear the news
passing round the camp, shouted louder
and louder. He was awake. He lived. It
built into a roar of sound that carried
even to the walls of Yenking and
interrupted Zhi Zhong in council with the
ministers.
The general froze in the middle of a
discussion as he heard the sound and felt
a cold lump settle in his stomach.
When Genghis emerged at last from his
sick-tent, the tribes gathered to cheer

him, beating their bows on their armor.
Kachiun stayed at his shoulder in case he
stumbled, but Genghis walked stiffly to
the great ger on its cart, climbing the
steps without a sign of weakness.
As soon as he passed inside, he
almost fell as he released the grip of his
will on his weakened body. Kachiun
summoned the generals, leaving his
brother sitting painfully straight and
alone.
As they took their places, Kachiun
saw Genghis was still unnaturally pale,
with sweat beading his forehead despite
the cold. Genghis's neck was wrapped in
fresh bandages, like a collar. Though his
face was thin enough to see the shape of

his skull, his eyes shone with feverish
brightness as he welcomed each man.
Khasar grinned to see the hawklike
expression as he took his place by
Arslan and Tsubodai. Jelme came last
and Genghis gestured for him to
approach. He did not think his legs
would hold him if he rose, but Jelme
dropped to one knee in front of him and
Genghis gripped him by the shoulder.
“Kachiun said you suffered with the
poison you took from me,” Genghis said.
Jelme shook his head. “It was a small
thing,” he said.
Genghis did not smile at that, though

Khasar did. “We have shared blood, you
and I,” he said. “It makes you my
brother, as much as Khasar or Kachiun
or Temuge.”
Jelme did not respond. The hand on
his shoulder trembled and he could see
how the eyes of his khan burned, sunk in
the skull. Still, he lived.
“You will take a fifth of my herds, a
hundred bolts of silk, and a dozen fine
bows and swords. I will honor you in
the tribes, Jelme, for what you have
done.”
Jelme bowed his head,
Arslan's proud gaze on him.

feeling

Genghis took back his hand and
looked around at the men who had
gathered in his name. “If I had died,
which of you would have led the
tribes?” Eyes turned to Kachiun and his
brother nodded to him. Genghis smiled,
wondering how many conversations he
had missed while he slept like the dead.
He had thought it might be Khasar, but
there was no humiliation in his clear
gaze. Kachiun had handled him well.
“We have been foolish not to plan for
such a thing,” Genghis told them. “Take
this as a warning. Any one of us can fall,
and if we do, the Chin will sense our
weakness and strike. Each of you is to
name a man you trust to take your place.

And another to take his. You will
establish a line of command down to the
lowest soldier so that every man knows
he is led, no matter how many die
around him. We will not be caught by
this again.”
He paused to let a wave of weakness
wash through him. The meeting would
have to be short.
“For me, I will accept your will and
name Kachiun as my successor, until my
sons are grown. Khasar will follow him.
If we fall, Jelme will rule the tribes and
strike back in our name.”
One by one, the men he mentioned
bowed their heads, accepting the new

order and taking comfort from it.
Genghis could not know how close they
had come to chaos while he lay injured.
Every one of the old khans had gathered
his men around him, an older loyalty
taking precedence over the tumans and
their generals. In a single stroke, the
assassin had sent them back to the old
ties of blood.
Though his body had been hurt,
Genghis had not lost his understanding of
the tribes. He could have named fifty
men who would have welcomed
freedom from his rule if he died. No one
spoke as he considered the future,
knowing he had to reestablish the
structures of the army that had won them

the Chin cities. Anything else would see
them
splintered
and
eventually
destroyed.
“Kachiun and I have discussed
sending you out many times. I have been
reluctant before, but we need to separate
the tribes now. Some of them will have
forgotten the oath they gave to me and to
their generals. They must be reminded.”
He looked around at the faces of his
generals. Not one of them was weak, but
still they needed him to lead, to give
them their authority. Perhaps Kachiun
would have kept them together if he had
died, but he could not be sure.
“When you leave here, form the
tumans on the plain, in sight of the walls.

Let them see our strength and then our
contempt for them when you leave. Let
them fear what so many will achieve
when you take other cities.” He turned to
Tsubodai, seeing bright excitement in his
gaze.
“You will take Jochi, Tsubodai. He
respects you.” Genghis thought for a
moment. “I do not want him treated like
a prince. He is a prickly, arrogant boy
and that must be hammered out of him.
Do not fear to discipline him in my
name.”
“Your will, lord,” Tsubodai replied.
“Where will you go?” Genghis asked,
curious.

Tsubodai did not hesitate. He had
thought of his answer many times since
the battle of the Badger's Mouth. “North,
lord. Past the hunting grounds of my old
tribe, the Uriankhai, and still further.”
“Very well. Kachiun?”
“I will stay here, brother. I will see
this city fall,” Kachiun replied.
Genghis smiled at the grim expression
on his brother's face. “Your company is
welcome. Jelme?”
“East, lord,” Jelme replied. “I have
never seen the ocean and we know
nothing of those lands.”

Genghis sighed at the thought. He too
had been born to the sea of grass, and the
idea was tempting. Yet he would see
Yenking brought down first.
“Take my son Chagatai, Jelme. He is
a fine boy who may yet be khan when he
has his growth.” His general nodded
solemnly, still overwhelmed by the
honor Genghis had paid him. Only the
day before, they had all been nervous,
waiting to see what would happen in the
tribes when the news came that Genghis
had died. Hearing him give his orders
restored their confidence. As the tribes
whispered, Genghis was clearly beloved
of the spirits. Jelme felt his pride swell
and his attempt to keep the cold face was

lost in a grin.
“I want you here with me, Arslan, for
when the city is starved into surrender,”
Genghis continued. “Perhaps then we
will take a slow road home and enjoy a
few years of riding the plains in peace.”
Khasar tutted under his breath. “That
is a sick man talking, brother. When you
are well you will want to follow me
south and take the Chin cities like ripe
fruit, one by one. You remember the
ambassador Wen Chao? I am for
Kaifeng and the south. I would like to
see his face when he sees me again.”
“South it is, Khasar. My son Ogedai is
barely ten years old, but he will learn

more with you than staying here to stare
at walls. I will keep only little Tolui. He
adores the Buddhist monk you brought
back with Ho Sa and Temuge.”
“I will take Ho Sa as well, then,”
Khasar replied. “In fact, I could take
Temuge away where he won't cause any
other problems.”
Genghis considered the idea. He was
not as deaf as he pretended to the
complaints about his youngest brother.
“No. He is useful enough. He stands
between me and a thousand questions
from fools and that is worth something.”
Khasar snorted at that, making his
feelings clear. Genghis continued

thoughtfully, tasting new ideas as if his
illness had freed his mind.
“Temuge has been wanting to send out
small groups to learn of other lands.
Perhaps he is right that the information
they bring will be useful. Waiting for
them to return will at least ease the
tedium of this cursed place.” He nodded
to himself. “I will choose the men and
they too will leave when you ride. We
will spring out in all directions.” He felt
his energy leaving him then, as suddenly
as it had come, and closed his eyes
against a wave of dizziness.
“Leave me now, except for Kachiun.
Form your tumans and say goodbye to
your wives and mistresses. They will be

safe with me, unless they are very
attractive.”
He smiled weakly as they rose,
pleased to see them visibly more
confident than when they had arrived.
When Kachiun stood alone in the great
ger, Genghis let the animation fall from
him, looking suddenly older.
“I must rest, Kachiun, though I do not
want to return to that ger that smells of
sickness. Will you post a guard on the
door so that I can sleep and eat in here? I
do not want to be seen.”
“I will, brother. May I send Borte in
to undress and feed you? She has seen
the worst already.”

Genghis shrugged, his voice weak.
“You had better send both my wives.
Whatever peace they have found will not
last long if I favor one over the other.”
Already his eyes were glazed. The effort
of the single meeting had brought him to
the brink of exhaustion, and his hands
shook as they lay loose in his lap.
Kachiun turned to leave.
“How did you make Khasar accept
you to succeed me?” Genghis murmured
to his back.
“I told him he could be khan,”
Kachiun replied. “I think it terrified
him.”

CHAPTER 29
IT TOOK ANOTHER SIX DAYS for the
generals to gather their men in squares of
ten thousand, ready to ride. In essence,
each tuman was a raiding party on a vast
scale, something they all knew well. Yet
that scale required organization and
Temuge and his cadre of maimed men
were busy with supplies, remounts,
weapons, and their lists. For once, the
officers didn't grumble at the
interference. Ahead of them lay lands
that no one among their people had ever
seen. The wanderlust was strong in the
men as they stared in the direction their

generals had chosen.
Those who remained behind were
less cheerful and Genghis depended
upon Kachiun to keep discipline while
he recovered. The tactic had proved
surprisingly successful, as his brother
only had to glance at the khan's great ger
for the arguing men to fall silent. No one
wanted to disturb Genghis while he
regained his strength. The simple fact of
his being alive had stolen away the
growing power of the old khans in the
camp. Even so, the father of the Woyela
was one who had demanded to see
Genghis, heedless of consequences.
Kachiun had visited the man in his own
ger, and after that, the Woyela khan did

not speak another word to anyone. His
sons would ride south with Khasar and
he would be left alone with only
servants to lift him upright each day.
Snow had fallen the night before, but
the morning was bright and the sky an
aching blue over Yenking. In vast
squares on the frozen plain, warriors
waited for orders, standing ready to
mount while their ponies cropped the
snow. Their officers were busy checking
the lines and equipment, though there
were few there careless enough to leave
something behind, not when their lives
depended on it. Many of the men laughed
and joked with each other. They had
moved across the face of the land all

their lives, and the forced halt at
Yenking was unnatural to them. There
would be less-formidable cities on their
journey, and each tuman traveled with
catapults in a dozen carts and men
trained to use them. The carts would
slow them down, of course, but every
man there remembered Yinchuan in the
Xi Xia kingdom. They would not have to
howl outside distant walls. Instead, they
would break city gates and throw small
kings from the heights. It was a cheerful
prospect and the mood was like that of a
summer feast day.
The final items that Temuge produced
were tents of white, red, and black for
each general to use. The warriors took

heart from seeing those rolled and
loaded, tied down with long ropes. As
nothing else, the presence of the tents
showed their intention to conquer all
those who stood against them. Their
strength gave them the right.
In addition to the tumans, Genghis had
assembled ten groups of twenty warriors
to scout new lands. At first he thought of
them as raiding parties, but Temuge had
persuaded him to give them cartloads of
gold and looted gifts. Temuge had
spoken to the officer of each group,
making sure the man understood his task
was to observe and learn, even to bribe.
Temuge had called them diplomats, a
term he had learned from Wen Chao,

many years before. In that, as in so much
else, Temuge had created a new thing for
the tribes. He could see their value even
though they themselves could not. Those
men were far less cheerful than the ones
who knew they would carry cities before
them.
Genghis had removed the bandages on
his neck, showing a thick scab over
yellow and black bruising. He breathed
deeply in the cold air, coughing into his
hand over a wave of weakness. He was
nowhere near fit, but he too wished he
was riding with the others, even those
who expected to talk and spy rather than
raid. He shot an irritable glance at
Yenking at the thought, the city squatting

like a toad on the plain. No doubt the
Chin emperor was on the walls at that
very moment, watching this strange
movement of men and horses. Genghis
spat on the ground in the direction of the
city. They had hidden behind soldiers at
the Badger's Mouth, and now they hid
behind walls. He wondered how many
more seasons they would hold out, and
his mood was bitter.
“The men are ready,” Kachiun said,
riding up and dismounting. “Temuge
cannot think of another thing to irritate
them, thank the spirits. Will you blow
the horn yourself?”
Genghis looked at the polished scout
horn hanging around his brother's neck.

He shook his head. “I will say goodbye
to my sons first,” he said. “Bring them to
me.” He gestured to a large blanket on
the ground, with a bottle of black airag
and four cups on the cloth.
Kachiun bowed his head and leaped
back into the saddle, kicking the animal
into a gallop through the squares of
waiting men. It was a long way to ride to
reach his nephews. Every warrior there
had two other horses with him in a vast
herd, and the morning was loud with
their snorts and whinnying.
Genghis waited patiently until
Kachiun returned with Jochi, Chagatai,
and Ogedai, his brother standing aside to

let the sons approach. Kachiun watched
from the corner of his eye as Genghis sat
cross-legged and the three boys faced
him on the rough blanket. In silence, he
poured each a cup of fiery spirit and they
took them formally in their right hands,
cupping the elbow with their left to
show that they held no weapon.
Genghis could find nothing to criticize
in their bearing as he looked them over.
Jochi wore new armor, a little large on
his frame. Chagatai still had the set he
had been given. Only Ogedai wore the
traditional padded deel robe, too small
at ten to warrant a man's armor, even
with the amount they had captured at the
Badger's Mouth. The little boy regarded

the cup of airag with some misgiving,
but sipped it with the others, showing no
expression.
“My little wolves,” Genghis said with
a smile. “You will all be men by the
time I see you again. Have you spoken to
your mother?”
“We have,” Jochi replied. Genghis
glanced at him and wondered at the
depth of hostility in the boy's eyes. What
had he ever done to deserve it?
Returning Jochi's dark gaze, Genghis
spoke to them all.
“You will not be princes away from
this camp. I have made that clear to your

generals. There will be no special
treatment for my sons. You will travel as
any other warrior of the people, and
when you are called to fight, there will
be no one to save you because of who
you are. Do you understand?”
His words seemed to suck the
excitement out of them, their smiles
fading. One by one, they nodded. Jochi
drained his cup and put it down on the
blanket.
“If you are raised to be officers,”
Genghis continued, “it will only be
because you have shown yourselves to
be quick thinking, skilled, and brave
beyond the men around you. No one
wants to be led by a fool, even a fool

who is my son.”
He paused, letting this sink in as his
gaze fell on Chagatai.
“However, you are my sons and I
expect to see the blood run true in each
of you. The other warriors will be
thinking of the next battle, or the last.
You will be thinking of the nation you
could lead. I expect you to find men you
can trust and bind them to you. I expect
you to push yourselves harder and more
ruthlessly than anyone else ever could.
When you are frightened, hide it. No one
else will know and whatever causes it
will pass. How you held yourself will
be remembered.”

There was so much to tell them. It was
gratifying to have even Jochi hang on
every word, but who else could tell them
how to rule if not their own father? This
was his last duty to the boys before they
became men.
“When you are tired, never speak of
it, and others will think you are made of
iron. Do not allow another warrior to
mock you, even in jest. It is something
men do to see who has the strength to
stand against them. Show them you will
not be cowed, and if it means you must
fight, well, that is what you must do.”
“What if it is an officer who mocks
us?” Jochi said softly.

Genghis looked sharply at him. “I
have seen men try to deflect such things
with a smile, or dipping their head, or
even capering to make the others laugh
all the harder. If you do that, you will
never command. Take the orders you are
given, but keep your dignity.” He thought
for a moment.
“From this day, you are no longer
children. You too, Ogedai. If you have to
fight, even if it is a friend, put him down
as fast and hard as you possibly can.
Kill if you have to, or spare him—but
beware putting any man in your debt. Of
all things, that causes resentment. Any
warrior who raises his fist to you must
know he is gambling with his life and

that he will lose. If you cannot win at
first, take revenge if it is the last thing
you do. You are traveling with men who
respect only strength greater than theirs,
men harder than themselves. Above
everything else, they respect success.
Remember it.”
His hard gaze swept across them and
Ogedai shivered, feeling the cold of the
words. Genghis did not smile to see it as
he went on.
“Never allow yourself to become soft,
or one day there will be a man who will
take everything away from you. Listen to
those who know more than you and be
the last in every conversation to speak,
until they wait on you to show them the

way. And beware of weak men who
come to you because of your name.
Choose those who follow you as
carefully as wives. If I have only one
skill that has brought me to rule our
people, it is that. I can see the difference
between a blustering warrior and a man
like Tsubodai, or Jelme, or Khasar.”
The ghost of a sneer touched Jochi's
mouth before he looked away, and
Genghis refused to allow his irritation to
show.
“One more thing before you go. Be
wary of spilling your seed.” Jochi
flushed then and Chagatai's mouth
dropped open. Only Ogedai looked

confused. Genghis went on.
“Boys who spend each night playing
with their parts become weak, obsessed
with the needs of their body. Keep your
hands away and treat desire as any other
weakness. Abstinence will make you
strong. You will have wives and
mistresses in time.”
As the three boys sat there in
embarrassed silence, he untied his
sword and scabbard. He had not planned
it, but it seemed right and he wanted to
do something they would remember.
“Take it, Chagatai,” he said. He
slapped the scabbard into his son's
hands. Chagatai almost fumbled it in

amazed pleasure. Genghis watched as
the boy held the wolf's-head hilt up to
catch the sun, then slowly drew the
blade his father had carried for all his
young life. The eyes of the others were
on the shining metal, bright with envy.
“My father, Yesugei, wore it on the
day he died,” Genghis said softly. “His
father had it made at a time when the
Wolves were the enemy of every other
tribe. It has taken lives and seen the birth
of a nation. Be sure you do not dishonor
it.”
Chagatai bowed where he sat,
overcome. “I will not, lord,” he replied.
Genghis did not look at Jochi's white

face. “Now go. When you return to your
generals, I will sound the horn. We will
see each other again when you are men
and we can meet as equals.”
“I look forward to that day, Father,”
Jochi said suddenly.
Genghis raised his pale gaze to him,
but said nothing. The boys did not speak
to each other as they galloped away on
the hard ground and they did not look
back.
When Genghis was once again alone
with Kachiun, he felt his brother's stare.
“Why did you not give the blade to
Jochi?” Kachiun asked.

“To a Tartar bastard?” Genghis
snapped. “I see his father looking back
at me whenever we meet.”
Kachiun shook his head, saddened that
Genghis could be so blind in this one
thing and see so far in all the rest.
“We are a strange family, brother,” he
said. “If you leave us alone, we grow
weak and soft. If you challenge us, make
us hate, we grow strong enough to strike
back.” Genghis looked at him
questioningly and Kachiun sighed.
“If you truly wanted to weaken Jochi,
you should have given him the sword,”
Kachiun said. “Now he will think of you
as an enemy and he will make himself

iron, just as you did. Is that what you
intended?”
Genghis blinked, astonished at the
idea. Kachiun saw things with painful
clarity and he could not find a response.
Kachiun cleared his throat. “It was
interesting advice, brother,” he said,
“especially the bit about spilling their
seed.”
Genghis ignored him, watching the
distant figures rejoin the squares of
warriors.
“It didn't seem to do Khasar any
harm,” Kachiun said.

Genghis chuckled, holding out his
hand for Kachiun's horn. He rose to his
feet then and blew a long deep note
across the plain. Before it had died
away, the tumans rumbled into
movement, his people riding to conquer.
He ached to be with them, but he would
yet see Yenking fall.
Temuge groaned as his servant massaged
the cares of the day from his shoulders.
The Chin people seemed to have an idea
of civilization that no one among the
tribes could match. He smiled sleepily at
the thought of a warrior being asked to
work the muscles of his calves with oil.
The man would either take it as an insult

or pound them like a woolen fleece.
At first he had regretted the loss of his
first servant. The man had rarely spoken
and indeed knew nothing of the Mongol
tongue. Yet he had introduced Temuge to
a structured day, so that events seemed
to flow around him without tension.
Temuge had become accustomed to
waking after dawn and bathing. His
servant would then dress him and
prepare a light breakfast. He would read
the reports of his men until late morning,
then begin the proper business of the
day. Losing such a man to an assassin's
blade had seemed a tragedy at first.
Temuge sighed in pleasure as the new
servant worked at a muscle, his thumbs

digging deeply. Perhaps it was not such
a loss, after all. Old Sen had known
nothing of oils and massage, and though
his presence had been relaxing, the new
man talked whenever Temuge allowed
him to speak, explaining any aspect of
Chin society that caught Temuge's
attention.
“That is very good, Ma Tsin,” he
murmured. “The tenderness is almost
gone.”
“My master is welcome,” the spy
replied. He did not enjoy rubbing the
man's back, but he had once spent almost
a year as a brothel guard and he knew
how the girls relaxed their customers.

“I saw the armies move away this
morning, master,” he said lightly. “I have
never seen so many horses and men in
one place.”
Temuge grunted. “It makes my life
simpler to have them far away. I have
had enough of their complaints and
bickering. I think my brother has as
well.”
“They will bring back gold for the
khan, I do not doubt it,” the spy went on.
He began to pummel the heavy muscles
of Temuge's back, before finding another
knot to work with stiff fingers.
“We do not need more of it,” Temuge
muttered. “There are already carts of

coins and only the Chin recruits seem
interested.”
The spy paused for a moment. This
was one aspect of the Mongol mind that
confused him. Temuge was already
relaxed, but he continued to work, trying
to understand.
“It is true, then, that you do not seek
wealth?” he asked. “I have heard it
said.”
“What would we do with it? My
brother has collected gold and silver
because there are some who look
greedily on such hoards. But what use is
it? Real wealth is not found in soft
metals.”

“You could buy horses with it, though,
weapons, even land,” the spy persisted.
Under his hands, he felt Temuge shrug.
“From whom? If a pile of coins will
make another man give us his horses, we
take them from him. If he has land, it is
ours anyway, to ride as we please.”
The spy blinked in irritation. Temuge
had no reason to lie to him, but bribery
was not going to be easy if he spoke the
truth. He tried again, suspecting it was
hopeless.
“In Chin cities, gold can buy huge
houses by a lake, delicate foods, even
thousands of servants.” He struggled for
more examples. For one who had been

born into a society that used coins, it
was difficult to explain something so
obvious. “It can even buy influence and
favors from powerful men, lord. Rare
pieces of art, perhaps as gifts for your
wives. It makes all things possible.”
“I understand,” Temuge
irritably. “Now be silent.”

replied

The spy almost gave up. The khan's
brother could not grasp the concept. In
truth, it made him realize the artificial
nature of his own world. Gold was too
soft for any real use. How had it ever
been seen as valuable?
“What if you wanted a man's horse in
the tribes, master? Let us say it is a

horse better than all the others.”
“If you value your hands, you will not
speak again,” Temuge snapped. The spy
worked in silence for a time and Temuge
sighed. “I would give him five horses of
lesser breed, or two captured slaves, or
six bows, or a sword made by a skilled
man, whatever he wanted, depending on
my need.” Temuge chuckled, drifting
toward sleep. “If I told him I had a bag
of valuable metal that would buy him
another horse, he would tell me to try it
on some other fool.”
Temuge sat up then. The evening sky
was clear and he yawned. It had been a
busy day, arranging the departure of so
many.

“I think I will take a few drops of my
medicine tonight, Ma Tsin, to help me
sleep.”
The spy helped Temuge into a silk
robe. The man's pretensions amused him,
but he could not escape the frustration he
felt. The power of the small khans had
been strangled when Genghis gave the
order for the tumans to form. It was no
loss. None of them had real influence in
the camp. The spy had cut his losses and
worked quickly to replace the servant
killed by the assassin. Moving at such a
speed brought many dangers, and he felt
the strain grow daily. He still thought
Temuge a vain and shallow man, but he

had not found a lever that might tempt
him into a betrayal, nor any better
candidate. The black tent had to come
down, but Genghis could not know the
agony of Yenking. The spy considered
the lord regent had set him a nearimpossible task.
Lost in his own thoughts, the spy
prepared the draught of hot airag and
added a spoonful of the shaman's black
paste, scraping it out of a pot. When
Temuge wasn't looking, he sniffed at it,
wondering if it was an opiate. The
nobles smoked opium in the cities and
seemed attached to their pipes, much as
Temuge was to the drink.
“We are almost at the end of the

supply, master,” he said.
Temuge sighed. “Then I will have to
ask for more from the shaman.”
“I will go to him, master. You should
not be troubled with small things.”
“That is true,” Temuge replied,
pleased. He accepted the cup and sipped
at it, closing his eyes in pleasure. “Go to
him, but tell him nothing of what you do
for me. Kokchu is not a pleasant man.
Make sure you do not tell him anything
you have seen and heard in this ger.”
“It would be easier if you could buy
the paste from him with gold coins,
master,” the spy said.

Temuge replied without opening his
eyes. “Kokchu does not want your gold.
I think he cares only for power.” He
drained the cup, grimacing at the bitter
dregs, but still tipping it back to catch
every drop. The thought of the empty pot
troubled him strangely. He would need it
again in the morning.
“See him tonight, Ma Tsin. If you can,
try to discover how he makes the paste,
so that you can prepare it yourself. I
have asked him before, but he hides it
from me. I think he enjoys the fact that he
has some hold on me still. If you can find
the secret, I will not forget.”
“Your will, master,” the spy replied.
He was due back at the wall that night,

to report. There was time to see the
shaman before he went. Anything and
everything could be useful, and as things
stood, he had achieved little in the camp,
while Yenking starved.

CHAPTER 30
THAT SUMMER WAS THE MOST PEACEFUL
Genghis could remember. If it had not
been for the looming presence of the city
that filled the eye every day, it would
have been a restful time. The khan's
attempts to rebuild his fitness were
hampered by a persistent cough that left
him gasping and only worsened as the
year turned cold. Kokchu had become a
regular visitor to his ger, bringing syrups
of honey and herbs so bitter that Genghis
could barely swallow them. They
brought only temporary relief and
Genghis lost weight alarmingly, so that

his bones showed white under skin that
looked sallow and ill.
Throughout the cold months, Yenking
sat on the edges of his vision, unchanged
and solid, mocking his presence in that
land. It was almost a year since he had
won the battle at the Badger's Mouth.
There were times when he would have
given anything to be able to travel home
and regain his strength in the clean hills
and streams.
In the grip of the lethargy that affected
them all, Genghis barely looked up when
Kachiun darkened the door of the great
ger. When he saw his brother's
expression, he forced himself upright.

“You're bursting with news, Kachiun.
Tell me it's something that matters.”
“I think so,” Kachiun replied. “The
scouts from the south say there is a relief
column heading this way. As many as
fifty thousand soldiers and a huge herd
of prime cattle.”
“Khasar missed them, then,” Genghis
replied, his mood lifting. “Or they came
from somewhere off his path.” Both men
knew armies could pass each other only
a valley apart. The land was vast beyond
imagining, coloring the dreams of men
forced to stay in one place for longer
than they ever had before.
Kachiun was relieved to see a spark

of the old pleasure in Genghis. His older
brother had been weakened by the
poison running in his blood, anyone
could see that. Even as he tried to reply,
his wind was stolen by a fit of coughing
that left him red-faced and clinging to the
central spar of the ger.
“The city will be desperate for them
to get through,” Kachiun said over the
hacking sound. “I wonder if we will
regret sending half our men away?”
Genghis shook his head mutely before
pulling in a clean breath at last. He
strode past Kachiun to the door and spat
a wad of phlegm on the ground, wincing
as he tried to clear his throat.

“See this,” he said hoarsely, picking
up a Chin crossbow they had captured at
the Badger's Mouth. Kachiun followed
his brother's gaze to a straw target three
hundred yards away along a path.
Genghis loosed arrows for hours every
day to restore his strength, and he had
been fascinated by the mechanisms of the
Chin weapons. As Kachiun watched, he
took careful aim and pulled the carved
trigger, sending a black bolt whipping
through the air. It fell short and Kachiun
smiled, understanding immediately.
Without a word, he picked up one of his
brother's bows and selected an arrow
from a quiver, drawing it back to his ear
before sending it unerringly into the
center of the straw shield.

The blood had faded from Genghis's
cheeks and he nodded to his brother.
“They will be slow with supplies for
the city. Take your men and ride up and
down the lines, never close enough for
them to reach you. Thin them a little and
I will do the rest when they arrive.”
♦ ♦ ♦
As Kachiun galloped through the camp,
word from the scouts traveled even
faster. Every warrior there was ready in
just the few moments it took to race to
his pony and grab his weapons from the
walls of the gers.

Kachiun shouted orders to his senior
officers and they spread the word,
halting many men in their tracks. The
new form of warfare was still only a
veneer over the raiding bands, but the
command structure was solid enough for
groups of ten to gather and receive their
instructions. Many had to return to their
gers for another quiver of fifty arrows on
Kachiun's order before racing to form up
in the great square of ten thousand.
Kachiun himself marked the farthest line
by riding his pony up and down, a long
war banner of gold silk streaming out
behind him.
He conferred once more with the
scouts who had sighted the relief column

and passed the fluttering standard to a
messenger in the front rank, a boy of no
more than twelve. Kachiun looked along
the ranks as they formed and was
satisfied. Each man carried two heavy
quivers looped over his shoulders. They
needed no supplies for a lightning raid
and only bows and swords slapped on
their thighs and saddles.
“If we let them through to the city,” he
bellowed, turning his horse in place, “it
will take another year to see it fall. Stop
them and their mounts and weapons are
yours, after the khan's tithe.”
Those who could hear roared their
appreciation of this, and Kachiun raised
his right arm and dropped it, signaling

the advance. The lines moved forward in
perfect formation, the product of months
of training on the plain in front of the city
when there were no enemies to fight.
Officers shouted orders out of habit, but
in fact, there were no flaws in the lines.
They had at last thrown reins on their
enthusiasm for war, even after so long a
wait.
The column had been forty miles south
of Yenking when the scouts crossed its
path. In the time it had taken Kachiun to
return, the slow-moving mass of men and
animals had shortened the distance to
only twelve. Knowing they had been
seen, they had pushed the herds as fast as
possible, but there was only so much

they could do before they saw the dust
cloud of approaching warriors.
The senior officer, Sung Li Sen,
hissed under his breath as he saw the
enemy for the first time. He had brought
almost fifty thousand warriors north and
east from Kaifeng to relieve the
emperor's city. The column was a
massive, ponderous thing, with carts and
bullocks stretching back along the road.
He squinted at the squares of cavalry
guarding his flanks and nodded to their
commander over the heads of the men.
This was a battle long in coming.
“First position!” he snapped, his
command repeated up and down the
trudging lines. The orders he had been

given were perfectly clear. He would
not stop until he reached Yenking. If the
enemy engaged him, he was to fight a
running battle all the way to the city and
avoid being bogged down in skirmishes.
He frowned at the thought. He would
have preferred a blanket order to crush
the tribesmen and worry about
resupplying Yenking when they were
bones.
All along the vast snake of men, the
soldiers raised long pikes like bristles.
Crossbows were cocked by the thousand
and Sung Li Sen nodded to himself. He
saw the lines of Mongol riders more
clearly now, and he braced himself in
the saddle, aware that his men looked to

him for an example of courage. Few of
them had ever traveled this far north, and
all they knew of these wild tribesmen
lay in the emperor's demand for support
from his southern cities. Sung Li Sen felt
his curiosity swell as the riders split
along an invisible line, as if his own
column was a spearhead they did not
dare approach. He saw that they would
pass on either side of him and smiled
tightly. It suited his orders that they do
so. The road lay open to Yenking and he
would not stop.
Kachiun held back the gallop to the last
possible moment before leaning into the
wind and yelling for his mount to stretch

its gait. He loved the thunder that
sounded around him as he stood in the
stirrups. Over such a distance, they
seemed to close slowly, then everything
was rushing toward him. His heart
pounded as he reached the Chin column
and sent his first arrow snapping through
the air. He saw the Chin bolts streak out,
falling uselessly into the grass. To ride
along that endless line was to be
untouchable, and Kachiun laughed aloud
at the joy of it, sending shaft after shaft.
He hardly had to aim with five thousand
men on either side of the column,
pinching it between them in whipping
strikes.
The Chin cavalry hardly managed to

reach full gallop before they were
annihilated to a man, smashed from their
mounts. Kachiun grinned when he saw
not one of the enemy horses had been
killed. His men were being careful,
especially now they had seen how few
riders the Chin had brought to the field.
When the cavalry were broken,
Kachiun chose his targets with
precision, aiming at any officer he could
see. Within sixty heartbeats, his tuman
loosed a hundred thousand shafts at the
column. Despite the lacquered Chin
armor, thousands were felled in their
tracks, with those behind stumbling over
them.
Kachiun could hear the cattle lowing

in distress and panic, and to his
pleasure, he saw the herd stampede,
crushing more than a hundred of the Chin
soldiers and breaking a hole in the
column before they lumbered off into the
distance. He had reached the end of the
tail and swung in a little further, ready to
double back. Crossbow bolts rattled off
his chest, near spent. After the months of
tedious training, it was simply
wonderful to be riding against an enemy,
and better, one who could not touch them
but only die. He wished he'd known to
bring more quivers. His grasping fingers
found the first one empty and began his
last fifty shafts, taking a Chin bannerman
off his feet with the first.

Kachiun blinked wind-tears out of his
eyes. He had thinned the column enough
to see through it to the second five
thousand on the eastern flank. They too
were riding with impunity, striking at
will. Another sixty heartbeats and a
hundred thousand arrows followed the
rest. The Chin soldiers could not hide
and the neat column began to
disintegrate. Men who trudged near carts
threw themselves under them for
protection while their colleagues died
around them. A great wail of fear went
up from the pikemen, and there were no
officers left alive to rally them or keep
them on the road to Yenking.
Kachiun began his second run, this

time too far from the column to waste a
shot. The lines reversed with the ease
that comes of ceaseless hours of drill,
and fresh quivers were emptied quickly.
Kachiun galloped flat out along the lines,
glancing back at the trail of dead they
left behind as the column pushed
onwards through the storm. The soldiers
had kept their discipline, though the pace
was slowing. Other men bawled orders
in the place of dead officers, knowing
that to panic was to invite complete
destruction.
Kachiun grunted to himself in
grudging admiration. He had seen many
forces who would have broken before
this. He reached the head of the column

and swung back to the inside line once
more, feeling his shoulders burn as he
bent the bow again at full speed. He
imagined his brother's face when the
straggling remnants
reached
the
welcome they had prepared at Yenking.
Kachiun barked a laugh at the thought,
his fingers growing sore as he scrabbled
in the fast-emptying quiver. Ten more at
most, but the column seemed to shudder
as panic spread again through the ranks.
The crossbow bolts had not stopped and
Kachiun had to make a decision. He
could feel his men looking to him for the
order that would have them draw
swords and carve the column to pieces.
They were all running low on shafts, and
when the last massed volley was fired,

their work was over. They knew the
orders as well as he did, but still they
watched him, hoping.
Kachiun tensed his jaw. Yenking was
far away and Genghis would surely
forgive him if he finished the column on
his own. He could feel how close they
were to breaking. Everything he had
learned over the years of war made it
something he could almost taste.
He grimaced, chewing his own cheek
as the moment swelled around him. At
last he shook his head and drew a wide
circle in the air with his fist. Every
officer in sight repeated the gesture and
the lines fell back from the shattered
remnants of the column.

Kachiun watched his men form up in
panting lines, exhilarated. Those who
still had arrows loosed them with
enormous care, taking men as they
pleased. Kachiun could see their
frustration as they reined in behind the
column and watched it move away from
them. Many of them patted the necks of
their mounts and stared at their officers,
furious at being called back from the
killing. It made no sense and Kachiun
had to be deaf to the shouts of complaint
from all quarters.
As the column put distance between
them, many of the soldiers looked back
in terror, convinced they were going to

be attacked from behind. Kachiun let a
gap open, then walked his pony forward.
He ordered the right and left wings to
move up, so that they cupped the rear of
the column and herded it onwards to
Yenking.
Behind them, they left a trail of dead
men over more than a mile, with
fluttering pennants and pikes in piles.
Kachiun sent a hundred warriors to loot
the bodies and dispatch wounded men,
but his gaze didn't leave the column as it
made its way to his waiting brother.
It took until late afternoon for the
battered column to sight the city it had
come to relieve. By that point, the Chin
soldiers who had survived the slaughter

walked with their heads down, their
spirits broken after so long with death at
their backs. When they saw another ten
thousand barring their way, fresh men
with lances and bows, they sent up a
moan of utter misery. The column
shuddered again as they hesitated,
knowing they could not fight their way
through. Without a signal, they halted at
last and Kachiun raised a fist to stop his
men riding too close. In the gathering
gloom, he waited for his brother to
approach. He was pleased he had not
denied Genghis this moment when he
saw him ride apart from the tuman of
warriors and come cantering across the
grass.

The dull-eyed Chin soldiers watched
him, panting and exhausted at the pace
they had been forced to set. The carts of
goods had drifted back through the
hurrying ranks, left behind while
Kachiun peeled men off to investigate
the contents.
In a deliberate show, Genghis judged
the mood of the column and rode right
along the edge of it. Kachiun heard his
men murmur in pleasure at the khan's
display of courage. Perhaps there was
still a risk that crossbows might take him
from the saddle, but Genghis did not
look at the Chin soldiers as he passed,
seemingly unaware of the thousands of
men turning to watch him from under

lowered brows.
“You have not left me with many,
brother,” Genghis said. Kachiun could
see he was pale and sweating from the
ride. On impulse, Kachiun dismounted
and touched his head to his brother's
foot.
“I wish you could have been there to
see the faces of their officers,” Kachiun
replied. “We are truly wolves in a
world of sheep, brother.”
Genghis nodded, his weariness
preventing him from sharing Kachiun's
light spirits. “I see no supplies here,” he
said.

“They have left them all behind,
including as fine a herd of oxen as you
will ever see.”
Genghis perked up at that. “I have not
eaten beef in a long time. We will roast
them before Yenking and waft the smell
of the meat over the walls. You have
done well, brother. Shall we finish
them?” Both men looked over the grim
column of soldiers, now no more than
half the original size.
Kachiun shrugged. “They are too
many mouths to feed, unless you will
give them the supplies they brought to
this place. Let me try to disarm them
first, or they could still fight.”

“You think they will surrender?”
Genghis asked. His eyes sparkled at his
brother's suggestion, touched by
Kachiun's evident pride. Of all things,
the tribes revered a general who could
win with wits rather than force.
Kachiun shrugged. “Let us see.”
He summoned a dozen men who could
speak the Chin language and sent them
out to ride along the column as close as
Genghis had himself, offering peace
terms if they gave up their weapons. No
doubt it helped that the men were near
exhaustion after a day of being chased by
an enemy who struck with shocking
power while remaining untouched. Their
morale had been left on the march, and

Genghis smiled as he heard the crash of
weapons being thrown down.
It was almost dark before the pikes,
crossbows, and swords had been
removed from the silent ranks. Genghis
had sent fresh quivers by the thousand
back to Kachiun, and the Mongols
waited in calm anticipation as the sun
made the plains gold.
Before the last light faded, a horn rang
across the plain and twenty thousand
bows bent. The Chin soldiers screeched
in horror at the betrayal, the sound
choked off as the volleys struck and
struck and struck until it was too dark to
see.

As the moon rose, hundreds of oxen
were killed and roasted on the plain, and
on the walls of the city, Zhi Zhong tasted
his own bitter saliva, filled with a
grinding despair. In Yenking, they were
eating the dead.
When the feast was at its height, the spy
saw the shaman rise and stagger
drunkenly through the gers. He rose like
a shadow to follow him, leaving Temuge
to sleep off the haunch of bloody beef he
had devoured. The warriors were
chanting and dancing around the fires,
and the drummer boys pounded out a
fierce rhythm that hid the small noise of
his steps. The spy kept the older man in

sight as Kokchu paused to urinate on the
path, fumbling blearily at himself and
cursing in the darkness as he splashed
his feet. The spy lost sight of his quarry
as the man slipped into deep darkness
between two carts. He did not hurry,
guessing the man was going back to the
Chin girl he kept as a slave in his home.
As he walked he thought what he might
say to the shaman. On his last trip to the
walls, he heard the lord regent had
begun a death lottery in the city, where a
member of each peasant family was
forced to reach into a clay pot as deep as
his arm. Those who pulled out a white
tile were butchered to feed the rest.
Every day brought scenes
of
unimaginable pain and grief.

Lost in thought, he saw a shadow
twitch as he came round the edge of a
ger and let out a cry of shock and pain as
he was knocked back into the side of it.
The wicker braces creaked against his
back and he could feel a cold blade at
his throat, stopping his breath.
When Kokchu spoke, his voice was
low and firm, with no sign of the
extravagant drunkenness the spy had
witnessed before.
“You have been watching me all
night, slave. And now you follow me
home. Hsst!” Kokchu made the sound as
the spy raised his hands automatically in
fear.

“If you move, I will cut your throat,”
Kokchu whispered into his ear. “Be like
a statue, slave, while I search you.” The
spy did as he was told, enduring the
bony hands as they ran over his body.
The shaman could not reach right down
to his ankles and still hold the blade to
his neck. He did find a small knife and
threw it away into the darkness without
looking. The one in the boot went
undetected and the spy let out a slow
breath of relief.
They stood in complete darkness
between the gers, hidden from the moon
and the feasting warriors.
“Why would a slave follow me, I
wonder? You come to me for your

master's paste and your little darting
eyes are everywhere, your questions so
innocent. Are you a spy for Temuge, or
another assassin? If you are, you are a
poor choice.”
The spy did not reply, though he set
his jaw at the sting to his pride. He knew
he had barely glanced at the shaman all
evening, and he could only wonder what
sort of mind produced such constant
suspicion. He felt the knife press more
firmly into his neck and blurted out the
first words that came to his lips.
“If you kill me, you will learn
nothing,” he said.
Kokchu remained silent for an age,

digesting this. The spy swiveled his eyes
in his head to see the man's expression
and found curiosity mingling with spite.
“What could there be to learn, slave?”
Kokchu asked.
“Nothing you would want overheard,”
the spy replied. He ignored his usual
caution, knowing his life hung in the
moment. Kokchu was quite capable of
killing him just to deprive Temuge of a
supporter. “Let me speak and you will
not regret it.”
He felt a shove and stumbled forward.
Even in the dark, he sensed Kokchu
behind him. The spy considered ways of
disarming the man without killing him,

but forced himself to relax. He put his
hands on his head and let Kokchu walk
him forward to his ger.
It took courage to duck low at the
doorway with the shaman holding a
blade at his back, but the spy had gone
too far to pass off his words as a bad
joke even then. He knew the offer he had
to make. The lord regent himself had met
him on the wall on his last report. He
took a deep breath and pushed the small
door open.
A girl of great beauty knelt on the
floor by the open door. A lamp lit her
features as she looked up at him, and the
spy felt his chest tighten that such a
delicate girl should be made to wait on

the shaman like a dog. He hid his anger
as Kokchu motioned for her to leave
them alone. She exchanged one final
glance with her countryman as she turned
in the door, and Kokchu chuckled.
“I think she likes you, slave. I am
growing tired of her. Perhaps I will give
her to your Chin officers. You could
have a turn when they are finished
teaching her humility.” The spy ignored
the words, taking a seat on a low bed so
that his hands dropped naturally near his
ankles. If the meeting went sour, he
could still kill the shaman and be back at
the walls before anyone else found out.
That thought gave him a confidence that
Kokchu sensed, frowning.

“We are alone, slave. I do not need
you, or anything you have to say to me.
Speak quickly, or I will give you to the
dogs tomorrow morning.”
The spy took a long, slow breath,
preparing words that could mean death
by torture before the sun rose. He had
not chosen the moment. The bodies in
Yenking had done that. Now he was
either right about the shaman, or dead.
He straightened his back and rested
one hand on his knee, looking sternly up
at Kokchu with a faint expression of
disapproval. The shaman glowered at
the change in the man, going from
frightened slave to a dignified warrior in
just a moment.

“I am a man of Yenking,” the spy said
softly. “A man of the emperor.”
Kokchu's eyes widened.
The spy nodded to him. “Now my life
is truly in your hands.” A sudden instinct
made him take the dagger from his boot
and place it on the floor at his feet.
Kokchu nodded at the act of faith, but
did not lower his own blade.
“The emperor must be desperate, or
mad with hunger,” Kokchu said softly.
“The emperor is a seven-year-old
boy. The general your khan defeated
now runs the city.”

“He sent you here? Why?” Kokchu
asked him, genuinely curious. Before the
man could speak, Kokchu answered his
own question. “Because the assassin
failed. Because he wants the tribes to
leave before the people starve to death,
or burn the city down in riots.”
“It is as you say,” the spy confirmed.
“Even if the general wanted to pay
tribute for the city, the black tent is up
before the walls. What choice does he
have but to hold out for another two
years, or even longer?” No trace of the
desperate lie showed on the spy's face.
Yenking would fall in another month,
three at the most.
At last Kokchu put away his knife.

The spy did not know how to read the
action. The lord regent had thrown him
to the wolves to make the offer. All he
had was an instinct that Kokchu was in
the tribes but not of them, a man apart.
Such men were ripe for picking, but he
knew his life could still be measured in
heartbeats. A single spasm of loyalty
from the shaman, a single shout, could
end it all. Genghis would know he had
broken Yenking and the jewel of the
empire would be lost forever. The spy
felt sweat break out on his skin despite
the frozen air. He went on before
Kokchu could reply.
“If they have the white tent raised
once more, my emperor will pay a

tribute to make a hundred kings weep.
Silk enough to line the roads back to
your homeland, gems, slaves, written
works of great magic, science and
medicine, ivory, iron, timber . . .” He
had seen Kokchu's eyes flicker at the
mention of magic, but did not falter in
his list. “. . . paper, jade, thousands upon
thousands of carts laden with wealth.
Enough to found an empire if the khan
desires it. Enough to build cities of his
own.”
“All of which he would have anyway
when the city falls,” Kokchu murmured.
The spy shook his head firmly. “At the
last, when defeat is inevitable, the city
will be fired from within. Know that I

speak truth when I say your khan will
have only ashes and two more years of
waiting on this plain.” He paused, trying
and failing to see how his words were
being received. Kokchu stood like a
statue, barely breathing as he listened.
“Why have you not made this offer to
the khan himself?” Kokchu asked.
Ma Tsin shook his head, suddenly
weary. “We are not children, shaman,
you and I. Let me speak plainly. Genghis
has raised his black tent and all his men
know that it means death. It would cost
him pride to accept the emperor's
tribute, and from what I have seen, he
would let Yenking burn first. But if

another man, one he trusted, could take
the news to him in private? He could
suggest a show of mercy, perhaps, for
those innocents in the city who suffer.”
To his astonishment, Kokchu barked
laughter at the idea. “Mercy? Genghis
would see it as weakness. You will
never meet a man who understands fear
in war as well as the khan I follow. You
could not tempt him with such a thing.”
Despite himself, the spy felt anger
surface at the shaman's mocking tone.
“Then tell me how he can be turned from
Yenking, or kill me here for your dogs. I
have told you all I know.”
“ I could turn him,” Kokchu said

softly. “I have shown him what I can
do.”
“You are feared in the camp,” the spy
replied quickly, grabbing his bony arm.
“Are you the one I need?”
“I am,” Kokchu replied. His face
twisted at the other man's relief. “All
that remains is for you to name the price
for my help in this small thing. I wonder,
how much is your city worth to your
emperor? What price should I put on his
life?”
“Anything you want will be part of the
tribute paid to the khan,” the spy replied.
He dared not believe the man was toying
with him. What choice did he have but to

follow where the shaman led?
Kokchu was silent for a time then,
weighing the man who sat so stiffly erect
on the bed.
“There is real magic in the world,
slave. I have felt it and used it. If your
people know anything of the art, your
boy emperor will have it in his precious
city,” he said at last. “A man cannot
learn enough in a hundred lifetimes. I
want to know every secret your people
have found.”
“There are many secrets, shaman:
from making paper and silk to the
powder that burns, the compass, oil that
will not go out. What do you wish to

know?”
Kokchu snorted. “Do not bargain with
me. I want them all. Do you have men
who work these arts in the cities?”
The spy nodded. “Priests and doctors
of many orders.”
“Have them bind their secrets for me,
as a gift between colleagues. Tell them
to leave nothing out or I will tell my
khan a bloody vision and he will come
back to burn your lands all the way to
the sea. Do you understand?”
The spy freed his tongue and
answered, weak with relief. He could
hear raised voices somewhere nearby

and he rushed along, desperate to finish.
“I will make it so,” he whispered.
“When the white tent is raised, the
emperor will surrender.” He thought for
a moment, then spoke again. The voices
outside were louder.
“If there is betrayal, shaman,
everything you want to know will go up
in flames. There is enough of the powder
that burns in the city to tear the stones to
dust.”
“A brave threat,” Kokchu replied,
sneering. “I wonder if your people
would truly have the will to do such a
thing. I have heard you, slave. You have
done your work. Now go back to your
city and wait for the white tent with your

emperor. It will come in time.”
The spy wanted to urge the shaman on,
to make him understand that he should
move quickly. Caution stopped his
mouth with the thought that it would only
weaken his position. The shaman simply
did not care that the people of the city
were dying every day.
“ W h a t is happening out there?”
Kokchu snapped, disturbed by the shouts
and calls outside the ger. He gestured for
the spy to leave and followed him out
into the moonlight. Everyone around
them was staring at the city, and both
men turned to gaze at the walls.

The young women walked slowly up the
stone steps, wearing white, the color of
death. They were skeletally thin and
barefoot, but they did not shiver. The
cold did not seem to touch them at all.
The soldiers on the walls fell back in
superstitious dread and no one barred
their path. By the thousand, they gathered
above the city. By the ten thousand. Even
the wind fell to a whisper across
Yenking, and the silence was perfect.
The walkway around the city was
frozen white and hard, fifty feet below
where they stood. Almost as one, the
young women of Yenking stepped to the
very edge. Some held hands, others
stood alone, gazing out into the darkness.

For all the miles of wall, they stood
there, looking down into the moonlight.
The spy caught his breath, whispering a
prayer he had not remembered for years,
from before he had forgotten his true
name. His heart broke for his people and
his city.
All along the walls, figures in white
had climbed like a line of ghosts. The
Mongol warriors saw they were women
and called out to them raucously,
laughing and jeering at the distant
figures. The spy shook his head to shut
out the coarse sounds, tears sparkling in
his eyes. Many of the girls held hands as
they stared down at the enemy who had

ridden right to the gates of the emperor's
city.
As the spy watched in frozen grief,
they stepped off. The watching warriors
fell silent in awe. From a distance, they
dropped like white petals and even
Kokchu shook his head, astonished.
Thousands more took their place on the
wall and stepped to their deaths without
a cry, their bodies breaking on the hard
stones below.
“If there is betrayal, the city and
everything in it will be destroyed in
fire,” the spy whispered to the shaman,
his voice thick with sorrow.
Kokchu no longer doubted it.

CHAPTER 31
AS THE WINTER DEEPENED, children were
born in the gers, many of them fathered
by men away with the generals or one of
the diplomatic groups Temuge had sent
out. Fresh food was plentiful after the
capture of the supply column, and the
vast camp enjoyed a period of peace and
prosperity they had never known before.
Kachiun kept the warriors fit with
constant training on the plain around
Yenking, but it was a false peace and
there were few men there who did not
turn their eyes to the city many times
each day, waiting.

Genghis suffered in the cold for the
first time in his life. He had little
appetite, but he had gained a layer of fat
by forcing himself to eat beef and rice.
Though he lost some of his gauntness, his
cough remained, stealing his wind and
infuriating him. For a man who had
never known sickness, it was immensely
frustrating to have his own body betray
him. Of all the men in the camp, he
stared most often at the city, willing it to
fall.
It was in the middle of a night filled
with swirling snow that Kokchu came to
him. For some reason, the coughing was
worse at night, and Genghis had become
used to the shaman visiting him before

dawn with a hot drink. With the gers as
close as they were, his hacking grunts
could be heard by all those around him.
Genghis sat up when he heard Kokchu
challenged by his guards. There would
be no repeat of the assassination attempt,
with six good men around the great ger
in shifts each night. He stared into the
gloom as Kokchu entered and lit a lamp
swinging from the roof. Genghis could
not speak to him for a moment. Spasms
racked his chest until he was red in the
face. It passed, as always, leaving him
gasping for breath.
“You are welcome in my home,
Kokchu,” he whispered hoarsely. “What
new herbs will you try tonight?”

It may have been his imagination, but
the shaman seemed strangely nervous.
Kokchu's forehead glistened with sweat
and Genghis wondered if he too was
falling ill.
“Nothing I have will make you better,
lord. I have tried everything I know,” he
said. “I have wondered if there is
something else that prevents you from
becoming well again.”
“Something else?” Genghis asked. His
throat tickled infuriatingly and he
swallowed hard against it, the action
now part of his usual manner, so that he
gulped constantly.

“The emperor has sent assassins, lord.
Perhaps he has other ways to attack you,
ways that cannot be seen and killed.”
Genghis considered this, interested.
“You think he has magic workers in his
city? If the best they can do is a cough, I
will not fear them.”
Kokchu shook his head. “A curse can
kill you, lord. I should have considered
it before this.”
Genghis sat back on his bed wearily.
“What do you have in mind?”
Kokchu gestured for his khan to stand
and looked away rather than see Genghis
struggle up.

“If you will come to my ger, lord, I
will summon the spirits and see if you
are marked by some dark work of the
city.”
Genghis narrowed his eyes, but he
nodded. “Very well. Send one of my
guards for Temuge to join us.”
“That is not necessary, lord. Your
brother is not as accomplished in these
matters. . . .”
Genghis coughed, a sound which he
turned into a furious growl of anger at
his failing body.
“Do as I tell you, shaman, or get out,”
he said.

Kokchu tightened his mouth and
bowed briefly.
Genghis followed Kokchu to the tiny
ger, waiting in the snow and wind as
Kokchu ducked inside. Temuge was not
long in coming, accompanied by the
warrior who had fetched him from his
sleep. Genghis drew his brother aside
where Kokchu could not hear.
“It seems I must endure his smoke and
rituals, Temuge. Do you trust the man?”
“No,” Temuge snapped, still irritable
at being woken.
Genghis grinned at his brother's
waspish expression in the moonlight. “I

thought you might not, which is why you
are here. You will accompany me,
brother, and watch him all the while I
am in his ger.” He gestured to the
warrior standing nearby and the man
came quickly.
“You will guard this ger, Kuyuk,
against anyone who might disturb us.”
“Your will, lord,” the
replied, bowing his head.

warrior

“And if Temuge or I do not walk out,
your task is to kill the shaman,” Genghis
said. He felt Temuge's gaze on him and
he shrugged. “I am not a trusting man,
brother.”

Taking a deep breath of the freezing
air, Genghis stifled his twitching throat
and entered the ger of the shaman,
Temuge behind him. There was barely
room for three in that tiny space, but they
sat on the silk floor with their knees
touching, waiting to see what Kokchu
could do.
Kokchu lit cones of powder in gold
dishes on the floor. They sparked and
spat, producing a thick cloud of narcotic
smoke. As the first wisps reached
Genghis he doubled over in a fit of
coughing. Every gasp made it worse and
Kokchu grew visibly nervous that the
khan would collapse. At last Genghis
took a clean breath and felt coolness in

his tortured throat, like stream water on
a hot day. He took another breath and
another, rejoicing at the numbness that
flowed in him.
“That is better,” he admitted, staring
at the shaman with bloodshot eyes.
Kokchu was in his element, despite
Temuge's hard gaze on him. He
produced a pot of the black paste and
reached out to Genghis's mouth. He
jerked as a hand snapped around his
wrist.
“What is
suspiciously.

that?”

Genghis

said,

Kokchu swallowed. He had not seen

him move. “It will help you to break the
bonds of flesh, lord. Without it, I cannot
bring you onto the paths.”
“I have had it,” Temuge said
suddenly, his eyes brighter than before.
“It does no harm.”
“You will not, tonight,” Genghis
replied,
ignoring
his
brother's
disappointment. “I want you to observe,
Temuge, that is all.”
Genghis opened his mouth and
endured the shaman's black-nailed
fingers rubbing the paste into his gums.
At first there was no effect, but as
Genghis began to mention this, he
noticed the dim light of the shaman's

lamp had become brighter. He stared at
it in wonderment and the light swelled to
fill the little ger, bathing them all in
gold.
“Take my hand,” Kokchu whispered,
“and walk with me.”
Temuge watched mistrustfully as his
brother's eyes rolled up in his head and
he slumped. Kokchu had closed his own
so that Temuge felt oddly alone. He
winced as Genghis's mouth flopped
open, made black by the paste. The
silence stretched and Temuge lost some
of his tension as he remembered his own
visions in that small ger. His gaze
drifted to the pot of black paste, and
with the two men deep in a trance, he

replaced the lid and made it disappear
inside his deel. His servant Ma Tsin had
secured a regular supply for a time
before the man vanished. Temuge had
long ceased to wonder where he had
gone, though he suspected Kokchu had
some hand in it. There were other
servants to be found among the Chin
soldiers Genghis had taken in, though
none were as adept.
Temuge had no way to judge the
passage of time. He sat for an age in
perfect stillness, then was jerked out of
his reverie by Kokchu's voice, hoarse
and distant. The words filled the ger and
Temuge inched back from the rush of
nonsense syllables. Genghis too stirred

at the sound, opening glassy eyes as
Kokchu began to talk louder and faster.
Without warning,
the
shaman
collapsed, breaking his hold on
Genghis's hand. Genghis felt the fingers
slip away and blinked slowly, still deep
in the grip of the opiate.
Kokchu lay on his side, spittle
dribbling from his mouth. Temuge stared
at him in distaste. Without warning, the
babble of alien sounds ceased and
Kokchu spoke without opening his eyes
in a firm, low voice.
“I see a white tent raised before the
walls. I see the emperor talking to his
soldiers. Men pointing and pleading

with him. He is a little boy and there are
tears on his face.”
The shaman fell silent and Temuge
leaned close to him, worried that his
stillness meant the man's heart had given
way. He touched the shaman's shoulder
lightly, and as he did so, Kokchu jerked,
writhing, producing sounds that had no
meaning. Once more he fell silent and
the low voice spoke again.
“I see treasures, a tribute. Thousands
of carts and slaves. Silk, weapons,
ivory. Jade in mountains, enough to fill
the sky. Enough to build an empire. It
gleams so!”
Temuge waited for more, but no more

came. His brother had slumped against
the wicker-braced wall of the ger and
was snoring softly. Kokchu's breathing
relaxed and his clenched fists fell loose
as he too slept. Once more Temuge was
alone and in awe of what he had heard.
Would either of the men remember the
words? His own recollection of visions
was patchy at best, but he recalled that
Kokchu had not taken the black paste
into his own mouth. No doubt he would
tell the khan everything he had seen.
Temuge knew he could not shake his
brother awake. He would sleep for many
hours, long after the camp had risen
around him. Temuge shook his head
wearily. Genghis was sick of the siege

as the end of the second year
approached. He might well grasp at any
chance. Temuge grimaced to himself. If
Kokchu's vision was true, Genghis
would turn to him in future, in all things.
Temuge considered cutting Kokchu's
throat as he lay in sleep. For a man who
dabbled in dark magics, it would not be
too hard to explain away. Temuge
imagined telling Genghis how a red line
appeared on Kokchu's throat while he
watched in horror. It would be Temuge
who told Genghis what the shaman had
seen.
Temuge drew his knife slowly,
making no sound. His hand shook
slightly, even as he told himself to act.

He leaned over the shaman, and at that
moment, Kokchu's eyes snapped open,
warned by some sense. He jerked his
arm to knock the blade aside, trapping it
in the folds of his robe.
Temuge spoke quickly. “You live
then, Kokchu? I thought for a moment
that you had been possessed. I was ready
to kill whatever spirit had taken you
from your body.”
Kokchu sat up, his eyes sharp and
alert. A sneer touched his face. “You
fear too much, Temuge. There is no
spirit that can harm me.” Both men knew
the truth of the moment, but for their own
reasons, neither was willing to force it

into the open. They stared at each other
as enemies, and at last, Temuge nodded.
“I will have the guard carry my
brother back to his ger,” he said. “Will
his cough ease, do you think?”
Kokchu shook his head. “There is no
curse that I could find. Take him, as you
wish. I must think about what the spirits
revealed to me.”
Temuge wanted to prick the man's
vanity with a barbed comment, but he
couldn't think of one and crawled out of
the door to fetch the guard for his
brother. Snow whirled around him as the
burly warrior hefted Genghis onto his
shoulders, and Temuge's expression was

bitter. No good could come of Kokchu's
rise, he was certain.
Zhi Zhong woke abruptly at the clatter of
sandals on a hard floor. He shook his
head to clear it of sleep and ignored the
spasm of hunger that remained with him
at all hours. Even the emperor's court
was suffering in the famine. The day
before, Zhi Zhong had eaten only a
single, watery bowl of soup. He had told
himself the floating slivers of flesh were
the last of the emperor's horses,
slaughtered months before. He hoped it
was true. As a soldier he had learned
never to refuse a meal, even if the meat
was rotten.

He stood, throwing aside his blankets
and reaching for his sword as a servant
entered.
“Who are you to disturb me at this
hour?” Zhi Zhong demanded. It was still
dark outside and he was drugged with
exhausted sleep. He lowered his blade
as the servant threw himself down,
touching his head to the stones.
“My lord regent, you are summoned to
the presence of the Son of Heaven,” the
man said without looking up. Zhi Zhong
frowned in surprise. The boy emperor,
Xuan, had never dared to summon him
before. He repressed the twitch of anger
he felt until he knew more, calling for
his slaves to dress and bathe him.

The servant quivered visibly as he
heard the call. “My lord, the emperor
said to come at once.”
“Xuan will wait on my pleasure!” Zhi
Zhong snapped, terrifying the man
further. “Wait outside for me.” The
servant scrambled to his feet and Zhi
Zhong considered starting him on his
way with a kick.
His own slaves entered, and despite
his response, Zhi Zhong had them hurry.
He chose not to bathe and merely had his
long hair tied behind with a bronze clasp
so that it hung down his back over his
armor. He could smell his own sweat
and his mood soured even further as he

wondered if the emperor's ministers
were behind this summons.
When he left his rooms, with the
servant trotting ahead of him, he could
see the grayness of dawn from every
open window. It was his favorite time of
day, though again, his stomach clenched.
He found the emperor in the audience
chamber where Zhi Zhong had killed his
father. As the lord regent passed through
the guards, he wondered if anyone had
told the boy he sat on the same chair.
The ministers were in attendance like
a flock of brightly colored birds. Ruin
Chu, first among them, was standing at
Xuan's right hand while the boy sat on

the throne, which dwarfed his tiny frame.
The first minister looked nervous and
defiant at the same time, and Zhi Zhong
was curious as he approached and went
down on one knee.
“The Son of Heaven summoned me
and I have come,” he said clearly into
the silence. He saw Xuan's eyes fasten
on the sword at his hip, and he guessed
the boy knew very well what had
happened to his father. If so, it made the
choice of room a statement, and Zhi
Zhong mastered his impatience until he
knew what had given the emperor's birds
their new confidence.
To his surprise, it was Xuan himself
who spoke.

“My city is starving, lord regent,” he
said. His voice trembled slightly, but
firmed as he went on. “With the lottery,
perhaps as many as a fifth have died,
including those who threw themselves
from the walls.”
Zhi almost snapped an answer at the
reminder of that shameful incident, but
he knew there had to be more for Xuan
to have dared to call him to his
presence.
“The dead are not buried, with so
many mouths to feed,” the emperor
continued. “Instead we must endure the
shame of eating our own, or joining
them.”

“Why have I been summoned here?”
Zhi Zhong said suddenly, tired of the
boy's airs. Ruin Chu gasped at his
effrontery in interrupting the emperor.
Zhi Zhong cast a lazy glance in the man's
direction, hardly caring.
The boy on the throne leaned forward,
summoning his courage. “The Mongol
khan has raised a white tent once more
on the plain. The spy you sent was
successful and we can pay a tribute at
last.”
Zhi Zhong clenched his right fist,
overwhelmed. It was not the victory he
had wanted, but the city would soon be a
tomb for all of them. Still, it took an
immense effort of will to force a smile

onto his face.
“Then His Majesty will survive. I
will go to the walls and see this white
tent, then send word to the khan. We will
talk again.”
He saw scorn on the faces of the
ministers and hated them for it. To a
man, they saw him as the architect of the
disaster that had befallen Yenking. The
shame of surrendering would ripple
through the city along with the relief.
From the high court to the lowest
fisherman, they would know the emperor
had been forced to pay a tribute. Still,
they would live and escape the rat trap
that Yenking had become. Once the

Mongols had been paid their blood
money, the court could travel south and
gather strength and allies in the southern
cities. Perhaps they would even find
support from the Sung empire of the far
south, calling on blood to smash the
invader. There would be other battles
with the Mongol horde, but they would
never again allow the emperor to be
trapped. Either way, they would live.
The audience room was cold and Zhi
Zhong shivered, realizing he had been
standing in silence while the emperor
and his ministers watched. He had no
words that could ease the bitter pain of
what he must do, and he tried to shrug
off the enormity of it. There was no point

in seeing the entire city starve to death,
so that the Mongols could climb the
walls and find only dead men. In time
the Chin would be strong again. The
thought of reaching the soft luxury of the
south raised his spirits a little. There
would be food and an army there.
“It is the right decision, Son of
Heaven,” he said, bowing deeply before
he left the room.
When he had gone, one of the slaves
standing against the wall stood forward.
The boy emperor's eyes flickered to him
and now there was malice and anger
showing where there had been only
nervousness before.

The slave straightened subtly, altering
the way he held himself. His head was
completely hairless, even to bare brows
and eyelids, and it shone with some rich
unguent. The man stared after the lord
regent as if he could see through the
great doors to the chamber.
“Let him live until the tribute has been
paid,” Xuan said. “After that, he is to die
as painfully as possible. For his failure
and for my father.”
The master of the Black Tong of
assassins bowed respectfully to the boy
who ruled the empire.
“It will be so, Imperial Majesty.”

CHAPTER 32
IT WAS A STRANGE THING to see the gates
of Yenking open at last. Genghis
stiffened in the saddle as he watched the
first heavily laden cart come trundling
through. The fact that it was pulled by
men and not draught animals showed the
state of the city within. It was hard not to
dig in his heels and attack, after so many
months dreaming of this moment. He told
himself that he had made the right
decision, glancing at Kokchu across the
field, the shaman sitting a pony from the
best bloodline in the tribes.

Kokchu could not hold back a smile
as his prophecy was confirmed. When he
had told Genghis the details of his
vision, when the black tent still sat
before the city, Genghis had promised
him the pick of the tribute if it ever
came. Not only had he risen in power
and influence in the tribes, he would be
wealthier than he had ever dreamed. His
conscience was quiet as he watched the
treasure of an empire coming out. He
had lied to his khan and perhaps
deprived him of a bloody victory, but
Yenking had fallen and Kokchu was the
architect of the Mongol triumph. Thirty
thousand warriors cheered the approach
of the carts until they were hoarse. They
knew they would be wearing green silk

before the day was over, and for men
who lived for plunder, it was a sight
they would
describe
to
their
grandchildren. An emperor had been
brought to heel for them and the
impregnable city could only vomit forth
its riches in defeat.
With the gates open, the waiting
generals could catch a glimpse of the
inner city for the first time, a road that
vanished into the distance. Genghis
coughed into his fist as the tribute came
out like a tongue, with men buzzing
around the column in what was almost a
military operation. Many were almost
skeletal from starvation. They staggered
as they worked, and when they tried to

rest, Chin officers whipped them
savagely until they moved or died.
Hundreds of carts had been brought
out to the plain, placed in neat lines
while their sweating teams walked back
to the city for more. Temuge had
warriors making a tally of the total, but it
was already chaos and Genghis chuckled
to see him trotting around red-faced,
calling orders as he walked down new
streets of wealth, sprung from nothing on
the plain.
“What will you do with the tribute?”
Kachiun asked at his side.
Genghis looked up from his thoughts.
He shrugged. “How much can a man

carry without being too slow to fight?”
Kachiun laughed. “Temuge wants us
to build our own capital, did he tell you?
He is drawing up plans for a place that
has more than a little resemblance to a
Chin city.”
Genghis snorted at that, then bent over
his saddle in a fit of coughing that left
him gasping for air.
Kachiun spoke again as if he had not
seen the weakness. “We cannot just bury
the gold, brother. We should do
something with it.”
When Genghis was able to respond,
he had lost the sharp reply he would

have made. “You and I have walked
down streets of Chin houses, Kachiun.
Do you remember the smell? When I
think of home, I think of clean streams
and valleys soft with sweet grass, not a
chance to pretend we are Chin nobles
behind walls. Have we not shown that
walls make you weak?” He gestured to
the train of carts still coming out of
Yenking to make his point. More than a
thousand had left the city, and still he
could see the line stretching back along
the gate road inside.
“Then
Kachiun
warriors
than any

we will have no walls,”
said. “Our walls will be the
you see around you, stronger
construction of stone and lime

paste.”
Genghis looked at him quizzically. “I
see Temuge has been persuasive,” he
said.
Kachiun looked away, embarrassed.
“I do not care for his visions of market
squares and bathhouses. But he talks of
places of learning, of medicine men
trained to heal the wounds of the
warriors. He looks to a time when we
are not at war. We have never had such
things, but that does not mean we never
should.”
Both men stared at the lines of carts
for a time. Even with every spare horse
from the tumans, they would be hard

pressed to move such a hoard. It was
natural to dream of the possibilities.
“I can barely imagine peace,” Genghis
said. “I have never known it. All I want
is to return home and recover from this
illness that plagues me. To ride all day
and grow strong again. Would you have
me building cities on my plains?”
Kachiun shook his head. “Not cities.
We are horsemen, brother. It will
always be so. But perhaps a capital, one
single city for the nation we have made.
The way Temuge told it, I can imagine
great training grounds for our men, a
place for our children to live and never
know the fear we knew.”

“They would grow soft,” Genghis
said. “They would become as weak and
useless as the Chin themselves, and one
day someone else will come riding, hard
and lean and dangerous. Then where
will our people be?”
Kachiun looked over the tens of
thousands of warriors who walked or
rode through the vast camp. He smiled
and shook his head. “We are wolves,
brother, but even wolves need a place to
sleep. I do not want Temuge's stone
streets, but perhaps we can make a city
of gers, one that we can move whenever
the grazing has gone.”
Genghis listened with more interest.
“That is better. I will think about it,

Kachiun. There will be time enough on
the journey home, and as you say, we
can hardly bury all this gold.”
Thousands of slaves had come out
with the carts by then, standing
miserably in lines. Many were young
boys and girls, given as property by the
young emperor to the conquering khan.
“They could build it for us,” Kachiun
said, indicating them with a jerk of his
hand. “And when you and I are old, we
would have a quiet place to die.”
“I have said I will think about it,
brother. Who knows what lands
Tsubodai, Jelme, and Khasar have found
to conquer? Perhaps we will ride with

them and never need a place to sleep that
is not on a horse.”
Kachiun smiled at his brother's
words, knowing not to push him any
further. “Look at all this,” he said. “Do
you remember when it was just us?” He
did not need to add details. There had
been a time for both of them when death
was just a breath away and every man
was an enemy.
“I remember,” Genghis said. Against
the images of their childhood, the plain
with its carts and swarming warriors
was awe inspiring. As he gazed across
the scene, Genghis saw the figure of the
emperor's first minister trotting toward
him. He sighed to himself at the thought

of another strained conversation with the
man. The emperor's representative
pretended goodwill, but his distaste for
the tribes was evident in every
shuddering glance. He was also nervous
around horses and made them nervous in
turn.
As Genghis watched, the Chin
minister bowed deeply to him before
unrolling a scroll.
“What is that?” Genghis asked in the
Chin language before Ruin Chu could
speak. Chakahai had taught him,
rewarding his progress in inventive
ways. The minister seemed flustered, but
he recovered quickly.

“It is the tally of the tribute, my lord
khan.”
“Give it to my brother, Temuge. He
will know what to do with it.”
The minister flushed and began to roll
the scroll into a tight tube. “I thought you
would want to check the tribute is
accurate, my lord,” he said.
Genghis frowned at him. “I had not
considered that anyone would be foolish
enough to hold back what was promised,
Ruin Chu. Are you saying your people
have no honor?”
“No, my lord . . .” Ruin Chu
stammered.

Genghis waved a hand to silence him.
“Then my brother will look it over.” He
thought for a moment, staring over the
minister's head to the line of laden carts.
“I have not yet seen your master to
offer formal surrender, Ruin Chu. Where
is he?”
Ruin Chu grew even redder in the face
as he considered how to answer.
General Zhi Zhong had not survived the
night, and the portly minister had been
called to his apartments at dawn. He
shuddered at the memory of the body's
stripes and marks. It had not been an
easy death.
“General Zhi Zhong has not survived

these difficult times, my lord,” he said at
last. Genghis looked blankly at him.
“What do I care for another of your
soldiers? I have not seen your emperor.
Does he think I will take his gold and
ride away without ever laying eyes on
him?”
Ruin Chu's mouth worked, though no
sound came out.
Genghis stepped closer to him. “Go
back to Yenking, Minister, and bring him
out. If he is not here by noon, all the
riches in the world will not save your
city.”
Ruin Chu swallowed, visibly afraid.
He had hoped that the Mongol khan

would not ask to see a seven-year-old
boy. Would little Xuan survive the
meeting? Ruin Chu could not be sure.
The Mongols were cruel and nothing
was beneath them. Yet there was no
choice and he bowed even deeper than
before.
“Your will, my lord.”
As the sun rose in the sky, the great train
of treasures was halted to allow the
emperor's litter out onto the plain. With
him came a hundred men in armor,
walking at the side of the box borne by
matching slaves. They came in grim
silence and the Mongols too fell quiet at
the sight, beginning to drift in after the

group as they made their way to where
Genghis waited with his generals. No
special tent had been raised for the
emperor, yet Genghis could not help a
twinge of awe as the ranks marched
toward him. It was true that the boy had
played no part in the history of the
tribes. Yet he was the single symbol of
everything they had come together to
resist. Genghis dropped his hand to the
hilt of one of Arslan's swords at his
waist. When it had been forged, he had
been khan of less than fifty men in a
camp of snow and ice. He would hardly
have dared dream then that the emperor
of the Chin would one day come at his
command.

The litter shone in the sun as it was
lowered with incredible gentleness. The
slaves straightened from the poles,
staring straight ahead. Genghis watched
in fascination as small curtains were
lifted aside by Ruin Chu and a small boy
stepped onto the grass. He wore a long,
jeweled green jacket over leggings of
black. A high collar made the boy hold
his head up. His eyes were not afraid as
they met those of the khan, and Genghis
felt a touch of admiration for the child's
courage.
Genghis took a step forward and
sensed the hard gaze of the soldiers on
him. “Have these men stand back, Ruin
Chu,” he said softly.

The minister bowed his head and gave
the order. Genghis stood stiffly as the
officers glared at him before retreating a
grudging distance. The idea that they
could protect the little boy in the heart of
the Mongol camp was ludicrous, but
Genghis could feel the fierce loyalty in
them. He did not want them startled into
an attack. Once they had moved, he
thought no more of their presence and
approached the emperor.
“You are welcome in my camp,” he
said in the Chin tongue. The little boy
stared up at him without a reply and
Genghis saw his hands were shaking.
“You have everything you wanted,”
Xuan said suddenly, his voice high and

brittle.
“I wanted an end to the siege,”
Genghis replied. “This is one end.”
The boy raised his head even further,
standing like a gleaming mannequin in
the sun. “Will you attack us now?”
Genghis shook his head. “I have said
my word is iron, little man. I think
perhaps if your father stood before me
now, I would consider it. There are
many among my people who would
applaud me for the strategy.” He paused
to swallow against his itching throat and
could not stop a hacking cough working
its way loose. To his irritation, an
audible wheeze remained as he

continued.
“I have killed wolves. I will not hunt
rabbits.”
“I will not always be so young, my
lord khan,” the little boy replied. “You
may regret leaving me alive.”
Genghis smiled at the show of
precocious defiance, even as Ruin Chu
winced. With a smooth movement,
Genghis drew his sword and rested the
tip on the boy's shoulder, touching his
collar.
“All great men have enemies,
emperor. Yours will hear that you stood
with my sword at your neck and not all

the armies and cities of the Chin could
remove the blade. In time, you will
understand why that gives me more
satisfaction than killing you ever could.”
Another cough made his throat clench
and he wiped his mouth with his free
hand.
“I have offered you peace, boy. I
cannot say I will not be back, or that my
sons and their generals will not stand
here in years to come. You have bought
peace for a year, perhaps two or three.
That is more than your people have ever
given mine.” With a sigh, he sheathed the
blade.
“There is one last thing, boy, before I
go home to the lands of my childhood.”

“What more do you want?” Xuan
replied. He had gone a sickly white now
that the blade had been removed from
his neck, but his eyes were cold.
“Kneel to me, emperor, and I will
leave,” Genghis said. To his surprise,
the boy's eyes filled with furious tears.
“I will not!”
Ruin Chu came closer, hovering
nervously at the emperor's shoulder.
“Son of Heaven, you must,” he
whispered.
Genghis did not speak again, and at
last, the boy's shoulders slumped in

defeat. He stared blindly as he knelt
before the khan.
Genghis stood in the breeze and
enjoyed a long moment of silence before
he motioned to Ruin Chu to help the boy
to his feet.
“Do not forget this day, emperor,
when you are grown,” Genghis said,
softly. The boy did not reply as Ruin
Chu guided his steps back to the litter
and saw him safely inside. The column
formed up around it and began the march
back to the city.
Genghis watched them go. The tribute
was paid and his army waited for his
order to move. Nothing more held him to

the cursed plain that had brought
weakness and frustration from the
moment he set foot on it.
“Let us go home,” he said to Kachiun.
Horns sounded across the plain and the
vast host of his people began to move.
♦ ♦ ♦
The sickness in Genghis's chest
worsened in the first weeks of travel.
His skin was hot to the touch and he
sweated constantly, suffering from
rashes at his groin and armpits,
wherever there was hair to grow foul.
His breath came painfully, so that he
wheezed every night and could never

clear his throat. He longed for the cool,
clean winds of the mountains of home,
and against reason, he spent every day in
the saddle, looking to the horizon.
A month out from Yenking, the
outskirts of the desert realm were in
sight and the tribes halted by a river to
take on water for the trip. It was there
that the last of the scouts Genghis had
left behind came riding into camp. Two
of them did not join their friends around
the campfires and instead rode straight
to the khan's ger on its cart.
Kachiun and Arslan were there with
Genghis and all three men came out to
hear the final report. They watched as

the two scouts dismounted stiffly. Both
were caked in dust and dirt and Genghis
exchanged a glance with his brother,
swallowing against a twitch of his
tortured throat.
“My lord khan,” one of the scouts
began. He swayed as he stood and
Genghis wondered what could have
made the man ride himself to exhaustion.
“The emperor has left Yenking, lord,
heading south. More than a thousand
went with him.”
“He ran?” Genghis demanded in
disbelief.
“South, lord. The city was left open,

abandoned behind him. I did not stay to
see how many people survived inside.
The emperor took many more carts and
slaves, every one of his ministers.”
No one else spoke as they waited for
Genghis to cough into a closed fist,
straining for air.
“I gave him peace,” Genghis said at
last. “Yet he shouts to the world that my
word means nothing to him.”
“What does it matter, brother?”
Kachiun began. “Khasar is in the south.
No city would dare give sanctuary—”
Genghis silenced him with a furious
gesture. “I will not go back to that place,

Kachiun. But there is a price for all
things. He has broken the peace I offered
him to run to his armies in the south.
Now you will show him the result.”
“Brother?” Kachiun asked.
“No, Kachiun! I have had enough of
games. Take your men back to that plain
and burn Yenking to the ground. That is
the price I will have from him.”
Under his brother's fury, Kachiun
could only bow his head.
“Your will, my lord,” he said.

HISTORICAL NOTE
Nature has left this tincture in the
blood,
That all men would be tyrants if
they could.
—DANIEL DEFOE
The birthdate of Genghis can only ever
be estimated. Given the nomadic nature
of the Mongol tribes, the year and
location of his birth were never marked.
In addition, small tribes would record
the years in terms of local events,
making it hard to match to calendars of

the day. It is only when Genghis comes
into contact with the larger world that
the dates are known with any certainty.
He invaded the Xi Xia region south of
the Gobi in 1206 A.D. and was
proclaimed khan of all the tribes in the
same year. In the Chinese calendars, that
was the year of Fire and of the Tiger, at
the end of the Taihe era. He may have
been as young as twenty-five or as old
as thirty-eight when he united his people.
I have not dwelled on the years of war
and alliances as he slowly brought the
great tribes together under his command.
Interesting as that was, his story always
had a wider scope. I recommend The
Secret History of the Mongols,
translated by Arthur Waley, for anyone

wishing to know more of that period.
♦ ♦ ♦
The Naiman alliance was the last major
coalition to resist being swept up into
the new nation. The khan of the Naimans
did climb Mount Nakhu, moving further
and further up the slopes as the army of
Genghis advanced. Genghis offered to
spare his bondsmen, but they refused and
he had them killed to the last man. The
rest of the warriors and families were
absorbed into his own forces.
Kokchu was a powerful shaman, also
known as Teb-Tenggeri. Little is known

of exactly how he became influential.
Both Hoelun and Borte complained to
Genghis about him at various points. His
ability to influence Genghis became a
great source of concern for those around
the khan. Genghis himself believed in a
single sky father: deism supported by the
spirit world of shamanism. Kokchu
remains something of an enigma. One
law of the tribes was that it was
forbidden to shed royal blood or that of
holy men. I have not yet finished telling
his story.
As the tribes gathered to Genghis's call,
the khan of the Uighurs wrote a
declaration of loyalty almost exactly as I

have it here. However, the incident of
Khasar being beaten and Temuge forced
to kneel involved sons of the
Khongkhotan clan rather than the
Woyela.
Genghis did flood the plain of the Xi Xia
and was forced to retreat before the
rising waters. Although it must have
been embarrassing, the destruction of the
crops brought the king to the negotiating
table and eventually won a vassal for the
Mongol people. It would not have been
Genghis's first encounter with the idea of
paying tribute. Mongol tribes were
known to negotiate in this way, though
never on this scale. It is interesting to

consider what Genghis must have made
of the riches of the Xi Xia and, later, the
emperor's own city. He had no use for
personal possessions beyond those he
could carry on his horse. Tribute would
have impressed the tribes and signaled
his dominance, but otherwise had very
little practical use.
The outcome for the Xi Xia might
have been different if Prince Wei of the
Chin empire had answered the call for
aid. His message (in translation) was:
“It is to our advantage when our enemies
attack one another. Wherein lies the
danger to us?”
When Genghis went round the Great

Wall of China, he did so only by
accident. His path to Yenking through Xi
Xia lands neatly circumvented the wall.
However, it is important to understand
that the wall was a solid obstacle only in
the mountains around Yenking—later
known as Peking, then Beijing today. In
other places, the wall was broken, or no
more than a rampart of earth with an
occasional guard post. In later centuries,
the wall was joined into one continuous
barrier to invasion.
It is worth noting that the Western
pronunciation of Chinese place-names is
always an approximation, using an alien
alphabet to create the same sound. Thus,

Xi Xia is sometimes rendered as TsiTsia,
or Hsi-Hsia,
and Chin is
sometimes written as Jin or even Kin.
Sung is written as Song in some texts. I
have managed to find twenty-one
spellings of Genghis, from the exotic
Gentchiscan and Tchen-Kis to the more
prosaic Jingis, Chinggis, Jengiz, and
Gengis. The Mongolian word ordo or
ordu means camp or
general
headquarters. From this we derive the
word horde. Some dictionaries give the
word shaman as a word of Mongolian
origin, and the Gurkhas of Nepal could
well derive their name from Gurkhan,
or khan of khans.
Genghis had four legitimate sons. As

with all Mongol names, there are
differences in spelling, much as the
w o r d Shakespeare is occasionally
written as Shaksper, or Boadicea as
Boudicca. Jochi is sometimes seen as
Juji, Chagatai as Jagatai, Ogedai as
Ogdai. His last son was Tolui,
sometimes written as Tule.
As well as the Xi Xia princess, Genghis
often accepted wives from his beaten
enemies. One of his later decrees made
all Mongol children legitimate, though
the ruling did not seem to affect the right
to inherit among his own sons.
♦ ♦ ♦

Walled cities were always a problem
for Genghis. At the time of his attack on
Yenking, that city was surrounded by
fortress villages containing granaries
and an arsenal. There were moats
around the city walls and the walls
themselves were almost fifty feet thick at
the base, rising as high. The city had
thirteen well-constructed gates and what
is still the longest canal in the world,
stretching more than a thousand miles
south and east to Hangzhou. Most of the
world's capital cities have their
beginnings on the shores of a great river.
Beijing was built around three great
lakes—Beihei to the north, Zhonghai (or

Songhai) in the center, and Nanhai to the
south. It may well be the oldest
continuously occupied human settlement,
as evidence of inhabitants has been
found from nearly half a million years
ago—Peking Man, as he is sometimes
known.
At the time of Genghis's attack through
the pass of the Badger's Mouth, Yenking
had undergone a period of growth that
resulted in walls five miles in
circumference and a population of a
quarter of a million households, or
approximately a million people. It is
possible to imagine as many as half a
million more who would not show up on
any official count. Even then, the famous

“Forbidden City” within the walls and
the emperor's Summer Palace (destroyed
by British and French soldiers in 1860)
had not yet been built. Today, the city
has a population of approximately
fifteen million people, and it is possible
to drive through the pass that was once
host to one of the bloodiest battles in
history. That too is a known date: 1211
A.D. Genghis had been leader of his
people for five years at that point. He
was in the prime of his physical strength
and fought with his men. It is unlikely
that he was much older than forty, but he
may have been as young as thirty, as I
have written here.
The battle of Badger's Mouth pass is

regarded as one of Genghis's greatest
victories. Vastly outnumbered and
unable to maneuver, he sent men to flank
the enemy, climbing mountains the Chin
thought were impassable. The Chin
cavalry were routed back into their own
lines by the Mongol horse, and even ten
years later, skeletons littered the ground
around that place for thirty miles. With
the usual problems of anglicized
pronunciation, the pass is known in
earlier works as Yuhung, which roughly
translates as “Badger.”
Having lost the battle, General Zhi
Zhong did indeed return and slay the
young emperor, appointing another while
he ruled as regent.

The city of Yenking was made to be
impregnable and there were almost a
thousand guard towers on the walls.
Each one was defended by enormous
crossbows that could fire a huge arrow
two-thirds of a mile. In addition, they
had trebuchet catapults capable of firing
heavy loads for hundreds of yards over
the walls. They had gunpowder and
were just beginning to use it in war,
though at this time it would have formed
part of the defenses. Their catapults
could have launched clay pots filled
with distilled oil—petrol. Assaulting
such a city fortress would have broken
the back of the Mongol army, so they

chose to devastate the country around it
and starve Yenking to surrender.
It took four years and the inhabitants
of Yenking were reduced to eating their
own dead by the time they opened the
gates and surrendered in 1215. Genghis
accepted the surrender along with tribute
of unimaginable value. He then traveled
back to the grasslands of his youth, as he
did throughout his life. With the siege
ended, the emperor fled south. Though
he did not turn back himself, Genghis
sent an army to the city to take
vengeance. Parts of Yenking burned for
a month.
Despite his hatred of the Chin, Genghis

would not be the one who would see
them occupied and subdued at last. That
would fall to his sons and grandson
Kubla. At the peak of his success, he left
China and went west. It is true that the
Islamic rulers refused to recognize his
authority, but Genghis was too much of a
visionary to react without thought. It is
an odd fact, usually glossed over in the
histories, that he left China when it was
ready to fall at his feet. Perhaps it is
simply because he was distracted from
his hatred by the challenge of the Shah of
Khwarazm,
Ala-ud-dun-Mohammed.
Genghis was not a man to let any
challenge go unanswered. In fact, he
seemed to revel in them.

♦ ♦ ♦
He understood the idea of nations and
laws, slowly developing his own code,
called the Yasa.
“If the great, the military leaders and
the leaders of the many descendants of
the ruler who will be born in the future,
should not adhere strictly to the Yasa,
then the power of the state will be
shattered and come to an end. No matter
how they seek Genghis Khan, they will
not find him,” he declared.
In this, we see the visionary who
could dream nations out of scattered
tribes and understand what it entailed to

rule across such a vast land.
The system of white tent, red tent, black
tent, was used by Genghis as I have
described. It was propaganda of a sort,
designed to have cities fall quickly from
fear. With grazing always an issue for
the Mongol herds, prolonged sieges
were to be avoided if possible. It suited
neither their temperaments nor Genghis's
style of warfare, where speed and
mobility were central factors. In a
similar way, driving enemies toward a
city to strain their resources is ruthless
common sense. In some ways, Genghis
was the ultimate pragmatist, but one
feature of Mongol warfare is worth

mentioning: revenge. The line “We have
lost many good men” was often used to
justify an all-out attack after a setback.
He was also willing to try new
techniques and weapons, such as the
long lance. The bow would always be
the weapon of choice for Mongol
cavalry, but they used the lance in
exactly the same way as medieval
knights, as an immensely successful
heavy charge weapon against infantry
and other horsemen.
Deception is another key to
understanding many of the Mongol
victories. Genghis and the men who
served under him regarded a straight
fight almost as discreditable. Victories

won by cunning brought far more honor,
and they always looked for a way to fool
the enemy they faced, whether it was a
false withdrawal, hidden reserves, or
even straw dummies on spare horses to
give the illusion of reserves they didn't
actually have. It may interest some to
consider that Baden-Powell took exactly
the same approach in his defense of
Mafeking seven centuries later, with
dummy minefields, sending the men to
lay invisible barbed wire and all manner
of tricks and ruses. Some things don't
change.
The incident where Jelme sucked blood
from Genghis's neck is an interesting

one. No mention of poison survives, but
how else can the action be explained? It
is not necessary to suck clotted blood
from a neck wound. It does not aid
healing, and in fact, the act could burst
artery walls already weak from the cut.
The historical incident took place earlier
than I have it here, but it was so
extraordinary that I could not leave it
out. It is the sort of incident that tends to
be rewritten in history, if perhaps a
partially
successful
assassination
attempt was seen as dishonorable.
One event from the histories that I did
not use was when a banished and
starving tribesman took hold of
Genghis's youngest son, Tolui, and drew

a knife. We cannot know what he
intended, as he was killed quickly by
Jelme and others.
Such events might help to explain
why, when the Mongols later came into
contact with the original Arab
Assassins, they stopped at nothing to
destroy them.
Genghis was far from invincible and
was wounded many times in his battles.
Yet luck was always with him and he
survived again and again—perhaps
deserving the belief his men had in him,
that he was blessed and destined to
conquer.

A note on distances traveled: One of the
chief advantages of the Mongol army
was that it could turn up just about
anywhere in a surprise attack. There are
well-attested records of covering 600
miles in nine days, at 70 miles per day,
or more extreme rides of 140 miles in a
day with the rider still able to continue.
The greatest rides involved changes of
ponies, but Marco Polo records Mongol
messengers covering 250 miles between
sunrise and dark. In winter, the
incredibly hardy ponies are turned
loose. They eat enough snow to satisfy
their thirst and are adept at digging
through it to find sustenance beneath.
When the Franciscan monk John de
Plano Carpini crossed the plains to visit

Kubla Khan, then at Karakorum, the
Mongols advised him to change his
horses for Mongol ponies or see them
starve to death. They had no such worry
for the ponies. Western horses have been
bred for brute strength in breeds like the
Suffolk Punch horse, or for racing speed.
They have never been bred for
endurance.
The incident of falling petals is true. Up
to sixty thousand young girls threw
themselves from the walls of Yenking
rather than see it fall to the invader.
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